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FOREWOR>D.

When the most fitting manner of celebrating the seventieth birth-

day of the President of the Hebrew Union College was under

consideration, the suggestion was made by one of his colleagues of

the Faculty of the institution that a volume of essays be published

to mark the event. The matter was brought to the attention of the

Board of Governors of the College who acted favorably upon the

suggestion and resolved to ask the Executive Board of the Union

of American Hebrew Congregations to appropriate a sum of money

sufficient to cover the cost of publication. The Executive Board

made such appropriation, which generous action has made the

publication of this volume possible.

The members of the Faculty of the Hebrew Union College were

invited to contribute to the volume; further, close friends of Dr.Kohler,

here and abroad; also a number of other representative scholars,

American and foreign; then, two pupils of Dr. Kohler selected

from the classes that have graduated from the Hebrew Union

College since his accession to the presidency and finally the elder

son of Dr. Kohler who furnished the biography and the librarian of

the Hebrew Union College who compiled the bibliography. The

committee desire to thank them all for their courtesy and assistance.

In arranging the essays for publication the committee deter-

mined that the three essays which are of a biographical and per-

sonal nature must naturally open the volume. The remaining papers

have been printed in the alphabetical order of the names of the

authors. Each writer saw his own essay through the press.



VI Foreword.

In issuing this volume of essays the members of the comittee

feel that a well deserved tribute is being paid to one who for

forty five years has served the cause of Jewish scholarship with

whole hearted devotion and they express the wish that the strength

may be given him to continue in the pursuance of his life work

with unabated zeal.

David Philipson
Cincinnati, Ohio, r\ -j kt i„ ,, '

, David Neumark
May the Tenth

Nineteen Hundred and Thirteen. Julian MorgenStem

Committee.
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Biographical Sketch of Dr. K. Kohler.

By

Max J. Kohler, New York.

Dr. Kaufmann Kohler was born in Ftirth, Bavaria, May W\ 1843,

being the oldest child of Moritz Kohler and Babette Lowenmayer Kohler.

His parents were very pious and orthodox, and such were also Dr. Kohler's

early years, and he cherished from birth on, an ardent love and
sympathy for Orthodox Judaism at its best, with aU its sanctifying and
holy ceremonies. He was named "Kaufmann" after one of his grand-

fathers, and his own father was also a merchant, but one whose heart was
more imbued with love for the law and deeds of benevolence, than for

accumulation of this world's goods. On his mother's side, he was descended

from a long line of rabbis for many generations back, and his grandfather

David Lowenmayer, reader at Sulzberg, his uncle Eabbi Lowenmayer
of Sulzberg and his cousin Dr. Lowenmayer of Frankfurt on the Oder,

followed this ancestral calling; the great-great-great-grandfather of Dr.

Kohler was Eabbi Ezra Jehuda Jacob of Sulzberg, who was quite a

celebrity in his day, and his ethical wUl, made in 1755, was printed in the

catalogue of the Hebrew manuscripts in the library of Judge Mayer Sulz-

berger, who is also a descendant of this same scholar. His mother was

also a great grand-daughter of Eabbi David ben Joel Dispeck, Eabbi of

Metz, whose scholarly career is also outlined ia the Jewish Encyclopedia.

Kaufmann Kohler's studies began at the school of the Jewish Orphan

Asylum at Fiirth, of which his father was one of the directors, and he

paid for his son's instruction there, which was conducted in company

with indigent Jewish orphans under the direction of the teacher, Eeb.

Simon Bamberger. The late Jewish journalist Moritz Ellinger, who was

an inmate of this orphan asylum some thirteen years earlier, penned a

beautiful tribute in German to Moritz Kohler, on the occasion of thelatter's

death, in the „ Jewish Eeformer" of March 12*, 1886, as also in his own

reminiscences, entitled "Prom the Old to the New" in the "Menorah' 'in 1898

(Vol. 25 p. 358). Mr. Ellinger portrayed the scenes of his own childhood,

Kohler-Volume. 1



2 Max J. Kohler,

in describing Keb. Moritz Kohler, while still a young man, attending con-

scientiously every day at the Orphan Asylum Synagogue, beginning at

six o'clock in the morning in summer and at seven in winter, to see that

the children were provided for and that every ceremonial was properly

observed, for a trustee held no sincecure, and none was more conscientious

or even scrupulous in performance of such holy obligations than he. So

also it was my privilege to pay a last tribute of respect to the beloved

mother of Kaufmann Kohler, in the shape of a brief necrology in the

"American Hebrew", following her death in her ninetieth year on June

18"^, 1905, and to note there certain other inherited traits and formative

influences in her son's career, her loving and self-sacrificing devotion to

husband and children, happiness at being able to contribute to the faith

a teacher in Israel, self-belittling appreciation and gratitude over every

joy befalling her, pious resignation over every sorrow, love for all the

hallowedJewish rites and ceremonies, and quaint blending of rigid orthodox

beliefs and practices, with love for Schiller and Goethe and liberty of

thought. In his biographical essay on "David Einhorn", published in

the "David Einhorn Memorial Volume", Dr. Kohler has himself admirably

portrayed religious conditions in Fiirth, as they still were in his own

school-days,

When Kaufmann Kohler reached his tenth year, Keb. Bamberger

announced that he could not teach him anything fui'ther, but that his

Talmudic bent ought to be encouraged elsewhere, and he was accordingly

sent to study at Hassfurt on the Main for three yeai's under Eeb. Schiilherr

and was Bar Mitzwah there, and moved with him to Hochstadt near Wiirz-

burginMayl857 for a further year, where he studied under Kabbi Lazarus

Ottensoser also. Upon leaving there, he studied at Mayence for four

years under Dr. M.Lehmann, Rabbi of the orthodox congregation there, and

then attended the Yeshibah at Altona for two years under Eabbi Jacob

EttMnger. Thus far he had obtained secular instruction in addition under

private teachers, but in the fall of 1862 he began to study for a year and

a half at the Gymnasium at Frankfurt on the Main, and continued Ms
Eabbinical studies under Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch, the distin-

guished orthodox leader. It is characteristic of his then frame of mind
that he was far too orthodox even to hear Abraham Geiger, who was
then lecturing at Frankfurt, much less study under him, though two of

Geiger's sons, Ludwig Geiger and Berthold Geiger were his fellow pupils.

When only twelve or thirteen years of age, he had preached from the

pulpit of his uncle Dr. Lijwenmayer, at Sulzberg, and his parents proudly
named him "Weiser Salomon", disUking his first-name, "Kaufmann".
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He also preached twice as a young man from the Nuremberg pulpit,

as well as from the pulpit of his cousin, Dr, Lowenmayer, at Erankfurt.

Dr. Kohler gave an excellent account of his reUgious state and early forma-

tive influences in a beautiful tribute, which he paid to his teacher, Samson
Raphael Hirsch, before the Central Conference of American Rabbis,

on the occasion of the celebration of the hundreth anniversary of that

great teacher's birth in 1908 (See "Year Book", Vol. XVIII, pp. 210-14).

Dr. Kohler well said: "I gladly offer on this occasion my tribute of regard

and admiration for him whom I proudly caU my teacher, and to whom I

am indebted for the very best part of my innermost life. It may sound

paradoxical, and yet it is true, that without knowing it, Samson Raphael

Hirsch liberated me from the thraldom of blind authority worship and

led me imperceptibly away from the old mode of thinking, or rather of

not thinking, into the realms of free reason and research. His method

of harmonizing modem culture, with ancient thought, however fanciful,

fascinated me. His lofty idealism impressed me. He made me, the

Yeshibah Bachur from Mayence and Altona, a modem man. The spirit

of his teachings electrified me and became a hfe long influence to me.

Samson Raphael Hirsch was imbued with the spirit of cultured humanity.

In aU his sermons and writings he deplored the narrowness of the Ghetto

view, which estranged Jews from the world in which and for which they

should live and work. His teachings were a bold attempt at a revival

of Orthodoxy. He tried to galvanize its dry bones by the power of his

fertile, resourceful and vigorous mind. . . But no sooner is the scientific

method of philological, historical, and psychological investigation applied

to it, than the whole structure proves a fabric of cobwebs. This was my
experience on entering the University, an enthusiastic follower of Hirsch.

I soon found myself beset with doubts, which even my beloved teacher,

to whom I poured out my whole heart, could no longer solve for me.

The historical perception of things, which Hirsch lacked, had aUenated

Graetz, who became a follower of Ewald. My critical studies led me in

the van of the new school, now known as the Kuenen-Wellhausen school —
and I became a follower of Abraham Geiger . . . Romanticism misunder-

stands real life. We cannot live the dead past over again. Samson

Raphael Hirsch had not the faintest idea of the historical growth of

language and law, of custom and tradition, nor did he ever recognize

the use or necessity of studying the various historical forces, or the strata

of either Biblical, Talmudic or post-Talmudic Judaism. . . . For us the

issue is between Samson Raphael Hirsch, the romanticist, the advocate

of uncompromising stability, and Abraham Geiger, the Reform leader,
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the inaugurator of historical research and of the progress of the inner

life of Judaism."

His Frankfurt Gymnasium studies, and instruction under

Samson Kaphael Hirsch completed, Kaufmann Kohler, nevertheless, in

1864, felt irresistibly impelled to drink in modem scholarship at the

Universities. He himself realized the risk and the costs, and, as he well

said in his biography of David Einhorn: "The very intention of entering

a University was, as I can testify from my own experience, thirty-five

years later, regarded in the circles of orthodoxy in Fiirth, as the first step

towards apostacy. What the Proverbs say of the evil woman: 'Non-^

that go unto her return again', and 'Numerous are those slain by her'

was in all seriousness, applied to university education."

Dr. Kohler is fond of relating the incident of his applying for the

"B. H. Oppenheimer Stiftung" university scholarship, explainmg to the

trustee in charge of it that he, a pupil of Samson Kaphael Hirsch, thirsted

for a university training with the help of this scholarship, and how, amused

at this opportunity of thwarting apparent destiny, this patron awarded

the scholarship to him, telUng him that the responsibility was his own!

Eager to make the most of his opportunities Kaufmann Kohler studied

for a year at the University of Munich (May 1864—1865), and then two

and a half years at the University of BerUn, and finally for some months

at the University of Erlangen, where he took his Doctor of Philosophy

degree, November 13"S 1867, after the publication of histhesis "Der Segen

Jakobs". Before leaving Frankfurt, he came under the infiuence of

Abraham Geiger, and at the Universities, he was a pupil of Roediger,

Dieterici, Droysen, Steinthal, Herman Strack and the elder Delitzsch. He

also meantime continued his Hebrew studies at the Tahnudic School under

Dr. Landsberg, and received the diploma of Rabbi from Dr. Aub in Berlin

in 1868, as also from his cousin Dr. Loewenmayer of Frankfurt on the Oder.

Besides imbibing the historical point of view at the universities, which

he emphasized as wholly lacking in Samson Raphael Hirsch' s system,

he fell under the influence of the Kuenen-Wellhausen school of Bible

criticism, and the principles of evolution, as formulated by Darwin and

his followers. Dr. Kohler's "Segen Jakobs" was one of the most radical

works of Bible criticism published, and his views were so pronouncedly

liberal that it soon became apparent that, despite his strong Jewish

reUgious and historical frame of mind, no Jewish pulpit in Germany was

likely to be tendered to him. Accordingly, at Geiger's advice, he

contmued his university studies with a view to preparing himself further

for an academic career, and took post-graduate courses in 1868—1869 at
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the University of Leipzig, particularly in Arabic and Persian, becoming
also a frequent contributor to Geiger's "Zeitschrift". Through Geiger,

he was brought in touch with the distinguished American Rabbis, David
Einhom and Max Lilienthal, and ia August, 1869, arrived on American

soil to take charge of the pulpit of the Beth El Congregation of Detroit,

from which, on recommendation of the three last-named, he had received

a call a short time previously. The late Dr. B. Felsenthal, shortly before

his death, published a personal letter ("Deborah" New Series, Vol. II,

p. 215, July 1902), which he had received from Dr. Geiger under date

of May 10 "", 1869, in which, in announcing the acquisition of "eine ganz

vorziighche Kraft" for American Jewry in the person of Dr. Kohler,

he added: "An ihm wird unsere Richtung einen ebenso kenntnisvollen,

wissenschaftUch-vorwartsstrebenden wie gesinnungstreuen und mutigen

Vertreter gewianen, der die erste Jugendfrische mit der vollen Mannes-

reife verbindet." Besides various essays contributed to Geiger's "Zeit-

schrift" and his Ph. D. thesis, Dr. Kohler published a German work on

"Capital Punishment" before embarking for America, and also had con-

tributed a few articles to the "Jewish Times" of New York.

Dr. Kohler's activities in Detroit were weU summarized by Rabbi

Franklin in the semi-centennial" History of Congregation Beth El, De-

troit, Michigan", published in 1900 (pp. 34—36); he states that "his ad-

ministration was in every sense effective and successful, and under his

able guidance the congregation progressed with rapid strides. He was

much beloved by all and to this day the members of the Temple Beth El

regret that his work among them was for so short a period." During his

ministry, the Tallith was put aside and the observance of the second day

of the holidays was discarded. After two years' service Dr. Kohler ac-

cepted a caU to the pulpit of Sinai Temple, Chicago, in October, 1871,

but when the building of that congregation was destroyed in the Chicago

fire of October, 1871, the Detroit congregation eagerly re-elected Dr.

Kohler for a term of years, but the Chicago congregation determined to

rebuild promptly and declined to release him. Soon after his arrival in

America, Dr. Kohler became engaged to Johanna Einhorn, daughter of

Rev. Dr. David Einhorn of New York, and they were married August 28"',

1870; his loyal, devoted, conscientious and self-sacrificing companion

at once made his home life happy and free from cares, and ever continued

to aid and encourage him in aU his private and public duties. Soon after

Dr. Kohler's arrival in Detroit the famous Philadelphia Rabbinical

Reform Conference of November, 1869 took place, and Dr. Kohler was an

active participant, though the youngest in age, and with a single excep-
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tion.'he has for years been the sole survivor of that gathering, which

formulated Jewish Keform principles and included as leading spirits

Drs. David Einhorn, Isaac M. Wise, Samuel Adler and Samuel Hirsch.

At this conference, besides participating in the general discussion of a

declaration of principles, proposed by Dr. Einhorn, Dr. Kohler submitted

two declarations: one dealt with the actual and appropriate observance

of the Sabbath, and the reading of prayers in the vernacular, with reten-

tion of Hebrew for only certain specified prayers, and the other with a

proposed new translation of the Bible into German and English in the

light of modern Jewish scholarship, and its inexpensive publication,

and dissemination of the same, as also of a suitable Biblical reader

for Sabbath Schools.

Dr. Kohler's. services as minister of Sinai Congregation, Chicago,

began in October 1871 and continued for eight years. The congregation

was pronouncedly reform and had adopted the Einhorn prayer-book

already in 1861, being the first Western congregation to do so. It

was also the first American synagogue to hold Sunday services, these

having been instituted by Dr. Kohler, to supplement the Saturday ser-

vices, on January 15*'\ 1874. It is difficult to-day to realize the stir

and the opposition which these and other innovations aroused in American

Judaism at the time, and the courage and self-reliance their institution

and maintenance involved; a glance at the Jewish papers of the day and

the other polemical contemporary literature illustrates this, however.

Dr. Kohler and his associates realized how essential it was for Judaism's

own preservation and in order to maintain it as a power for good among

its votaries, to cause it to adapt itself to new conditions, and to evolve

a constructive, positive, Uving, faith out of the shattered remnants of

the old, which was threatening to lose all hold upon its professors, even

more by reason of purely superficial lip-service, still rendered to it in

many quarters, than by the general frank disregard of its rites and cere-

monies m practice. In the course of a masterly analysis of Dr. Kohler's

pulpit services, contained in a discourse preached by Dr. Emil G. Hirsch

(his brother-in-law, and successor in the Chicago pulpit) on "Sinai's

Half Century" (Eeform Advocate, May 6"\ 1911), the latter called

attention to the fact that Dr. Kohler's first Sunday lecture was entitled

"The New Knowledge and the Old Faith", and he added: "No more
succinct statement was ever formulated of our attitude and our aims.

To Kohler we owe our enthusiasm for New Knowledge and our devotion
withal to the old faith. How both may be reconciled he showed us then."
Yiewing our religion from the point of view of history and evolution
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Dr. Kohler maintained and developed in our faith what is vital and im-

portant for us in our own day, and indicated what was ephemeral and

outgrown, and contributed a mastery of the history of our religious

evolution, to Einhom's positive and constructive formulation of a living

Jewish faith, seeking expression in our vernacular and in present-day

terms. Nor is it a mere accident that Dr. Kohler was the first Rabbi,

and probably the first minister of any denomination, to accept the Evolu-

tion theory, and reconcile the same with belief in God, that theory upon

which almost all modem science rests. Unfortunately, the strong at-

tachment of many of the older members of Siaai Congregation at that

time to the German language and literature, demanded that the sermons

should be preached chiefly in German, and this circumstance, first in

Chicago and later for a considerable time also in New York, retarded for

a while Dr. Kohler' s progress as an English-speaking preacher (though

he has long since mastered the spoken as well as written Enghsh), and

in a measure for a time retarded full exercise of his tafluence over the

younger people, to whom German was a foreign tongue. In addition to

his pulpit work, Dr. Kohler was always a frequent contributor in Chicago

to the Jewish press and to the scientific journals, notably to the "Jewish

Times", the "Jewish Advance", Geiger's Zeitschrift and the Journal of the

German Oriental Society. He was also an examiner and speaker at the

first graduation from the Hebrew Union College, at the invitation of the

great organizer and master who then presided over the college, Isaac

M. Wise.

Upon the retirement of his father-in-law, the Eev. Dr. David Einhorn

from the pulpit of Temple Beth El, New York, Dr. Kohler became his

successor as minister of that congregation, in September, 1879, and con-

tinued to officiate there till he accepted the presidency of the Hebrew

Union College as successor to Isaac M. Wise in 1903. As minister of

Temple Beth El, he maintained for it its rank as one of the chief reform

congregations of the United States. The need of preserving attachment

and connection between the younger generation and the synagogue in-

duced him at different periods, to institute Sunday services, to supple-

ment but never to replace the Saturday services, and the first of these

series of lectures was instituted soon after his arrival in New York. These

encountered opposition from some elements within the congregation, as

as well as from many without, for the congregation had been formed

under Dr. Einhorn by the fusion of an orthodox organization with

his own radical reform Temple. Under Dr. Kohler's leadership, the

congregation grew in numbers and influence, until the need for larger
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quarters became felt, and the old synagogue building at 63"^ Street and

Lexington Avenue was abandoned for the magnificent new structure at

Fifth Avenue and Seventy-sixth street in September, 1891. The in-

creasing immigration from Eastern Europe, beginning in 1881, gave the

orthodox an ever-growing numerical preponderance, and Dr. Kohler became

the spokesman for Keform in a series of notable discourses delivered in

answer to Eev. Dr. Alexander Kohut's assault on Eeform in 1885, published

thereafter under the title "Backwards or Forwards". After consulting

with Dr. Isaac M. Wise and Dr. Samuel Hirsch, Dr. Kohler called together

the "Pittsburgh Conference" of Nov. 1885, which adopted a declaration

of principles for Eeform Judaism, on the basis of a draft prepared by

Dr. Kohler, which is still the most authoritative exposition of our prin-

ciples (SeePhiUpson's "The Eeform Movement in Judaism", pp. 491—492

and citation). Dr. Kohler was one of the most active members of the

Committee which prepared the "Union Prayer Book" on behalf of the

Central Conference of American Eabbis, and particularly the second

volume, and thus secured or preserved in large degree what was best

in Einhorn's German prayer-book for the great majority of the reform

congregations of the land. He has been an active member of the Central

Conference of American Eabbis, since that organization was started in

1889 by Dr. Isaac M. Wise, and since 1903 its Honorary President. He
was also, for many years, president of the New York Board of Jewish

Ministers. The importance of Sabbath School instruction impressed him

from an early day, and he developed the curriculum in the N. Y. Beth El

Sabbath School to high standards of excellence, published a "Guide to

Instruction in Judaism" in 1899, as also an elaborate essay on methods

of teaching of Biblical History, was active for many years in the "Jewish

Chautauqua" Movement, and is active in the Jewish Teacher's Institute

organization. He also edited the "Sabbath Visitor" from 1881 to 1882,

and was editor-m-chief of "The Jewish Eeformer" in 1886. He has been

an indefatigable contributor to the Jewish popular and scientific press,

writing, especially, besides the periodicals already named, for the "Zeit-

geist", "American Hebrew", "Menorah", "Eeform Advocate", "Jewish

Exponent", "Jewish Comment", "Jewish Messenger", "American Isra-

ehte". Unity, Hebraica, Jewish Quarterly Eeview, American Jews
Annual, Quarterly Journal of Theology, Hebrew Union College Annual.

Eeports of the Central Conference of American Eabbis, Judaean Year
Book, and the "Liberales Judentum" Zeitschrift, "Allgemeine Zeitung
des Judentums", "Zeitschrift fur Geschichte der Juden in Deutschland"
and "Judisches Jahrbuch". He also published a very large number of
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sermons, lectures and scientific and popular studies. Dr. Kohler was
department editor througthout its publication of the "Jewish Ency-
clopedia", in charge of Jewish theology and philosophy, and did ex-

haustive pioneer work in systematizing and developing those important

fields of research, and brought his wide knowledge and extensive reading

to bear in the revision of many articles in other departments. He edited

Dr. Einhorn's German Collected Sermons in 1880 and recently added a

biographical essay to the new edition published in 1911 as "The David

Einhorn MemorialVolume". He devoted a considerable amount of time to

communal activities in NewYork City, outside of his pulpit work, organized

aYoung Ladies Charitable Aid Society in connection with his congregation,

and took particular interest in developing religious instruction among the

immigrants on the lower east-side of New York, and in the religious in-

struction of Jewish orphans. Shortly before his election to the Hebrew
Union College presidency, in 1903, he accepted the invitation of his friend.

Dr. Schechter, to deliver a course of lectures on "Jewish Apocryphal

Literature" before the Jewish Theological Seminary in New York, and

he had previously read a paper, since published, on "The Psalms and

their Place in the Liturgy" before Gratz College of Philadelphia.

Dr. Kohler has made close and original studies on "Beginnings of

Christianity", apocryphal literature, history of the Essenes and in Jewish

ethics, and has been particularly interested for many years in comparative

rehgion, comparative folk lore, Jewish history and history in general,

and has collected a large Ubrary, in aid of his studies and general reading.

After careful consideration, he was unanimously elected to succeed

Dr. Isaac M. Wise as President of the Hebrew Union CoUege on February

19 *'', 1903 and entered upon his new duties in Cincinnati in September

and was formally iastalled on October 18"", 1903. Upon learning of

his proposed withdrawal, his New York congregation asked him to

reconsider, but complied with his request to release him, and elected

him honorary minister for life, and presented a testimonial of appre-

ciation and regard to him on his sixtieth birthday. May 10*,, 1908, on

which occasion and at a Judaean banquet in his honor on April 3,

1903 addresses on his varied activities were dehvered by Dr. Hirsch,

Dr. Schechter, Dr. Silverman, Dr. K. Grossman, Dr. Samuel Schuhnan,

Prof. Richard Gottheil and by officers of the congregation and allied

societies (See "Am. Hebrew", account). Dr. Kohler promptly took

steps to extend the college courses and enlarge the curriculum, and has

rendered the instruction more thorough, scientific, and varied. Besides his

general and administrative duties as President of the CoUege, he has filled
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the chair of professor of homiletics, theology and Hellenistic Literature.

A new College Building has just been erected and dedicated, and everything

is being done to develop the work of training future teachers in Israel

and imbue them with religious enthusiasm, so conscientiously and un-

tiringly started by Isaac M. Wise. Dr. Kohler's courses at the College

enabled him still further to systematize and perfect his studies in the

field of Jewish theology, and he published in 1910 a comprehensive

German pioneer work which he had been selected out of all living Jewish

scholars to prepare by the "GeseUschaft zur Forderung der Wissenschaft

des Judentums", in its series "Grundriss der Gesamtwissenschaft des

Judentums", entitled "Grundriss einer systematischen Theologie des

Judentums auf geschichtlicher Grundlage". Enthusiastic reviews of

this work have been published by distinguished Jewish and Christian

scholars, including Dr. Samuel Schulman (Jew. Exponent, March 25"',

1910), Eev. Dr. H. G. Enelow (The Temple, March 11, 1910), Dr. Adolph

Guttmacher (Jewish Comment, Feb. 18"^, 1910), Dr. Max Landsberg

(Reform Advocate, May 21, 1910), Prof. D. Neumark (Allg. Zeitung des

Judenthums, Vol.74 p. 608), Israel Abrahams (London "Jew. Chronicle",

Dec. 1^', 1911), Dr. Carl Seligmann (in Liberales Judentum), Prof. Wm.
A. Brown of the Union Theological Seminary (Am. Journ. of Theology

1911, Vol. 15 p. 128) and Prof. Bousset (in Theol. Literatur-Zeitung,

April 13*, 1912).

A number of years ago, under the auspices of the Jewish Publication

Society of America, a new Jewish translation of the Bible by American

Jewish scholars was attempted and Dr. Kohler undertook the trans-

lation of the book of "Psalms" and served as a member of the Committee

of Editors, of which Eev. Dr. Marcus Jastrow was Chairman. The only

book of the Bible published in this series was Dr. Kohler's translation

of the "Psalms", as revised by the Committee. During recent years a

more systematic and ambitious effort to prepare and publish a Jewish

translation of the Bible was undertaken, jointly, by the Jewish Publica-

tion Society and the Central Conference of American Eabbis; and Dr.

Kohler has been serving as a member of this joint revision committee

which consists, besides, of Dr. Cyrus Adler, Dr. Solomon Schechter, Dr.

Joseph Jacobs, Dr. David Philipson, Dr. Samuel Schuhnan and Dr. Max
MargoUs. Besides his College work. Dr. Kohler's scientific and literary

activities continue to be very comprehensive.

Dr. and Mrs. Kohler have four children. Max J., Edgar J., Rose
and Lili.



Kauftnann Kohler as Reformer.

By

Rabbi David Philipson, D. D. Cincinnati.

The reform movement in Judaism was provocative of great agitation

in German Jewish communities in the middle decades of the nineteenth

century. In no community was this agitation more acute than in the

historic congregation of the ancient imperial city Frankfort on the Main.

Here aU shades of thought were represented running the gamut from the

radicalism of the society known as the Friends of Reform to the extreme

orthodoxy of the followers of Salomon Abraham Trier. Between these

extremes stood the Hauptgemeinde under the guidance of its rabbi Leopold

Stein, representative of what we may now call historical reform. The

struggle between Trier and Stein which ended in the victory of the reform

element, had as one of its results the formation of an orthodox separatist

society, which called itself "The Israelitish Religious Society" (Die Isra-

elitische Religionsgesellschaft). In 1851 this society elected as its guide

the celebrated rabbi, Samson Raphael Hirsch, who in the course of suc-

ceeding years became the acknowledged leader of the neo-orthodox

party in Germany. Hirsch's intrepretation of Judaism called forth many

spirited criticisms from the pen of Abraham Geiger, the greatest of the

reform rabbis. These two men were gradually acknowledged to be leaders

of then- respective parties. By a strange chance, Geiger also settled in

Frankfort. After serving as rabbi of the Breslau congregation for over

twenty years, he succeeded Stein in the rabbinical office of the Frankfort

congregation in 1863. The presence of these two great opponents, Hirsch

and Geiger, in the same community made Frankfort on the Main the

center of German Jewish religious life in the seventh decade of the nine-

teenth cenury. Young men preparing for the rabbinical ofiice flocked

thither from all parts of Germany, attracted by the fame of these rab-

binical giants. Among these young men was the subject of this sketch.

From his subsequent career, one would surmise that his purpose in coming

to Frankfort was to place himself under the instruction of Geiger, the
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reformer. But nay, not so. It was Samson Raphael Hirsch, the great

champion of orthodoxy among whose pupils Kaufmann Kohler enrolled

himself. He had come from orthodox surroundings and was a strict

conformer to the rule and practice of rabbinical Judaism. However,

as was the case with many rising young men at that time, he could not

but be affected by the liberal tendencies in the air. He naturally heard

much of Geiger and was much attracted by the personality of this great

man. Gradually he inclined more and more to the liberal standpoint

represented by Geiger and moved further and further from the position

of his whilom master Samson Eaphael Hirsch. This change from

the conservative to the liberal standpoint was indicated by the radical

character of the thesis which Kohler presented in 1868 to the faculty

of the University of Erlangen for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.

This thesis was a critical exposition of the forty ninth chapter of Genesis

(Der Segeu Jakobs). The views expressed by the author were so radical

and so subversive of the accepted Jewish traditional explanation of this

chapter, that there was no place for him as a beginner in the German

Jewish pulpit, for a reactionary movement had set in in Germany and

the Jewish congregations with very few exceptions were conservative to a

degree. Geiger therefore advised his young friend to emigrate to the

United States and wrote very laudatory letters concerning him to such

prominent Jewish leaders in this country as David Etohom, Bernard

Felsenthal, Samuel Adler and Max Lilienthal. The young aspirant to the

rabbinical office, heeding the counsel of Geiger turned his face toward

the great republic and arriving on these shores in August 1869, he at once

assumed charge of the congregation at Detroit, Michigan, which had

elected him as its rabbi, preaching his inaugural sermon on the first

Sabbath in September.

However, before leaving Germany he had fuUy identified himself

with the reform movement. He attended the meetings of the synod at

Leipzig in the month of July 1869, although he took no active part in the

proceedings. Of prime significance is an essay which he published at

this time (June and July 1869) in the columns of the new organ of reform

Judaism, the Jewish Times of New York on the subject "Judaism and
its Capacity for Reform" (Das Judentum und seine Reformfahigkeit") i).

In this early essay from his pen on the subject of Reform Judaism, Kohler
takes a decided stand. The influence of Geiger's thought on the young
man is very apparent. Geiger had in a hundred ways demonstrated

1) Jewish Times Vol. 1 (1869) Nos. 16, 17, 19, 20.
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the principle of development in Judaism and had made this his point of

departure for the justification of the reform movement. The young theo-

logian, following in Geiger's footsteps, contends that the principle of de-

velopment has been at work in Judaism from early times and that

there has been constant change and adaptation to fluctuating conditions.

His inaugural sermon at Detroit September the fourth, 1869
1)

developed a similar hne of thought. It was a plea for reverence for the

past combined with a recognition of the needs of the present. Both of

these utterances indicated that a new and capable adherent had entered

the lists for the championing of the reform standpoint. There has never

been any equivocation on Kohler's part in this matter. In his earliest

utterances, as has just appeared, as well as in his latest ^) he has set forth

the thesis of constant development in Judaism of which the reform

movement is the latest phase. In his introductory address before the

Conference of Rabbis that assembled at Pittsburg, Pa. in November 1886,

pursuant to his call he said: "Judaism is a historical growth and we must

find the focus for all its emanations and manifestations, the common
feature in aU its diverse expressions and forms. We must accentuate

what is essential and vital amid its ever changing forms and ever fluctua-

ting conditions. We must declare before the world what Judaism is

and what Reform Judaism aims at" *).

Reform Judaism is not a freak but the logical outcome of conditions

in the historical experience of the Jews *). Historical reform then may

be posited as Kohler's standpoint. Although he has been frequently

accused of wavering in his advocacy or rejection of practical institutions,

stiU in the main matter he has been constant. His interpretation of

the principles of reform Judaism as the outcome of historical develop-

ment has been a fine contribution to the religious thought of modern

Judaism, and will stand as his chief service to the cause to which he has

devoted his life. In many ways he has given expression to this. He

developed the thesis excellently in his address "Is Reform Judaism De-

structive or Constructive" delivered before the Central Conference of

American Rabbis at the New York meeting in 1892 ^). In a paper on

1) Die Eigenschaften eines gottberufenen Fiihrers der Gemeinde Israels. Jewisli

Times I, Nos. 30 and 31.

=). Theologie des Judentums (Leipzig 1910), 28 ff., 53.

3) Jewish Reformer I, 1.

*) "das aus freier geschichtlicher Entwicklimg hervorgegangene Reformjuden-

tnm", Theologie des Judentums 201.

^) Year Book Central Conference of American Rabbis, 1892, p. 101—114.
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"Assyriology and the Bible" read before that same body at Detroit

in 1903, in speaking of the process of growth in Judaism, he used the

striking phrase "Evolution is the master key", and in a fine study on

"The Origin and Functions of Ceremonies in Judaism" he states the same

idea in the words "We believe in the ever working laws of historical

evolution and see in assimilation the force ever at work in Judaism's

progress " ^).

The essence of the reform movement in Judaism then is the prin-

ciple of progress. In order to make this most clear Kohler has suggested

that the name by which the hberal Jewish movement is now known, viz:

Eeform Judaism be changed to "Progressive Judaism" ^). In regard

to this suggestion it must be said that unsatisfactory in many respects

as the designation "Reform Judaism" is, still it has now become the

accepted term, nor is it feasible to change it. I grant that the phrase

"Progressive Judaism" would have been a better connotation had it been

used from the beginning, but the name "Reform Judaism" has now become

the technical appellation and as such its intent is quite clear asmeaning the

progressive or hberal phase of Jewish thought and practice. But this

progressiveness neither implies nor necessitates a break with the past.

Reform Judaism builds upon the past achievements of the Jewish spirit,

but it does not merely rest on the past. Kohler has expressed this thought

in many ways, but nowhere more strikingly than in one of a fine series of

five discourses entitled "Backwards or Forwards", which were delivered

in 1885 in answer to the utterances of Dr. Alexander Kohut, the celebrated

Talmudic scholar, who when called from Hungary to take charge of the

congregation Ahawath Chesed, New York, was hailed by conservative

Jewry as its new leader and champion. In the third of these discourses,

Kohler said: "We certainly owe reverence and gratitude to our fathers;

we ought to honor our sacred bequest of the ages. But does he honor

his father better who leaves the inherited estate unimproved and shut

up from the influence of modernizing culture, thus allowing it to decay?

or is it not more in accordance with true filial love to have it constantly

embellished and improved in value and appearance so as to perpetuate

the memory of its first owner? Orientahsm on our free American
soil will not stand the test of time. We want Judaism to be the exponent
of a religious truth for all ages and cHmes. We want to see Judaism
practiced in fullest accordance with our occidental civilization. We
ought not to be satisfied with erecting monuments of piety to our fore-

1) Ibid. 1907, p. 210.

') Ibid, 1898, p. 87.
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fathers, but should aim to continue their legacy, and to perpetuate their

spirit in and through our Uves" ^).

To continue the living and vital elements of the past then and make
them significant for the present, is the purpose of Eeform Judaism; we

must have the true historical appreciation of the rise, continuance and

decay of religious institutions. Reform opposes the principle of stability

and standstill, it is true, put for all that it is positive and is as truly the

expression of the Jewish spirit in this modem age of freedom as was

rabbinism expressive of the Jewish spirit in the mediaeval age of ghettoism.

Putting the direct question "What is Reform Judaism ?" Kohler answers

clearly and pertinently "nothing but the power to preserve the Jew in

all the changes of history as Jew, the conservation of the spirit of Israel.

It is as positive, as constructive and as conservative a power as Mosaic

and Tahnudic Judaism ever was. For what is Judaism ? Not a bundle

of laws and statutes formulated in- sections and paragraphs as orthodoxy

holds ; not a mere creed, as some would have it ; not a race and a nationality

as the Zionist asserts; Judaism is a great historical force, a religious world

power, that has fashioned the great creeds of the world and wiU continue

moulding and influencing the aspirations, the ideas and ideals of men . .

.

It was Reform Judaism that following the lead of the prophets, laid aU

stress again upon the essentials instead of upon ceremony, declaring

Judaism to be not a system of laws, but the law of truth and righteousness,

the law which has been inscribed upon the tablet of the human heart for

all to observe and Uve by" ^).

During his forty or more years of active service as a reform rabbi,

and Uberal theologian, Kohler has expressed himself on all the questions

of importance which have been discussed during this period of religious

unrest and ferment. It is quite impossible in the scope of a short paper

to indicate aU the issues which have been to the fore but the attempt

will be made here to touch, however briefly, the more important theo-

retical and practical questions which have called forth the views of the

present leading liberal Jewish theologian in the United States.

Of prime importance is the question of authority. What is the

attitude towards the Bible and the rabbinical codes? Wherein lies

the warrant of religious power ? Like all reformers, Kohler distinguishes

between the eternal and the transitory elements in the Bible. "I distin-

guish in the Bible the kernel from the husk, the grain from the chaff,

>) Backwards or Forwards 23 (New York 1885).

^) Is Reform Judaism on the Decline? Lectuie before the Keneseth Israel Con-

gregation in Philadelphia March 28, 1893.
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the spirit from the temporary form" ^). He teaches a living and con-

tinuous revelation not only in the Bible but throughout the experience

of the Jewish people, the people of rehgion and spiritual power. The

Bible is of supreme value for us not because of the magic of the written

word but because its books contain the expression of the spirit of the

Jewish people through whom God revealed himself. "The Bible rises

above the rank of every other literature, sacred or profane, as the

inspired Book or Collection of Books, not because God wrote or dictated

it but because it is impregnated with the spirit of a nation that

gave to the world the highest form and ideal of religion, the God whom

man will forever yearn after, because the spirit ofGod rests upon its every

page and tale" ^). Not the written word then is the organ of revelation,

but the living spirit; and this spirit of God has been revealing itself through

man continuously and is still so revealing itself. Even, if for example

he does not beUeve that the Torah in its entirety was written by Moses,

he yet believes in the idea of Torah. What Moses taught is incorporated

in the Torah and when Isaiah says "I'torah we lith'udah" he refers to

a torah. Prophet as well as priest had a torah. The people of Israel

lives through the spirit of torat Moshe as developed through the ages *).

The Jewish people, then is the agent of revelation through the genius

of its prophets, psalmists and writers who comprehended the moral

nature of God *). The Jewish people as this continuing agent of God's

revelation throughout the ages is a prime article of Kohler's theology.

For him the Jewish people is the source of authority in Judaism *); he

calls this people God's annointed*); the Messiah of the nations'); the

priest people ^). "I do not beUeve in the divine origin of the Mosaic

law and tradition as our orthodox brethren do", he once wrote, "but

I do beheve in the divine mission of the Jewish people as the martyr

priests of pure monotheism with its true ethics" ^). Time and again

Kohler has given utterance to this thought and in his masterly work

on Jewish theology which contains the ripe fruit of his thinking, he ex-

1) Backwards or Forwards p. 9.

-) Spiritual Forces in Judaism, Year Book C. C. A. R. 1894, p. 136.

') Year Book C. C. A. R. 1910, p. 68.

") Theologie des Judentums p. 31.

°) Yeai- Book C. C. A. R. 1894, p. 138.

") Backwards or Forwards p. 13.

') Ibid. p. 32.

«) Year Book C. C. A. R. 1906, p. 93.

") Unitarianism and Reform Judaism. American Hebrew July 9, 1886.
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presses himself similarly in many places on the mission of Israel ^). In
this conception of Israel's place in the world, Kohler is a triie disciple

of that lofty spirit, Deutero Isaiah; for the one as for the other Israel is

the "servant of the Lord"; "the suffering Messiah of the peoples", "the

light of the nations and the covenant people". These expressions of the

ancient prophet are favorite watchwords of the modern theologian for

whom this conception is a fundamental of Judaism. As the final word
on this subject I quote the very positive statement made some years ago

in a paper on the question of the advisability of the formulation of a

creed for Keform Judaism: "Certainly the mission of Israel to bring about

the Messianic goal of human history by leading nations to the worship

of God and the estabhshment of the reign of truth, justice, love, peace

and hohness aU over the earth, is one of the great fundamentals of Ju-

daism" 2).

The integrity of the Jewish people is so vital an element to Kohler's

conception of Judaism that it must be preserved at aU costs. Therefore

any disintergrating influence must be discountenanced. For this reason

Kohler opposes intermarriage. He quotes with approval the strong

words written by David Einhom on this subject. In this passage, which

has become classical, Einhorn wrote: "Israel as a nation has disappeared

forever; as a peculiar people, as a race with certain quahties of soul and

mind which form the life-giving condition and root of its own peculiar

historical mission, it has remained and wiU remain as such untU the time

when this mission shall have been fulfilled. Indeed I cannot understand

how any one who attributes to the Jews a great historical mission in the

world, a mission which can only be ascribed to them as a separate people,

can approve of intermarriage without sacrificing the very idea of the

Jew's mission. Mow it to one Jew, and you have to allow it to all to

intermarry, and thus would Judaism consign a race to perdition which

has been appointed to preserve and propagate its pure faith. To offer

a hand to consecrating interm?)rriage is according to my firm opinion,

furnishing a nail for the coffin of the small Jewish race with its lofty

mission Nor could even the promise of educating the offspring

in the Jewish faith induce me to officiate at an intermarriage" ^). Kohler

himself wrote a lengthy article on the subject "tTber Mischehen — ein

1) Theologie des Judentums p. 242, 248, 249, 260 ff., 266 ft., 281.

4 Year Book C. C. A. R. p. 93.

') Jewish Times, Jan. 6, 1870, quoted by Kohler in the article "Did the Napoleonic

Sanhedrin aUow Intermarriage? A correction of on oft-repeated error".

Kohler-Volume. 2
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Gutachten" (Intermarriage. A response) ^). In this article he opposes

intermarriage unqualifiedly on the ground that it undetermines the

Jewish family life; such marriages are usually unhappy; the argument

that the children of such a marriage may be saved for Judaism is too

Jesuitical to appeal to us. Either leave religion out of the matter alto-

gether, and consider marriage merely as a civil act, or insist on a Jewish

marriage in accordance with the Jewish spirit and tradition. If we

believe in the priestly mission of Israel, we must dread its being swallowed

up by other religions, and therefore must oppose intermarriage. He

expressed himself similarly in his introductory address before the Pitts-

burgh Conference. "I most earnestly believe in the mission of the Jew

imposed upon him by Divine Providence through his birth, and I must

decidedly oppose intermarriage which, aside from the disparaging effect

upon the harmonious union in which conjugal happiness rests, jeopardizes

the priestly mission of the Jewish people as a rehgious nation" ^). His

latest utterances on the subject are in like strain *). The Jew's obligation

by birth being so fundamental a factor in Kohler's thought, the question

becomes pertinent, what is his attitude on the question of dogma, creed

and beUef.

Ever since the days of Moses Mendelssohn, who declared that there

are no dogmas in Judaism, this question has occupied the attention of

Jewish thinkers. In Christianity the acceptance of the creed is a con-

ditio sine qua non of salvation. What is the position of Judaism in the

matter? How about the Maimonidean creed? should we formulate a

creed today? Kohler has taken a clear and decided position on this

question. In an exhaustive review of Prof. M. L. Margolis' paper on the

Theological Aspect of Reform Judaism, which advocated the adoption

of a creed of Reform Judaism to be prepared for final adoption by a

synod *), Kohler expresses MmseK as opposed to the formulation of a

creed since "any attempt at formulating a creed for one section of Judaism,

with the exclusion of the rest, is a dangerous proceeding which should

by all means be discouraged, as it tends to create a schism in antagonism

to the spirit and tradition of Judaism" *). Although voicing his opposition

to the formulation of a creed, he approves a clear statement of principles

since this is necessary at times as an expression of the state of religious

1) Zeitgeist I, 176.

') Jewish Reformer Jan. 8, 1886, p. 4.

') Year Book Central Conference (1909) p. 90. Theologie des Judentums p. 248.
*) Year Book C. C. A. R. 1903, pp. 286—323.
=) Ibid. 1905, p. 83.
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belief '). A formulation of principles cannot be misunderstood as having

binding character while a creed has this connotation. In spite of the

vogue and popularity of the Maimonidean creed, it remains always true

that Judaism has never made the acceptance of a creed the condition of

salvation for "birth not creed obligates the Jew" ^). The Jew as a

member of the priest people, is consecrated to a high rehgious task.

Judaism is a life; it depends not on the formal acceptance of a creed on

the part of its followers, although it has definite principles of belief.

But who shall formulate the principles? How shall the spirit of

the Jewish people find expression ? If there is no creed shall there be

an authoritative body that shall express from time to time the position of

Judaisni on matters of religious moment? This question brings us to

the consideration of the advisability of a Synod for the discussion and

decision of moot points of belief and practice. The leaders of Eeform

Judaism have ranged themselves on opposite sides of the proposition *).

The subject has been frequently discussed, the last time by the Central

Conference of American Rabbis at the Indianapohs Convention in 1906

when a majority of the members present voted in opposition to the esta-

blishment of a Synod *). On this question Kohler has expressed himself

differently on different occasions. In 1882 in an article "What Do we

Need?" (Was tut uns not?), while favoring an assembly of competent

men who understanding the new conditions wiU re-interpret Judaism in

terms ofmodern values,he opposed a synod with representatives of aU parties

as an authoritative body, deciding questions of belief and practice by a

majority vote ^). Sixteen years later in an exhaustive study entitled

"A Jewish Synod" *), he favors the "establishment of a Jewish Synod

in this country to lead finally to a pan-Judaic Synod and became a per-

manent institution". This Synod is to have rabbis and laymen in its

membership as representing the Jewish Community, it shall meet "for

the purpose of deUberating on the requirements of the time and the ne-

cessary steps to be taken in the interests of Judaism". The Synod must

be representative of aU the people; no schism into two churches is to

be tolerated for "the final authority of every law is not the rabbi nor the

1) Ibid. 1894, 90; 1906, 99.

") Theologie des Judentums p. 6.

") Views on the Synod compiled by a committee of the Central Conference of

American Eabbis, Baltimore 1906.

*) Year Book C. C. A. R. 1906.

6) Zeitgeist III, 24 (Chicago 1882).

«) Jewish Exponent (Philadelphia) Dec. 30, 1898.

2*
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school but the people". The need for a Synod composed of aU parties

lies in the common dangers that confront aU, "we see enlightenment and

liberty encouraging a spirit of individualism and indifference, of skepti-

cism and materialism which threatens to undermine aU religion, aU loyalty

to our sacred heritage". He therefore arrives at the conclusion that

"A great Jewish Synod in America, composed of the representatives of

every congregation, its rabbis and its laymen, of every religious, educatio-

nal, charitable and social body and thus representing each view and shade

of opinion, would be the initiation of a united synagogue, a united Israel.

It goes without saying that a Jewish Synod convoked in America would

not be invested with the power and authority to enforce its decisions in any
other manner or by any other authority than that of moral persuasion. Its

very composition, its constitution and mode of election would be based

on the principle of mutual recognition and respect. There is but one
house of Jacob, one Israel. An American Jewish Synod would offer the

world a lesson of fellowship and fraternity among the varying religious

opinions, radical and ultra orthodox, as no other religious body in the

world could A Jewish Synod in America cannot but JBnally lead

to a Jewish world synod".

Thus also during the discussion of the Sabbath question at the Detroit

meeting of the Central Conference of American Eabbis in 1903 he urged
that at the next meeting of the Conference the members vote on the
subject and that the decision of the Conference be laid before an authorita-
tive organization for its confirmation; how this authoritative organization

was to be formed was to be discussed later i). At the Cleveland meetmg
of the Conference in 1905 he expressed himself as opposed to a synod of

catholic Israel. Here he summed up the subject as follows: "In the
minds of some, a Synod is to consist of rabbis and a few learned laymen;
in the minds of others, a Synod may be composed simply of liberal reform
rabbis, and members of reform congregations so that the Synod should
be the reform center. In the minds of still others, a Synod is to be a
cathoUc Synod, representing aU opinions. And when it comes to the
question as to whether it should be a catholic synod, we are all afraid
There was a time when I advocated a Synod in America because I was
sure that American Judaism would have its progress and reform furthered
by the existence of such a Synod. Today matters have changed altogether,
loday It would be suicide if we were to advocate a cathoUc synod where
we would_be in the minority by aU means" =>); and again during the^

^) Year Book C. C. A. R. 1903, p. 60
') Ibid. 1906, p. 12.
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course of that meeting he declared unequivocally "personally, I am
against the Synod".

Now can Kohler be charged with inconsistency here ? I think not,

for while a man grows in thought, he is likely to change his opinions,

especially on practical issues. But on the vital point at issue, it appears

to me that Kohler has through it all held to the same thought; whether

he opposed or advocated a Synod, it would appear that he has always

been opposed to the idea of the Synod as an authoritative ecclesiastical

body invested with ecclesiastical powers to enforce its decisions; its

only power was to lie in moral persuasion and the weight of authority

derived from the dignity of its personnel.

If now in 1882 he opposed the idea of a pan Judaic Synod and

favored it in 1898, and again opposed it in 1905 it was because of changing

conditions. It appears that for him the calling of a Synod is altogether

a practical question. At one time he seemed to feel that a pan Judaic

synod was possible and that it would prove the best means of meeting

the ills of the house of Israel; new experiences convinced him that this

was only a pious hope, and he was brave enough to declare that he had

changed his opinion. In this change of base, he has given excellent

arguments on both sides of the question.

The Jewish people as an entity being so vital an article in Kohler's

conception of Judaism and its development and the Jew being obligated

by birth, what of additions to this people from without ? What of pro-

selytism and missionary efforts ? What of universalism ? Judaism being

a universal religion according to Kohler's thought and the Jewish people

being the agent through whom the universal message is taught, it follows

that fellowship with this people shall be extended to all who believe

in the life mission of the Jewish people. The mere acceptance of the

tenet of monotheism, however, is not sufficient, for those "who would

admit proselytes into the fold on no other ground than that they are

nionotheists place themselves on a platform which ignored historical

theology by which a sharp boundary line is drawn between the half

proselyte whose claim to heavenly bliss is equal with that of the Jew

because he stands on the same ethical ground and the fuU proselyte

who adopts the life mission of the Jewish people whom he joins as a

member" ^). But this does not imply a narrow policy in the matter of

the admission of proselytes. Since in the view of the reformer, Judaism

is not legalism, proselytes should be admitted, if they desire such ad-

1) Year Book C. C. A. R. 1894, p. 37.
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mission, upon their declaration of the acceptance of the tenets of Ju-

daism 1). The doors should be wide open for the reception of proselytes.

Although we do not seek to proselytize by active and aggressive measures,

still we welcome all who would join us of their own will and conviction ^).

But what of the conditions to be imposed on proselytes? The all-

important question has been as to the requirement of circumcision in the

case of males. In his introductory address before the Pittsburg Con-

ference in November 1885, Kohler in very strong terms pronounced

himself as unalterably opposed to demanding this requirement of the

adult male proselyte. He declared that circumcision has no sacramental

character^). He would however, not be understood as advocating the

abolition of circumcision ia the case of the new bom habe *). In this

case, following Zunz, he regards circumcision as a Jewish institution

symbolic of the sanctity of the Jewish family life *). In no case however

can the validity of circumcision from the Jewish standpoint be upheld on the

ground that it is a hygienic measure. "Either the rite of circumcision is solely

religious in its nature, a mark of distinction for the Jewish race, or it

is a sanitary measure pertaining to man as such. In the former case

you must leave medicine alone. In the other case it ought to be sanctioned

by a Congress of Physicians, and recommended to the proper civil authori-

ties everywhere and among all classes" ^). In other words, the moment
that the ceremony of circumcision is defended as a sanitary measure, it

ceases to be regarded as the "sign of the covenant" and loses all signi-

ficance as a particular Jewish rite. It becomes a general sanitary measure

whose observance is incumbent on all men.

Similar is Kohler's attitude on the question of the observance of the

dietary laws. He has no patience with the position of those who claim

that the dietary laws should be observed as a hygienic measure. This is

foUy. There is but one of two positions possible, either that of consistent

rabbinical tradition according to which these laws must be observed

because they are the command of God, or that of the reformers who hold

that the mission of the Jews as the priest people among the nations can

be maintained without this distinctive observance '). If these dietary

1) Ibid. 1892, p. 16.

") Theologie des Judentums p. 312.

') Jewish Reformer Jan. 8, 1886, p. 4.

*) "The Sign of the Covenant", ibid. p. 8.

=) Theologie des Judentums p. 327.

*) Year Book Central Conference of American Rabbis 1892, p. 117.
') Theologie des Judentums p. 328.
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laws are interpreted as hygienic, however, they cease to be of especial

Jewish significance; they must be then looked upon as intended for all

mankind. "Our latter day representatives of conservatism iaU to see

that they deviate from both Eabbinical and Biblical Judaism in trying to

find sanitary provisions ui the prohibition of things declared as

unclean for Jews as a holy people" ^). So wrote Kohler of the

neo-orthodox of our day who altogether unclear as to the true significance

of the symbolism of ceremony in Judaism, have their own "romantic"

or "poetic" interpretation of law and ceremony. He has frequently

criticized in more or less caustic maimer the unwarranted pretensions of

the neo-orthodox leaders in this country and elsewhere who while posing

as piUars of rabbinical Judaism are in no way loyal to the law ^). His

own interpretation of the ceremonial laws is that they are intended to

symbolize the character and mission of the people of the covenant; their

significance lies in the santification of the hfe of the individual or the

Jewish people. When they cease to do this, they have lost all potency.

"We cannot shut our eyes to the fact that, as our entire Weltanschauung

changes, so must our rehgious views necessarily change. In order to

have a positive religious value and significance, ceremonies must either

directly or symbolically express thoughts and feelings that appeal to us

while elevating, hallowing and enriching our Kves. Romanticism which

only loves ancient practices because they are picturesque representations

of a dead past is not reUgion which must above all be the voice of a living

truth, of a living God" ^).

One of the features of the reform movement is its de-orientalization

of ceremonies and institutions and interpreting them in the terms of

occidental civilization. As a world religion Judaism must assimilate the

best thought in its surroundings. Judaism in an occidental environment

must either re-interpret old institutions in terms of occidental culture

or create new institutions that shall express the religious outlook of the

Jew in these surroundings. In an earUer day the orientalism of the

synagogue was the reason for its lack of influence on the surrounding

world*). Reform Judaism conscious of this, set about revising the

^) Backwards or Forwards p. 11.

') See Address delivered at Twenty Fifth Anniversary of Chicago Sinai Con-

gregation, Jewish Kefonner May 21, 1886, p. 4. "The Jewish Synod", Jewish Exponent

Dec. 30, 1898. Year Book C. C. A. K. 1893, p. 103. Ibid. 1898, p. 83.

') "The Origin and Function of Ceremonies in Judaism"- Year Book C. C. A.

R. 1907, p. 222.

') Theologie p. 339.
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oriental features, for Orientalism in free America will not stand the

test of time i). Now a number of striking changes fathered by the reform

movement have been due to this occidentalization, if it may be so termed.

The bar mitzwah ceremony is a symbol of the oriental milieu in which

Judaism was born. It is the sign of the religious superiority of the man

over the woman. It represents the oriental conception that man reaches

his majority at the age of thirteen, a notion foreign to us. The original

meaning of this custom of admission into the membership of the congrega-

tion has-altogether disappeared ^). A new ceremony has therefore taken

its place which expresses our occidental point of view, viz: the confirma-

tion. The ceremony of confirmation does not mean admission iato con-

gregational membership but the impressive declaration of the willingness

to assume the responsibilities that Judaism imposes *). By confirming

boys and girls we express our modern, occidental thought of the religious

equality of the sexes*). One of the great achievements of Reform

Judaism has been the vindication of woman's worth and dignity ^). She

should be admitted to full membership in the congregations for her co-

operation is invaluable ').

Another evidence of occidentalization lies in the recognition of the

necessity of prayer in the vernacular. Almost from the very beginning

the reformers took steps toward this end. The service in Hebrew marked

the synagogue as oriental. The introduction of prayers in the vernacular

was the indication of the accommodation of the public service to the

changes wrought by the new environment. The retention of Hebrew

for some of the prayers was declared necessary as abond with the past but

the use of the vernacular in prayer and sermon was a response to the

needs of the living present. In one of his earliest utterances Kohler took

the stand that just as by the abolition of the Talith and the introduction

of family pews the oriental character of the synagogue was abondoned,

so also should the prayers no longer be uttered in an oriental tongue,

but that we should recognize that God listens to prayer not because it

is uttered in Hebrew, but because it is spoken in the language of the

heart, — no matter what may be the particular words employed').

') Backwards and Forwards 23, p. 38.

") Year Book 1907, p. 226.

') Theologie des Judentums p. 327.

*) Year Book C. 0. A. R. 1907, p. 226.

=) Das Reformjudentum und die Wurdigung des Weibes. Jewish Reformer
Feb. 12, 1886, p. 12.

") Ibid. Jan. 1, 1886.

') Jewish Times, Vol. II (1870), p. 362.
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Ajid SO thi-oughout his career he has expressed himself in similar fashion

many a time and oft, and not least emphatically in his latest utterance

on the subject 1).

The difficulty of observing the historical Jewish Sabbath in the

modern environment has proven for many years one of the most serious

of our rehgious problems. Ever since the subject had its first pubHc
discussion at the Bresiau Kabbinical Conference in 1846, Jewish leaders

have been grappling with the subject. Holdheim and Samuel Hirsch

who both advocated the Sabbath transfer to Sunday have had their

followers, and the example of Isaac M. Wise, who to meet the situation

introduced the late Friday evening service with lecture, found wide

a,cceptance; however, we are as far from a real solution today as we have
ever been. While Kohler has expressed himself frequently and force-

fully in favour of the retention of the historical Sabbath as the Sabbath

of the Jew ^), still there was a time when he favored the idea of Samuel
Hirsch and Holdheim on the subject, as he himself declared in the farewell

sermon "God Walks With Us" preached when taking leave of the old

temple of Congregation Beth El, New York, on June 27, 1891. I quote

the entire passage because it is of an autobiographical nature:

"While working with varying success in behalf of Sunday services,

we have always maintained the inviolable sacredness of the historical

Sabbath, not because, prompted by bhnd letter worship, we beheve

that God infinitely above all time and space, is himself concerned in the

difference of one day of the week from the other, but because we dare

not sever the cord that binds us to our past, to our brethren; and to

transfer, or what is after all equal, declare as dead, the ancient Sabbath,

would be a break with our past, not to call it a breach of our troth. I must

admit that there was a time when I cherished the hope that Reform

Judaism would bring about the observance of that messianic universal

Sabbath, the day in which all flesh, each week, would assemble and

worship God. This illusion to which Geiger and Einhorn also, for a time,

and Holdheim and Samuel Hirsch indeed for their whole Uves, indulged

in, has evaporated in the air in view of the rampant anti-Semitism and

of mediaeval prejudice re-awakened. Much more necessary than any

Sunday services, which are for the most part more of a cosmopohtan

than of a Jewish religious character, it is for us today to perpetuate Jewish

1) Theologie des Judentiims p. 339.

*) Year Book C. C. A. B. 1903, p. 80: "the historical Sabbath is an iEviolable

institute of Judaism". Ibid. 100, "the historical Sabbath may not be surrendered"

Theologie B. 33.
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virtue and loyalty, Sabbatical consecration at home. Much more im-

portant than these appeals to cold reason made by these Sunday lectures

are the soul-quickening words of sanctification offered by historical

Sabbath days. Lectures do not stand in need of any temple. Sacred

hours of devotion, however, are offered only in consecrated spots and in

solemn frames of mind. Did the Sunday services foster this deep religious

devotion? Let the Sunday lectures and lecturers themselves answer."

Disheartening experiences must have brought him to this conclusion

as to the inefficiency of Sunday lectures for twelve years previously in

his inaugural address before the same congregation he had advocated

the introduction of a Sunday service^) such as had been introduced in

Chicago Sinai congregation during his ministry there and in his introductory

address before the Pittsburg Conference (Nov. 1885) hehad expressed him-

self similarly 2). In a Passover sermon delivered in the new Beth El temple

in 1893, he refers to his abandonment of Sunday service and his intro-

duction of Friday eveniag lectures in itsplace as follows: "I have for

many years past worked for Sunday lectures without support and success.

I have become quite convinced thg,t JYiday evening lectures in connection

with a service adapted to the wants of the young wiU better enlist their

sympathies and revive the dormant spirit of religion in our congregational

life *). Bismarck quite recently in a rejoinder to his opponents remarked,

'I admit I have changed my opinion, but I say, he who does not feel in-

duced to improve and change his views and ideas dui'ing a number of

years of ripening experience, has only one single idea' ". About the same

time, at the meeting of the Central Conference of American Kabbis in

the City of New York in 1892, he gave his reasons for abandoning Sunday

services *); again he declared that they fail to deepen the Jewish spirit ^);

that they should not supplant the historical Sabbath ^). It is of interest

and of value to note that as the years have passed Kohler has expressed

himself more and more strongly on the necessity of retaining the historical

Sabbath as expressive of the Jewish spirit, however he may have changed

1) Zeitgeist Vol. I, p. 60.

') Jewish Reformer Jan. 1, 1886.

=) Later he took occasion to express his doubt as to the value of the late Friday
evening service, when at the meeting of the Central Conference at Cleveland in 1905
he declared the "late Friday evening service to be an innovation of a dubious character
in so far as they make those who attend it feel that they have done their duty to the
Sabbath". Year Book p. 62.

*) Year Book 1892, p. 111.

=) Ibid. 1898, p. 85.

«) Ibid. 1906, p. 99.
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in his ideas as to the value of supplemental services on Sunday or late

Friday night.

From the very inception of the Reform movement, one of its foremost

principles has been the world mission of the Jew; this included the aban-

donment of the hope of the return to Palestine, the restoration of the

Jewish state and the rebuilding of the temple at Jerusalem accompanied

by the re-introduction of the sacrificial service under the ministration of

the sons of Aaron. The prayers in the traditional ritual petitioning for

these things were either excised or changed in the reform prayer books.

The birth of the Zionist movement with its program of the restoration

of the Jewish state and its declaration of the Jewish nationahty caused

many liberal leaders to re-emphasize the doctrines of reform Judaism

on this subject; no one has taken stronger ground here than Kohler.

Although in his earlier years he had frequently expressed himself on the

subject ^) still during the past decade and more because of his unalterable

opposition to Zionism, he has referred to the subject time and agaia.

Several typical expressions may well find a place here. "To me Jerusalem

is a lofty ideal for aU the centuries of human history. Zion to me is the

magical word of hope, of a world united by Israel, only one. I would not

have it dragged down to the level of a commonplace possession of an

age or land and a nation, however I dearly love and cherish it, Not

Zion but America is the home of the cosmopolitan, the occidental Jew" ^).

In his Passover sermon on Liberty and Loyalty delivered in 1899, he

declared "Not to Jerusalem do we look as does the bewildered Zionist

for the fulfillment of our hopes but to that land that has made Sinai's

law of liberty the cornerstone of its commonwealth and is pledged to

bring freedom and happiness to every heart and home" ; and in his fre-

quently quoted volume on Jewish theology, he states that Zion the

spiritual metropolis of mankind, as the poet of the eighty seventh psalm

described the city of God, not the nationally bounded Zion is the master

word of world conquering Judaism^). In this same volume he holds

that the Zionists deny the mission of the Jewish people *). However,

he gives fullest expression to his ideas on this subject in a series of articles

') See for example his article "Eab imd Samuel im Babylon oder der Jude und

der Biirger", Zeitgeist 1,106, and his addresses Backwards or Forwards "Back to

Judea, back to the Ghetto we will not go" p. 12; "prayers for return to Palestine are

a blasphemy and a lie upon the life of every American Jew" p. 37.

^) The Jewish Exponent Dec. 30, 1898.

") p. 312.

*) Ibid. p. 253, 294.
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entitled "The Dangers, Fallacies and Falsehoods of Zionism" i). He

declares here that Zionism is iacompatitale with traditional Judaism.

Nordau, its mouthpiece disclaims Messianic Zionism. His thesis is a

renewal of the Jewish nation by an intimate touch with mother earth.

Nordau's plan as disclosed in his brochure "Zionism, its History and

its Aims" has no place for the religious sentiment. Zionism cramps the

spirit of the Jew, which is by nature broad, hopeful, optimistic and force-

ful. It drags the gloomy spirit of the ghetto into everything which

it touches. As for Ahad Ha'am's cultural Zionism, there is nothing in

the entire Jewish literature to support his thesis. Cultural Zionism

rests on deception and illusion. Zionism as portrayed by the prophets

represents a religious ideal. "It is an ideal city of holiness, the Golden

City of humanity which is portrayed in these prophetic visions, a city

built of pearls and precious stones which no thinking reader will take

in any but a metaphorical sense. No doubt the pristine renown of ancient

Jerusalem as a city of wondrous spiritual power has added its poetic

charm to render these descriptions so enrapturingly beautiful. To behold

in them merely nationaUstic hopes as the Zionists do, betrays a narrowness

of mind possible only in men in whom the religious sense has become

atrophied aU expectations concerning Zion in history and literature

were messianic in character and therefore eminently religious". Contrast

this now with present day Zionism. This corresponds with the crude

reaUsm of the age. It has seized the sheU and dropped the kernel. It

has assumed the name but crushed the vital spark, the religious aspira-

tions impKed in the hope of Zion. Zionism is nothing more or less than

land hunger such as all the nations of the world manifest today, a desire

quite natural and justifiable in the fugitive, homeless Jew of Kussia and

Roumania. Yet what right has this movement to arrogate to itself a

name as sacred and dear to the Jew of aU lands and ages as is the name
of Zion ? This is sacrilege Chauvinistic nationalism blunts rather

than unfolds the religious spirit of the Jew. Zionism renders the soil

rather than the synagogue the common ground and rallying point of the

Jewish people Zionism which instead of recognizing the triumphant
march of Israel's God of righteousness through the lands and the ages of

human history wants to turn the dial of Jewish history eighteen hundred
years backwards and transform the cosmopolitan Jew into a neo-Canaanite,
lacks the regenerating power which Reform Judaism has manifested
and wiU in the course of time manifest to an ever greater extent as soon

M Reform Advocate (Chicago) April 20, 27, May 11, June 1, 1907.
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as the people at large will have caught the spirit that animated the pro-

phetic reform pioneers".

These last eloquent words may be applied to the life work of Kauf-

mann Kohler. Like those prophetic reform pioneers whose worthy suc-

cessor he is, he has during aU the years of his blessed service, as a watch-

man of the Lord on the ramparts of the spiritual Zion, preached the

uplifting and inspiriting message of a messianic universahstic Judaism.

A deep student of all the past endeavor of the Jewish spirit, a scholar at

home in many fields of learning, he has known how to interpret the tra-

ditions of the past in terms of the present and to find new values in the

messages of the great spirits of the ages. He represents in the truest

sense the modern American Jew, combining in his thought the living

elements of our great past, with the outlook of the present age in a free

environment. His glance has been directed ever forward, never backward;

optimistic, truly progressive, warmheartedly Jewish, he stands today

an eminent scholar, a true reformer, a fine thinker, a representative Jew.



Dr. Kohler's Systematic Theology.

By

Prof. David Neumark, Ph. D., Cincinnati.

"A colleague of mine in Cambridge not a professed theologian, though

well qualified to judge, recently remarked to me that he had never realized

the profundity of Jewish theology, the purity and the universal appli-

cability of its principles, and the wide scope of its interests, until he

read Dr. Kohler's illuminating treatment of a subject which has now,

for the very first time, been reduced to a system. Dr. Kohler has earned

the right to rank as the Zunz of Jewish Theology. And just as Zunz not

merely made the liturgy easier to study, but roused fresh enthusiasm

for its contents, so Dr. Kohler, besides making Judaism more intelligible,

has succeeded in making it more lovable."

These words with which Israel Abrahams introduced the book of

Kohler on systematic theology to the readers of his excellent review thereof

in the Jewish Chronicle of December 1, 1911, characterize this great

work so well that I, too, adopt them as an apt introduction to the follow-

ing brief sketch in which I desire to present the principal thoughts of

the work that crowns the scientific and practical achievements of Dr.

Kohler on the field of Jewish theology^).

The merit of this work is the greater, the more the lack thereof was

felt in Jewish literature. Systematic presentation is the weak spot of

modern Jewish scientific hterature. Whatever could not be forced into

a chronological frame in which the lack of system is less discernible

and less hurting, had to remain just fragmentary. Also Kohler speaks of

the great difficulties to be overcome by the systematizer of Jewish theo-

') Schriften, herausgegeben von der Gesellschaft zur Fordernng der Wissen-

schaft des Judentums, Bd. 4; GrundriB einer systematischen Theologie des

Judentums auf geschichtlicher Grundlage von Dr. Kauimann Kohler, Rektor des

Hebrew Union College in Cincinnati, Leipzig, Bnchhandlnng Gustav Fock, G.

m. b. H. 1910, 383 and VIII pages, 68 chapters, and Notes at the end of

the book.
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logy, and this, it seems, was one of the reasons for the historicbasis
adopted by Kohler for his presentation. Now the present work bears

testimony to the fact that the difficulties, great though they might have

been, were by no means unsurmountable. The difficulty was only to

the least part that offered by the disincliaation to any attempt of dog-

matisation met with in Jewish spheres so frequently, the very great

difficulty to surmount being rather the almost endless preparation

requured to the successful accomplishment of this work. And this dif-

ficulty Kohler subdued masterly. Surely, the complete references to

the sources in the Notes are a very gratifying guide to the student-
reader. For the expert-reader, however, the aU important fact is decisive

that the presentation itself shows so minute a familiarity with the sources

and the scientific literatures devoted to the same, that no scholar, ever

so great and recognized, is supposed to be possessed of it as long as he

did not actually demonstrate it a d o c u 1 o s. And is this that Kohler has

accomplished undoubtedly. In order to do justice to the style of this

work which is most noble throughout, one must caU especial attention

to the subtle and highly sensitive language in which Kohler presents

his ideas. He who does not notice it at once wiU find after closer exami-

nation that those fine polished words and phrases are always a reflection

of the literary situation in the problems at hand, aiming as they do to

meet current misapprehensions or possible objections. Questions the fxill

discussion of which would require several volumes of the size of the

"Grundriss", are kept in evidence by concise and exact linguistic formu-

lations. In the most decisive parts of the book Kohler succeeded in

putting his thoughts in the succinct and clean language of text-book
definitions. The plan of the presentation is based upon the idea of

P h i 1 , of the two grand doctrines of Judaism concerning God and

M a n to which is added (and this, too, is in accordance with Philo) a

third section treating of Israel. The first section treats, in two

subdivisions of God's essential attributes (a) andofHisr ela -

tive attributes (b). The second section treats of Man,
ofhisrelationshipto God (a), and to his F e 1 1 o w m e n (b),

the latter especially in those manifestations which are making for what

we call History. Finally, the third section treats of I s r a e 1 (a) and

of the Divine Kingdom of Humanity (b). This systematic

arrangement according to topics Kohler combines most skillfully and

felicitously with the chronologici-historic order of things, in that each

and every individual question is being discussed from the viewpoint of

its historic development. In doing this the author, the recognized faithful
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leader of Reform in this country, shows a highly recommendable impar-

tiality towards the historic claims of Orthodoxy. In fact, there is no

other book, in which the modern orthodox Jew can find so true a picture

of his Judaism, as he finds in the book of Kohler.

Kohlers generalviewpointof presentation is the t h e o 1 o r

gical, as opposed to the philosophic viewpoint, although he

acknowledges freely the merits of the philosophic viewpoint in the deve-

lopment of Judaism, especially in preparing and shaping Reform Judaism:

Jewish Theology ought not to ignore the results of modern research

in philology, history, religion, bibhcal literature, just as it dares not to

ignore the unchallenged results of natural science, even though they be

in utter contradiction to the view of the Bible (cf. p. 5, 25—26).

Kohler refers to Samuel David Luzzatto's repugnant attitude toward

Jewish philosophy of the Middle Ages, adding, however, that we should

not overlook the merit of philosophy in emphasizing Truth as one of

the basic ethical duties (p. 18—19).

Against the overemphasis laid upon Reason by Maimuni it was

C r e s c a s who pointed to Love and Sentiment as the sources

of true religion. "And so we are led by the critic C r e s c a s straight

away to a Theology of Judaism which is utterly different from that

of Maimuni, and which appeals to us more than the latter in all of our

reUgious thinking and feeling" (p. 21). "On the highest degree the prophet

receives the divine truth in abstract thought in fuU self-conscious

mental activity, 'God speaketh to him as speaketh man to his fellow',

"as Scripture says of Moses" (p. 29 — which is the interpretation of

Maimuni).

The traditional belief that the Thora and the rabbinic interpretation

were given to Moses on Sinai, is, "as contradictory to all laws of logic,

unacceptable" to our religious consciousness of to-day (p. 36).

The prophets and the sages used the weapon of logical proof only

against the heathen and the denier. "Where God is felt as a living force

.... aU logical proofs for the existence of God appear like strange fire

upon the altar of ReUgion" (p. 49—50).

Philosophy can prove an eternal creative ethico-cosmic Intelli-

gence, but never a God to whom you can pray, the God of History,

this is the exclusive domain of Religion. "Reason can, and should, serve

the teachings of Revelation as a corrective, to purify the intuitive truth

again and again, to deepen it and to permeate it in order to inteUec-

tuahze it; but never can reason become the source of truth" (p. 53; cf.

p. 107, 128 f., 133, 192, 202 f.).
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It was the abstract thinking which liberated the mind from the

fetters of the letter and, repudiating the anthropomorphic concept, brought

about the pure intellectual concept of God (p. 56; cf. p. 61—62, 63).

AU attempts of the church to harmonize the doctrine of duality or

trinity with biblical monotheism failed utterly. More succesful were

the Jewish thinkers of the Middle Ages. "The harmony between Keligion

and Philosophy which was accompMshed here, especially by the repre-

sentatives of Judaism, liberated the fettered forces and gave them new
impetus on all fields of research and knowledge, and monotheism has

become a fundamental thought for modern natural science and for the

entire outlook based thereon (p. 65; cf. 66. 73).

It is impossible for us to acquiesce in the resignation of Maimuni

as to the cognition of the divine attributes and to foUow his advice to

keep silence about them. We must discuss what God is to u s. The focus

of all the divine attributes is w i s d o m. And Gods wisdom we perceive

and recognize best by a mindful orientation in the order and fulness of

Nature (p. 103; cf. p. 122—123 — no room for miracles in nature; cf.

p. 53 'etc.).

The intellectual conception of God helps man to overcome aU Mytho-

logy andCabbalah and their doctrines of Angels, Ideas, Sephiroth

and the like (p. 140 f.), and this, too, was instrumental in bringing about

the purity of modem Judaism (p. 146), and to make Israel the teacher,

of mankind in the cognition that man is immediately connected with

God, and that it is in the service of humanity where God is to be

found and worshiped (p. 154 — cf. p. 174, 176, 179).

It is impossible for us to think that God, exalted over time and space,

omniscient and eternally unchangeable in his wiU and his activity, could

be influenced by the prayer of mortals to change his decrees. But

still man would pray. "Searching reason may deny the effect of prayer

upon the psychic, mental and moral shaping of man, or it may declare

the prayer as such to be pious self-deception. The religious sentiment

finds in prayer the rise of the soul toward unification with God in the

sacred moments of her earthly course. This is no deception. Through

prayer man, soaring up in devotion to God, receives from Him the power

to dare Fate and Sin, and to overcome suffering and death" (p. 204—205).

"A clear notion of the essence of the soul was reached first by the

philosophically trained thinkers" (p. 217); it was M o s e s M e n d e 1 s -

s h n who shaped essentially the modern conception of immortaUty

which is to be recommended to those modern Jews who cannot adhere

to the old traditional conception of immortality as expressed by the

Kohler-Volnme. °
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dogmas of resurrection and here-after retribution (p. 221 f.), though in the

very truth of the matter this was already the standpoint of M a i m u n i

,

especially as corrected and completed by C r e s c a s (p. 230—232).

The contact of Judaism with Greek philosophy in antiquity was

instrumental in bringing to the fore the universal character and tendency

of the Torah (p. 270), and so was the second contact in the Middle Ages

instrumental in making Judaism a guiding light to the nations, to stir

them up to the realisation of the crippling fetters into which the Church

had thrown the mind of man, and to show them the way to intellectual

liberty, by going back to the Hebrew Bible which has become the

weU of which sprang forth the great reform movements in the German

and the EngUsh Church (p. 272—275) ; and this, the m i s s i o n of Judaism

in History, was never more clearly expressed than it was by the philo-

sophers HaUevi and Maimuni (cf. p. 20, 249, 300 f., 313, 342).

It was at a very great sacrifice that Paul and his disciples founded

religion upon mere faith. "Faith spelled the abandoning of the divine

light of reason, of the free thought" (p. 320).

The Synagogue, on the other hand, went too far in the emphasis

of outward ceremonies. It was the philosopher B a c h y a (XI cen-

tury), who protested against the ritual petrification of Judaism in his

"Duties of the heart", which movement again let to the revival of dan-

gerous mysticism and mythology in the Cabbalah. This was in utter

contradiction to the very essence of Judaism. "Nevertheless, since it is

not the intellect, but the heart that is the source of aU religion and morality,

any one-sidedness in the culture of the intellect, any neglection of

the culture of the heart, will be detrimental to religion. Piety comes

from the heart, just as enlightment comes from reason. Religion ought

to seize a 1 1 o f m a n , and uplift him, and not to appeal sciolously to

either intellect or sentiment alone, if religion is to heal the cragginess

of life, to teach how to recognize and to feel the Kingdom of God as an

harmonious unity, and God as the a 1 1 - u n i q u e. The institutions

and the religious forms of the Synagogue must again become educating

reason and sentiment, heart and intellect" (p. 340).

The basic thoughts of Kohler's presentation may be con-

densed into two sentences which, then, again dissolve into one higher
unity :

1. Judaism is primarily and essentially a religion of Justice.
Love is secondary, regulative and corrective.

Justice is the essence of God, Love His attribute,

expressing His relation to the world and to man, neither of which could
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endure without mercy. Man's w i 1 1 is f r e e , his is a full unrestricted

moral responsibility, hence the unrestrained efficacy and

validity of the moral order of the world. This order of rigid

justice, however, is mitigated by Love, Mercy, this being not the

mercy of caprice of the Church (against which Kohler polemizes

quite frequently), the mercy that nullifies and warps justice, but that

Mercy which guarantees man his perfectibility, that he can

rise after his fall, and get back again into the dominion of Justice. This

is the foundation upon which Judaism has built its System of Life, and the

entire course of the history of Judaism is a gradual revelation and reali-

zation of this essential principle:

Christianity and Islam are the apostles of Judaism.

"But on the one hand, Judaism emphasizes its higher idea of the divine

unity and the divine hohness, as against the Christian concept of God

and man, the Jewish idea not permitting the divine to be drawn down

into the sphere of the sensual, and morality to be built on a basis of

love which is void of Justice. On the other hand again, Judaism emph-

asizes the belief in the divine fatherly benevolence and Long Suffering

that guides in Love all of the human kind, as against the monotheism

of the Islam which demands blind surrender to a predetermined fate"

(p. 15; cf. p. 98, 7).

"The Fear of God — stirs up our conscience and prevents us

from sin." "TheKnowledgeofGod— is that inward experience

of God as of an ethical power of Life which inspires man to virtue and

honesty and keeps him away from iniquity" (p. 25; cf. p. 48, 152 as to

the two n am e s of God. JHVH= Mercy,ELOHM= Justice ; p. 77—78

:

the attribute K a d o s h holy, designates both, rigid justice and mercy,

the former being the original meaning of the term, the latter the

product of the later development; p. 80—81).

"For Justice and Mercy, in the teaching of Judaism, are eternally

harmonious with each other in the divine guidence of the world; the

one is the foundation-pillar of the world, the other its measuring chain;

were the rigid measure of Justice to prevail, no mortal could stand be-

fore the Lord; it is the divine Mercy to which we owe all that is lend to

us, yes, our very lives, whatever in us is not yet good, shall become
good — that is the idea of divine Mercy and Love" (p. 86—87).

"The prophets of Israel estabhshed Justice as the innermost princ-

iple of the world, the most unique essence of God, and, consequently,

as the finale and the ideal of human life" (p. 89).
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"To Judaism Love is by no means the highest princ-

iple of morality or of the moral order of the world. No, entirely too

often love undermines the legal order of things, and effiminates society

instead of training it to virtue. It is Justice which develops and raises

the moral power in every human being" (p. 90).

"Love cannot supplant Justice, it can only supplement it"

(p. 95). The divine Love has become the source and the I d e a 1 of all

ethical postulates in the relations of man to man. ""Whence they came

to declare Love to be the most intrinsic characteristic of the divme

essence" (p. 97; cf. p. 302 f.).

"Much more than the divine Love that has pity and mercy on

our weaknesses, the divine Benevolence is that power which stirs up

and moves the energy of man" (p. 100).

"Now corresponding to the two divine attributes (cf. p. 25, 48,

152), Justice and Mercy, is also the double nature of man inasmuch

the punishable and guilty man is subject to the former, while the just

one is subject to the latter." This may be the sense of the efficacy of

prayer.

"If the untoward decree was aiming at the unimproved man,

now the improved man has actually changed into a different one, and,

consequently, Mercy, instead of punishing Justice, meats out to him his

lot" (p. 203—204; cf. p. 218: the double nature of man, corresponding

to Soul and Body, as the basis of retribution in the hereafter cf.

p. 231-232, 323-324).

Eigid justice as understood in primitive ages demanded the "visi-

ting the sin of the fathers upon the sons into the third and fourth gene-

rations", later ages then developed the doctrine of full individual moral

responsibility, but with the addition that the attributes of Mercy and

Longsuffering mitigate this rigidity, in that the sinner is given time

to repent (p. 223 f.; cf. 277); and, corresponding to the individual

responsibility, still later ages, then, developed the doctrine of the

immediate individual priesthood. No priest of a special tribe,

no sacrifice or any other special ritual is the instrument ofMercy,
but the heart of the individual, addressing itself immediately to God,

by repentance and betterment (p. 237).

2. Judaism is composed of a national and a universal
element, but so that also the national exclusiveness aimed from the

very beginning at the establishment of a universal world-religion, of

the Kingdom of God on earth among men.'';^.

Corresponding to this principle are the various currents in the spir-
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itual development of the Jewish people. In antiquity the n a t i n a 1

element is represented by the priest, the universal by the

prophet. In the same way, though under changing forms, these two
elements are the moving forces in Jewish History and Literature of all

periods, up to our very day. And the ecclesiastical institutions of Judaism,
too, give expression to these two tendencies. This is true especially of

those instructions which may be called ecclesiastico-political,
and to which Kohler devotes the masterly conceived last chapter of

his work. Most instructive are those chapters in which Kohler illuminates

the blending of these two elements intheeschatologicalhopes
of Judaism:

"In Judaism the t r i b a 1 c m m u n i t y is the basis of the rel-

igious community, so that the unbelieving Jew, too, still remains a member
of Jewry" (p. 6; cf. p. 326-327).

"In Judaism religion and nationality are an inseparable

unity. Jewry and J u d a i sm are related to each other like body and

soul. The new nationaUty which, as the remnant of J u d a , developed

out of the collapse of the political life of Israel, that nationality

which already during the time of the second state had settled in various

lands as the cosmopoUtical element among the nations, and which pre-

served itself in its peculiarity through these thousands of years, is the

national body, the bearer of Judaism" (p. 7; cf. p. 11: corresponding

to these two elements are the two tendencies in the development of Judaism,

the legal-national, and the ethico-, or rational-uni-
versal

; p. 35 f . : this goes back to ancient times when the two tend-

encies were represented by priest and prophet, respectively;

cf. p. 201).

Also the interpretation of the dogma of resurrection shows

these two elements. There were two interpretations of this dogma, a

national one according to which only the pious Jews would re-

surrect and at best also such non-Jews as have actually joined Judaism,

and a universel one which exstended resurrection to all of man-

kind, and developed into the doctrine of the final judgment
(p. 293 f.).

These two basic ideas converge into the highest unity in the following

thought, deeply conceived and clearly expressed.

The national element of the Jewish reUgion corresponds to its

very essence which is Justice. The Jewish religion weUs from the

Jewish national soul. But it is a command of Love without which

Justice ceases to be Justice, that the acquired truth should be made
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the common possession of all mankind. In these high regions Justice

and Love are one. Justice as the essence of God is the Torah, and

the Torah is the W i s d o m , the cosmic creative power, the

divine mode of activity by which everything is being produced and

renewed in every moment. This divine activity, however, originates

in His Mercy, He being the all self-sufficient, in no way in need of the

creature:

The Covenant in the opinion of Judaism was originally made

with Adam and Noah for all Mankind, then it narrowed down to

Abraham, and then, still further excluding collateral lines, to Jacob:

the Selection of Israel (p. 37). By this, as also by acknowledging that

even in idolatry there was a longing for God, Judaism recognized the

religions of the Heathens as theway leading up to monotheism for the

announcement of which Israel was selected (p. 45 f.). This makes it clear

that the Selection of Israel was only a m e a n s for his religion becoming

universal,theReligion, which means the M i s s i o n of Israel (p. 47

;

of. p. 83, 118, 190, 194, 225, 252, 271, 282, 291 f., 334, 342).

"Of course, the selection of Israel presupposes his i n n e r vocation,

a peculiar disposition of his soul and a peculiar tendency of his mind

which fitted him especially for the divine task" (p. 247). National sepa-

ration was necessary in order to protect the growing truth from harming in-

fluences, nay, often even hostility towards other nations was a demand

of justice, especially where and when monotheism was threatened to

be ousted by idolatry (p. 296 f.). Nevertheless, the intention was from

the very beginning to bring that trait in the Jewish character into acti-

vity which made the Jewish nation the best tool of divine providence

to bring about the unity of mankind, the Jewish virtue of human sym-
pathy and love (p. 247). Through nationahty Judaism extended

its truth to ever larger groups of nations (Christianity and Islam),
to aU of the human kind (p. 236, 240-242, 275, 279, 291, 300, 305, 312 f.).

Jewish universahsm finds its highest expression in the identification

of Wisdom and Torah as the instrument of Creation.
The national Torah is representative of the c o sm i c law, the cosmic

J u s t i c e , the creative bounty is the source of all life and all existence;

and the final realization of the prophetic ideal, when the knowledge
of God would be spread over all the earth, will be also a renewal and
a rejuvenation of aU nature (p. 105, 118, 225 a).

It is easy to recognize this lofty conception of Judaism as the product

of a man of whose scientific work the lion's share has fallen to G r e a c o -

Jewish literature.



The Decalogue in Art.

By

Israel Abrahams D. D., M. A., Cambridge, England.

"Ye heard the voice of words, but ye saw no form" (Deut. IV, 12)

— so speaks the Deuteronomist of the theophany in Horeb. The Jewish

consciousness has been true to this record. No artist of the Synagogue

attempted to represent in art the Father bestowing the revelation of

his wiU to his children. In a very few rare cases of Hebrew illuminated

MSS. we find what may be plausibly interpreted as pictures of God,

but here we have either the work of Christian artists, or of inconsiderate

copying of Christian models by Jewish craftsmen. This is the case

with the figure in the Sarajevo Haggadah (cf. I. Abrahams Festival
Studies ch. VIII). Dr. Gottheil conjectures that in a Cairo MS.

(described by him in the Jewish Quarterly Keview 1905

p. 624) there is introductory to Job a representation of the Deity resting

upon the clouds. The same authority suggests (op. cit. p. 653) that a

medaUion of the fifteenth century (MS. Casanatense, No. 283) contains

another drawing of God in a HebrewMS. It is "an idyllic scene, in which

a hocking man, resting his hands on what seems to be a club, turns a

frightened look towards an admonishing figure, youngish in appearance,

whose face is crowned with an aureola, from which the rays of

the sun stream. I take this to represent the Almighty chiding

Cain". The words which I have italicised are extremely interesting.

They point to the fact which wiU be further developed below that

Mithraic influence has been at work. This strengthens the view that

such pictures as these are not of native Jewish provenance, but have

crept in inadvertently.

Certainly, in no Jewish representation of the revelation, does the

figure of the Deity appear (cf. Abrahams op. cit.). But the Decalogue

itself, inscribed on the tables of tone, is freely represented. A French

Hebrew MS. of the end of the thirteenth century (B. M. Add. 16 639)

contains the tables twice. Moses not only holds them in the scene of the

budding of Aaron's rod (741 b.) but also, mirabile dictu, at the crossing
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of the Red Sea (120 a). In the Sarajevo Haggadah there is an equally

spirited and less anachronistic picture. Moses, enrapped in flames,

stands aloft, a horn incHned towards his ear conveys the sacred words,

which he bears on his breast. Aaron is just below him, and the people

are assembled beneath. The tablets present the appearance to which

we are now accustomed in the Synagogues: they are not (as in Michel-

angelo's Moses) two detached stones, but are in one with circular

tops. The Biblical, as weU as the Eabbinic, description of the tablets

implies that there were two separated oblong tablets (on the size and

arrangement of the tablets see the valuable Eesponsum printed by Louis

Ginzberg in G e o n i c a II p. 35). In another picture, the Sarajevo

MS. shows us a Synagogue, with the open Ark and Scroll of the

Law, but there is no hint of the presence of the decalogue tablets. One

of the most surprising points is that there is no reference in any of the

ritual codes (not even in the Shulhan Aruch) to the custom of placing

the tablets in the Synagogue. There is no evidence that the custom was

prevalent until quite late. But the Sarajevo MS. supplies one link in

the chain. In a picture subscribed "The Sanctuary which wiU be built

speedily in our days" we have, surmounted by wings (of the Cherubim)

two oblong tablets (side by side in one block) on which are inscribed the

first words of each commandment of the Decalogue. This may point to

the existence of the custom to place such tablets in the Synagogue in

the fourteenth century, but the inference is insecure.

We have clear information however, that at an earlier period it

was usual to write the decalogue on small scrolls. The oldest extant Hebrew

papyrus is the famous Nash copy of the Decalogue, which most autho-

rities believe to be pre-Massoretic, and. perhaps as old as the second

century. An important Eesponse of a Gaon throws some light on this

question. The Response is attributed variously to the Gaon Hai (S h a a -

re Teshuba, Leipzig 1858, § 149) and to the Gaon Nahshon (see

Kohut, AruchCompletum, s. v. bcn)- In the Talmud (Bera-

choth 23 b) the Israelite was enjoined not to pray "with a scroll of the

Law on his arm", lest his anxiety not to drop the scroll should divert

his attention from his prayer. The Gaon being questioned on the matter

explained that the scroll referred to in the Talmud was one containing

only the Decalogue — evidently the Gaon regarded the existence of such

scrolls as ancient:

n"D m lynn n"Di i^ay p'psn onx inxi i6 p3-i 'idnt nh nn'pNtftfi)

Omin^B' niaa :"nn n::D niviiN
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Kohut, in a note loc. cit., discusses the numerical discrepancy. While

the Gaon asserts that the Decalogue contains 613 words, there are appa-

rently not 613 but 620 words in the Decalogue making up the mnemonic

"in2 — Crown — the artistic suggestion is here obvious. The extra seven
would be made up by the seven Noachide precepts (Numbers Kabbah
XIII and XVIII; cf. L. Blau J. Q. R. 1896, p. 355).

It is to Christianity, with its greater interest in art, that we have

to turn for the earliest pictorial representations of the Decalogue. These

occur from the second century onwards. Whence did the artists, how-

ever, derive their inspiration? D. Kaufmann, in one of his most brilliant

essays (Sens et origine des symboles tumulaires de
I'ancien testament dans I'art Chretien primitif,
in Revue des Etudes juives, XIV 33 seq.) argues, that the

suggestion came from the Jewish hturgy (op. cit. p. 245). In the Mishnah

(Taanith II, 4) we have the germs of the hturgical prayers "He who

answered in the past, may he answer now" (nJVlJ' ''c)-
Such prayers

are also found in the church. Le Blaut (A r 1 e s p. XXVII) traces then

as early as the ninth century. The favourite Old Testament subjects

for artistic reproduction are aU found in these liturgical compositions,

and Prof. Kaufmann may fairly claim (op. cit. p. 253) to have made

plausible his conclusion that: "Dans la Htterature et lahturgie, ladepen-

dance de I'Eglise nouvelle vis-^-vis de I'antique synagogue devient de

plus en plus certaine; en art aussi je crois avoir apporte ici la preuve

d'une influence de I'une sur I'autre." Not of course that this was the

only or the chief source. For undoubtedly Old Testament scenes were

introduced in Christian art as foils to the scenes in the Gospel story,

and from the first the Apostles and Fathers cite the older incidents as

emblems and types of the later. Already in the fourth Gospel, Jonah

is the type of the resurrection, and Moses' Rock of the Gospel of Christ

in I. Corinth. X, 4. Charlemagne iu the church of his palace at Ingelheim

directed 12 Old Testament scenes to be painted precisely in apposition

to the 12 New Testament scenes (E. Male, L'Art Religieux
d u XIII. Siecle en France 1898 p. 189). This fact meets us

throughout the history of ecclesiastical Glass painting: the Old Testament

and the New Testament scenes constantly appear in pairs, and Moses

receiving the Decalogue (or casting it away) typifies the promulgation

of the Gospel (or the abrogation of the Law). In a St. Denis glass me-

dallion of the 13th century, depicting the symbolical chariot of Aminadab,

we see a capital illustration of this method. Out of Noah's Ark, in which

lie the Tables of the Law and Aaron's Rod, rises as from a pedestal the
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Cross. (Male op. cit. fig. 68.) Again, the use of the Old Testament

begins to multiply in the second and third century, the era of persecu-

tion of the Christians; the stories of the rescue of Hebrew Saints from

tribulation became artistic encouragements to the Christian sufferers,

and Moses and the Decalogue entered with the other Old Testament

scenes. Even so the Maccabean Martyrs became prototypes of the

Christian martyrs and for the same reason. While Kaufmann's argu-

ment has much force in it, and it would be idle to dispute the likelihood

that the hturgy may have had something to do with the choice

of subjects, especially for the catacombs, yet the t y p e idea must have

had greater weight. The statues of ancient Hebrew saints were, in

Augustin's words, "heralds of deity" and thus announce the Christian

belief at the very thresholds of cathedrals. At Chartres, on the Northern

porch, Melchizedek, Abraham, Moses, Samuel, David, are placed at the

entry of the sanctuary. Accordiag to Male, these great figures are amongst

the most extraordinary of the Middle Ages. "They seem to belong to

superhuman humanity. The artists of the beginning of the thirteenth

century, unskilful in reproducing individual characteristics, were power-

fully able to present the universal, the eternal, which exists in every

human individual. The Chartres patriarchs and prophets appear veri-

tably as fathers of peoples, as the pillars of humanity, and each of them

is clearly intended to represent Christ."

If, moreover, the Old Testament subjects — and possibly the ideas

underlying them — used by early Christian artists may have been sug-

gested by the Synagogue liturgy, the artistic treatment was not. Here

we must look in the first instance for classical models. In some of the

earUest of the Catacomb pictures, Christ appears as Orpheus; he wears

a Phrygian cap, and plays on his lyre to a surrounding gathering of

beasts. But looking in another direction for models, we caimot but

be struck by the remarks of F. Cumont. The Pagan pictures of Mithra

would seem to have been imitated by the first Christian artists. Cumont
sums up this theory in the following words (The Mysteries of Mithra

p. 228): "The mediocre compositions which the artists had conceived

to represent the episodes of the legend of Mithra, appeared also worthy
of imitation to the Christian ages, which were even more powerless than

then- predecessors to shake off the traditions of the workshops. When,
after the triumph of the Church, Christian sculptors were confronted

with subjects hitherto unattempted, and found themselves under the

embarrassing obligations of depicting on stone the personages and stories

of the Bible, they were happy in the opportunity of being able to draw
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inspiration from the portrayals whicli the Persian Mysteries had popu-
larised. A few alterations in costume and attitude transformed a Pagan
scene into a Christian (Bibhcal) picture. Mthra discharging his arrows

at the rock became Moses causing the waters of the mountain of Horeb
to gush forth; the Sun, raising his ally out of the Ocean, served to express

the ascension of EUjah in the chariot of fire; and to the time of the

Middle Ages the tauroctonous god was perpetuated in the image of

Samson rending the Hon." To this I venture to add that the conven-

tional pictures, from the Catacombs onwards, of Moses receiving the

Decalogue also show Mithraic traces. For instance, in the fragment

of the bas-relief of Virunum (Cumont op. cit. 133) we have various scenes

from the life of Mithra. He is smiting the rock, he is ascending in the

war-chariot to heaven, and in one scene he is concluding friendship

with the Sun-god, crowning him with a radiate halo, holding him with the

hand. This scene recalls the Catacomb representations of the reception

of the Decalogue. One other point may be hazarded. If the Christian

artists copied Mithraic models, is it impossible that the Mithraic artists

themselves were influenced by the Old Testament? Should that be the

case, then we should be witnessers of a curious turn of the wheel, and

should find ourselves travelling in aesthetic sequence: from the Hebrew

Scriptures through Mithra back to the Hebrew Scriptures. And when,

as is now-a-days becoming fashionable, so much of early Christian reli-

gion is being traced to the Mithraic mysteries, we must be careful

before we entirely exclude the possibility that the latter owed some-'

thing of their non-Iranian elements to their having passed in some way

through a Hebraic phase.

It cannot be said, however, that Moses and the Decalogue were

favourite subjects with the early artists. (This may be confirmed by

an examination of the pictures given by the Rossi, Bottari and Garucci.)

Moses and the bush occurs rather more often, but the commonest Mosaic

scene is that in which he strikes the rock. Jonah is an Old Testament

favourite, and so are Noah releasing the dove, Abraham sacrificing Isaac,

the passage of the Red Sea, David and Gohath, the ascension of EUjah,

Job, Daniel in the lions' den, and the three children in the fiery furnace.

These subjects were easily given a symbolical meaning in reference to

New Testament incidents, though Kaufmann shows (op. cit. p. 48) that

the sacrifice of Isaac —which is usually treated as symbolical of the cruci-

fixion — was associated with immortality in Jewish tradition. Isaac, says

the Pirke de R. Eleazar (ch. XXXI), composed the second of the Eighteen

Benedictions, for when his soul re-entered his body at the voice of the
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angel, he exclaimed: "Blessed be he who quickeneth the dead". If so, the

appearance of this scene on the tumular decoration of the catacombs,

is explained. Similarly it may be urged (Kaufmann op. cit. p. 233) that

the dehverance of Noah from deathby the flood, Jonah's escape from drown-

ing, and the rest point to such escapes from imminent danger as would in-

dicate continued hfe, and hence would he appropriate as ornaments on

tombs. But it is probable that Christian symbolical ideas also helped

the choice, for it is obvious that in the Ught of the Pauline attitude to-

wards the Law there would be Uttle place for the Decalogue in Church

art. Still it is found continuously, though not abundantly, through the

ages. In the sixth century San Vitale (begun by Theodoric, completed

by order of Justinian and consecrated in 547) there are many Old

Testament scenes — including the reception of the tables of stone —
"on the screens of the solea, under the arches of which the spectator

wanders into the transepts" (Crowe and CavalcaseUe, History of

Paintingin Italy, 1908, I, 13). In some of the early instances,

we can detect the scene by the convention which shows Moses with the

left foot raised, a survival of the ascent of Sinai. So, in the picture referred

to above as the origin of this convention, Mithra has his left foot

elevated. In the ninth century the reception of the Decalogue is repre-

sented on a fine Carlovingian Ivory in the Mayer Collection, Liverpool.

It is the leaf of a diptych, and consists of five compartments. The central

division runs right across and pictures the presentation of the infant

Jesus in the Temple. There are four smaller compartments containing

in the lower part of the ivory: the High Priests with a sacrifical animal

and Melchizedek in front of a tree holding a flagon and a loaf (types of

the Eucharist). In the Epistle to the Hebrews Melchizedek is put in

contrast to the High Priest; so that the artist here meant to balance

the Old against the New Testament. It seems probable therefore that, when

in the upper part we find Moses receiving the Law and see the sacrifice of

Isaac, it was intended to oppose the old dispansation to the new. The

treatment of the Decalogue scene is interesting. Moses with arms uplifted

advances to receive the tables from the hand of the Lord, outstretched in

a cloud. Two Jews stand beneath, and over them a star (perhaps Num-
bers XXIV" 17), or as it seems to me a flower (reminiscent of Isaiah XI, 1).

In another Christian connection, too, the Decalogue scene is not un-

common. In another Carlovingian ivory in South Kensington the Trans-

figuration is portrayed on a tenth century plaque. Here, on the right

hand is Elijah, on the left Moses holding the two Tables of the Law.

Sunilarly, in the Grimani Breviary (St. Mark's Library Venice) a like
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grouping may be noted. Naturally, in the Christian illuminated MSS.
the scene on Sinai figures, but not very often. The best specimens

possessed by the British Museum are: the twelfth century Enghsh sketch

(Nero, c. IV f. 4) where Moses is horned (a feature derived from the

Vulgate phrase: videbant faciem egredientis Moysi
esse cornutumin rendering Exod. XXXIV, 35); a thirteenth cen-

tury French picture (19 C. II f. 1) from Frere Laurent's L e L i v r e

des Vices et desVertus — where we see Moses breaking the tablets,

which are set in three positions to represent their fall — , a late fifteenth

century ItaHan Psalter (Greek) and Hours (Burn. 14, 93 b) where a

hand from the cloud offers the tablets to Moses, in illustration of the

opening of Psahn LXXVIII ripoaiysTs Xao? [lou xhv vojaov [aou; and

a French picture in Guiart des Moulins' translation of Petrus Comestor's

La Bible H i s t o r i a u 1 x (15 D. Illf. 85) where a group of Jews

are reading the tablets which the homed Moses holds for their inspection.

These are all beautiful pictures, but none is reaUy finer than the mere

script found in the ninth century Corpus (Cambridge) MS. of the Laws

of Alfred — who prefixed the Anglo-Saxon version of the Ten Command-

ments to his own Code.

Nothing would be gained by attempting a fuU survey of the later

portrayals of the Decalogue in Christian art, nor would space be available

as we have stiU so much ground to cover. It must suffice to recaU a few

notable examples. In the late fourteenth century frescoes of the Casa

di Mezzo church at Bologna there is stiU distinct a portion showing

Moses casting down the Tables of the Law; "it has a Giottesque look",

though Giotto did not paint at Mezzarata (Crowe op. cit. Ill, 200).

Among examples of the same period must be named the famous sculptures in

the Puits de Dijon executed by Claus Sluter in the year 1399. The monu-

ment is, as Michel describes it (Histoiredel'Art III, 1), a hexa-

gonal pedestal, originally the base of a Calvary, carved in stone, 22 feet

high, rising out of a well — whence its name. Noble Statues of Moses

(with the tables of stone), David, Jeremiah, Zechariah, Daniel and Isaiah

surround the pedestal. There is on each countenance an expression of

sorrow, over each being written a prediction of the crucifixion. This

monumental group was so celebrated that in 1418, within a generation

of its completion, the Papal representative awarded remission of sins

to aU pilgrims there. The great artists of the fifteenth-sixteenth centuries

produced splendid works introducing the two tables of stone. Of the

statue by Michelangelo (1475—1564) nothing need be said; its masterly

power is universally recognised. Raphael (1483—1520) has several
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Mosaic pictures, three in particular (in the Vatican) may be referred to.

In one, Moses is on his knees receiving with his two hands the Tables

from God, who is fully represented. Behind and on the right child angels

sound trumpets. Below (left) are the figures of four Israelites in an

attitude of wonder; on the right is the camp. In a second picture, we

see the Golden Calf on a pedestal, the people — men, women and children

— career round it in a dancing circle. Moses is on a MU to the left, above

the scene; he has broken one Table, and is in the act of casting the

second sideways with both hands to the ground. Joshua, on his right,

stands in pained consternation. In a third picture, Moses (homed) again

descends holding out the two Tables with the text turned towards the

people. Evidently, painters of a somewhat earher date than either of

the masters last-named must have been picturing Moses and the Law;

this is proved by a magnificent fifteenth century Italian print (c. 1470)

— a copy of which is possessed by the FitzwiUiam Museum — and in

which Moses, horned and rayed, is seated on lightning in the centre,

and on either side are the ten Commandments in Latin (the Command-

ment against bearing false witness comes tenth). Another remarkable

product of the fifteenth century is the oil painting by Cosimo Tura (1420

—1495); in the London National GaUery. It depicts the Madonna and

child enthroned. They are surrounded by six angels playing various

musical instruments. On two panels, at the side of the throne, are the

ten Commandments in Hebrew;, painted in with general accuracy

(except that a sin lacks a stroke and the d a 1 e t h and final caph are

not well discriminated). This example is of some importance. The order

of the Commandments, and the choice of the initial words, exactly cor-

respond to what is now the common synagogal arrangement, and may
have been derived from an actual model. The picture may therefore

perhaps be regarded as an addition to the scanty evidence that the

Tables were used in Synagogues as early as the fifteenth century. Allusion

may also be made to a picture (also in the National Gallery) by Mazzo-

Hno da Ferrara (1480—1528). It is a small picture on wood, representing

Jesus disputing with the Kabbis in the Temple. There are two Old

Testament reliefs (in sculpture); the upper one depicts the IsraeUtes

fighting the Philistines and David fighting Goliath, while in the lower

we see Moses showing the Tables of the Law to Israelites. Over, there

is written, in reference to the Temple in Hebrew the words: "The House
which Salomon built unto the Lord" {^r^ no'pE' njD -ib;n pi^n).

Hebrew inscriptions are not rare in Ferrara pictures of the fifteenth

century, and this points to the influence of local Jewish teachers. For
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the rest it must suffice to mention two Dutch paintings, by Martin de

Vos (1532-1603) and Kembrandt (1606-1669). The latter (located in

Berlin) shows us Moses, with the tables high above his head; he is holding

the two together in both hands, and is about to hurl them forwards.

The last five of the Commandments are shown in Hebrew, though the

fingers of Moses could not possibly have covered so many words as are

omitted in the tenth Commandment. Nor could the first five Com-
mandments possibly have been written, with letters of the size shown,

on a single tablet. The painting by Martin de Vos (now at the Hague)

is more of a curiosity. The Lawgiver holds up to the IsraeUtes the new
Tables of the Law, which contain the whole text of Exodus in Flemish.

And not inaptly is this language chosen, for most of the figures are

arranged in unmistakable sixteenth century garb. I could carry this

account further, and refer to more recent instances of pictures con-

taining the Decalogue, such as those of Herbert and Sargent. One

single example must suffice. It is from the brush of a living Jewish

artist, S. J. Solomon, R. A., whose work is now at Preston. Christ,

crowned with thorns and an aureola, lies prone, supported by angels of

a classic type, and also by Moses, who bears aloft the Tables of Stone.

It is a meaningful allegory, in which the relations of Hellenism and

Hebraism on the one hand and of Church and Synagogue on the other,

are subtly suggested. But this last remark leads one's thoughts to quite

another type of contrast between Synagogue and Church, a type which

belongs to a considerably earlier period. In many poignant phrases the

author of Lamentations sought to express in words the feelings which

animated him as he contemplated the ruins of the Holy City and the

desolation of her people. "The crown is fallen from our head, woe unto

us that we have sinned. For this our heart is faint, for these things

our eyes are dim!" (V. 17). The mediaeval artists seized upon such

phrases and interpreted then in stone.

For now we must retrace our steps, and confront the most pathetic

aspect of our story. The Chapter House Doorway at Rochester Cathedral

is one of the finest extant pieces of Enghsh Decorated (G. H. Palmer,

Rochester, in Bell's Cathedral Series p. 107). It dates from the

middle of the fourteenth century, having been constructed during the

episcopacy of Hamo de Hythe. On each side of the door are full-length

figures of Church and Synagogue. The Synagogue is a female figure,

blindfolded, with a broken staff in her left hand, and the Tables of the

Law held reversed in her right. The Church for an interval was male,

a mitred, bearded bishop. But this distinction in the sexes of the figures
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arose from a mistake of Cottingham, who restored the doorway between

1826—30, andwho placed a male head on a figure which stillwore female dra-

pings ! In all other examples of the pair, both figures are female. It

was towards the end of the thirteenth century that, as Viollet-le-Duc

explains (Dictionnaire Raisonne de 1' Architecture

Franpaise duXPauXV" s i e c 1 e , Paris 1861, Vol. V p. 154),

"it became customary to place on Cathedral facades, two female figures,

one with a broken standard, with a reversed crown at feet, letting the

Tables of the Law drop; her head is bowed, her eyes covered with a

bandage, or (as at Bordeaux) with a dragon which coils round her fore-

head — it is the Ancient Law, the Synagogue, a dethroned queen whose

glory is departed, bUnded by the spirit of evil. The other statue bears

a crown on her uplifted head; her expression is proud; in one hand is

a standard, in the other a chahce. She triumphs. It is the New Law,

the Church." There are several other extant examples (at Bamberg,

Rheims, Paris, Lincoln); the most famous being that in Strassburg

(c. 1250). The tablets of the Law reversed also appear in the Church

of Notre Dame at Treves. The artists were true to their craft, for though

the theological motive was to do dishonour to the Synagogue, yet they

added to the aesthetic value of their work by invariably depicting the

Synagogue as a beautiful woman, slender, graceful, infinitely pathetic.

Now, there were companion pictures of Synagogue and Church long

before the thirteenth century. There are two colossal figures of the

fifth century, on the waU inside the portal of the church Santa Sabina,

Rome (Crowe, op. cit. I, 13). The Synagogue is not treated here in a

humihating spirit, nor does the Church assume an attitude of arrogant

triumph. Similarly with a ninth century Carlovingian Ivory possessed

by the BibUotheque Nationale (described by P. HUdenfinger in his fine

essay: La Figure de la Synagogue dans I'art du
m y e n-^ ge in Revue des Etudes juives XLVII 187. The

author also cites a specimen in South Kensington, but I have not been

able to identify it). In the Paris example, according to M. Hildenfinger,

the Synagogue is seated on a throne, draped in a long and becoming

mantle, a fold of which covers the head and the nape of the neck; in

one hand she holds an object, which looks like a sharp instrument, in

the other, a banner, a sign of power. The Church, erect, walks towards

her; she also carries a banner, and Ufts her right hand towards the fore-

head of her rival. The two rehgions regard each other with sympathy;

there are no indications of overthrow or impotence. This type, con-

cludes M. Hildenfinger, was fixed in the ninth century. What caused
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the change? Between this type and the thirteenth-century Cathedral

statues come the Crusades, the activity of Innocent III, the growing

mediaeval prejudice. The same accessories of broken lance, Tables,

blindness recur (as the same writer points out) in the Mstery Plays

and the Disputations. We should a priori expect to find the Tables of

Stone used in humiliating guise in the thirteenth century. And we find

it in a curious connection. The badge inflicted on the Jews of England,

took at that epoch the form of the Tables of Stone (see the illustrations

cited by J. Jacobs in Jewish Encyclopedia I, 8 and II, 426).

Yet the contrast drawn by HUdenfinger between earher and later cen-

turies must not be pressed so far as he presses it. In a glass medallion

at St. Denis, belonging to the mid-twelfth century, we see Jesus between

the Church and Synagogue, crowning the former and unveihng the

latter (E.Male L'Art Religieux duXIir Siecle enFrance
fig. 67), a gracious version this of the ordinary type of the period.

The Decalogue in Art thus plays its role in the history of the ani-

mosities between ancient Judaea and mediaeval Kome. But it also

appears on the scene in the conflict between the Papacy and the Re-

formation. What is the meaning of such entries as those which are still

to be read in the Church of Great St. Mary's at Cambridge ? Expend-

iture is recorded in 1552 for "painting the Scriptures" on the waEs,

and in 1556 for „washing out the Scriptures". The reference is to the

painting in and out of the Decalogue (and other texts) in the English

churches, during the Reformation and the Cathohc revival under Queen

Mary. Under EKzabeth, they were once more restored. In 1560 it was

ordered (CardweU, Documentary Annals I, 262) "that the

tables of the commandments may be comlye set or hung up in the east

end of the chauncell, to be not only read for edification, but also to give

some comelye ornament and demonstration that the same is a place

of religion and prayer." A similar order was made in 1564 (Cardwell

op. cit. 292): "Item, That they shall decentlie cover with carpet, silk

or other decente coveringe, and with a fayre lynnen clothe (at the time

of the ministration) the communyon table, and to sett the Tenne Com-

mandementes upon the easte waUe over the said table." What was

often done was to deface or erase the paintings over the rood and tjm.-

panum, and replace them with the Decalogue and other texts. It is true

that this introduction of the Decalogue was not exactly a Protestant

innovation, for, says Mr. Francis Bond (Screens andGalleries

in English Churches, 1908 p. 131) "in pre-Reformation wills,

bequests occur for setting up the Commandments". Where, however,

Kohler-Volumo. "*
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the scraping off of the paintings had made the walls unsightly, we find

more poignant reference to the erection of the Decalogue. Elizabeth's

Commissioners complain that "those who spare no cost on their private

houses, in God's house permit 'open decaies and ruines of coveringes,

walls and wyndowes, and. . . leave the place of prayers desolate of all meet

ornaments for such a place'." Ehzabethan Tables of the Commandments

still exist at Ludlow, Aylmerton and Bengeworth. It is remarkable

that though the Keformers objected so passionately to the presence

«f figures in the Churches, their feeling was directed rather against

New Testament than Old Testament worthies. In the post-Reformation

period, figures of Moses and Aaron were quite commonly fixed on the

screen, with the Tables of the Law (F. B. Bond and D. Bede Camm,

Roodscreens and Roodlofts, 1909, I, 98). Yet in 1547 "all

images were puUyd down thorrow Ynglonde, and aU churches whyte-

lymed with the commandments written on the waUes" (quoted, op. cit.

p. 101, from the Chronicle of Grey Friars). Nevertheless, two

very large paintings of Moses and Aaron may be seen at Washfield, Devon;

they were formerly over the screen, but now are hanging near the West

end of the Churcla. Others remain at Helpringham, Lincolnshire, over

the screen (op. cit. I, 113). In more than one instance (as at EUingham,

Hants) the painting of the Last Judgment is stiU visible under the

text of the Decalogue (op. cit. Vol. II, Plate CXXVIII b). It is alto-

gether a remarkable incident in religious history. In some churches,

the Decalogue is stDl placed on the two sides of the Rood-Screen, even

when the latter itseK is a modern substitute for an older structure, to

which the stiU extant stairs bear witness. Such a case is excellently

represented in the church of St. Mary's, Oxted, Surrey, where the Ten

Commandments appear in tasteful decorative style, north and south

of a modern screen, which replaces a much older one, probably of the

fifteenth century. Coton (Cambs.) rejoices in a Palimpsest, which now

stands at the West end; it must have been transferred from the Rood

loft, as it is too large to have stood over the altar. It bears a rude re-

presentation of the clouds which overhung Sinai, and has the name of

God in four languages — Hebrew, Greek, Latin and English. How usual

it became to find the Decalogue in Protestant places of worship halt a

century back is aptly illustrated by a passage intheBiglowPapers:
"He was a cabinet-maker, and was once employed to make some command-

ment-tables for the parish meeting-house. The parson, a very old man,

annoyed him by looking into his workshop every morning, and cautioning

him to be very sure to pick clear mahogany, without any knots in
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it. At last, wearied out, he retorted one day, 'Wal, Dr. B., I guess

ef I was to leave the n o t s out o'some o'the co'man'ments, 't would
soot you full ez wal!'" Nowadays the commandments are all tending

to be left out. I have never seen them in an English cathedral, and
it is becoming the exception rather the rule to find the Decalogue in the

Church of England edifices. The change has again been in part due to

artistic influences. The decoration schemes for the modern High Church
Altars have no place for tejcts. And so, once more, art, properly the

handmaid of religion, becomes her mistress.

Art, however, cannot accompHsh the impossible, and in one direc-

tion at least the words of Scripture triumphed over it. The wit of man
could not inscribe the Ten Commandments artistically on two tablets.

This remark does not refer to the e n u m e r a t i o n of the Command-
ments, but to their distribution on the two tables. The painters of the

Church Decalogue sometimes evaded aU attempt to end a command-
ment with the first tablet, but ran on consecutively, breaking up the

fourth commandment in so doing. Mostly, however, they divided them
into four and six, or even into three and seven. The Jewish division

on the other hand, has predominantly been five and five (see the excellent

article in J. E. IV, 495 by E. Koenig and E. G. Hirsch and Excursus IV

to C. Taylor's edition of the S a y i n g s of the Jewi sh Fath er s).

There was also the view that aU the commandments were duphcated,

appearing as wholes on each tablet (T. J. SheqaUm, VI, hal. 1); this

seems to be the opinion adopted in the Responsum published by L. Ginzberg

(cited above). The author decides that the 620 words were written on each

table in columns of 62 words each. But the five and five distribution

was that generally accepted (see Mechilta ts'ina ed. Friedmann p. 70 b).

C. Taylor and J. Rendel Harris in their editions of the Teachings
of the Twelve Apostles 1886—1887 respectively — pages 27

and 81 — give reasons for supposing that the five and five division was

known to the Jewish author of the first draft of the Didache. It

certainly does not seem as though the author of the above-cited Res-

ponsum, who cannot be earher than the end of the 11th century (see

Ginzberg op. cit. p. 23) was familiar with the now usual Synagogue

tablets. As already inducated it is not possible to trace the Synagogue

tablets to any early date, nor is it probable that, as the Decalogue was

forbidden to be recited daily, the tablets with fuU text would have been

set up in the Jewish places of worship. The oldest Jewish Drawings of

Arks (in the Roman catacombs) convey no hints of any tablets. Equally,

the ancient Ark from the Cairo Geniza, now in the Jewish ITieological Se-
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minary, New York — an Ark which apparently goes back in part to the

Mohammedan conquest of Egypt (see Seminary Eeport 1902-4 p. 126)

— bears various Hebrew inscriptions but not the Ten Commandments-

The same negative conclusion may be drawn from the absence

of the Decalogue in the Gothic Ark shown in the fifteenth century

Cramer Ms. of Maimonides' Code. That the popularity of the Deca-

logue in the Eeformed Churches led the Jewish artists to design

similar ornaments for the Synagogues, it would be hazardous to do

more than mention as a bare possibiUty. This seems too ironical to

be true. If this were the case it would be a very remarkable instance

of the inverted phenomena of history. The Synagogue removed

the Decalogue from its daily hturgy because of the minim (T. B.

Ber. 12 a), then possibly introduced the Tablets in imitation of the

minim! Inscriptions of texts on the waUs of Synagogues were earlier,

as may be gattered from the statement of Maimonides and from the

Toledo example. But in neither case is the Decalogue mentioned. At

all events we do not find the whole of the Ten Commandments on

any Synagogue tablets; but only the first two words, occasionally

even one word only in the affirmative commandments. In some Italian

Synagogues three words appear; this is the case in the seventeenth

century scuola spagnuola and the scuola tedesca at Padua, in the former

the inscription is on a pillar as well as over the Ark (with this one may

both compare and contrast the pictorial illustration of the Ten Com-

mandments in scenes round a piUar at Koslin Church near Edinburgh).

In another ItaUan example at Livomo of the same date as those of

Padua the ten Commandments are beautifully written, with crowns and

other decorations, on the inside of the doors of the Ark, so that they

become visible when the Ark is thrown open. This reminds one of the

method adopted in an old Synagogue in Mantua where there are no

tablets over the ark, but the Decalogue is written on the silver cupboard-

hke case holding each scroU. In Livomo, whereas each of the second

series of five commandments consists of two words, each of the first

five has three words. As exactly the same arrangement of the words

occurs in a magnificent nineteenth century ScroU-mantle in Padua we

may assume that this has been a settled habit in parts of Italy and not

uncommon among Sephardim elsewhere (for fine photographs of the Italian

Synagogues cited, seeMitteilungen der Gesellschaft zur
Erforschung judischer Kunstdenkmaler, Frankfurt

am Main, Vol. I, 1900, plates 8 and 14, Vol. II, 1901, plates 41 and 42,

Vol. Ill, 1903, plate 22). The first, second, fourth and fifth command-
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ments have three words in the eighteenth century Synagogue in Husiatyn

Gahcia (op. cit. Vol. Ill, plate 7). I find it hard to beUeve that the

beautiful ItaUan specimen of the tables comes from a Synagogue (dated

1671, see the reproduction in J. E. XI, 663), for here we have not only

(on the right) Moses on his knees receiving the Law, but a fuU figure

of the Lawgiver occupying the centre with a table resting on the ground

at each side and supported by his hands. Still Cherubim hover over

the Tablets on an Enghsh red velvet headpiece for the Ark made in 1749

(see plate 60 in C. Adler and J. M. Casanowicz' description of the Ben-

guiat Collection in the National Museum, Washington), and as I have

seen the same device actually reproduced in an American Synagogue

and have heard of its occurrence in Kussia, we cannot therefore

reject as impossible any artistic vagaries. The Benguiat specimen, as

well as another (op. cic. plate 11) made of yellow sflk in Padua in 1736,

where the Tablets are borne aloff on clouds, is strikingly beautiful.

The fact that Eembrandt strives to introduce the w h o 1 e of the text

in his picture may imply that he found no models to imitate in the

Dutch Synagogues of his age; the 1675 Amsterdam Synagogue has

the Tablets, through I am not informed as to whether they are as old

as the fabric. One other detail of arrangement may be noted. In the

Husiatyn example each commandment occupies two hues, an arran-

gement found four centuries sooner in the last five commandments in

the Sarajevo Haggadah, where again the affirmative precepts (the first,

fourth and fiJth Commandment) have each only one word. A similar

arrangement in which each commandment occupies two lines (the first

five commandments having three or four words, the last five only the

usual two) may be seen in a Benguiat Mizrah (op. cit. plate 100).

It is in the seventeenth century Synagogues that we first have clear

archaeological evidence — for even at that late date literary evidence

is lacking — that the Tables of the Decalogue were included in the struc-

tural scheme (see Mitteilungen ut supra for several instances). In

Eome — where as Berliner (Geschichte der Juden in Rom,
IL 100) says at all times prevailed the proverb "A Roma i dieci Comanda-

menti staimo neUe dieci lettere: Dapecuniam" — there are three

sixteenth century Synagogues (D Tempio, Catalena and Siciliana) which

have the Tables (Berliner reproduces these Arks) but in none can the

ornament be said to form an integral elementary design. (It may be

added that the Siciliana Synagogue now has the Decalogue twice over;

in Oriental Synagogues several copies of the Tablets often occur, some

of them written on paper and affixed to the wall.) These are also seven-
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teenth century curtains for the Ark whicli clearly present the Decalogue

(there is a gorgeous example at Mainz, Mitteilungen III, fig. 10;

notable are two hills, said to represent the giving of the Written and

Oral Laws at Sinai). It does not, of course, follow that the copies of the

Decalogue are necessarily as late as the seventeenth century because

they were merely attached, sometimes very flimsily, to the cornice over

the Ark. Sometimes the tablets have been built into the outside facade

as at Antwerp, Odessa, and Rome (see the reproductions in J. E. I, 659,

and XI, 632, 638) but none of these is ancient, and the same remark

applies to the Tablets which appear in a glass window of the Szegedio

Synagogue (op. cit. p. 650). Somewhat older are extant examples of the

Tablets on the Mizrah and Mezuza (for a good reproduction of the former

see J. E. VIII, 628, of the latter Mitteilungen III, fig. 98).

The unfeeling action of Edward T' of England who compelled even

Jewesses to wear the tablet-shaped badge, has been alluded to in a previous

paragraph. English Jews at that same period themselves, however,

made secular use of the same badge. It appears on the thirteenth century

seal of Bonefay, son of Briton, of Nottingham (see the photograph by

F. Haes in hisEdition de Luxe of the Catalogue of theAnglo-
Jewish Historical Exhibition 1888, plate 4). In more

recent times the symbol has often appeared on medals, as on that struck

in commemoration of the French Sanhedrin (1807), as well as on the

mottoes of the Alliance Israelite and of the Bene Berith. Modem Jewish

craftsmen, who are groping after a specific Jewish Art, show a growing

tendency to use the emblem; it is often found on title-pages of Jewish

periodicals, it figures in the Montefiore trophy of 1840, and in the newest

Bezalel designs. Moreover, American architects have of late freely in-

troduced the device into the ornamentation of Synagogues, and a fine use

is made of the emblem on the facade of the new Hebrew CoUege at Cincin-

nati. It is a pleasing fact that the emblem does not appear to have been

much if ever used until quite recent times as an amulet; the reproductions

given in the Mitteilungen (III, figures 124, 125) may be mere ornaments. On
the former we have the sacrifice of Isaac, on the latter the tablets where,

a single word representing each commandment, we have on the left

side a mere series of notes. Perhaps the most remarkable instance

of the use of the symbol may be recognised in the medal designed by

Abrahamson (master of the Prussian mint) to celebrate the enfranchis-

ment of the Jews of Westphalia in 1808 (see the reproduction in J. E. I,

123). On both sides appear the Tablets. On the reverse, a female figure

(representing the Synagogue) kneels before an altar against which rest
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the Tablets, while a broken chain stretches along the foreground. On
the obverse we have a unique specimen of syncretism. Two winged

figures — Synagogue and Church — embrace; behind the former incline

the Tablets, behind the latter the symbol of Christ. This forms a quaint

contrast to the appearance of the Tablets in caricature (an instance of

the year 1753 is described by I. Solomons in Transactions of the Jewish

Historical Society of England, VI, p. 226). Perhaps, too we can only

treat as a caricature the introduction of the Tablets by Schudt ( J u -

discheMerkwiirdigkeiten 1717, see J. E. XI, p. 154) in the

Procession of Prague Jews in honour of the birthday of Archduke Leopold,

May 17., 1716. And it goes without saying that the Decalogue appears

in pictures of the Oath moreJudaico. To end, however, on a more

pleasant note, allusion may be made to the many fine title-pages on

which the Tables are beautifully reproduced. And I do not especially

refer to works by Jews, such as the Sabbatian Tiqqun of 1666, or the

Nizzahon of 1644, or the Amsterdam Bible of 1679 — the last has a

finely artistic medallion of the reception of the Law (see the reproduc-

tions in J. E. XI, 153, 155, 156). I refer more particularly to the Title-

pages of the 1600 Jena edition of Luther's Works, of the 1698 Amsterdam

edition of Surrenhusius, and of the 1744 Venice edition of Ugohnus.

With this I must bring this desultory investigation to a close. Yet

it has after aU not been occupied with mere theological trivialities or

artistic curiosities. On starting out it may have seemed that we were

about to travel on a somewhat obscure and unimportant bye-path. But

again and again we have found our track crossing the high road of cul-

ture and history. I do not, because of its subject, hesitate to offer this

paper, inadequate though it be, as a tribute of veneration and affection

to Dr. Kohler. He himself affords a notable example of a scholarship

which, while following the great routes of theology and literature, yet

finds incKnation and genius for bye-paths also. His depth of learning

is not more remarkable than his range of interests. Hence it seemed

to me not inappropriate to offer in his honour a study which, though

it has led to results crude enough, nevertheless has ranged over

several of those manifold fields of inquiry in which Dr. Kohler has

shown himself a master.
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^j^DD nt:;D^ n:hn

Von

Prof. Dr. Wilhelm Bacher, Budapest.

In den einleitenden Satzen des Mschnatraktates A b o t h findet

die tannaitische Anschauung, nach welcher die iiberlieferte Lehre dutch

eine ununterbrochene Keihe berufener Tradenten von Geschlecht zu

GescMecht sich forterhielt, ihren klaren und autoritativen Ausdruck ^).

Diese Anschauung ist auch in einzehien AuBerungen alter Tannaiten

zur Geltung gelangt. Bei Gelegenheit einer durch Gamliel I. in

der Quaderhalle geleiteten Beratung nahm Nachum der Schrei-
b e r das Wort und sagte ^): Ich habe es als tTberlieferung von meinem

Lehrer*) Meascha, der es von seinem Vater*) empfangen, der es von

den „Paaren" empfangen, die es von den Propheten empfangen, als

Satzung an Moses vom.Sinai ^). Hier folgt eine, die stehen zu lassende

Ecke des Getreidefeldes betreffende Norm. Diese Berufung auf die

Tradition bietet — in umgekehrter Reihe — ungefahr dieselbe Tra-

dentenkette wie der Eingang von Aboth. AUerdings fehlen in Nachums
AuBerung die vor und nach den Propheten genannten Glieder der Kette *).

Zwei Schiller Jochanan b. Zakkais bedienen sich einer ahnlichen Formel,

^) Die Trager der Tradition heifien die „Vater", nach denen der Traktat benannt
ist. Ebenso spricht Josephus (Antiqu. XIII, 10, 6) von der TtapctSosic tSv Ttax^pcov.

Vgl. Targum zu Hiob 15, 18: JinnnDNT NmiDa.
') M. Pea II, 6.

') In NE/X''D '>2"10 ist i^l nicht Titel, da dieser alte Tannaite noch nicht mit
dem Titel genannt wurde, sondem bedeutet: "mein Lehrer". Freilich miifite es

heifien iSI NtJ'Nina.

*) Die richtige Lesung li^NO fur N2Na bezeugt R. Ascher zu Nazir 56 b.

=) "IJ1D0 iiwob r\3bn d\x 3jn p )b2^pw nunn |o 'pn^ptf . .

.

') In Tauchuma IDnO^ 27 (ed. Buber) ist Nachums des Schreibers Aufienmg
in gekiirzter Form zitiert, und statt der Propheten sind die Altesten (D^Jpl) genannt.—
In b. Na? r 56 b bemerkt der babylonische Amora Nachman b. Jizchak, da6 zwischen
Moses und den Propheten Josua und Kaleb batten genannt werden soUen. Josua ist

in Aboth 1, 1 genannt, und Kaleb entspricht wohl den dort genannten „Altesten"
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um eine von ihrem Lehrer empfangene Tradition als uralt zu bezeichnen:

Eliezer b. Hyrkanos und J o s u a b. C h a n a n j a. Der erstere,

bei Gelegenheit einer im Lehxhause von Jabne zum Bcschlusse erhobenen

Norm, erkennt die Ubereinstimmung dieser mit der ihm bekannten

Tradition an und sagt: Ich babe es als tlberlieferung von Jochanan b.

Zakkai, der es von seinem Lehrer gehort hat, und dieser von seinem Lehrer

als Satzung an Moses vom Sinai ^). Josua b. Chananja sagt in bezug

auf eine die dereinstige Mission des Propheten Elija betreffende These,

er habe sie von J. b. Zakkai empfangen, der sie von seinem Lehrer, dieser

ebenso von seinem Lehrer gehort habe, als Satzung an Moses vom
Sinai ^).

Diese drei MischnasteUen, in denen der Inhaber einer Tra-

dition diese bis auf Moses zuriickfiihrt, sind zugleich die altesten Bei-

spiele fiir die Formel „Satzung an Moses vom Sinai". Sie zeigen, da6

diese Formel eigentlich der Schlufi einer Traditionskette ist, durch die

eine iiberlieferte Satzung auf den Ursprung aller Tradition, die durch

Moses am Sinai von Gott empfangene Lehre, zuriickgefiihrt wird. Die

Formel besagt in bezug auf eine Einzelheit der Uberlieferung dasselbe,

was die Anfangssatze von Aboth von der ganzen Lehre aussagen. In

dieser Formel gelangt die Anschauung zum Ausdruck, da6 der gesamte

Inhalt der miindlichen Lehre denselben Ursprung hat wie die schrift-

liche *). Besonders lehrreich sind fiir die Anwendung der Formel die

AuBerungen der beiden Schiiler Jochanan b. Zakkais, die sich auf solche

tjberlieferungssatze beziehen, deren Inhalt einen mosaischen Ursprung

im strikten Sinne von vornherein ausschUeBt *).

1) M. Jadajim IV, 3: ID-ll 1310 yct^'t5' iN3i p pm"" piD ^JN "p^ipD

iO''DD riB'O'? lUbn ^2~\0. in der Tosefta, Jadajim II, 10, lautet auch im Munde

Elieze s die Traditionskette genau so wie in M. Pea 11,6: 'p pnv ]2^D ^i'p^lpD

"ijiDo HB-ob ("iD'pn HB'DO "iN"'3:i Q"iN''2jn p nunm nunn }d by^p^ ""Nd;.

2) M. Edujoth Ende. 1311 131D rotJ'tS' "iN3] p jjnT' jSnD ''^N b^ipD

ij^DD nts'D'? nD^n i3io.

") Vgl. das Kapitel iiber den Ausdruck HD byDB' mm in meiner Abhandlung

„Die Ausdriicke, mit denen die Tradition bezeichnet wird", Jewish Quarterly Review

XX, 696.

*) iJ^iDD ntJ'o'? ."IDbn ist elliptisch gesagt fiir "iJiDO nt5'D7 njIT'JtJ' Hsbn.

S. j. Schebiith 33 b, Z. 67: roS"! niri'iOB' nytf'3. Vielleicht ist aber das zu er-

ganzende Verbum: niOXiE'. S. unten S. 3, Anm. 5; S. 6, Anm. 7; S. 10, Anm. 9;

S. 11, Anm. 1. Der Ausdruck „vom Sinai" ist eine Abkiirzung fiir „von Gott am

Sinai"; das gilt auch fiir ijiDD in Aboth I, 1. Eine Analogic dazu bildet der Aus-

druck D"'Dt2'n )0 [mm pXl]> Sanhednn X, 1. — Die tlbersetzung mit „Halacha

des Moses vom Sinai" (Low, Gesammelte Schriften I, 8, 271, 292, 316) ist unrichtig.
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Es seien nun zunachst die Falle vorgefuhrt, in denen die Formel

"iJiDD nwab rabn von Tannaiten angewendet wird.

1. Eleazar b. Azarja weist die exegetische Deduktion einer

das Opferrituale betreffenden These durch Akiba mit folgenden Worten

zuriick^): Wenn du deine Regehi des Eiubeziehens und AusschlieBens

auch den ganzen Tag anwendest^), hore ich nicht auf dich; viehnehr ist

jene These — zugleich mit zwei anderen — Satzung an Moses vom

Sinai *). Dieses Beispiel zeigt, daB unsere Formel die Bestimmung
hatte, Halachasatzen, die nicht biblisch begriin-

det werden konnten, den tJb erlief erungschar ak-

ter zuzuerkennen*). Auch hier sind, wie in einigen anderen der

folgenden Beispiele, inhaltUch gar nicht oder nur lose zueinander gehorige

Halachasatze zu einer Gruppe vereinigt.

Eleazar b. Azarja istes auch, der zweimal seine Zustimmung

zu einer ihm mitgeteilten halachischen Meinung mit Worten ausspricht,

die mit unserer Formel gleichbedeutend sind. Beidemal erzahlte Hal,

der Vater Jehudas, El. b. Azarja habe, als er ihm eine Halacha im Namen

des Ehezer b. Hyrkanos mitteilte, ausgerufen: Beitn Bunde, das sind die

Worte, die Moses am Sinai gesagt wurden *) ! Dieser emphatische Ausruf

driickt rhetorisch dasselbe aus, was die Formel einfach ausspricht. Durch

Dais Berichte gewitmen wir gleichsam einen EinbUck in die E n t s t e -

hungsgeschichte unserer Formel.

2. In der Schule AMbas begab es sich einmal, daB Akiba bei Ge-

legenheit eines bestimmten FaUes eine ehegesetzliche These so behandelte,

') Sifra zu Lev. 7,12 (34 d, ed. Weiss); Menachoth 89 a. S. auch Nidda73a.

«) Sifra: i2VDb IDZ-^ nianb jOtJ'D 1^13 Qrn bZ! -]DMi r\DH ib'^BN

Menach.: ?CtJ'2 IDE'D DIM b'J .1310 HPN DN.
') G"bn mj^ mj psa' ov i<"-<) -v^b pv; :^b ri^y^Dii minb jctf :)b ""sn.

Die ersten zwei Halachas finden sich im Zusammenhauge mit andem in M. Menachoth

IX (X), 3. — In ]. Berachoth 8 d, 46 wird der Ausspruch, aber nur mit der dritten

These, als Beispiel einer „HaIacha" aus der Traditionssammlung Bar Kapparas zitiert:

C'bn n-\ib mj psE^ dv j<"i (icn)n"i?p -13 ijn.

*) S. Nidda 73 a, als SchluB der taJmudischen ErMaiung: ""Nip NDipJ? '~h

') a. Tosefta Pea 111,2; j. Pea 19 b unt.: ijd'p D^Din ^n^Jiim "iriN^tfDI

':"iD3 he'd'? ncNJE' Qi-iDnn (in) i^n (nnan) minn ^b -ion nmy p n"t
(3iin3 ,"':"'Da). — b) Tos. chaiia 1, 6: 3iina TicwE' a^-)2in i^N nnsn
(3"nn -|nc). — Im babylonischen Talmud, Pesach. 38 b, ist der Bericht verschieden

von dem der Tosefta; doch ist nach eiaer Haadschrift auch dort El. b. Aza ja (nicht

Eliezer b. Hyrkanos) der Urheber des Ausrtfes. Nach eiaer, gewiB auf mifiverstand-

licher Auifassung beruhenden Version daselbst (nONT ND^N) ware der Ausruf

ironisch gemeint.
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als ob sie nicht von absoluter Giiltigkeit ware ^). Als er bemerkte, daB

die Jiinger einander erstaunt anblickten, befragte er sie nach der Ur-

sache des Staunens. Sie antworteten: So wie die ganze Thora
Satzung an Moses vom Sinai ist, so ist auch diese
These Satzung an Moses vom Sinai 2). — Dieser allem

Anscheine nach treue Bericht beweist, dafi in AMbas Schule die An-

wendung der Formel gang und gabe war und man nicht anstand, dieselbe

auch auf die Lehre in ihrer Gesamtheit anzuwenden, obgleich sie ihrem

Wortlaute nach nur von einer einzebien Satzung^— Halacha — aus-

gesagt werden konnte. Jedoch hat in dieser verallgemeiaemden An-

wendung n^bn die generelle Bedeutung von tJberUeferung iiberhaupt.

Dabei ist jedenfalls beachtenswert, dafi der Satz ntt'o'? n3 /il minn bj

ijiDD dasselbe besagt, was im Eingange von Aboth die Worte:

ijiDCi min b^^p ntj'D.

Eine interessante Bestatigung des aus dieser Anekdote fiir die Schule

AMbas sich Ergebenden bietet sich in der bekannten Legende iiber

AMba dar, wie sie Rab gedichtet hat^). Moses bekommt in dieser

Dichtung Gelegenheit, die Tatigkeit AMbas zu beobachten, wie er „aus

jedem Hakchen" des biblischen Textes „Haufen von Halachas" ableitet.

Er wird Zeuge der Diskussionen zwischen AMba und seinen Schiilem

und wird ganz kleinmiitig, als er das hier Vorgetragene nicht verstand.

Endlich horte er, wie bei einer These, die AMba vortragt, die Schiiler ihn

fragen: Meister, woher hast du das?*) AMba antwortet: Es ist

Satzung an Moses vom Sinai. Dadurch wurde Moses wieder

ruMg. — Ohne Zweifel liegt diesem Telle der Legende, die in sehr feiner

Weise die Grundanschauung vom mosaischen Ur-
sprunge der mtindlichen Lehre durch Moses selbst

zur Kenntnis nehmen lafit, echte Kunde vom Verfahren

^ k i b a s zugrunde. Wo seine exegetische Methode
versagte, dort wandte er unsere Formel an^).

3. Matthiab. Charasch (oder Cheresch), ein Tannait der

vorhadrianischen Zeit, erMart mit unserer Formel die Kegel, dafi fiinf

1) Nidda 45 a.

2) Qijtt; tr/ijir T\2D nmns -p i:"'dd n^ab nobn minn b^^ tJ'3

o"bn njinD^ ma'D.
') Menachoth 29 b. S. Die Agada der Tarmaiten I, 271 (2. Auflage S. 263).

*) -]^ ?''JD ^3T in^Dbn )b nON "JnN -)2-b y^lB' ]VD. Sie fragen

demnach nach der biblischen Begrundung der betrefienden Halacha.

=) Aus dem, was oben (Nr. 1) El. b. Azarja gegenuber AMba aufiert, ist ersichtlich,

dafi Aldba auch dort exegetische Deduktion aus dem Bibeltexte anwendet, wo Andere

von der Formel Gebrauch machen.
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Buchstaben des Alphabetes am Ende der Worte anders zu schreiben

sind als am Anfang und in der Mitte, ffir von alters her iiberliefert ^). Eine

Andeutung hierfiir fand man in dem aus diesen Buchstaben selbst ge-

bildeten Mnemonikon: T|isi5J ]D (oder -rjiDls jd, nach Jes. 52,8)2).

„Deine Seher", d. h. die Propheten, erscheinen als die Vermittler der

Tradition oder als Urheber der Kegel. VieUeicht aber bUdete schon

M. b. Ch. jenes Mnemonikon, das er aber — Tjsii} p im Siagular

lesend — auf Moses bezog.

Die nun folgenden Nummern zeigen die Anwendung der Formel in

anonymen tannaitischen Aussprilchen.

4. Der Branch, am siebenten Tage des Laubhuttenfestes die Bach-

weidenzweige abzuklopfen, ist Satzung an Moses vom Sinai *).

5. Eine von Jose b. Abun (Ende des 4. Jahrhunderts) vorgetragene

tannaitische tTberlieferung lautet: DaB die Phylakterien viereckig

und schwarz sein mussen, ist Satzung an Moses vom Sinai *). Eine im

babylonischen Talmud mehrfach gebrachte Baraitha nennt bloB die

erste der beiden Erfordernisse ^).

6. Eine Baraitha wendet unsere Formel, und zwar diese an die

Spitze des Satzes steUend, auf die Bestimmung der fiir Phylakterien und

Tiirkapseln (Mezuza) vorgeschriebenen Pergamentarten an *).

7. Eine langere Baraitha des jerusalemischen Talmuds ') gibt eine

voUstandige Eeihe von Eegeln fiir die Verfertigung und Schreibung von

Bibelabschriften, mit unserer Formel an der Spitze ^). Es sind im ganzen

') J. MegiUa 71 d, 34: H^'pH -J5H3C nCN ^-)'n }2 N"inD'T DtJ'D

") J. Megilla 71 d, 34: Samuel b. Jizchak; Gen. r. c. 1: Josua b. Levi; b. Me-

gilla 2 b, Sabbath 104 a, Gen. r. ib. : Chija b. Abba (s. Die Agada der Tannaiten 1, 388

(2. Aufl., 384). Am genauesten ist das Mnemonikon paraphiasiert durch Samuel

b. Jizchak: nisiun "[b irpnnt^ no.
') Tos. Sukka III, 1. Hingegen fand Abba Saul (ib.) eine exegetische Grund-

lage fur diesen Brauch. Zum anonymen Ausspruche vgl. die Kontroverse zwischen

Jochanan und Josua b. Levi in Sukka 44 a: im D^Ni^J IID"' DDII? "IDN nn
D'N-id; JHJO nmy -laX S. auch unten Nr. 11.

«) J. Megilla 75 c 6: o"7n minB' myDiic pbsn.
s) Menach. 35a: Cbn niy^TlD p'psn N2n (Sabbath 28b; N^jn; Megilla

24 b: |3D-| Ufl).

«) Sabbath 79 b. Menachoth 32 a: bv nillO ^bpn bv ^b'^^T) D"bi'\.

D1t2D1DDn. Vgl. B 1 a u , Studien zum althebraischen Buchwesen, S. 29.

') Megilla 71 d, 9. Ohne Angabe des Baraithacharakters (i:n), wie olt im
jerusalemischen Talmud. Innerhalb dieser Baraitha ist an einem Punkte die ab-

weichende Meinung Jehudas L erwahnt (Zeile 15).

') . .
. nniyD v2mD mw d"S-i.
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zwanzig Kegeln ^), von denen die ersten acht das Schreibmaterial und
die AuBerlichkeiten der Rolle, sieben die verschiedenen Intervalle der

Schrift und des Textes, zwei die Buchanfange, endlich drei die Verteilung

der Schrift auf dem Pergamente betreffen. Daran schlieBen sich zwei

weitere Regeln iiber die Herkunft des zum Schreibmateriale dienenden

Leders von reinen Tieren. — Im Traktate Soferim ^) ist die letzte Kegel,

nebst einer andern dazu gehorigen, besonders als Satzung an Moses vom
Sinai bezeichnet *). Ebenso sind daselbst die ersten drei Regeln unserer

Baraitha, mit VoransteUung der Formel, zu einer besonderen Kegel

vereinigt *).

8. Innerhalb einer Baraitha des babylonischen Talmuds ^) iiber die

Verfertigung der Phylakterien wird die Kegel, da6 man zum Zusammen-

rollen der Phylakterien nur das Haar der reinen Tiere und zum Zusammen-

nahen derselben nur deren Sehnen benutzen diirfe, durch die ausdruck-

liche Angabe bekraftigt, daB dies Satzung an Moses vom Sinai sei ®).

9. Ohne die Anwendung unserer Formel, aber mit ahnlicher Aus-

drucksweise lehrt die Schule Ismaels, in Lev. 11, 47 b sei ein

Hinweis enthalten auf die achtzehn Arten schwerer korperhcher Ver-

letzungen oder Gebreste, durch welche ein Tier dem Begriffe „terepha"

unterliegt und nicht gegessen werden darf ^). Der genannte Bibeltext

bUdet keine exegetische Grundlage fiir diese Halacha, sondern deutet

nur auf sie hin*).

10. Ganz in derselben Art findet I s m a e 1 (b. Elischa) selbst in

Exodus 21, 1 eine Hindeutung auf die von ihm aufgesteUten Regeln:

sie smd Moses am Sinai iibergeben worden *). In dem Worte qijssB'o

sieht demnach Ismael eiae Andeutung der exegetischen Normen. Er

1) WeiB T'a'ini -])! "IH I, 73, 2, zahlt nur 11 Regeln, weil er den SchluB

der Baraitha, von Z. 16 an (bis Z. 34), auBer acht laBt.

') Soferim I, 1.

") rnin-iD nin nnij; bv) minto non^ nniy bv pamsti' D"br\). Was

dann folgt : pVtf3 PDIIDI p'JS PIDIPI ist eine Modifizierung von Kegel 4

("lytJ'D pDniD1)undRegel7 (pTJD piSim) in unserer Baraitha. S. unten Anm. 6.

*) in3 "iiyn bv j"'3niDi n:p2 pbnDDti' C'^m.
=) Sabbath 108 a.

") n''J3 nnsnii pyE'D nmDi pbenntj' o"bni. vgi. oben Anm. 3.

') ChuUin 42a: i^DO HB'd'p nDNitr HISI^O mtJ'y HJIDB' )bH ... Es

sind die 18 in der Mischna Chullin III, 1 aufgezahlten F.nJle.

8) S. Raschi z. St.: |n iJ^Da HE'd'? ilDbn N^N "lyDPB'iDp NipD 1N7.

') Mechiltha des R. Simon b. Jochai z. St. |[ed. Hoffmann, S. 117):

. . . ntf-n: n-nnnc nnn mifj? tj'btf )bn ioin bxyott'i'T Qitost^'cn h'pni
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konnte diese um so mehr als auf alter Tradition beruhend ansehen, da

seine dreizehn Regeln aus den sieben, von Hillel iiberkommenen Regein

durch Spezialisierung einer der letzteren entstanden sind. Die Quelle, aus

der in unseren Tagen die Kenntnis des jenen Ausspruch Ismaels enthalten-

den Midraschwerkes erschlossen wurde, der Midrasch Hagadol, bietet

auch im Eingange zu Leviticus die Baraitha iiber die dreizehn Regeln

mit einer ihren Ursprung vom Sinai betonenden Einfiihrung ^). — Damit

ist auch die Quelle fiir die Angabe Maimunis, die dreizehn Regek seien

am Sinai gegeben worden, erschlossen *).

11. TJnter den amoraischen Autoritaten, welche als Gewahrs-

manner fiir die Anwendung unserer Formel auf einzelne Satzung genannt

werden, steht voran N e c h u n j a (auch Chunia, Chuna, Huna) aus

der Ebene von Beth (auch: Berath) Chauran, ein alter Amora,

in dessen Namen schon Jochanan tradiert *). Er faBt drei Halachas

zu einer Gruppe zusammen und sagt von ihnen, sie seien Satzung an

Moses vom Sinai, namlich: die Halacha von den zehn Setzlingen (M.

Schebiith I, 6), den Branch von der Bachweide am siebenten Tage des

Hiittenfestes und die Wasserlibation beim Morgenopfer der sieben Tage

dieses Festes*).

12. Jochanan (tradiert durch A s s i): Die GiJltigkeit der Gesetze

iiber die Baumfriichte der ersten drei Jahre (Lev. 19, 23) auBerhalb des

heiligen Landes beruht auf Satzung an Moses vom Sinai ^).

1) S. Hoffmann, Berliner - Festschrift, hebr. Tell, S. 61: Wott'^'1
•ijiDo ntfob )b noDJ jhd ntt'-n: minnB' nno mtt'i? whw idw
Im Eingange zum Siizt bloB: Dtfinj mmn nilO i"''2 ICIN Wyctyi'"!.

") In der Elnleltung zum Mischna-Kommentar (p. 92 a oben der Tahnud-Aus-

gaben): ]n2 Dciij mmnE' ijiQ in bv niJinjn mE^y trba'n ptiod.
^) S. Die Agada der palastin. Amoraer III, 666.

*) Sukka 34 a, ibid. 44 a, Moed Katon 3 b, Taanlth 3 a, Zebachlm 110 b, tradiert

von Jochanan: iJiDO niifch H^Sl CDH j1D"'J1 n^-ij? mytSJ "ItTj;. Im pa-

lastin. Talmud (Schebiith 36c, 60, Sukka 54b, 47) tradiert Abba b. Zabdai
im Namen desselben Chunia (Nechunja), die drei Satzungen gehoren zu den Insti-

tutionen der alten Propheten, wahrend Abba b. Chija im Namen C h i j a b.

Abbas es als Ausspruch Jochanans tradiert, dafi sie D"'?n seien (Schebiith

36 c, 63, wo mjJitOJ "Itfy erganzt werden muB, s. Ratner, Qi'pB'nil JVS nailN
z. St.). S. auch oben Nr. 4.

5) Kidduschin 41 a: a"bn ^INb H^inS n'?-|J7. Wie Ulla (lb. 38b)
referiert, verstand Jochanan den Ausdruck nD^n in M. Orla III, Ende

{nzhn rO")]!) im Slnne von 12"br\ (s. auch j. Orla 63 b, 43).
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12 a. Wie Chija b. Abba tradiert, erklarte Jochanan eine

die Anfertigung der Thorarollen betreffende Vorschrift als Satzung vom
Sinai i).

13. Jochanan: Die MaBbestimmungen fiir die Quantitat der

zuin Genufi verbotenen Gegenstande, die der Bestrafung unterliegt, sind

Satzung an Moses vom Sinai ^). So wird der Ausspruch richtiggestellt,

nachdem die zuerst iiberlieferte Form desselben *) als unhaltbar erwiesen

worden. Zu der richtiggestellten Form wird auch eine tannaitische
Tradition gleichen Inhalts herangezogen *).

14. J i z ch a k , der besonders als Agadist beriilunte Schiiler Jochanans,

erklart gewisse Eigentiimliclikeiten der geschriebenen Bibeltexte als

Satzung an Moses vom Sinai ^). Fiir den Sinn, in welchem unsere Formel

gebraucht wurde, ist die Tatsache bedeutsam, daB die genannten Eigen-

tiimUchkeiten zum Teil mit nichtpentateuchischen Tes-
te n belegt sind.

15. Derselbe Amora erscheint als Autor eines die Phylakterien

betreffenden Ausspruches, der einem oben — unter Nr. 7 — erwahnten

tannaitischen Ausspruche analog ist*).

16. Von R a b tradiert Chija b. A s c h i einen Ausspruch, in

welchem drei, sachUch einander fernstehende Gegenstande vermittels

unserer Formel zusammengesteUt werden; und zwar zuerst die schon oben

— unter Nr. 13 — erwahnten MaBbestimmungen, dann zwei mit ahnlich

klingenden Ausdriicken benannte Satzungen: iiber gewisse die Wirkung

des rituellen Bades beeintrachtigende, well den Korper vom Wasser

scheidende Dinge, und uber die Beschaffenheit der Scheidewande in den

Vorsehriften zur Laubhiitte ').

17., 18. Zwei verschiedene Tradenten erklaren im Namen E a b s

je eine Einzelheit der Phylakterien als Satzung an Moses vom Sinai:

1) Megilla 19 b: D'St IDnn -)VW.

") joma 80 a: D"Si ]''^:^v hv^ jniy^tT.

*) . . . ''^n ''OJ N"'jn. In dieser Baraitha wird noch die Meinung „Anderer"

mitgeteilt, -wonach die MaBbestimmuDgen auf einer Institution des Jaabez and seines

Kollegiums beruhen. Nach Temura 16 a war Jaabez (I. Chron. 4, 9) der Eichter Othniel.

6) Nedarim 37b: «:"iDO HE'c'? HD^H ... onSlD NipD. S. Die Agada

der palastin. Amoraer II, 225. Auch hier sind drei Eigentumlichkeiten zu einer

Gruppe vereinigt.

«) Sabbath 28 b, Menach. 35 a: ^''^H nmntJ' niJJiaT

') Erubin 4 a, Suika 6 b: D"bn piJinDI piJ-'Sn p^DV^W
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ChananeP) und Jehuda, der Sohn des Samuel b.

Schelath").
19.—22. A b a j i wendete die Formel auf vierEinzelheiten derPhy-

lakterien an ^).

23. Minjamin b. Chilkija: Das Linieren der Meziiza ist

Satzung an Moses vom Sinai*). Weiter wird angegeben, daB derselbe

Amora als zweiter Tradent nach Chama b. Guria einen Aus-

spruch R a b s lehrte, wonach eine nicht linierte Mezuza unbrauch-

bar ist.

24. D i m i , der im vierten Jahrhundert zahllose Ausspriiche der

palastinensischen Schulen nach Babylonien brachte, gab auch Kunde

von einem Satze, in dem unsere Formel auf die aberglaubische Scheu vor

der Zahl Z w e i im Genusse von Friichten und dergleichen angewendet

wird ^). Dies ist urn so merkwtirdiger, als man, wie ebendaselbst berichtet

wird, in Palastiaa die aberglaubische Scheu vor „Paaren" iiberhaupt

nicht kannte *).

Die mit amoraischen Automamen versehenen Nummem der

vorstehenden Liste stammen vielleicht zum Teil aus tannaitischen
Quellen, wie das fiir Nr. 13 ausdrucklich bezeugt ist '). Mehr als die Halfte

der Nummem hat die Beschaffenheit der Bibelhandschriften, des Bibel-

textes, besonders aber der Phylakterien (und der Mezuza) zum Gegen-

staude^). Andere beziehen sich auf das Tempel- und Opferrituale '),

auf die Gesetze der rituellen Reinheit "), auf die Agrikulturgesetze"), auf

') Menachoth 35a: D"bn p^iSm Nninip.
') Embin 97 a, Menach. 35 _b: T2"bn }b"'Bn b'S^ "llfp.

') Sabbath 62 a: D"'?n ji'jsn b^ PB* (auch Sabbath 28 b, Menach. 35 a);

^"bp v'P"'Sn biV T'11 D"bn pben b-^'-\; — Menachoth 36a: miZVO
D"br\ p^Snir mit AnschluB an den in Anm. 1 gebrachten Aussprach R a b s.

*) Menachoth 32 b: 0"'?n milO b^ tOVcDItf.

^) Pesachim 110b: pNIB'p intt' p;i:iK "iHtS' pS^D •"DB' *1DN lOn D1 inx ""D

0"S~I nnx 121. Was iriN 12n bedeuten soU — wird dazu berichtet — wuBten
die Gelehrten nicht festzustellen; darum hiiteten sie sich davor, was immer gepaart

zu genieBen.

') S. auch Nr. 15.

«) N. 3, 7, 14; 6, 6, 8, 12 a, 15; 17—23.

') S. N. 1, 4, 11.

") S. N. 1, 16.

") S. N. 11, 12.
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die Ehegesetze ^). Einige Nummem sind allgemeinen Charakters ^).

Grappen von je drei Gegenstanden stellen vier Nummem dar ').

Die Tendenz, das Geltungsbereich der Formel „ Satzung an Moses

vom Sinai" zu erweitern, wird durch die Eegel Eleazar b. Pedaths
bezeugt, dafi wo in der Mischna eine Halacha mit denWorten „inWahr-

heit sagten sie" eingeleitet wird, eiae Satzung vom Sinai gemeiat ist *). —
Auch Jochanan gewann seinen unter Nr. 12 gebrachten Ausspruch

dadurch, daB er in der Mischna Orla III Ende r\zbi'\ mit ijidd nii'Db nsSn
interpretierte ®). — Mt Hinblick auf den Bericht der Mischna, Pea II, 6

mit der AuBerung Nachums des Schreibers *), sagte Jochanan (Tra-

dent: Z e ii r a '')): Wenn dir eine Halacha unter die Hand konunt und

du weiBt nicht, was du von ihr zu halten habest ®), so schiebe sie nicht

auf einen andern Gegenstand; denn viele Halachas sind Moses am Sinai

gesagt worden, die aUe in die Mischna eingesenkt — und nicht gofort

erkennbar — sind ^).

In der agadischen Schriftauslegung wird die Anschauung von

der gleichzeitigen Offenbarung der Traditionslehre mit der schriftlichen

Lehre vielfach zur Geltung gebracht^"). Die Erwahnung des Sinai in

einigen Versen des Leviticus (7, 38; 25, 1; 26, 46) wird im Midrasch der

Schule A k i b a s (Sifra) als Hinweis darauf verstanden, dafi aUe Einzel-

1) S. N. 2.

^) S. N. 9, 10, 13, 16.

») S. N. 1, 11, 14, 16.

*) Jer. Sabbath 3 b, 69; 12 c, 46; Terumoth 41b, 29; Kilajim 27d, 12; Nazir

56e,60: iJiDD HCdS HD^n nON2 (oder UIJ'K') ^''Jti'B' DipD b::. Imbabylon.

Talmud, Baba Mezia 60 a, sagt Eleazar, in bezug auf M. Baba Mezia IV, 11: Nny

N^n nD^n IIDN HDND b- mON. Die in den Talmudausgaben, Sabbath 92 b,

zu M. Sabbath X, 4 sich findende Angabe: n^'pn nCX3 bz N^P fehlt in den

Handschriften und alteren Drucken (s. Rabbinowicz VII, 201). Vgl. die Glossen

von Ratn erzu j. Sabbath 3b, 19 (S. 12) und zu j. Terumoth 41b, 29 (S. 15 f.).

s) S. oben S. 7, Anm. 5. Daram ist es im Sinne Jochanans, wenn in Numeri rabba

c. 10 (§ 7) gesagt ist: Tilj; Vj2 ON nno B'-'NnE' "'J''DD n\i/ab HD^n bzH

l^TJD nJ3 nx rrno nU'Nn PNI. Es ist das .ein Satz der Mischna, Nazir IV,

6, in bezug auf den Jochanan (b. Nazir 28 b) sagt: T>1J3 N^"^ nj/il.

«) S. oben S. 1.

') J. Pea 17 a, 49, j. Chagiga 76 d, 13.

») n2''t:^ no yiT" HN pxi (in Ag. d. pal. Amor. I, 261 von mir unrichtig

iibersetzt) bedeutet wortlich: du weifit nicht, was ihre Beschaffenheit ist.

») njts'DD niypitro ;nbi3i (var.:iyDo) "irD^ nB'obnew nn'pn nos nnc*

") S. I. Qu. R. XX, 595 f.

5Kohler-Voluine. "
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heiten der biblischen Gebote Moses am Sinai gesagt warden ^). — In

Deuter. 9, 10 fand J o s u a b. L e v i 2), nach anderer Quelle J c h a -

nan') (Tradent C h i j a b. Abba), angedeutet, dafi der ganze Umfang

der Tradition, selbst was in spater Zeit ein scharfsinniger Schiiler vor

seinem Lehrer darlegen wird, Moses am Sinai gesagt wurde*).

Merkwtirdig ist das B i 1 d , mit welchem die A g a d a die Er-

haltung und Fortpflanzung der Tradition vom Sinai bis zu den Weisen

vergegenwartigt *). Der Ausdruck niJ2~nD. der in Koh. 12, 11 zur

Kennzeichnung der „Worte der Weisen" gebraucht ist, wird namlich so

erklart, daB damit der Spielball der Madchen — niJS ll"? — gemeint

sei: sowie der Spielball von Hand zu Hand geschleudert wird und endlich

in einer Hand zur Kuhe gelangt "), so empfing Moses die Lehre am Sinai

und Uberlieferte sie dem Josua und so weiter (es ist die Traditionskette

in Aboth 1, 1). — Der Agadist B e r e c h j a sieht in dem Ballspiel ein

BUd fur die Diskussion der sich mit der Thora beschaftigenden Gelehrten '),

und in den weiteren Worten des Koheleth-Verses findet er den Gedanken

ausgesprochen, dafi auch die verschiedenen Meinungen, die dabei geaufiert

werden, „vom Hirten", das ist Moses, auf Grund dessen, was er

von Gott, dem „Einen", empfangen hat, „gegeben wurden" *).

Die Vorstellung von der mit Moses beginnenden tlberlieferung der

1) S. meine Terminologie der Traditionsliteratur I, 24, Aiim. 3. Auch zu Lev.

27, 34heiBt es am Ende des SiM: "lyoD nCNJ o'pirE' ''J">D "1112. — Inderbe-

riihinten Predigt S i m 1 a i s fiber die biblischen Gebote (Makkoth 23 b) lauten die

Anfangsworte, wie sie M a i m u n i im niSOn '0 (arab. Original, ed. B 1 c h , S.

7, 9, 11) anfuhrt: 1JIDD HB'd'? )b nONJ mSO :''"-!n. In den Talmudausgaben

tehlt das Wort irOD.

2) j. Pea 17 a unt. und sonst.

a) Megilla 19 b.

1) S. Die Agada der Tannaiten I', 486.

6) Anonym in j. Saiihedrin 28 a, 23, Koheleth r. zu 12, 11.

«) J. sanh.: "[D inx no mih DDiDi Ti^p -\->D nts'ppo mn -inDH no
. . . HE'Q. Koh. rabba: . . . HCD "JD nbsU ^2"l^51 onO ."13 pybpo H] inS HD
Keine der beiden Versionen ist richtig. Im Jeruschalmi muJJ statt DJO /pD gelesen

werden: D niybpD (Subjekt: 0133); statt nSIDI 1. 131D1, st. nnN 1. nPN. In Koh.

r. muB statt DD gelesen werden 12, st. nbsU HJiNI: bsM 1i"iN1. Im Tanchuma
"inibyns (ed. Buber § 26), Num. r. c. 16 (22) ist das Bild vom BaUspiel auf die

OffenbarungswQrte am Sinai angewendet: ]i^zh) liob ID ]''p'\'\'0 ni:3 'ptJ' "IIID riD

lyDD pp-nio Dn^nn vn ^j.
') Pesikta rabb. c. 3 Anf. (6 a). Num. r. c. 14 (4). Statt PIBp^O muB es

heiBen: niybpO.

') n^n^o ba'pc noa nynn nts'oo im-': a'?iD ibxi i'?n bn; onnDni
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zahllosen Halachasatze, aus denen die religionsgesetzliche Tradition

besteht, fuhrte zu Dichtungen, in denen die Tatsache veran-

schaulicht wird, da6 infolge des mangelhaften Gedachtnisses der Tra-

denten ia die Fiille des von Moses selbst Gelehrten groBe Liicken gerissen

warden. Eine solche Dichtung ist die von R a b ^), in der es dem ersten

Tradenten Josua widerfahrt, dafi er dreihundert Halachasatze ganz

vergaB und in bezug auf andere siebenhundert Zweifel in ihm ent-

standen ^). — Erne andere Dichtung hat S a m u e 1 , den Kollegen Rabs,

zum Autor *): Dreitausend Halachasatze wurden in den Tagen der Trauer

um Moses vergessen. Man sagte Josua: Frage!*) Er antwortete:

Sie — die Thora — ist nicht im Himmel! (Deut 30, 12). Spater sagte

man Samuel (dem Propheten): Erage! Er antwortete: Dieses sind die

Gebote! (Lev. 27,34), d. h. „von da an" darf kein Prophet etwas

Neues eiafiihren ^).

Im AnschluB daran wird im Talmud eine ganz ahnliche Agada des

bereits oben genannten Jizchak (Nappacha) mitgeteUt in bezug auf eine

einzige Halacha, in der aber die zur Wiedererlangung der vergessenen

Halachas Aufgeforderten Pinchas und Eleazar sind, welche dieselben

Antworten geben, wie in Samuels Agada Josua und Samuel *).

In Rabs erwahnter Dichtung sagt Gott selbst zu Josua: Es ist

unmogUch, daB dir die vergessenen Halachas gesagt werden. Dem
liegt die Idee zugrunde, daB mit Moses die Offenbarung

auch in bezug auf die miindliche Lehre abgeschlossen ist; aber durch

angestrengtes Nachdenken und Studieren kiSnnen auch die vergessenen

1) Temura 16 a.

^) In einer andem Dichtung Rabs, Sanhedrin 82 a, zu Num. 26, 7 erinnert

sich Pinchas an eine von Moses gelemte Halacha (es ist die in M. Sanhedrin IX, 6

stehende: ID pjJJlS Vi"! puip rriaiN ^yi2m); er sagt ihm: "jD nh NDN ^DN TiH
i^iQ ~\n'0 "]rn"13 •'jmob. Mit Bezug darauf nennt der Talmud, Aboda Zara 36 b,

diese Halacha iJ^OO HWab HD"?!-!.

=) Temura ibid.

*) Josua wird aufgefordert, die vergessenen Halachasatze durch Befragung

Gottes wiederzuerlangen.

^) nnVD IDT ^~rh '•nb'I n^d: pNB' mson ribx anb "idn. Es ist

das ein im Talmud oft zitierter Satz des SiM (Ende).

«) Die Schwierigkeit, dafi in Jizchak Nappachas Dichtung Eleazar, d. i. der Sohn

Aharons und Vater Knchas', nach diesem genannt ist, habe ich (Monatschrift ffir Gesch.

u. Wiss. des Jud. Bd. L, 1906, S. 625) damit zu beseitigen vorgeschlagen, dafi man

statt "liy^N lese: IH^^N, also der Prophet Elijahn. Aber es wird wohl richtiger sein,

mitAptowitzer (ebendas. Bd. LI, S. 244) statt "nj?'pN zu lesen Hipbn ; denn im

Seder Olam c. 20 lautet die Reihenfolge der Propheten nach Moses: Pinchas, Elkana,

Samuel.
6*
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tJberlieferangen wiederhergestellt werden. Dies wird^) durch eine anders-

axtige Dichtung A b a h u s veranschaulicht. Abahu sagt namlich, mit

Bezug auf eine tannaitische Agada, nach welcher in den Tagen der Trauer

um Moses 1700 verschiedene Einzelheiten der halachischen Exegese und

Gesetzeserlauterung in Vergessenheit gerieten; alle hat Othniel, der Sohn

Kenaz', durch seinen Scharfsinn wiederhergestellt. Er belegt das mit

dem Berichte iiber die Einnahme von Kirjath-Sefer durch Othniel (Eich-

ter 1, 13), indem er den Namen dieser Stadt allegorisch als Bezeich-

nung der von Othniel wiedereroberten FiiUe des Wissens versteht ^).

Dieser Gedanke, da6 vergessene Bestandteile der iiberlieferten Lehre

durch deren Trager und Tradenten wiederhergestellt werden konnen,

wurden durch denselben Abahu so formuliert: Man hatte sie ver-

gessen und dann wieder festgestellt '). Abahu tat das, als ihn Z e i r a

auf den Widerspruch zwischen den Aussagen iiber den Brauch der Bach-

weide (am siebenten Tage des Laubhijttenfestes) aufmerksam machte,

indem derselbe bald als Satzung an Moses vom Sinai, bald als Institution

der Propheten bezeichnet wird *). Im babylonischen Talmud wird diese

Formel Abahus einigemal zur Beseitigung ahnlicher Schwierigkeiten

angewendet ^).

Ein Zeitgenosse Abahus, der Agadist Levi, driickte behufs Aus-

gleiches der einander widersprechenden Aussagen und auch zur Beseiti-

gung ahnlicher Schwierigkeiten den Gedanken der Wiederherstellung

vergessener Halachas mit folgenden Worten aus^): Sie — die Trager

der UberUeferung — hatten die Satzung in ihrer Hand, vergafien sie

aber; da erstanden die Spateren und trafen — mit der Feststellung der-

selben Satzung — die Erkenntnis der Friiheren'). — Daran kniipfte

') Temura ibid.

=) Unter den daselbst stehenden weiteren Agadasatzen flndet sich auch eine

Baraitha, wonach Othniel mit Jaabez (I. C!hion. 4, 10) identisch ist, dessen im Buche

der Chronik erwahntes Gebet als Gebet um erfolgreiches Studieren und Lehren gedacht

wird. Vgl. oben S. 8, Anm. 4.

') Dno^i mm dtoz:
') Sukka 44 a. S. oben S. 5, Anm. 3.

=) Sabbath 104 a (MegiUa 3 a), in bezug auf die fiinf Endbuchstaben (s. oben

Nr. 3); Joma 80 a, in bezug auf die MaBbestimmungen (oben Nr. 13); Megilla 3 a, in

bezug auf das Targum. — In dem Satze QnO'^l mm QiriDtJ' ist als Objekt

der Verba IDDE' und DnD"" zu verstehen niD^ri; vgl. j. Erubin 22 c, 40: 'nOVi
riDbnn HN (s. melne Terminologie der Traditionsliteratir I, 73).

") Tradiert von Jose b. Abin an folgenden Stellen des palastinensischen

Talmuds: Pea 15 b, 41; Schebiith 33 b, 61; Sabbath 3 b, 46; Sukka 64 b, 48; Kethu-
both 32 c, 10.
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Levi stets die Lehre: Wofiir die oberste Religionsbehorde ihr Leben

einsetzte, das hat Bestand, als ob es Moses am Sinai gesagt worden ware ^).

Eine anonyme Deutung der die Weisen des Stammes Jissachar

riihmenden Worte in 1. Chron. 12, 33 sagt von ihnen aus, daB sie bei der

Feststellung der Satzung das Richtige trafen, wie die Satzung an Moses

vom Sinai gegeben wurde ^).

Derselbe Grundgedanke, dafi die spatere Forschung den ursprung-

lichen Bestand der am Sinai empfangenen Lehre wiederherstellt, Uegt

auch ia der durch ein Gleichnis veranschauhchten Mahnung C h e 1 b o s *),

dafi die aus dem Munde eines Gelehrten empfangene Belehrung so zu

betrachten sei, als hatte man sie mit eigenen Ohren am Sinai vernommen *).

Der Name des Sinai als des Ursprungsortes der gesamten iiber-

lieferten Lehre wurde im 4. Jahrhundert zur Kennzeichnung des Schul-

hauptes von Pumbeditha, Joseph b. Chija, angewendet, als des

grofien Kenners der Traditionen, aus dessen Munde man sie gleichsam

wie vom Sinai vernehmen konne ^). Nach einer AuBerung J o c h a -

nans*) ware die Bezeichnung „ Sinai" in diesem Sinne bereits in den

Tagen Simon b. G a m 1 i e 1 s IL iiblich gewesen. Joseph b.

Chija selbst sagt von Schriftauslegungen, die seinen besonderen Beifall

fanden, der Ausleger babe den Text so erklart, als hatte er es vom Sinai

her ').

Indem ich hier samtUche Zeugnisse der TraditionsUteratur fur die

Anwendung der Formel „Satzung an Moses vom Sinai" — soweit sie mir

«) Gen. r. c. 72, Schir rabba zu 6, 4: nD^nn QiDiDDO IM DHinN* 7DE/

iJiDD nZ'ch nsb.-lD Injbn Orh D^'B'D NIHI] DHiS bV- Die eingeklammerten

Worte fehlen in Schir r.— S. auch Esther r. zu 1,13.

3) Koh. r. zu 1, 10. S. Die Agada der palastin. Amoraer III, 62.

5) Berachoth64a, Horajoth 14 a. S. Die Agada der babylon. Amoraer S. 102.

«) Horajoth ibid.

') ">3"'D ""D Nip ""i^nb (T'tf"n. Sota 21 a, von einer agadischen Exegese

des Tannaiten Menachem b. Jose; Kidduschim 20b, von einer halachischen

Exegese N a c h m a n s. Sehr auffallend ist an dieser SteUe die Autorangabe '<DV '1

?Dni """I "ION N:''Jn 12. Vielleicht stand ursprunglich anstatt ]Oni 21 der

Name "eines Tannaiten, etwa desselben, den Joseph in Sota 21a riihmt, also

""DV "13 Cn3D '"1. woraus sich die jedenfaUs falsche Lesart pnK"' "!3 JOn: 3~1

erklart In Cod. Miinchen fehit der Name des Tradenten Jose b. Chanina, und beide

Male heifit der Autor Nachman b. Jizchak. Abet dieser gehorte der auf Joseph

folgenden Generation an.
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nicht entgangen sind — zusammengestellt habe, war es mir nur darum

zu tun, den Sinn dieser Formel und die ihr zugrunde liegende Anschau-

ung aus dem Geiste jener Literatur selbst und ihrer Urheber, der Tan-

naiten und Amoraer, zu beleuchten. Von den Erorterungen halachischer

und dogmatischer Natur, die sich an jene Formel und ihre Anwendung

in spateren Zeiten kniipften, habe ich vollstandig abgesehen. Die Idee

der Mstorischen Kontinuitat im Judentume, die in unserer Formel zum

Ausdruck gelangt, steht auch den Anschauungen des hocliverelirten

Mannes nicht fern, dem ich in gegenwartiger Arbeit einen bescheidenen

Beitrag zur Feier seines siebzigsten Geburtstages darzubringen mich

freue. Mogen ihm noch viele Jahre riistigen Schaffens im Dienste des

Judentums und seiner Wissenschaft gewahrt sein!



Remarks on the importance of Zachariah as

a Prophet.

(Zach. I-VIII.)

By

Prof. Moses Buttenwieser, Ph. D. Cincinnati.

D3-hi< ""inbtf niNDlf nrv ""D Dny-lil "Then ye shall know that

the Lord Sabaoth hath sent me to you".

The genuineness of this half-verse, which occurs Zach. II. 13,

IV. 9, VI. 15, and with a slight variant II. 15, has been called

into question by recent exegetes. Marti advances the theory

that it was added, in each case, at a time when the prophecy

in which it occurs was taken as applying to eschatological events ^),

and Bantsch dismisses it summarily as a redactorial gloss 2). As

a matter of fact, however, this half-verse, far from being an empty,

tacked-on formula, is fuU of significance and force, not only fitting in

perfectly with its context, but adding point and emphasis to the same.

Possibly no other half-verse could be found which would so weU illustrate

the general situation as depicted throughout the book of Zachariah — on

the one hand, the sublime faith of the prophet, and, on the other, the

utter lack of faith on the part of the people. To his countrymen, skeptical,

heedless of his prophecies, the prophet has enumerated the glorious

triumphs in store for them, dwelling particularly — as one would expect

after his lofty utterance, IV. 6, "Not by virtue of material strength and

political power shall ye prevail, but by my spirit, saith the Lord" — on

the great spiritual triumph awaiting them in the conversion of the nations.

Then, he teUs them, when this crowning triumph will have come to pass

before their eyes, then they shall remember his words, shall know that

he was the prophet of the Lord — in the words of the text, "Ye shall

know that the Lord hath sent me to you".

^) See "Das Dodekapropheton*', Sacharja, Einleitimg p. 394, and on chap. II. 13,

and "Der Prophet Sacharja" in Kautzsch, "Die Heilige Schrift des Alien Testaments" ^,

II, p. 78.

') See "Die Schriften des Alten Testaments iibersetzt und erklart" von Gress-

mann etc., II, 3, pp. 86 and 100.
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Zachariah, as a prophet, hals been greatly underrated by modern

exegetes. WMle most critics acknowledge Ms zealous faith, and note

that he made it his task to rouse the people from their apathy, they all,

nevertheless, place him in the same category with his contemporary,

Haggai, and with Ezekiel. Even Marti, whose appreciation of Zachariah's

faith comes nearer to doing the prophet justice than any other tribute

which has been paid him, fails to see the radical difference between him

and those two.

To be sure, Zachariah lays great stress on the rebuildmg of the

Temple, as do they, and on the reinstating of the High-Priest, Joshua,

into priestly glory, but it must not be overlooked that, on the other hand,

he shows a far deeper grasp of the essential truths preached by the great

prophets who preceded him, a much finer sense of the spuitual than does

either Haggai or Ezekiel. Witness his answer to the people's enquiry,

whether they should observe as heretofore the day of fastiag in order to

appease God's wrath: — Neither fasting nor feasting (the latter a reference

no doubt to their sacrificial festivals), he tells them in effect, has God

enjoined upon them through His prophets of old, but only this has He

commanded them, to practise justice and righteousness and to love one

another (cf. VII. 2—VIII. 17). Witness also his hope for a future spu-itual

Jerusalem: "Then Jerusalem wiU be called faithful city and the mountain

of the Lord Sabaoth holy mountain", VIII. 3 b. (The amphfication

of this verse in w. 7—19 shows beyond doubt that the verse is not to

be interpreted in accordance with Joel IV. 17, as is generally done, but

rather in accordance with Is. I. 26, IX. 9, which verses possibly in-

spired it.)

Finally, Zachariah's spiritual kinship with the great prophets is

attested by the universalistic tendency of his future hope as expressed

II. 15, VIII. 20—23: "Many nations shall join themselves to the Lord

in that day, and shall be my people. — Thus saith the Lord Sabaoth;

it shall yet come to pass that there shall come the people and the inhabi-

tants of many cities; and the inhabitants of one city shall go to another,

saying, let us go eagerly to pray to the Lord and to seek the Lord Sabaoth

— I will go also. Yea, many people and mighty nations shall come to

seek the Lord Sabaoth in Jerusalem, and to pray to the Lord. Thus

saith the Lord Sabaoth, in those days it shall come to pass that ten men
shall take hold from the various tongues of the nation, shall take hold

of the skirt of him that is a Jew, saying, we will go with you: for we have

heard that God is among you."

Zachariah's declaration, VII. 4—10, and repeated VIII. 15 f., that
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God has not prescribed to them rules of ritual, but laws of moral conduct,

and the emphasis which he consequently lays on the spiritual regeneration

of the future Jerusalem make it seem highly probable that the Temple

had in and of itself no value for him, as it had for EzeMel and Haggai,

but was of significance to him only as the token of Israel's future glory

and of the recognition of YHWH.
The fantastic setting of Zachariah's prophecies, the genesis of which

is traceable to foreign mythological ideas and to popular notions, tends

to obscure at first the truly religious spirit which animates them. The

symbolism and grotesque imagery, which he so freely uses, serves as a

curious shell to deflect the attention from the vital, spiritual kernel it

contains. And it is no doubt owing to this bizarre setting, so pecuharly

unsympathetic as it necessarily is to the modem mind, that Zachariah

has not found the appreciation he deserves.



Bemerkungen zur alien judischen Liturgie.

Von

I. Elbogen, Berlin.

I. Zur Methode der Forschung.

Die Geschichte der jiidischen Liturgie ist verhaltnismaBig noch sehr

wenig erforscht, die Wissenschaft ist iiber die Kesultate, die Eapaport

und Zunz vor achtzig Jahren gewonnen haben, bis in die Neuzeit nur

um ein geringes hinausgeschritten. Durch die monumentalen Werke, in

denen Zunz die synagogale Poesie des Mittelalters wieder entdeckt und

bescbiieben hat, wurde das Arbeitsgebiet stark verschoben, der Piut

trat in den Mittelpunkt der wissensdiaftlichen Studien, wahrend die

Erforschung der Stammgebete dahinter zuriickblieb. Und doch sind

die Stammgebete ihrem Inhalt, ihrer Bedeutung fiir die judisclie Liturgie

sowie ihrer Einwirkung auf Christentum und Islam nach der weitaus

wichtigere BestandteU des Gottesdienstes. Unsere bisherige Kenntnis

von ihnen beschrankt sich auf die Quellen, auf die Ausscheidung einiger

jiiagerer Zusatze, die durch auBerliche Merkmale leicht herauszufinden

sind. Weitere Kriterien fiir die Unterscheidung jiingeren und alteren

Materials in den Stammgebeten sind bisher nirgends aufgesteUt; wichtige

Gesichtspunkte hierfiir sind noch nicht verwertet. So gut wie gar nicht

beachtet wurden bisher das Sprachgut und der StU der Gebete, obwohl

einleuchtet, da6 in der langen Periode, die wir als die der Stammgebete

bezeichnen, der hebraische Wortschatz sich sehr verandert hat. Die

Verwendung bestimmter Ausdriicke, gewisse Eigentumlichkeiten des

StUs konnen ein wichtiges Merkmal fiir die BeurteUung der Abfassungs-

zeit eiaes Gebetes sein. Von den Einleitungen zu niJ1"l37 nTilDbD

nilSIti' z- B. wird nur die zweite ausdriicklich Kab, dem Haupte der

babylonischenAmoraer, zugeschrieben^); esliegtnahe, dafiauchdiebeiden

anderen von flim stammen, aber direkte Beweise gibt es nicht dafiir.

1) Vgl. b. RhSch. 27 a, j. das. I 3 (67 a).
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Wenn aber gewisse Worte, die sonst in demselben Sinne nicht gebrauch-

lich sind, in alien dreien sich nachweisen liefien, so ware damit viel ge-

wonnen. Nun findet sich z. B. in alien dreien auffallend haufig das

Wort niCXID im Sinne von Scbopfung; gewiB, das Wort kommt schon

in der Mischna in derselben Bedeutung vor, aber doch immer nur in

der festen Verbindung ni!:'X"i3 ntt'yc, nicht fur sich stehend wie in

unseren Gebeten. Auch nm3 ist ein solches Wort, das wiederholt

angewendet wird, wahrend in dem aller Wahrscheinlichkeit nach alteren

"pnB |n p3"l^) das dem biblischen Sprachgebrauche nahere QiNns
dafiir steht.

Ein zweites beachtenswertes Kriterium waren gewisse Inkonse-

quenzen in der Durchfiihrung des einmal aufgenommenen Ge-

dankenganges. Ein Beispiel bieten wiederum die punDI- Ihr Ab-

schluB enthalt die Bitte, daB Gott des Bundes mit den Vatern gedenke

(ny1Dt^'^ nxi nonn nxi nn^n nx . . u^p idii), wozu die Bibel-

stelle Lev. 26, 45 QijitifN"! nnD cnb ">n"iD11 sehr gut pafit; anstatt

nun diesen Gedanken durchzufuhren, schaltet der Verfasser (oder

ein Uberarbeiter?) das Thema der Opferung Isaaks {n~ip]}) ein und

verschiebt dadurch den gesamten Inhalt; es ist nur konsequent, wenn er

am Ende hinter n-nsD ndd ''Js'? nriDti' PN1, womit der Gegenstand

der nunsi erschopft und zum Anfange 'idi r\nz\V yi< id wieder-

gekehrt ist, noch einmal auf das neue Thema zuriickkommt

(iDin D-iomD Dm )V\^b pnJJi mpyi) ^). Ein anderes Beispiel Kefert

das schone Qiytj'isb Ti jnu DPN im Neila-Gebet des Versohnungs-

tages. Da wird Gott dafiir gepriesen, daB er dem Siinder die Hand

zur Kiickkehr reicht und ihm in Eeue und Bekenntnis das

Mittel dazu angewiesen hat (-|ijs'? nninn'? i:"lDbni), den bosen

Weg zu verlassen und wieder Gnade zu finden (riDViJ'nD U^Dpni

"V^sh nnbtS'); das soil durch ein Bibelwort gestutzt werden (lyo'?

mON "itva 'y')2~\), wahrscheinlich durch ein ahnliches, wie spater in

nblDD nPiN folgen, Statt dessen aber finden wir einen Hinweis auf

die Opfer, die sonst in dem ganzen Stiicke nicht erwahnt sind*).

Beide Abweichungen von ihrem Gegenstande — man konnte sie

als Enallage des Themas bezeichnen — sind offenbar dadurch veranlaBt,

daB hier neue religiose Gedanken in das Gebet hineingearbeitet werden

sollten. Damit kommen wir zu dem bedeutungsvollsten Kriterium, das

1) Es stammt wahrscheinlich aus den Malchujot des R. Jochanan b. Nuri; vgl.

Elbogen, Der judische Gottesdienst, § 23, S. 141.

«) Das. S. 143.

2) In der Bibel kommt der Satz i:nOtyX "'nn">j'? yp ?^N nirgends vor.
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bisher nur selten fiir die Erforschung der Liturgie verwertet worden und

bei sorgsamer Anwendung wicbtige Anregungen zu geben geeignet ist.

So konservativ unsere Vater in ibren religiosen Anschauungen auch ge-

wesen sein mbgen, so baben docb ibre Glaubensvorstellungen im Verlaufe

der Jabrbunderte, die fiir die Ausarbeitung der Stammgebete erforder-

licb waren, sicb vielfacb geandert; die babyloniscben Amoraer teilten

durcbaus nicbt immer die Meinungen ibrer palastiniscben Zeitgenossen,

und beide batten sicb vom Glauben der Tannaiten entfernt. Die Ab-

weicbungen, die die zabkeichen, neuerdings wiedergefundenen palasti-

niscben Gebettexte gegeniiber den verbreiteten aufweisen^), bezieben

sicb keineswegs lediglicb auf AuBerlicbkeiten des Stiles oder der Fassung,

es liegen ibnen vielmehr haufig tiefgehende Divergenzen in der Auf-

fassung rebgioser Ideen zugrande. In den traditioneUen Gebetbiichern

aller Riten wird beispielsweise um die Riickkebr der gottlicben Majestat

nacb Jerusalem gebetet (^itJTl Diomz "[TiJ? "''PE''TTibl) und die

Eulogie der Bitte risi driickt denselben Gedanken aus (iiman

]V)ib irU'iDB'), demgemafi Gott seinen Sitz auf dem Zion infolge

der Zerstorung des Tempels verlassen bat und erst in der idealen Zeit

der messianiscben Zukunft wieder einnebmen soU; die palastiniscben

Texte bingegen kennen diesen Gedanken nicbt, in ibnen lautet die Eulo-

gie, wie in der altesten Zeit, -\)2Vi HNTiO "["isb "iniNtS', und jene Bitte

wie in ahnlicben Gebeten "ini^D ptfD |Vlt bvi "^"VV cbtt'lT" by ... . oni ^)

usw.; erst in Verbiadung mit der Bitte um WiederbersteUung der

Opfer (miDp) baben aUe Texte eine Erinnerung an diese oHenbar

jiingere Vorstellung ^). Ein anderes Beispiel bietet die Tefilla fiir

die Festtage. Scbon das einleitende rnnD nnN in der palastiniscben

Eezension der mittleren Benediktion unterscbeidet sicb von dem be-

kannten ijmn2 nriN dadurch, dafi es statt der vielen Wiederbolungen des

Erwablungsgedankens in wecbsebiden Bildem dasZiel der Erwablung

nennt, die Offenbarung, zu deren Inbalt die Einsetzung der Feste ge-

bort*). Wicbtiger ist die andere Abweicbung, daB die palastinische

Tefilla an samtUcben Festtagen in jedem Gebete die Bitte um Her-

steUung des Gottesreiches auf Erden enthalt und dalS s i e das Ziel der

Bitte um Herbeifiibrung der messianiscben Zeit bildet. In dem gebrauch-

bcben Texte bingegen ist die messianische Bitte auf das Musaf bescbrankt,

1) Vgl. Schechter in JQR X, 664 ft., Israel L6vi in REJ LIII, 231 ff., Elbogen

in MS, LV 426 ff., 586 H.

2) Der judische Gottesdienst §38, S. 270.

') Zu den Wandlungen des Textes der miDj; vgl. das. § 9, S. 66 f.

') Das. § 22, S. 134.
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Tind als ihr Ziel ist die Wiederherstellung des Opfers angegeben. Die

Verandemng der Auffassung hatte die Abfassung einer neuen Einleitung

zur Folge (irxtsn ''JSOl), die zugleich einen neuen Pragmatismus fiir

die judische GescMchte aufstellt. Hier liegt die Absicht, bestimmte

Vorstellungen in den Gebeten zum Ausdruck zu bringen, deutlich zutage,

es ist Aufgabe der Wissenschaft, unter diesen Gesichtspunkten das ganze

Gebiet der Liturgie zu erforschen.

Die GescMchte des Gottesdienstes ist die GescMchte der rehgiosen

Ideen; die Vorstellungen, die im Denken der Glaubigen imVordergrunde

stehen, streben danach, sich auch im Gottesdienste zur Geltung zu bringen.

In den Bewegungen und Kampfen, die v?ir auf dem Gebiete des Gottes-

dienstes festzustellen in der Lage sind, spiegelt sich der Sturm und Drang

wieder, der im religiosen Leben ixberhaupt herrscht. Die religions-
geschichtlichen Gesichtspunkte miissen bei der Erforschung des

jiidischen Gottesdienstes mehr als bisher beachtet werden. Ein solches

Verfahren bedeutete zugleich eine Anerkennung der Methode des Jubi-

lars, der stets die organisch-gescMchtlichen Zusammenhange zu ergriin-

den bemiiht war ; seinen Abhandlungen auf diesem Gebiete, insbesondere

seinen zahlreichen Artikein in der JewishEncyclopedia verdanke

ich manmgfache Anregung und Belehrung, fiir die ich bei dieser Gelegen-

heit gem meinen Dank ausspreche.

II. Die alteste rabbinische Quelle iiber die

Liturgie.

Es handelt sich um den Bericht der Mischna, der von dem

Gottesdienste spricht, welchen die jeweilig den Dienst versehenden

Priester (notfo ''E'Jn) jeden Morgen wahrend des Opfers abhielten.

Wir lesen ihn Tamid TV Ende und V Anfang. Bei alien Nach-

richten der Mischna oder des Talmuds iiber den Gottesdienst ist zu be-

achten, daB sie nicht unmittelbar nach iMem Entstehen scMiftUch nieder-

gelegt, mcht einmal sofort redigiert wurden; es mu6 daher haufig die

Form vom Inhalt getrennt, es mufi auch jedesmal gepriift werden, ob

die alte Quelle in ihrer urspriinglichen Form oder im Sinne der Zeit,

die sie iiberliefert hat, abgefaBt ist. Der Traktat Tamid gehort zu den

altesten Bestandteilen der Mischna, zu denen, die bei der Kedaktion

bereits fertig vorgelegen haben i). Schon darum gebiihrt der Mischna

Tamid besondere Beachtung, weil iMe Mitteilungen uns in eine alte Zeit

zuriickversetzen. In unserem Falle zeugt auch der Bericht fiir sich; seine

1) Vgl. N. Krochmal IDIH 13123 HIID S. 208 und zuletzt Bassfreund in

MS LI, S. 317.
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Einzelheiten fiiiJeii uns an die Anfange der Liturgie zuriick. Die Stelle

der Mischna^) lautet:

j;db' nx nnpb nMjn n^cbb Drh in3i mil i

1D13 Dm nnx nsi^ 1D^D n:iDDn on'? "idk n

-)vm view CN n\-ii yoB'i onDin mt^y ixnpi m
.cinD nD-121 mijyi s""!?^! noN niDns wb\if ovn nx i3"i3i iv

Wir haben die einzelnen AbteUungen des Berichts untereinander gestellt,

um sie nun der Keihe nach. zu erlautern.

I. Die Priester vom Dienste unterbrachen die Opferhandlung und

begaben sich nach der „Quaderhalle". Sie siad schon vorher einmal dort

gewesen, um durch das Los festzustellen, wem die einzelnen Funktionen

zufielen. Das war nocb vor dem Morgengrauen, als gerade die allerersten

Vorbereitungen fiir die Herrichtung des Altars getroffen waren. Die

„QuaderliaUe" lag an der Siidseite des Tempels auBerhalb des Altar-

bezirkes; auch. Mchtpriester batten Zutritt zu ihr, das Synedrium Melt

dort Sitzungen ab^); sie war jedoch dem Altar nahe genug, da6 die

Priester sich zu den fiir den Kultus unentbehrlichen, aber doch mehr

profanen Handlungen, wie dem Auslosen der Funktionen, dort ver-

sammebi konnten. Diesen nahen Kaum muBten sie auch fiir ihr Gebet

wahlen, das mitten in das Opfer fiel und nicht aUzulange Zeit in An-

spruch nehmen durfte. Ohnehin war das Gebet der Priester wahrschein-

lich nur eine Konzession an die allgemeine Stromung im Volke, eine

Stoning der Opferhandlung hatte es in keinem FaUe herbeifiihren diirfen.

Der Zweck der Vereinigung der Priester in der QuaderhaUe wird mit

yotJ' nx nipb angegeben. Sie haben nicht nur das Schma, sondern

auch andere Stiicke aus der Bibel gelesen und daneben einige Gebete

gesprochen, aber das ganze heiBt doch yotJ' HN nnpb; der Ausdruck

ist im Sinne der spateren Zeit gewahlt, die denjenigen Teil des Gebets,

dessen Mittelpunkt die biblischen Abschnitte bilden, gemaB dem Anfangs-

worte des ersten als ynir nxnp bezeichnet. Wir sehen aber daraus,

dal3 das Rezitieren jener bibUschen Stucke als der wesentlichste Teil der

Liturgie der Priester betrachtet wurde.

II. Das Gebet der Priester wird — wie ihr gesamter Dienst — von

ihrem AbteUungsvorsteher (hjidd) geleitet, d. h. er hutet die auBere

1) Der Text ist nach der Ausg. von Lowe gegeben.

") Middot V 4. 6. Herzfeld, Geschichte des Volkes Israel von VoUendung usw.,

I, S. 395 geht zu weit, wenn er die QuaderhaUe als die „Tempelsynagoge'* ansieht;

er libersieht, daB die Priester auch zum Losen hingmgen (Tamid II Ende), und geht
femer darin fehl, daJ3 er die Anwesenheit von Laien beim Gottesdienste der Priester

vermutet, woriiber weiter S. 80.
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Ordnung; er ist nicht etwa der Vorbeter, einen solchen scheint es nicht

gegeben zu haben, es macht den Eindruck, als ob die Priester im Chore

zusammen gebetet batten. Wie er sie nacb der Schilderung der Mischna

zu alien anderen Handlungen auffordert, so ruft er sie auch zum Gebet

auf : nnx nD"i2 1D12- Der Aufruf wird nur das eine Mai mitgeteilt,

sonst wird lediglich die Tatsacbe verzeichnet, dafi sie in der Liturgie

fortfahren. Bei der Darstellungsweise der Mischna ware es nicht aus-

geschlossen, daB zugunsten der Kiirze die jedesmalige Aufforderung weg-

gelassen wurde, aber es scheint doch, daB der Aufruf nur einmal erfolgte

und das Zeichen zum Beg inn des Gottesdienstes bedeutete, der dann

von selbst in der gewohnten Weise fortgesetzt wurde. Wie ja auch in

der Synagoge das idid, mit dem der Gottesdienst begann, nicht eine

Benedeiung bildete, sondern die Aufforderung an die Gemeinde, sich zum

Gebete bereitzuhalten. Hier ist es eine nD"i3) d. h. ein Gebetstuck,

das die Priester sprechen sollen, in IV im Gegensatz dazu drei . . 13-131

ni3-i3 'ih^- Die Liturgie ist voUig symmetrisch, in der Mitte stehen

die biblischen Texte, ein Gebet geht voran, andere folgen.

III. Betrachten wir einen Augenblick die Bibelstellen, die hier auf-

gezahlt sind. An erster Stelle steht der Dekalog, der heute nicht mehr

im Gebet vorkommt, aber einst dazu gehorte; er ist, wie der Talmud

berichtet, QiiiDn nDll?"in ""330 ^) wieder beseitigt worden, das be-

deutet, weil eine judenchristliche Sekte ihn allein als gotthche Offen-

barung . erkiarte und ihre Ansicht mit seiner Aufnahme in das Gebet

stutzte. Der Papyrus Nash ^) enthalt bekanntlich neben dem Dekalog

noch den Anfang des yoTV, und es ist in unserm Zusammenhange be-

sonders zu beachten, daB dem yctf derselbe Zusatz voraufgeht, den auch

die LXX vor Dt. 6, 4 hat und der, wie meist angenommen wird*), eben-

faUs infolge der gottesdienstHchen Verwendung jenes Bibelwortes hin-

zukam. Bezweifek muB man, ob von Anfang an die drei anderen

genannten Abschnitte zur Liturgie der Priester gehorten. Uber

yDtf Dt< n^"l1 ist es schwer etwas zu entscheiden, aber bei -ioxii spricht

alles dafUr, daB es urspriinglich n i c h t zur taghchen Liturgie gehorte, *)

und daB auch an diesem Punkte die Mischna auf Grund der Gebete der

spateren Zeit diejenigen der alteren beschreibt.

1) Die weitere Begriindung ist ausdriicklich in j. Ber. I 8 (3 c) gegeben; vgl.

dazu H. L. Strack, Jesus, die Haretiker usw., § 21 e, f.

2) Vgl. Norb. Peters, Die alteste Handschrift der Zehngebote, Frdburg 1905.

3) Vgl. z. B. Herzfeld das. II, S. 186.

*) Elbogen, Studien zur Geschichte des jiid. Gottesdienstes, 1907, S. 16 f.41
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IV. Auf die Bibelabschnitte folgen wiederum einige Gebete. Welche

das sind, dariiber gehen die Meinungen sehr auseinander; der Text wird

meist als verderbt und sehr verbesseningsbedurftig angesehen. In Wirk-

lichkeit sind nur die beiden Worte QVil r\^ irrefiibrend, die den An-

schein erwecken, als soUte hier von einem Segen fiir das Volk oder einem

Gebete mit dem Voike zusammen die Kede sein. Das ist jedoch ganz

ausgeschlossen, andere als Priester baben an diesem Gottesdienste nicht

teilgenommen, die Worte cyn HN sind zu streichen, Hai Gaon

las sie nicht ^), und auch in Bezalel Ascbkenasis Text war ein Strich

iiber sie gesetzt ^), offenbar damit sie nicht mitgelesen wiirden. Fallen

aber diese Worte aus, so sind samtliche Schwierigkeiten behoben, dann

ist hier nur ausgesagt, daB entsprechend der einen Benediktion, die den

Bibeltexten vorausging, drei ihnen folgten, und zwar die drei genannten

D'lJil noN, miDV und Dijn3 nD"l2- Unter riDID ist hier nicht, wie

man meist erklarte, eiae Benediktion des Achtzehngebets zu ver-

stehen, vielmehr ein Gebet tiberhaupt; ein solches aber ist ^ixjii pox
ebenso wie die beiden folgenden miDJ? und QijnD HDID- Das sind

beides Bitten, und zwar Bitten, die durch den Ort des Gebets und die

dort versammelte Gemeinde bedingt sind. mi2y hat denselben In-

halt wie die gleichnamige Bitte des Achtzehngebets, die gnadige Auf-

nahme des Opfers*). diJi-id PDIS ist nicht der Priestersegen im ge-

wohnhchen Sinne, denn er wurde noch nicht in einem so fruhen Stadium

des Opfers und auBerdem auf den Stufen der TempelhaUe gesprochen,

vielmehr mu6 das ein Gebet fiir die Priester gewesen sein, das, wie die

Mischna welter berichtet, am Sabbat durch eine fernere Bitte fiir die vom

Dienste abziehende AbteUung erweitert wurde. Auch der Hohepriester

sprach ja am Versohiungstage neben der Bitte miDyn bv eine solche

D'lJnDn bv^)i und es ist sehr leicht mogUch, daB sie beide von dort

in die tagliche Liturgie der Priester iibertragen wurden. Oder man miifite

annehmen, daB auch hier der Sprachgebrauch der spateren Zeit gewahlt

ist und daB mit DijriD n3"i3 ein solches Gebet bezeichnet wird, wie

spater auf den Priestersegen folgte, eine Bitte um Frieden. In jedem

Falle aber ist der Sachverhalt der, daB es nicht zwei Bitten der Sche-

moneEsre waren, die indiePriesterHturgie iibernommen wurden, sondern

daB die Bitten in der Priesterliturgie urspriinglich waren und von da in

das Achtzehngebet iibergingen. Man libemahm sie so, wie sie waren,

^) Kesponsen d. Geonim, ed. Harkavy, Nr. 268.

') nSDipO niDti' zu Tamid V 1, vgl. Rabbinowicz, Dikduke Sofrim I, S.26a.

^) Vgl. schon Raschi zu b. Ber. Hb.
') Joma VII 1.
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an den ScliluB der Schemone Esre und dort blieben sie als Bitten stehen,

obwohl nach der allgemein angenommenen Disposition der Tefilla der

letzte Teil dem Danke gewidmet sein sollte^). In der Priesterliturgie

gingen die Bitten nur so nebenher, sie bUdeten nicht die Hauptsache,

denn der Zweck des Gebets war ja ynti' nx r\Mpb-

Und damit kommenwir auf die noch offeneErage znriick, was denn

das fiir ein Gebet war, das den Bibeltexten vorausging. nriN nD~i3 iNO

lautet die Frage bereits im Tabnud^), schon dort werden zwei wider-

sprechende Antworten gegeben, und der Zwiespalt besteht bis heute un-

ausgeglichen fort. Nach beiden Talmuden ist nicht daran zu zweifek,

dafi riDI n^nii damnter verstanden wurde, dasselbe n3T HDriN,

das man auch niin nD~i3 nannte, das, wenn man es bereits im Gebet

gesprochen hat, von einer besonderen Benediktion iiber das Studium

dispensiert. Das ist eine einleuchtende Auffassung, dafi der Kezitation

der biblischen Texte eine rnm nD^D genannte Benediktion, mit andem

Worten ein Dank fiir die Offenbarung vorausging. Als Ab-

schluB folgte 2"iiJ"i1 n?ON, das ist die Anerkennung der Offenbarung,

die Bestatigung, dafi die den Vatem verliehene Tora, deren Grund-

lehren soeben zum Vortrage gelangt sind, auch den Enkeln als die Wahr-

heit gilt. Das ganze Gebet der Priester ware demnach einBekennt-
n i s , wie es urspriinglich das j;dB' HNnp iiberhaupt gewesen ist,

ehe es zum taglichen Morgengebet wurde. Nach der anderen Auffassung

ware das Schma stets Morgengebet, und die eine Benediktion

"IIN "ISI"! gewesen. Der Talmud kennt auch diese Anschauung, er

weist sie jedoch als unmoghch zuriick. Der Gottesdienst der Priester

fand zu einer sehr friihen Morgenstunde statt, in der es gemeinhin noch

gar .nicht gestattet war, das Schma zu lesen iDtJ'D ima CV i<'^^pn

]n poOB'QK^ "1J5D NU"! i>h- Es war noch gar nicht heller Tag, so wird in

beiden Tahnuden eingewendet, und darum konnte man unmoglich das

Morgengebet -)ix isr sprechen. Es ware auch keine Beziehung zwischen

"11N 1!ir und den folgenden Bibelstellen, keine Korrelation zu 31^11 pdn

zu erkennen. Das sind die hauptsachhchsten Grtinde, die mich bei der

Annahme leiten, dafi iix "litii in der taglichen Liturgie junger ist als

na-i nDHN und erst aus der Zeit stammt, als das vom babylonischen

Exil her eingefiihrte Bekenntnis zum taglichen Morgengebet gemacht

wurde.

1) Der jud. Gottesdienst, S. 31.

2) b. Ber. 11 b, j. I 8 (3 c).

Kohler -Volume.



Kawwana: the Struggle for Inwardness

in Judaism.
By

Rabbi H. G. Enelow, D. D., New York.

All religion is rooted in emotion. Whether it be awe, fear, or love,

it originates in a sentiment that comes from, and goes to, the heart.

Founders and reformers of religions have recognised this fundamental

truth. The difficulty, however, has lain in preserving the spirit of in-

wardness. It has been the common fate of religious ideas, no matter how

vital and genuine at first, to lose their inner meaning and force in the

course of time, and religious institutions are wont to drift away gradually

from the spirit that created them, and to continue in sheer mechanical

fashion.

Judaism has not escaped this common experience. It would have

been a miracle if it had. Dr. Kohler points out the danger that lurked

in the talmudic insistence on the minutiae of performance; it jeopardised

the inwardness of the religious life, notwithstanding the constant admoni-

tions of the teachers ^). But even before the talmudic age the peril of

perfunctoriness was not absent. That is what the Prophets strove to

check. "When you come to appear before me, who hath required this

at your hand, to tread my courts ? Your new moons and your appointed

feasts my soul hateth: they are a trouble unto me; I am weary to bear

them. And when ye spread forth your hands, I will hide mine eyes from

you: yea, when ye make many prayers, I will not hear: your hands are

full of blood" 2). Is not this but one of the numerous passages in the

Bible showing that even in those early days, despite the Prophets, reli-

gious-institutions had turned into mere mechanical devices, religious

ideas lost their force, and prayers become a mere spreading forth of hands

and hollow sounds? The tendency to perfunctoriness is an ancient

') " S y s t e m a t. T h e o 1 o g i e ", p. 340.

*) Isaiah 1, 12—15; of. 29, 13.
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characteristic of, and menace to, Keligion ; and Judaism has formed no

exception.

Those, however, that approach Judaism from without, and with

bias against it, faU to realize that in this respect Judaism has shared a

malady common to all religions, rather than showed any peculiar pre-

disposition of its own. Schiirer, for instance, asserts summarily that

the formalism of the Jewish teachers, laying stress as they did on accu-

racy of performance, was far from true piety. There could hardly be

any question of true piety, according to him, where prayer, the central

feature of the religious life, was bound in the fetters of fixed forms. Prayers

that were made the subject of regulation could not help becoming a

mere matter of outward performance. Under such conditions, Schiirer

asks, what availed it that the prayers in themselves were full of beauty

and meaning, seeing that they were recited as a matter of duty? Of

what good was it, he adds, for R. Eliezer to warn against the perfunc-

tory performance of prayer, it he himself helped make it such? The

activity of the rabbis, he asserts, could not help degrading prayer into

mere ostentation and hypocrisy i).

Bousset is less categorical. To him the externalisation of prayer,

as a result of fixed forms and periods, is no longer an indisputable matter

of fact, or inevitable. He contents himself with the verdict that such

a result was "not precluded". Indeed, he adds a footnote to the effect

that "at all times other voices made themselves heard, showing that

a spiritual construction of prayer was not dead". Moreover, Bousset

admits that no church had ever escaped externalisation of its prayers,

adding the following significant words: "On the other hand, one must

not underestimate what the regular order of worship and fixed prayers

must have meant to the average religious life, what this saturation and

transfusion of everyday life with the thought of God must have meant

to a whole religious community" ^).

Bousset, in this particular regard, shows more insight than Schiirer,

But they both, as well as their entire school, err in some important

respects. First, it is an error to assume that the minute regulation of

the religious life was in itseK antagonistic to spirituality and inwardness,

or that it necessarily had that effect among the Jews; as if the discipline

of an army or the laws of a country must necessarily suppress patriotism,

or the rigorous training of the sciences destroy love and enthusiasm

for them. Secondly, it is an error to ignore the positive efforts put forth

1) Schiirer, Gesch. d. jiid. R e 1. IP, p. 669 ff.

") Bousset, Religion d. J u d e n i, p. 205 f.
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by Jewish teachers to safeguard the inwardness of the religious life.

The real significance of Judaism has lain in its never losing sight of the

ultimate object of all Keligion, and in its constant effort to maintain

the spiritual character of its institutions and precepts, though its ex-

ponents have held with Newman that "till we have some experience

of the duties of religion, we are incapable of entering duly into the privi-

leges". When some teachers declared that the laws and commandments

were given only for the purpose of purifying and sanctifying Israel^),

they really summed up the perennial attitude of Judaism. It has always

kept up a struggle for the conservation of inwardness. Its teachers have

always insisted, in the words of Isaac Arama, that "what is hidden

under the wings of the Tora is more than its outward expression" ^).

This is the peculiar characteristic of Judaism and the secret of its vita-

lity.

This struggle for inwardness in Judaism is reflected in the history

of the doctrine of Kawwana, a sketch of which I offer. Kawwana is a

thoroughly Jewish doctrine. Both the word and the idea belong to

Judaism. Indeed, there is no one word in any other language — certainly

not in English — connoting all that the term Kawwana embraces*).

It may mean intention, concentration, devotion; it may mean purpose

and the right spirit; it may mean pondering, meditation, and mystery.

The word kawwana connotes all these things, for the reason that it

kept on gathering significance from the religious experience of the Jewish

people. The doctrine of the Kawwana is thoroughly Jewish, and in its

history we catch a glimpse of the struggle for the maintenance of inward-

ness in Judaism.

The word kawwana does not occur in the Bible. In its Aramaic

form ofkawwanuth or kawwantawe meet it in theTargumim*).

But the verb jid is found in the Bible frequently, in different forms,

foreshadowing the various meanings that kawwana eventually assumed.

It is coupled with "heart", "spirit", or "way". It is mostly found in the

1) cf. T^tj' DDN nn c^tj'np onNtj'D and nilio B'-no mponK'2
ntfnp en'? JTiDID NIH ^^X^tS'•> bV MekMlta, Mishpatim 20 (ed. Weiss,

p.l04); cf. ibid. p. 26; Siphre, Waethhanan, end; Wayiqra Rabba, XIII

(mnDH nx mop n'px nnHon unj i6)
") .Tmjwna nudjhd hidjd nnn m'^n ixa j<in sTAqedath

Y i z h a q , (ed. Pollack) V, 151 b.

^) Cf. Steinthal, Z u r B i b e I u. E e 11 g i o n s p h i 1., p. 151.

') Cf. T a r g. J n a t h. , Numb. 35 »», where ni~i^3 is translated

N37 nuiDD, and T a r g. , P s. 7 *, where the words nx" "Tlili'J? DN are expanded
into NB.'iD NWI53 H-iHH VPi~i''^ nn^I? j^N
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Psalms, though not wanting elsewhere. In I Samuel 7, 3 we read:

"If you do return to the Lord with all your heart, then put away the

strange gods, "n ^n odds'? IJidhi and prepare (or direct) your
hearts unto the Lord." In the Psahns we hear of the generation

that prepared not, or set not aright, its heart: id^ jidh i6 (78»),

while the characteristic form m: corresponduig to d^.E' else-

where i), occurs several times, mostly with zh, but also with nn;
in each instance it means right, steadfast, a heart properly attuned ^).

In the later historical books the same verb occurs several times, as a

rule with "heart", but also with "ways", which means practically the

same thing. "Ezra had set his heart to seek the law of the Lord" ^).

The expression is found several times in II Chronicles *), though absent

in parallel passages in Kings. Finally, we find it in Job, with the idea

of prayer: "If thou set thine heart aright -jd'? niJiDn nnx DX, and

stretch out thine hands toward Him" ^); while in Amos, Israel is bidden

"to prepare toward" his "God" *) — to make the proper preparation

for the day of judgment yrhn nxipb psn — a passage regarded by
critics as a later interpolation '). AH in aU, it seems clear that this

use of the word belongs to a later period.

The verse from Job, just cited, prepares us for the idiomatic use

of the word in the Talmud. In the Mishna it occurs ia the form of
j p

and is coupled with "the heart". A question arises with regard to the

Sh'ma. Suppose a man was reading the Tora, and in the course of it

read the Sh'ma. Was the duty of reciting the Sh'ma thus fulfilled? Says

the Mishna: "If he was reading in the Tora the portion containing the

Sh'ma and the time came for the obligatory reciting of the Sh'ma, it

depends upon whether he set his heart upon it; if he did, he has complied

with his duty" ^). )2b "IVD is here used in a twofold sense: first,

he must intend to say the Sh'ma, mere accidental reading not being

sufficient; and second, he must do it with devout concentration. The

latter follows from what is added in the same Mishna: during the reading

1) Of. I. Kings 15, 3—14.

") Psalms 57« 78" 108* 112' 51".

3) Ezra 7".

*) Of. 2 Chron. 12» 19 » 27 « 30".

=) Job 11".

8) Amos 4".

') Of. Marti K n r z,, H.-C, D o d e k a p r o p h., p. 185, cf. T. Y. Meg. 71, where

JIDn is explained as piDDn.

8) Cf. Mishna, B e r a k. II, 1.
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of the Sh'ma interruptions are not permissible. Between the several

sections of the Sh'ma, R. Meier held, a man may greet and return greetings

to one to whom he owes respect, while in the middle of a section he may-

do so for one whom he fears; though R. Jehuda held that in the middle

of a section one could greet from fear and return greetings to one entitled

to respect, while between passages one may greet as a matter of respect

and return greetings to all ^). The object of these minute regulations

was to bring about concentration, and to keep the saying of the Sh'ma

from becoming mechanical. Indeed, this is proven by the general

principle deduced from this Mishna by the Gemara; namely, that

njic mDns nnSD — the fulfillment of religious duties requires ka-

wanna *).

From discussion of this principle in the Gemara, we learn what the

rabbis meant by kawwana. In the first place, it was agreed by aU that

mere accidental reading, such as for the purpose of examining the text,

was not enough; the intention to proclaim the Unity, to take upon

oneself "the Yoke of the Kingdom", must be present in the mind of the

reader. Then, Kawwana included intelligent recital: Rabbi held that

the Sh'ma must be said "as it is written", in Hebrew; but the sages

held that it may be said in any language, because they construed the

word yoB' to mean not only "hear" but also "understand" — "in any

language that you can understand"; they did not agree with Rabbi in

his view, based on vm, that the original words must be repeated *).

Thirdly, the question of sustained devotion was considered. Was it

enough to say with the proper degree of care only the opening words,

or did the entire Sh'ma demand kawwana? R. Eliezer held that the

opening words only required kawwana. But R. Aqiba said: "It is written,

'And these words which I command thee shall be upon thine heart',

whence one must conclude that the whole section requires kawwana."
The later rabbis adopted the view of R. Aqiba, that kawwana means
sustamed devotion throughout the prayer. Finally, the discussion con-

tains a suggestion of the mystic interpretation of the Kawwana, which
came to play an important part in the later kabbalists; namely, intensity

of devotion. Referring to the recital of the opening verse of the Sh'ma,

1) Ibid.

*) T. B. B e r a k. 13 a.

') Cf. ibid.; Mishna, Berak. II, 3, Tosefta, Sot a VII, 7. — For the

superstitious objeetion to the use of Aramaic in prayer on the ground that the
angels did not understand it, see Sota 32 b; cf. Menahem Azariah da Fano,
Asara Maamaroth, ipi ^D QN I, 31.
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Symmachos said: "Whoever lingers on the word e h a d , his days und
years will be prolonged". R. Aha bar Jacob laid special stress on the
last letter of e h a d , which R. Ashi approved, provided the n is not
slurred. R. Jeremiah, we are told, sat before Rabbi, and when the latter

heard hun recite the Sh'ma and dweU with unusual length and emphasis
on the e h a d , he remarked: "As soon as you have apprehended His
kingship above and below and in the four directions of heaven, you need
donomore!"!) Was it rebuke or instruction? At any rate, it offers

a gUmpse of another aspect of the idea of kawwana and of a later stage

of its evolution: intense pondering of the words of prayer and of their

mystic content ^). In the course of time, however, kawwana came to

designate devotional temper in the best and purest form. "Be careful",

said R. Simeon b. Nethanel, "in the reading of the Sh'ma and in prayer,

and when thou prayest, make not thy prayer a fixed task, but a real

yearning and suppUcation before the Lord" *). "'Take with you words

and return to the Lord' (Ho sea XIV, 3): the Lord said to Israel:

My children, I ask of you neither whole offerings nor sin offerings, but

that you should please me with prayer, supplication, and devotion of

the heart (j^n HJHd). And are empty words enough? It says:

'Thou art not a God that hath pleasure in wickedness, neither shall

evil dweU with Thee' (Psalms V, 5): this means confession, supphcation,

and tears" *). It is this conception of prayer that made the taJmudic

») T. B. Ber. 13b; cf. T. Y. Bar. 4a; also Rashi's explanation of the Sh'ma

(ad Dt. IV*). On overdoing the praise of God (n"2pn btt' IDDtt'D ~IDDOn
na inV) cf. M e g. 18 a.

«) E. Hiyya's declaration n^'JIlSN N^ ''CV ]D NJN (Y. Ber. 6a) has caused

many explanations. Cf., e. g., Aqedath Yizhaq, III 17 a; Asara Maama-
roth, in bD QN, I, 30.

') A b o t h II, 18; cf. Mishnah, Ber. IV, 4. The fixed prayers were not

intended to suppress private prayers. The latter were common among the Talmudists.

(Cf. T. B. Ber. 17a, 28b. Also: B'^d'? N'?tf B'n'?2 nbsjn UpH .10 ''JSD

niiDJ? ilSiy nx Sota 32b.) The question was only as to where they might be

inserted at pubhc worship. The general principle is laid down in the Tosefta:

D^niDD Dli W ""IT"! "IID: "After the TefiUah one may say private prayers

of any length, even as long as the confession of the Day of Atonement" (Cf.

Elbogen, Studienz. Gesch. d. jiid. Gottesdienstes, p. 41). Prayers

^or special needs could be inserted at the appropriate places of the Tefillah (cf.

Abodah Zara 7b, 8a; T. Y. Ber. 8b).

*)Pesiqta Rabbathi, chap. 83 (ed. Friedmann, p. 198b); cf. Midr.

Tehillim, Ps. 108.
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teachers call prayer "service within the heart" (a^Dtt* miDi;) ^), aid

to destignate devotion in prayer ('lyyun Tefillah) as one of the

most meritorious acts ^).

The principle that "fulfilment of the duties requires kawwana" is

applied in the Talmud not only to prayer, but also to other religious

duties *). On the whole, "a man should see to it that his eyes, ears, and

heart are set (qiJIIDO) upon the words of the Tora. For thus the

Lord says to Ezekiel: 'Son of man, mark weU, and behold with thine

eyes, and hear with thine ears, and set thine heart upon all that I say

unto thee concerning the ordinances of the house of the Lord.' If in the

case of the sanctuary that could be seen and measured, concentration

of eye, ear, and heart was necessary, how much more so in the case of

the words of the Tora, which are as fine as mountains hanging on

a hair" *).

Li the philosophic literature kawwana came to signify pure devotion.

The Jewish philosophers assigned to prayer an important place in the

religious life, but they laid stress on the right mood and preparation.

Saadya names seven causes that vitiate prayer, and none of them is

ceremonial. They are as follows: (1) If a man prays "after the decree

has been fixed"
; (2) if one prays without devotion (kawwana), like those

of whom it is said, "A generation that hath not set its heart aright

(l^'p pDn {<b) and whose spirit is not in accord with God (riN Hiax: nb

bay ^); (3) if one's heart is averse to the Tora; (4) if one is deaf to

the cry of the poor; (5) if one appropriates other people's money;

(6) if one prays in a state of moral impurity, and (7) if one is guilty of

many sins and prays without a sense of penitence ^). Where these

causes obtain, Saadya maintaias, prayer is ineffectual, and the sole

object of his work was to purify the hearts and to teach the people how
to put kawwana into the exercise of their religious duties ').

This object is even more patent in a work that appeared about

fifty years after the Gaon's death. Bahya's Hobothha-Lebaboth

1) T. B. Taanith 2a; cf Meg. 20a, Sota 6a.

«) T. B. Sab. 127a; cf. Low, Ges. Schr., II p. 74, IV p. 267f£.

») Of. T. B. Erubin95b, Pesah. 114b, Meg. 17a, R-H. 28b; Mishna
R. H. III. — Low, Ges. Schr. IV p. 277 ff.

«) Cf. S i f r e , D t. § 335 (ed. Friedmann, p. 140 b). — The talmudie ideas

on Kawwana were incorporated in the earliest Jewish prayer book, Siddur R.

Amram (cf. ed. Warsaw, p. 6—7).

^) Psalm 788; cf. also verse 37.

«) Of. Emunoth We-Deoth V, 6.

') Ibid, closing paragraph.
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may be called a book for the diffusion of kawwana. The author, who

combined learning with piety and eloquence, divulges the motive of

his book. It struck him as peculiar, he says, that whereas there were

books on various phases of Judaism — on Torah und Talmud, exegetical

and grammatical, philosophic and apologetic, commentaries and com-

pendia — one kind of book was wanting, namely, a systematic presen-

tation of the ethical and spiritual side of religion, of its inner sense and

purpose. This was the more strange since the Scriptures and the Tabnud

lay such stress on the value of the latter. "Keligious duties", says Bahya,

summing up his citations from traditional literature, "in which organs

of the body are engaged are made complete only by the desire of the

heart and the craving of the soul. Their performance must proceed

from the heart's desire. But if it entered one's mind that the heart need

not care for the service of God, and need really have no desire for it,

the obligation of performance would cease, seeing that no religious per-

formance has any value unless it expresses an inner desire. It were vain

to suppose that the Lord would place certain duties on the members

of our body and overlook our heart and soul, which are the best part

of our person." By numerous examples, Bahya shows that this view

is held in Bible and Talmud, and that the foundation and pillars of all

religious performance rest in "the inner intentions of the heart" — in

the kawwanoth — and that systematic knowledge of the duties of the

heart should therefore precede that of the outward performances. "If

there is a blemish in the kawwana", he writes, "the performance is use-

less". Moreover, "the duties of the heart are endless, whereas those

of the body are limited. It is of the former that the Psalmist thinks

when he says, 'I have seen a limit to every perfection, but Thy command-

ment is exceeding broad'" ^).

For the spiritual awakening and education of his contemporaries

Bahya' s work was intended. Its emphasis is altogether on the superi-

ority of inner devotion to outward performance, of the heart to the

body. It is a laudation of kawwana. This is true particularly of the

fine chapter on Heshbon ha-Nephesh (Account of the Soul).

Bahya enumerates no less than thirty points that a man must consider

for the purpose of stimulating his spiritual life. Prayer is particularly

important. "Man", he maintains, "should keep account with his soul

regarding the various acts of Divine service, and he should bring td

them as large a measure of careful attention as to the service of his king.

1) P s a 1 m 119 »^ — Cf . A q e d a t h Y i z h a q , loc. cit.
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Were he to receive a commission from the latter, whether it involved

exertion of the body or mind, he certainly would put all his heart, in-

telligence, and skill into its execution. And if he undertook to thank

him for his favors, in prose or in verse, in person or in writing, he cer-

tainly would strive to employ the choicest diction at his command.

If there were any way of demonstrating his gratitude, by means of his

outward or inward parts, he would leave nothing undone. All this a

man would do for one who is, after all, a frail and short-lived mortal.

Ought he not to employ similar means in the service of God, if he engages

in any part of it at all ? For all acts of Divine service belong to one or

the other of these three classes: first, those that are solely duties of the

heart; second, those that require both the heart and the body, as prayer,

study of the Tora, acquisition of wisdom, pursuit of the good; and, third,

those the performance of which requires the body alone, where the heart

does not enter save at the start, in that it is understood that their general

aim (kawwana) is toward God, such as the ceremonies of the booth,

the fringes, the lulabh, the mezuza, observance of Sabbath and holy

days, and almsgiving, in which it does not detract from the performance

if one's mind is occupied with other matters. But when the duties of

the heart are involved, it is necessary to turn one's heart away from all

thoughts and cares of the world and to direct it all toward God alone

for the time being; as is related of a certain ascetic who in his prayer

was wont to say: '0 my God, my sorrows for Thee drive from my heart

every other sorrow, and my cares for Thee remove every other care

from my soul
!

' Thus alone wiU the Lord accept his deeds, as the sages

have said, 'The precepts require kawwana'. If a man is engaged in any

of the duties requiring employment of both heart and body, like prayer,

he should free his body from all occupations appertaining to this world

or the next, and his mind from aU thoughts that might separate him

from the subject of prayer, and having removed every sort of physical

impurity, he should set his heart upon Him whom he would address in

his prayer, and upon what he seeks in it, and how he means to speak

to his Maker — in a word, upon the words and contents of his prayer.

Moreover, he should realize that the words of the prayer are but as a

shell, while the inner sense is the kernel, the prayer is the body, and

the sense is the spirit, and if a man prays with his tongue only, while

his heart is busy with other matters, his prayer will be as a body without

a spirit, a shell without a kernel, seeing that his body is taking part in

the prayer, while the heart is missing. Such a man is like the subject

who was visited by his master and who bade his wife and household
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show honor to his guest and care for his comfort. He himself, however,
left the house and followed his pleasures and pastimes, doing nothing
for his guest. As a result, the master grew angry, declined his service

and homage, and threw it all into his face. SimUarly, if a man prays,
and his heart and inmost thoughts are devoid of the subject of his prayer,

the Lord will not receive the mere bodily performance, the motion of

his Ups. Our closing prayer is: 'May the utterances of my lips and the
meditations of my heart find favor before Thee I' But if a man, while

praying, has had his mind on worldly themes, and then winds up his

prayer with 'the meditations ofmy heart', it is sheer shame and hypocrisy:
he asserts what is not true. Therefore, the sages have said. Let a man
examine his mood: if he can concentrate his heart, let him pray; if he
cannot, let him not pray. This is what K. Eleazar meant, when, before

dying, he left this as one of his injunctions to his disciples: When you
pray, know before whom you are praying; and what Amos meant when
he said. Equip thyself with devotion toward thy God, Israel; and
what the sages meant when they warned us against making prayer a

mere perfunctory act; and what Jonah meant when he said. When my
soul fainted within me, I remembered the Lord; and what the author

of Lamentations meant in saying, Let us raise our heart with our hands

unto God in heaven!"

"It is fit, my brother", adds Bahya, "that thou shouldst know
that by devotion in prayer we mean nothing save the yearning of the

soul for God; it is an expression of our humility before Him, of our praise

and thanksgiving, and of our dependence upon Him. And since it would

be hard for the soul, without help and guidance, to find the proper form

of expression for aU these emotions while praying, our sages have written

down those prayers which the majority of the various classes of people

are likely to want; so that they might approach their Maker with words

fit to express their emotions. This is the object of the regular forms

of prayer fixed by the sages of the past. On the one hand, the mind

being liable to distraction, the average person may be unable to find

fit words for his prayers; on the other, the soul naturally follows the

spoken word, and is apt to be stimulated by right speech into the right

direction. Withal, prayer consists of words and ideas: the words require

the idea, but the idea would require no words, if it were possible to

order it aright in the heart, wliich is the root of our intention (kawwana)

and our main object" ^).

^)Hoboth ha-Lebaboth, chap, on Heshbon ha-Nephesh.
For a similar modem Christian defence of stated times and fixed forms of prayer, cf

John Henry Newman, Parochial Sermons, vol. I, sermons XIX and XX.
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What is true of prayer, Bahya insists, is true of the other religious

duties, including the ceremonies: the performance of each and every

one of them should be preceded by the proper kawwana. "The main

thing, my brother", he says, "is purity of soul and devotion of heart.

Better is a little that contains the heart than much that is devoid of

it. Compliance with a religious duty should be attended by joy and

delight ia the Lord and knowledge of Him, and by a desire for His favor

and rejoicing in His Law and love for those that fear Him. Try above

aU to purify thy deeds, no matter how few they may be, for the little

that is pure is much, and the much that is impure is little, and of no

avail" ^).

The striking thing in Bahya' s teaching is his denial of aU value to

the outward acts of religion, if devoid of kawwana. Lacking the proper

intention and inner sense, they might as well be left undone. In this

view, it has been suggested, he may have been influenced by the Siifi

mystics ^). Judah ha-Levi does not go quite as far as Bahya in regard

to the ceremonies, but his appraisal of kawwana and of the element of

joy in the religious life is no less pronounced *). In the Book of the Kuzaii

he often dwells on the spiritual prerequisites and the inner appreciation

of prayer. In the third part we find a vivid description of the place

of prayer in the life of the devout man (h a s i d). The preparation for

prayer lies in that mastery of one's desires and faculties which is the

essence of the ethical life. The hasid must be like a prince: he must have

fuU control over his realm. He must be undisputed master of aU his

powers, leanings, and appetites. Every organ and faculty must be trained

to do his bidding for the common good of mind and body. When aU

these organs and faculties have received what training and indulgence

properly belong to them, the hasid calls them together as a masterly

prince summons his army, in order that by their aid he might reach that

divine degree which is above the intellect. He arranges his community

in the same manner as Moses ordered his people round Mount Sinai.

He bids his wUl-power receive obediently every command issued by

him, and to carry it out at once. He makes his faculties and organs do

1) I b i d. "On the Love of God", VI.

2) Of. J. E., vol. II, p. 454. On Bahya's relation to Mahometan writers, cf. Yahuda,
P r 1 e g m e n a , p. 7 f

. For mystic thoughts similar to those of Bahya, cf. Nicholson,

The Kashf AI-Matijiib, the oldest Persian treatise on Siiftiism (London 1911), parti-

cularly pp. 300 ff., 329, 373.

») His aim is to harmonise kawwana and ma'ase, to correlate devotion and deed,

believing as he does in the equal importance of both.
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his bidding without demur, forbids them evil inclinations of mind or

fancy, forbids them to listen to, or believe in, them, until he has taken

counsel with his reason. He directs the organs of thought and imagination,

banishing all wordly ideas, and he charges his imagination to produce,

with the assistance of memory, the most splendid pictures possible, in

order to resemble the divine tldngs sought after, such as the picture of

Israel at Mount Sinai, Abraham and Isaac on Mount Moriah, the Taber-

nacle of Moses, the Temple service, and the Presence of the Divine Glory

in the Temple, and suchlike. He charges his memory to retain aU these

images, and restrains thought, imagination, and passion from interfering.

After all this preparation, his wiU-power causes all his organs to serve

him with zest, skill, and joy, ready to stand, kneel, or sit at the proper

time. His eyes will look as does a servant at his master, the hands rest

from their labor, not being folded one in the other, the legs stand straight:

in a word, all the members show themselves eager to do the will of their

captain no matter what the trouble or discomfort. Finally, his tongue

will harmonise with his thought, and utter nothing else, and his prayer

will not be a mere matter of mechanical habit, Kke a raven or parrot,

but each word wiU contain thought and devotion — kawwana. Such

hours of prayer the hasid will regard as the heart and fruit of his time,

the rest of his time being like so many paths leading up to it. He will

long for such occasions of approach to God, for then he resembles most

the spiritual beings, and is farthest removed from animality. The fruit

of his day and night are the three periods of prayer, and the fruit of

the week is the Sabbath, because it gives him the power of attaching

himself to the Divine degree, and his service is one of joy and not of

bondage.

Prayer of this nature is the food of the soul. It does for the soul

what meat does for the body: it sustains and strengthens it. Its periodic

recurrence serves to keep the soul bright, pure, and strong, and protects

it against the perils and coarsening influences of everyday toil and amuse-

ments. But, above aU, Judah ha-Levi accentuates the need of joy in

prayer. For, the value of Divine praise is according to the joy that goes

with it, and it is a duty while praying to put aside everything that might

impair the spirit of serenity and joy. By proper preparation and appre-

ciation of the inner significance of the prayers, their real enjoyment is

obtained, just as other pleasures are enhanced by suitable preparation.

Kawwana doubles the delight of prayer. As a man in a drunken stupor

cannot truly enjoy the pleasures offered him, so a man can derive but

little joy and satisfaction from religious acts unaccompanied by spiritual
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understanding. Such enjoyments are not human, but brutish. There-

fore, the hasid should take to heart the idea of each prayer, and try to

realize its kawwana — what it contains and implies. For instance, when

he says the rnixon "1S1\ he should think of the order of the

world, of the great planets and their uses, and that none the less they

are but as little worms in the eyes of thek Creator, and that we consider

them so great because of their usefulness. But he should reflect at the

same time that God's greatness is just as manifest in the ant and the

bee as in the sun and stars, if not more so, because of their delicacy.

Thus, in saying the various other blessings, the hasid should try to

realize their inner contents and the religious obligations that spring

from them. ''Whoever has completed all the prayers with perfect kawwana,

is a true Israelite, and may justly hope to be joined to the Divine idea

which clings to Israel more than all other peoples, and to stand before

the Shekhina." It is for this reason, Ha-Levi adds, that there are not

any more prayers about the hereafter in our liturgy, a deficiency some

are prone to criticise. "Whoever prays for communion with the Divine

Light while living, prays for something greater than the hereafter, and

if he obtains that he wiU secure the hereafter. For whoever has fused his

soul into the Divine Idea whUe it was yet subject to the defects and ills

of the body, will surely realize that relation when his soul has become

independent and free" ^).

Ha-Levi reverts time and again to the idea of joy, freedom, and

kawwana as the highest qualities of the religious life. In the fifth chapter

of the Kuzari, the Haber expresses his resolve to go to the Holy Land.

The Kuzari questions the advisability and need of such a journey. "The

Shekhina", he says, "is no longer found in the Holy Land, and proximity

to God may be felt anywhere by the aid of a pure heart and strong desire.

Why, then, undergo the perils of land and sea in order to go to Palestine?"

But the Haber rejoins: "Only the visible Shekhina is missing in Palestine;

that is vouchsafed only to a prophet, or to the common people in a speci-

ally favored place. But the invisible spiritual Shekhina is with every

born Israelite and every follower of the true religion, whose deeds are

clean, heart pure, and soul undefiled. The superiority of Palestine is

due to the fact that is was particularly dedicated to the God of Israel,

and the religious life cannot be made perfect elsewhere, as many com-

mandments do not apply to those living outside the Holy Land. It

serves as incentive to purification of heart and perfection of soul, especi-

1) Cf. Kuzari III, 20.
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ally to one come from afax; therefore, a man should try to go there, no
matter what the risk and cost." When the Kuzari thereupon remarks
that this simply shows that the Haber cares nothing for freedom, seeing

that he is eager to increase the burden of his religious duties, the Haber
replies: "What I seek is freedom from servitude to the crowd, whose

favor I cannot obtain, no matter how hard I try, and which if I did

secure, would be of but little use. Therefore, I seek the service of another,

whose favor can be easily won and is valuable both in this world and

the next, namely, the favor of God. His service is true freedom, and
abasement before Him is true honor" i). Still the Kuzari objects. If

the Haber really believes all this, he says, and is earnest in the quest

of the Divine favor, the Lord knows what is in his heart, and that is all

He desires: Eahmana libba ba'i — "the Merciful One desires

the heart" *). He knows the hidden thoughts, and takes account of

and reveals the secret things. Why then should one undergo hardship

and peril in order to give outward expression to what is in one's heart?

Whereupon the Haber: "AH this is true where it is impossible to carry

one's thoughts into effect. But man stands between his desires and

deeds, and is guilty of neglect if he does not try to earn the reward for

the good and proper deed. As in the case of the trumpets it is said. Ye

shall blow with your trumpets that they may be to you for a memorial

before the Lord your God '), though, of course, the Lord requires no

reminder or arousing, save that human deeds must be perfected by

doing, so a prayer must be uttered in order to render contemplation

effectual. Only when deed and intent — ma'ase and kawwana — per-

fect each other, they bring on reward. But where deed lacks kawwana,

or kawwana lacks deed, all value is lost *). Only where the complete

achievement lies beyond a man's power and utmost effort, the existence

of kawwana, attended by confession of failure, wiU be of some use" ^).

») Cf. S n h. 106 b, where the reading is i]13 Nai^ n"20n, but the saying

became popular in the form given in the text.

') N u m b e r s 10 1».

*) n^ynn iDxn n^vo Tib:: non in hjid '''vbj r\v:fVf^r\ n^n dni
.

«) Kuzari, V, 23. Cf. Sepher Hasidim: blD"" DnHV/ mSD 12T ^2

nwvb 2Wn'> nJtJ'C IT" pNty ~i31 boi n^V nwvb (Ed. WistenetzM, p. 6).

Also, the lines of Browning's Rabbi Ben Ezra:

"Thoughts hardly to be packed

Into a narrow act,

Fancies that brolie through language

and escaped;
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Maimonides was born about five yeairs after the death of Ha-Levi.

Though his name is associated with the systematic presentation of tal-

mudic laws and precepte, his chief aim, as he affirms repeatedly, was

to advance the spiritual and ethical life of his people. This is accentuated

particularly in the remarkable fitty-ficrst chapter of the third part of

his "More". "Let it be your purpose (kawwana)", he adjures his dis-

ciple, "to multiply those periods in which you enter into union with the

Creator and to decrease the periods in which you are occupied with

other affairs; in this admonition is contained the entire purpose of this

work". He regarded those moments as most precious when a man is

alone and, free from cares and interruptions (of which, alas! he himself

had many), has the opportunity of meditating on divine themes and

acquiring not only love but passion for God. Knowledge of God means

apprehension of Him, and that is conducive to intense love for Him,

That is why he would have so much attention paid to right knowledge,

rational knowledge, not the mere offspring of fancy. The fulfilment of

religious precepts, such as reading of the Tora, has but one object, namely,

to accustom us to occupy ourselves with divine themes and free us from

the anxieties of the world. "For then we hold, as it were, undisturbed

converse with God. If, however, we pray with motion of our lips and

our faces to the wall, but really think of our business, or if we recite the

Tora with our tongue, while our heart is occupied with the building of

our house, and so forth, we are like those of whom the Prophet has said.

Thou art near in their mouth, but far from their heart". Kawwana is

the one thing needful. It is proper to attend to your worldly affairs and

bodily wants; but what time you are engaged in religious acts do not

burden your mind with aught else. Only thus can we get into the pre-

sence of the King. Indeed, absence of kawwanuth ha-leb,
"devoutness of the heart", is one of the five things that he names else-

where as thwarting the efficacy of prayer. A prayer without kawwana

is no prayer. If a man has said his prayer without kawwana, he must

say it over with kawwana. If his mind is perturbed and his heart worried,

he must not pray until he has become calm. H he has just returned

from a trip and is tired or in pain, he should not pray until he has re-

gained quiet. The sages have said, Let one wait three days, if necessary,

in order to recover composure, and then pray ^). What is meant by Kaw-

AU I could never be,

All men ignored in me,

This, I was worth to God, whose wheel

the pitcher shaped."

») Cf. T. B. Erub. 66a.
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wana? It means to empty one's heart of every other care and regard

oneself as standing before the Shekhina. Therefore, it is proper to com-
pose oneself for a while before prayer, in order to prepare one's heart,

and then pray in a spirit of serenity and supplication. Nor should one

treat one's prayer as it were a load one has carried and thrown off and
gone. It is well to tarry a while after prayer, and then depart. The
saints of old used to wait an hour before, and tarry an hour after, prayer,

and devote one hour to the praying. A drunken person may not say

his prayers, because he is incapable of kawwana; his prayer is an abomi-

nation. Nor should one rush into prayer out of the midst of levity,

frivolity, or a quarrel, or while in an angry mood, and not even while

the mind is burdened with some hard talmudic subject. Keligious con-

templation should precede prayer. WhUe in a place of danger, the time

of prayer having arrived, a man should say but one short prayer i),

and delay the regular service until the danger is past. Similarly, a sick

man, or one hungry or thursty, should pray only if able to address Ms
heart with proper devotion 2).

A German contemporary of Maimonides, E. Judah he-Hasid, wrote

the popular ethical work, Sepher Hasidim. It was designed, as the author

tells us, for the people, more especially the unlearned. There were many

great scholars in his day, who were devoting their learning to endless

talmudic discussions. But on the other hand, there were many a person

eager to live the religious life, if they knew what they had to do ; and for

their benefit he wrote his book'). While he touches on the various

phases of the moral and religious life, he frequently dweUs on prayer,

and particularly on the place of devotion ia prayer. Much of what his

predecessors had said on the subject, we again find in his pages, but

always in a fresh and original way, and illustrated with instances from

the homely life of his time. He insists on reverence as the beginning

of prayer. Composure comes next. One should not rush through prayer

as if one were glad to have it over, but one should prolong every letter,

1) The prayer proposed is so beautiful that I quote it here: '?N"ltJ'"i I'D]! "'DIS

nD nnxi -na b^b pm )ynhi< 'n "i^jebD pan ^n^ map any-ii c^Dna

n'jsn j;^^ 'n nnN in3 ntfy yi^v:^ ^mm n-nono i-i n-im nvj b^b^ inoins

"The needs of Thy people Israel are many, and their mind is anxious; may it be Thy

will, Lord our God, to grant to each one his sustenance and to every being according

to its want, and do what is good in Thine eyes: blessed be Thou who hearest prayer"

(Berak. 29b).

2)Mishne Tora, Hilk. Tef. IV—V.
s) Sepher Hasidim, ed. Wistenetski, pp. 1, 27.

7Kohler- Volume.
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in order to put kawwana into the heart with every word uttered i).

H one is eager to put real kawwana into the divine service, one should

pause both before and after saying every prayer, in order to set one's

heart upon the Holy One ^). Pure diction and a pleasant voice, also,

one should cultivate in prayer. Both are important. No less is decorum.

If one wishes to pray for some special need, one should not dwell on

it to the exclusion or detriment of the general prayers and praises: prayer

should not be made selfish, nor the spirit of devotion spoiled by absorp-

tion in otie's momentary need ^). The whole service should be suffused

equally with kawwana. Pray with kawwana. Refrain from conversation

before the hour of prayer, but engage in meditation that wiU fill the

heart with humility. It is the foundation of prayer. If you realize that

you have said part of the service without kawwana, return to the be-

ginning; else, it is like putting up a building on a bad foundation*).

Be not content with recital of the fixed prayers. After every benediction

add some personal supplication; thus the heart is brought the more

genuinely into the service. If you can add nothing of your own, find

some pleasing melody, and say your prayers to whatever melody you

like best: supplications in a melody that makes the heart weep, and

praise in one that wiU make it sing; thus you will be fiUed with love

and joy for Him that sees your heart. Praise Him with a large love

and joy^). Singing both expresses and augments prayer. "There is

nothing that is so certain to bring a man to love his Creator and to

rejoice in that love as lifting his voice in song *). If one is praying and

hears some singing that disturbs his devotion, let him say his prayer

to that melody, and not be confused '). Moreover, if a God-fearing man

or a woman has come to you who does not know the Hebrew language,

tell him or her to learn the prayers in the language that they under-

stand, for prayer lies only in the understanding of the heart. "Prayer

1) Of. i b i d. pp. 7, 8, 131.

2) Of. i b i d. p. 392.

») Of. ibid. p. 129.

*) Cf. i b i d. p. 386; cf. also p. 84. ]1iJ-l "iSIU ^''DtJ'D b'pBnDl njJJnDiT ^D

VDiiJ QiDt^' "ID-1U31 -ins ma3 poium n^v ms d: bx-itf^ ""^lisi o'ov
DnnX 'T" bv )b Wyi "Whoever afflicts himself and prays for the sp,ke of the wiU

of Heaven and the needs of Israel, his will also will be done, and whoever occupies

himself with the needs of the community and the needs of Heaven, others will supply

his wants."

«) Ibid. p. 9. n^iji riDm nsn^ inDiam
«) Ibid. p. 9, p. 389.

') I b i d. p. 131.
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depends on the heart: if the heart is good, one's prayer will be accepted;

such prayer is pure" i). Not outward signs of devotion count, but those

within. Some people are in the habit of closing their eyes while praying.

That is unnecessary. Let the eyes look downward and the heart up-

ward. During the recital of special supplications it may be weU to foUow

the old example of covering the face, and it may be well to close the

eyes in moments of particular devotion: but it is not natural for the

human hear to tcontinue in devotion if the eyes axe shut for any length

of time. Only for short prayers the eyes may be closed. Besides, a man
praying for a long period with closed eyes may become the object of

merriment and mockery; which should be avoided by all means ^). What
is necessary during prayer, is quiet and equipoise: where there is too

much storm and heat, as Elijah learnt, God is not present, the Shekhina

wiU be found passing by such a prayer *). In a word, "whatever a man
can do for the improvement of kawwana, let him do; for everything is

according to the heart of man" *). It is the beginning and the end of the

religious life. Reverence befits prayer, and the splendor of supplication

is kawwana, and the crown of benediction is love, and the diadem of

wisdom is humility, and the result of humility is fear of God" *).

Out of such popular preaching of the spirit of kawwana, no doubt,

sprang the adage: noB'J '>b'2 P)UD nJ13 N^a rh'^BVi "Prayer without

kawwana is like a body without a soul", which is found in works of the

14th and 15th centuries*), but is probably of earlier origin and

likely to have emanated from the school of R. Judah he-Hasid'').

Judah he-Hasid died in 1217. It was toward the end of that century

that Moses de Leon published the Zohar. No matter how the question

of the unity of the Sepher Hasidim be decided, whether it all came from

the hand of R. Judah or no, it is certain that it contains passages that

differ from the plain and direct spirituality usual in it and suggest the

more complex and cryptic mysticism of the school of the Zohar. This

1) I b i d. p. 389. m'piDn UOD I'pDpi 31£0 S^H ON mbn 3^3 n^'SHn

n3i mbism.
") I b i d. p. 387.

3) Ibid. p. 131.

«) I b i d. p. 387 f. mNH 3^ izh bsH
«) I b i d. p. 9. n3n3n mtsyi njii33 njinnn -inni t<"iio nb^sn^ hinj

"n nxTi nijy 3pyi ni:j? nosnn nn3i nnn
«) Of. Aiama Aqedath Yizhaq, III 13 a; Da Fano, Asara Ma'ama-

roth, jn "Ipn ^DNa III, 14 (p. 62 f.); Aaron b. Elijah, Gan Eden, p. 70a.

') The exact equivalent of this saying in Arabic literature has not yet been

found. (Cf. Im. Low, in Magyar -Zsidfi Szemle, 1887, p. 606, and Schieiner,

ibid. 1888, p. 337 ff.)

7*
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is displayed particulaxly in the exploitation of the idea of Kawwana.

A suggestion of it we have seen in the commendation of singing as an

aid to kawwana, and of the silent contemplation of the Deity before

and after the benedictions. But the Sepher Hasidim goes farther. We

iind in it, also, the interpretation of kawwana as a meditation on the

mysterious correspondence existing between the lower and the higher

regions, between Man and the Deity, a favorite idea of the Zohar. The

essence of this idea is that every object on earth has its correlate in

heaven 1), and that by the doing of religious acts man affects in one

way or another the celestial dominion ^), and that the purpose of kawwana

is, therefore, to realize by means of concentration the mystery of these

correspondences, influences, and effects. According to the Sepher Hasidim,

for example, the kohanim reciting the priestly benediction should close

their eyes, because when the Temple existed they pronounced the in-

effable Name, to which their present act corresponds. As the Shekhina

rests upon their eyes, it is iit that they should close them ^). There is

a difference between this notion and the teaching of Maimonides that

while engaged in the blessing, the priests should not look at the people,

but downward, in order to avoid distraction*). Moreover, the Sepher

Hasidim holds that when a man prays the Shekhina is opposite him,

and though the Psalmist says, I have set the Lord always before me,

he should direct his mind toward heaven, for he knows not where the

sanctuary is, and should assume that the Divine Glory is opposite him

within four cubits audits acme above in heaven. As when a man addresses

a gipt, he looks at the head of the giant and not his body, so, while

praying, though the Creator is everywhere, he should raise heart and

soul toward heaven. If he faces east, he should imagine the Shekhina

before him, facing west, and similarly if he stands before the ark, or if

the Torah is held up; and he should address his mind accordingly^).

We have here the beginning of what the idea of kawwana came

to signify in the Zohar and the later mystics of the school of Lurya *).

With them it means not mere devotion, in the ethical and spiritual sense;

but rather appreciation of the mystic value of religious acts, and parti-

1) Cf. nbyo b\i; bjTl njjb piDO ntOO bU' ^D^T Tanhuma, Pequde.
') ipB'-ipnni K"iD Nnnb nvi^np n^N if? nbi< xbij;'? nrfnp n^b xm

'PwS-lB''' ija -jin3 (Zohar II, 133 a).

') Sepher Hasidim, p. 388.

«) Cf. M i s h n e T o r a , H i 1 k. T e f i I. XIV, 7.

=)Clf. SepherHasid.p. 387.

«) Cf. Bloch, Die KabbalahaufihremHohepunkt.p. 42.
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»

cularly of prayer, ecstatic contemplation of the cosmic mysteries, ab-

sorption in the occult significance of every rUigious duty and practice,

and more especially concentration on the mystic value of the Divine

Names. One of the cardinal commandments, according to the Zohar,

is to realize that there is a God, who is ahnighty and lord of the universe,

and to proclaim His name every day in the six directions, and to unify it

by reciting the sixwords of the Sh'ma. Moreover, in pronouncing the Sh'ma,

one must make manifest one's resolve (kawwana) to accomplish the will

of heaven. In reciting the Sh'ma, one should stress especially the ehad,
by dwelling on it as long as it would ordinarily take to pronounce

the six words, and thus testify to the unity of the six points of heaven.

Nor is this all. The hidden meaning of the Sh'ma, as well as of all

drayers said with perfect concentration, is expounded elsewhere in the

Zohar. It is the means of nothing less than the bringing about in heaven

of the union of the Master and the Matrona, and unifying the cosmos

at the same time. When the Sh'ma is recited by man with a perfect

will, a light issues from the hidden places of the celestial regions and

causes the primordial light to divide into seventy separate lights, which

descend upon the seventy branches of the Tree of Life and cause them

to give forth sweet perfumes, which prepare the Matrona for entrance

into the presence of the Master. This is the great moment of union for

all the legions of heaven, and here below the Unity is likewise pro-

claimed. Immedaitely after that, the "Blessed be the Name of the Glory

of His Kingdom" is pronounced in a low voice, to correspond to the

soft voice of the Matrona at this blissful moment, and also in order to

keep away from the celestial couple all hostile spirits: "No stranger shall

meddle with His joy" (Proverbs XIV, 10). But in days to come,

when evil spirits shall be no more, the proclamation of the mystery of

the Union shall be made before the Ancient of Days by everybody with-

out the least fear. These moments of joyous union above, are the most

propitious times for human supplication. Thus, even now man is in the

happy position by his acts and prayers to briug about temporarily the

union of the Master and the Matrona. But in days to come, it will be

permanent ^).

1) Z o h a r II, 133 b ff., 200 b. — Cf. S e p h e r H a - B a h i r : lyii iHCii

niB'non mnsn aipoB' •jso n^s? py (ed. wiina i833, p. 22) nya'3D

iTDpn'? m3nno nbyoba' nmnn notr'? mm noi"? dink' (ibid. p. 38).

n"2pn b^ inonN nm; - Also, Dipo h^ uisn piriy bNiB'^B' jai b
ns rtt'ipo mpa W ij;!J"i; o'^^tv p^ts' joi hji nbvD bw miD^D riD pD^oiD

miD3 b^ (Mi dr. Ekha, I.) The mystic idea of "correspondences" in Judaism

goes back to talmudic literature; a complete presentation of it would be interesting.
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,

In order, however, that a prayer might reach heaven and pass

unscathed the celestial portals, it must be formulated in accordance with

circumstances. Thus only will it succeed in conciliating the Master and

produce the perfect unification. Such power belongs only to those pos-

sessing the secrets of the kawwanoth. That is where the power of Moses

lay: he knew how to fashion his prayers according to the needs of the

case; at times they were long and again they were short. The same

was true of Abraham, who understood the mystery of prayer, who had

been shown the inner secrets of the mansions of the Supernal King.

There are seven such holy mansions, and they are provided with gates

through which are allowed to enter the prayers of those who know how to

conciliate the Master, and to effect His unity in perfection, who know

how to fasten the universal bonds, how to bring about union of spirit

with spirit, of the spirit of the world above with the spirit of the world

below, and of them the Scripture says: OLord, they have sought Thee in

time of distress, and through affliction they have learnt to pray to Thee

in humility id"? -jnoiD ]Vrh ]'\p)i "jnps -)S3' n (Isaiah XXVI, 16).

Happy the righteous who know how to conciliate the Master, and how

to nullify evil decrees, and cause the Shekhina to dwell in the world,

who know how to order the praises of the Master aright and to ex-

press their prayers properly i).

In a similar sense the idea of kawwana was extended by the Zohar

and its disciples to the entire religious life. Kawwana came to mean

appreciation of the esoteric significance of reUgious acts; and religion

was turned into a quest for these kawwanoth, an absorption in such

mystic Intentions. Everything had its kawwana: benedictions, study,

holy seasons and fasts; indeed, every incident of life. Take, for instance,

study of the Tora and prayer at night. The rabbis from of yore had

commended such nocturnal piety, at first no doubt as a mere matter

of special ardor ^). But, according to the Zohar, at the midnight hour,

when the north wind blows, the Holy One blessed be He comes to amuse

Himself with the righteous in Paradise, and both He and the righteous

in the Garden listen attentively to the words falling from the lips of

the students of the Law. At such an hour, when the Holy One and the

') Cf. Zohar I 41 a, 169 a. — Cf. Menahem Azaryah Da Fano's division of prayer

into three classes, according as they spring from nephesh,ruah,orneshama
( A s a r a M a' a m a r o t h in ^D DN 1CN0, I 29—31). Eegaiding the latter cf.

Zohar I 62a. — Cf. also Meir Ibn Gabbai, Tola'ath Ya'aqob, Haqdamah.
») Cf. S e p h e r H a s i d i m p. 235, note 4.
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saints are eager to hear the Law, how could any one lie lazily in bed i)?

Consider the difference between this explanation and the one offered

by Bahya. In him, too, we find mystic coloring; but it is a different

sort of mysticism. His is spiritual mysticism, that of the Zohar is fan-

tastic; his is concerned mainly with the effect of religious practices upon
man, the Zohar has its eye mainly upon the supernal regions, and the

effect upon them of man's conduct. "Prayer at night", says Bahya,
"is purer than prayer during the day for several reasons. First, man
at night has more leisure than in the daytime; then, his appetite for

food and drink is lighter; again, he is not interrupted by visits, con-

versation, creditors; nor is he subject to as many temptations of the

senses, as he does not see nor hear as much; likewise, he is farther away
from hypocrisy, as it is much easier to be alone at night. And, in fine,

it is easier to attach oneself to the thought of God, and be alone with it,

at a time when every lover unites with his beloved, withdrawing into

solitude with the object of his affection" ^). This is how Bahya supports

the plea for nightly devotions, adding that it is a practice mentioned

repeatedly in the Bible *). There is no suggestion in it of what it came

to mean to the mystics of the Zohar*).

The kabbalistic construction of kawwana, however, marked the

decadence of the idea. That it involved considerable play of the ima-

gination, none wO deny. There is much fantasy in it, and some poetry.

The erotic element in it is striking, grotesque, and quite often repellent.

One wonders to what extent the latter mirrors the sexual morality of

those times. The subject of sex certainly is conunon iu medieval Jewish

literature. The fanciful features of the Zohar, however, are likely to

have made for its popularity. During the periods of gloom and per-

secution, it is not hard to see what solace the people must have found

in the fantastic flights of the mystic kawwanoth. Not in vain had the

1) Cf. Zohar I 72 a.

'')Hobothha-Lebaboth, "Love of God", VI. Cf. KasM Al-Mahjiib,

p. 381: "Night is the time when lovers are alone with each other, and day is the time

when servants wait upon their masters". Secret prayers by night are called m u s ^ -

m a r a t , while invocations made by day are called muh&dathat.
3) Isaiah 26», Canticles 3», Psalms 119==, ", "', "', 88 «, Lamen-

tations 2".

*) Of. Zohar III 12bf.; Isaiah Horwitz, Sh'ne Luhoth ha-Brith,

p. 123 ff., Sha'arha-Shamayim,p. 6 b. — In the passage of the Zohar note

particularly the reference to the Hind (Dawn) which arises to praise the Lord in the

midnight hour when man begins to study the Law: ND^'p NHb^N Ninn

n"2pb n^b nhdjj'oi (is a).
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Zohar taught that "whoever knows how to unify the Holy Name, though

there be no blessings found in the world, yet sustains and supports the

Community of Israel in exile" ^). Israel in those days of darkness was

"sick with love" % and the kawwanoth were the wine of consolation

and the apples of sustenance. But as far as the idea of the kawwana

was concerned it had lost its purity. Every religious act came to signify

some special mystic and metaphysical object, which it was the duty

of man to fulfil, no matter how little he understood it. Absorption in

the kawwanoth was represented as possessing twofold virtue: illumi-

nation of the soul and effect on the celestial order ^). But the celestial

effect became the chief consideration, and the kawwana was turned

into a grotesque play with letters, words, and ideas. It assumed magic

significance. Even the best of the kabbaUsts were not free from this

fault. Isaiah Horwitz, for example, was one in whom the ethical element

predominated. Yet, commending the reading of the Zohar before dawn,

he says: "The man of merit wiU study the Zohar at dawn, for by

virtue thereof Israel wiU be delivered from exile which is likened to the

night, and even if he cannot understand it, he should learn the language,

which purifies the soul. For every word that he does not understand,

it is well that he should confess and weep and give something to charity,

and he will see clearly that his eyes wiU be iUumitied" *).

Similarly, aU religious performances, and especially prayers, came

to comprise supernal objetcs and metaphysical mysteries, occult kaw-

wanoth, and one was supposed to refer to kawwana, or recite it, whether

or no one understood it, or whether or no, indeed, it had any meaning

at all ^). An endless number of kawwanoth were composed and put into

Nm7J2 •'"zh nb n^jjoi yao in^N (Zohar iii 40 a).

«) Ibid.

') Cf. Mid rash Talpioth S. V. n:i1D; Isaac Lurya, mJIIDH HBD,
opening paragraphs; Jacob Emden, Siddur Beth Ya'aqob, p. 6. — It is the

effect on the human soul that was emphasised by the founders of modem Hasi-

dism. (Of. Teitelbaum, nx'jD 3in, p. 4ff. Buber, Kawwana: Die Welt-
erlosung im Chasidismus in Die Welt, Festnummer, June 7,

1907.)

*) Siddur S h a' a r h a - S h a m a y i m , 6 a. CI, however, YeshNohelin,
by Abraham Horwitz, Isaiah's father, the section concerning Prayer, in which the

purely ethical conception of kawwana is maintained.

») Cf. Midrash Talpioth, p. 261 a.: jilDn .-ninS plOyHtT mip fb^bl

HDnntt' no ^ddi 3"^ 03 pon m h^z} nyti' ^3 3"nNi ni:n3n b^b
JiS'DJS m^n n3nn -13 Dn3 V)zh — a. Low, Graphlsche Requisiten,
IIp.21ff.

'
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the prayer-books i). As for the special prayer-books of the kabbalists,

the kawwanoth became so numerous as to outweigh the prayers and
obscure their simple meanmg, while many of them found their way also

into the general prayer-book, where some have remained to this day 2).

Thus, the kawwana which began as a means of quickening the

religious life and increasing its inwardness, had itself deteriorated into

a perfunctory and insensate performance *). Indeed, it formed a hindrance

to true devotion, so that those interested in the maintenance of the

devotional temper, now were constrained to fight against the new species

of kawwana, or rather against the superstitions and follies with which

the word had been impregnated by the kabbalists. Kabbis who them-

selves revered the Zohar and inclined to mysticism, none the less pro-

tested against the ignorance and imposture that paraded under the

mantle of mysticism, and pleaded for greater respect for learning and

reason in the conduct of the religious life, for simplicity and purity in

prayer, and for realization that not by means of the kawwanoth, but

by our deeds is improvement wrought above *).

No matter, however, how many voices made themselves heard

against this abuse, it persisted during the eighteenth century. Kab-

balistic aberration usurped the place of true devotion. The Mendels-

sohnian era brought some improvement. When the Heidenheim prayer-

book appeared in 1800, it marked an attempt to restore the liturgy to

the old-time purity and simplicity. But it went only half-way^). Menasseh

ben Joseph Benporat, in 1822, complains of the condition of devotion

among the people. "What is needed above all in prayer", he says, "is

true kawwana, devotion. In our time people imagine that mere reciting

is enough. Everybody thinks he has a right to add what he pleases,

and prayer is regarded as a sort of charm. People rely on the kabba-

listic fiction that angels wind crowns out of the implicates of prayers

and benedictions, and remain indifferent to the real object of prayer"* ).

1) Cf. Zunz, Die R i t u s , p. 149 f.
'

*) Cf. Berliner, Randbemerkungen zum taglichen Gebet-
b u c h e , p. 9, 30.

=) Cf. for similar deterioration in case of'Iyyun Tefillah in Talmud,

Sab. 127a, 118b, Ber. 5Ba, 32b, B. Bathra 164b, R-Hash. 16b; Low,

Ges. Schr. II p. 74.

*) Cf. Pahad Yizhaq, s. v. niD7 (fol. 19 a); Ezekiel Landau, No da B-

Yehuda, vol.1, Yore Deah, Resp. 93; Fleckeles, Melekheth Ha-Qodesh,

p. 25c. — Low, Graph. Req. II p. 29.

6) Cf. BerUner, op. cit. p. 38.

«) Quoted by Berliner, op. cit. p. 36.
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But the writer, who lived in a small town in Russia, was suspected both

of sympathy with Hasidism and Reform tendencies^). In this particu-

lar respect he certainly shared an ideal common to the leaders of Re-

form Judaism. One of their chief objects was to rescue the religious

life, and especially the worship, of the Jew from perfunctoriness and

aberration, and to reintroduce the true idea of kawwana as a means

of increasing genuine devotion and inwardness. And insofar as they

stood for renewal of devotion in the Synagogue, there was a close

relation between Hasidism and Reform 2).

But the problem of devotion in the nineteenth century had become

much graver and more complex than ever before. It was part of the

general problem of Jewish life and belief. It was no longer a mere question

of devotional recital of the old prayers, but rather as to what prayers

should be said at aU. Many of the old prayers could no longer be recited

devoutly, if devotion meant sincerity and earnestness, because their

content had ceased to express the ideas, beliefs, and hopes of the people.

The inner correspondence was gone. As a first prerequisite to devotion,

therefore, it became necessary to bring the fixed prayers into harmony

with the ideas and convictions of those for whom they were designed.

"The present age", wrote Geiger, "is not content any more with a few

formal external revisions; it wants to obtain a clear view of the basic

ideas, and only by compliance with this requirement can its interest

be gained" *).

The first efforts of Reform Judaism, thus, aimed at purification of

public worship and improvement of devotion. "Nowhere do we find

more sublime teachings and utterances about prayer in general and

public worship in particular, than in Bible and Talmud and the later

commentaries. But nowhere during the last two hundred years has

practice fallen so lamentably behind theory as in Israel. In vam did

the most pious rabbis raise their voice against the neglect of the sacred

and godly; the evil kept on growing. Ignoring ever more the real aim
of public worship, namely, edification and instruction, people were satis-

fied with mere multiplication of prayers which by no means were worthy
the name. To the simple prayers of the origmal liturgy, there were
added a mass of so-called poems, piyyutim, written in a barbarous

>) Cf. article in Eisenstadt, z a r Y i s r a e 1 , vol. VI, p. 250. Berliner (1 c.

cit.) names him Joseph; it should be Menasseh b. Joseph.
") Cf. Low, Gesam. Schr., II p. 75, jy p. 297.

^) "Uber Glauben und Beten", in Jiid. Z. VII; cf. "Die Auf-
gabe der Gegenwart", Wiss. Z. V, p. 8ff.
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idiom, most of wMcli the people did not understand, and as they occupied

the greater part of the time set aside for worship, the result was decay

of devotion and decorum in the synagogue". It was the introduction

of devotion that formed the prime object of Israel Jacobson, of the

men that founded the Hamburg Temple, and aU the other early Keform

leaders of the nineteenth century. The principle animating them was:

"A little with kawwana is worth more than much without kawwana" ^),

"Keturn to the religious spirit of your fathers", pleaded Holdheim, "to

whom worship of God, prayer, was a matter of sincere faith, expressing

their inner life and belief. It is not your belief that one would judge;

it were a bold and presumptuous thing to sit in judgment on the belief

of another; judgment belongs to God. But inner truth, harmony between

belief and the solemn expression thereof in prayer, may and must be

demanded of every one" ^). In order to this, the early leaders of Keform

in Judaism sought to do the following things: first, to simplify the prayer-

book; secondly, to eliminate all prayers not in accord with the con-

victions and ideals of the people; and thirdly, to adopt the vernacular

as medium of public worship *). They fought for decorum, for devotion,

and, above all, for sincerity in prayer. And this still is one of the chief

objects of Reform wherever it appears *). By this means it seeks not

only to restore kawwana to the Synagogue, but also to revive the true

meaning of the word and idea of Kawwana and to preserve the inner

beauty and power of Judaism.

^) Salomon, Gesch. d. Neuen Israel. Tempels, chap. I.

»)Cf. "Sie horten nicht auf Moses", Sermon, 1846; also V o t u m
uber das Hamb. Gebetbuch, 1841, p. 17 f.

s) Cf. Holdheim, Gesch. d. jiid. Ref ormgem. , p. 32 fi.; Eitter, D. Jiid.

R 6 f o rm g e m., p. 65 fi. ; SteinthaJ, 1 o c. c i t.

*) Cf. Philipson, TheReformMovementinJudaism,p.529;Denk-
schrift z. Begr. d. badisch. Gebetbuchentwurfs, p. 20ffl.



The Exodus in the Bible.

By

Prof. Henry Englander, Ph. D., Cincinnati.

The word Exodus in this article has reference to the period extend-

ing from the going forth from Egypt to the conquest of Canaan.

We are not concerned with the question of the historicity of the

Exodus as proved or disproved by existing documents. We are interested,

rather, in the Exodus as a period of history, which, living and looming

large in the conviction and imagination of Israel, exercised a most pro-

found influence in its religious and social development. It matters not

that the account of the Exodus according to the analysis of the critics,

is composed of three distinct strands interwoven with some confusion,

repitition or contradiction of details, or, with differences in viewpoint,

for, however much or little of the Exodus account critical scholarship

may accept as historical, to those who made repeated references to the

Exodus, it was unquestionably historical. Even when granting for argu-

ment sake the most radical views of the critics, the Exodus, when judged

by the influence which the memory of it exercised in biblical and rabbmic

times, stands forth as one of the supreme facts and periods in our history.

The Exodus was considered as the beginning of the national life

of Israel, or, at least, as the first step towards it. Though we find but

one late passage (1 Ki. 6 : 1) specifically dating an event from the Exodus,

yet, it was generally regarded as being virtually the real begmning of

Israel as a people, particularly as God's people (Am. 2 : 10; 3 : 1; Hos.

2 : 15; 9:3; 11 : 1; 12 : 9; 13 : 4; Mic. 6 : 4 et al.). A few times we

find the Exodus referred to as the time "since which" nothing like unto

that of which the writer speaks has occurred, implying, that for him

the Exodus was the real starting point of Israel's career (Jud. 19 : 30;

II Sam. 7 : 5, 6; I Ki. 8 : 16; II Ki. 21 : 15; Jer. 7 : 25; I Ch. 17 : 5;

II Ch. 6 : 15).

The contents of Genesis serve as an introduction to the history of

Israel as a people. The Exodus as the threshold of that history is rep-
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resented as having brought into being all the principles and regulations

that were to govern the subsequent life and religion of Israel. The great

body of ceremonial, ecclesiastical, and social laws, many of which deve-

loped only centuries after the Exodus, the high ethical precepts and
concepts which were the crystalized products of prophetic activity, are

put forth as divine injunctions given to Israel through Moses in the

all-important Exodus period. As each successive century gradually

developed new viewpoints social or religious, new laws or new institutions,

the same, in time, came to be regarded as having had their origin in

the period under discussion. The deducing of the "Oral" from the

"Written" Law but emphasizes strongly the tendency just mentioned,

namely, to regard the Sinaitic revelation as the source of all future legis-

lation.

The redemption from Egypt was but the prelude to that revelation

which brought Israel into special and peculiar relationship with his

Redeemer. Israel by the act of divine redemption became the possession

and iaheritance of God above all the peoples of the earth (Dt. 4 : 20, 37;

7 : 61; 9 : 26; 14 : 12; IKi. 8 : 51; Pss. 68 : 9; 33 : 12; 135 : 4; Ez. 20 : 5).

We cannot here discuss in detail the character of the "Sinai-Horeb"

covenant, suffice it to say, that the tradition with regard to this conse-

crating convenant ultimately speUed out for Israel its high and holy

mission as expressed in the key-note words, "Ye shall be unto me
a kingdom of priests and a holy nation" (Ex. 19 : 6; Dt. 14 : 2, 21; 21 : 19;

28 : 9; for P passages giving reason for redemption cf. Ex. 6 : 7; 29 : 45;

Lev. 20 : 24; 25 : 38; 26 : 12, 45; Nu. 15 : 14). The conception as to

the nature and significance of this covenant varied according to the

prevailing religious viewpoint of the age that used the "Exodus" covenant

as a sanction for its own distinctive religious laws and usages. The

prophetic mind saw in it a relationship that obligated Israel to the per-

formance of the moral and social truths of religion (Note particularly

the character of the Deuteronomic references to the Exodus). To the

priestly mind the same covenant spoke of the divine character of that

ritualism and ecclesiasticism characteristic of the times when priestly

ideals were dominant (II Ch. 8 : 12).

Although it is maintained that the conception of a divine covenant does

not come to the fore until the time of the Deuteronomic school of thought,

yet, the idea of a special relationship between Israel and his God must

have been born coincidently with the realization that God in His good-

ness (Am. 2 : 9 ff.) and love (Hos. 11 : 1) redeemed Israel from the hands

of the oppressor. God is thought of as having led Israel lovingly out of
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Egypt to be His. He, thus, became Israel's God in a special sense from

the time that He wrought His great redemption (Hos. 12 : d).

And with the birth and growth of the thought that God chose Israel

from amongst aU nations and vouchsafed to him a special revelation,

we can readily understand how added sanctity and significance must

have come to all those institutions, observances and commands that were

regarded as being explicitly or implicitly a part of the legislative program

put forth by the great law-giver during the Exodus period. Thus,

whatever may have been the origin or age of the institution of animal

sacrifice, the sacrificial cult with its minute regulations many of which

were probably evolved long after the Exodus period, of necessity, came

to have a deeper meaning, a holier and higher influence when, in the

course of time, tradition traced it back to the Mosaic "Torah" (Moses is

referred to in the late books of the Bible principally as the divinely ap-

pointed giver of aU those statutes and ordinances peculiar to the late

Biblical period, cf. Mai. 4 : 4; Neh. 9 : 14; I Ch. 22 : 13; II Ch. 8 : 12;

23 : 18; 24 : 6; 25 : 5; 33 : 8. In Ps. 99 : 6 Moses and Aaron are called

"priests of the I^ord". The earlier prophetical books make but few refer-

ences to Moses, and these as leader rather than as law-giver cf. Hos.

12:13; I S. 12 : 6, 8; Mic. 6:4, 5).

The so-called three Pilgrim feasts are generally conceded to have

been pre-Exodus agricultural feasts (or possibly pastoral in the case of

the Passover, J. E. vol IX pp. 553 f.; Hastings D. B. vol. I p. 860). In

time, a historical significance came to be attached to them. Of the three,

the Passover stands out most distinctly and uniquely as a memorial of

the Exodus (Ex. 12 : 4) marking the anniversary of Israel's birth

as a people. Whatever may have been the original significance of the

sacrificial lamb in the early pastoral feast of the Passover, or of the

Mazzot cakes in the pre-Exodus agricultural Mazzot feast, the fact

remains that, in time, the Passover-Mazzot feast, celebrated when the

sickle was first put to the corn (Dt. 16 : 9) came to be strongly reminiscent

of the great deliverance. Though the commemorative aspect of this

feast is not mentioned specifically in the historical books, it is significant

that the Passover alone comes into prominence in the religious reforms

inaugurated by Hezekiah (II Ch. 30), by Josiah (II Ki. 23 : 21-23;
II Ch. 35 : 1-19) and by Ezra (Ez. 6 : 19 : 22). Even as the redemption
from Egypt was the first great event that consecrated Israel unto God
as His people, even so, the renewed celebration of the Passover, the

memorial of that redemption, seemed to attest to a return and revived
loyalty to God on the part of Israel.
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Of the other two Pilgrim feasts, only the feast of Booths ("agricul-

turally" observed as the "Feast of Ingathering" (cf. Ex. 23 : 16; 34 : 22;

Lev. 23 : 34—36; Dt. 16 : 13—17) came to be a memorial of the Exodus

period, in that the act of dwelling in booths was to be an everlasting

reminder of the character of Israel's habitations during the sojourn in

the wilderness (Lev. 23 : 42, 43). As in the case of the Passover the his-

torical significance of this feast is not alluded to in the prophetical and

historical books (cf. I Ki. 8 : 2; 12 : 32; Ez. 3 : 4; Zech. 14 : 17; Neh.

8:14-18; II Ch. 5 : 3; 7 :8f.).

The feast of Weeks bears no commemorative significance in Biblical

literature. It remained a nature feast (Ex. 23 : 16; 34 : 22; Lev. 23 :

15—17; Nu. 28 : 26; Dt. 19 : 9—12). In post-Biblical times, however,

it received the distinction of being regarded as the memorial of the giving

of the Law at Sinai. Indeed, the historical connection of the three feasts

just considered, seems to have been most emphasized in rabbinic liter-

ature. The influence of the Exodus period was thus made vital in all

the centuries of our history.

The ceremony of consecrating to God the first born male of man

and beast is one other institution specifically mentioned as being a me-

morial of some event during the period under discussion — the slaying

of the first born of the Egyptians (Ex. 13 : 11-16; Nu. 3 : 13; 8 : 17).

Here again, as in the case of the Paschal lamb and the Mazzot a very

old pre-Exodus custom was given a new interpretation and significance

by its being linked with the Exodus period (J. E. vol. IX p. 554 a).

Thus far we have considered the Exodus period as a source and

sanction of Israel's laws and institutions. Of equal importance was this

period as a spiritual, social and ethical force in the life of Israel through

the conceptions of God which it fostered and of the moral obhgations of

Israel to that God. The story of Israel's dehverance hymns in reality

the superiority and supremacy of Israel's God above aU other gods

and justifies the rhetorical question of the poet: "Who is like unto Thee,

God?" (Ex. 15 : 11; Ps. 78 : 13).

The redemption from Egyptian bondage is frequently called to

mind as a witness to the greatness, goodness and glory of God. The

thought of these attributes generally inspired an expressed or implied

prayer of praise or of supplication (II Sam. 7 : 23, 24; Is. 49 : 20f.;

63 ; 7-14; Mic. 6:4, 5; Hab. 3:2-5; Dan. 9 : 15; Neh. 1 : 2-5).

Every Psalm in which the Exodus is referred to (for a complete enume-

ration see appended list) may be characterized as (a) Psalms of Praise

or of Thanksgiving to the mighty and merciful God. The Exodus telling
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of His wondrous works affords a most fitting text for the praise ren-

dered (Pss. 66, 68, 78, 81, 95, 99, 103, 105, 106, 111, 114, 118, 133, 135).

(b) Psalms of Supplication. In these the hope that the prayer for help

would be answered is based on the thought and knowledge of ffis goodness

to Israel in the ancient days (Pss. 77, 80, 86). Significant is the fact

that most of these references to God's goodness and mercy as exempli-

fied by His deeds during the Exodus period are found in the liturgical

or poetical compositions of the post-exilic period (cf. also Neh. 9 : 9f.;

Is. 63 : 7—14). It seems that the expatriation during the Exile and

the troublous times after the Exile prompted retrospection to the former

days when God signally manifested His presence by those acts that

accompanied and followed the great deliverance from the oppressive

hand of Egypt.

Even as the enforced absence from the fatherland quickened the

historic sense to dwell upon and to write the history of Israel before

the Exile, even so, it seems that Israel's mind was prompted to revert

to the "good old days" when God's providence was unmistakable. Such

contemplation of the past inspired hope for the future and likewise

fostered an abiding faith in Israel's Keeper.

God's kindness to Israel ia the past, as revealed in the Exodus nar-

ratives, was invoked not merely to give emphasis to a prayer of praise

of or of supplication, but also to set forth by contrast Israel's present

lack of loyalty to his Kedeemer. Such contrasting of God's goodness

with Israel's ungratefulness was generally coupled with a rebuke or

threat or statement of reasons for the punishments visited upon Israel

(Jud. 2 : 1 f.; 10 : 11; I Sam. 10 : 19 f.; 12 : 6 f.; I Ki. 9 : 9; H Ki.

17 : 7 f., 34-40; 21 : 15; Jer. 2 : 6; 7 : 25; 11 : 3-5, 7, 8; 15 : 1; Ez.

20 : 5f.; Hos. 11 : 1; 12 : 9, 13; Am. 2 : 10, 4 : 10 f.; II Ch. 7 : 22).

The character of God as revealed in the Exodus was furthermore recalled

to give emphasis to the certainty of a promise or prophecy of good or

of evil, especially of the former (II Ki. 21 : 8; Is. 11 : 15 f.; Jer. 16 : 14;

23 : 7; 31 : 3 f., 31, 32; 32 : 18-21; Hos. 2 : 15; Mic. 7 : 15; Hag. 2 : 5;
Zech. 14 : 20; Mai. 4 : 4), or, to bring home some teaching or prophetic

insistence (I Sam. 15 : 2; II Sam. 7:6; I Ki. 8 : 16, 21; II Ki. 17 :

34-40; 23 : 21, 22; Jer. 7 : 22; 34 : 13-15; Am. 3 : 1 f.; 5 : 25; 9 : 7;

I Ch. 17 : 5).

Deuteronomy in particular makes grateful and loving reference to

God's great act of deliverance in order to remind Israel of his debt and
duty to God and man. It is the Deuteronomic school, indeed, which
harks back most frequently to Israel's residence in Egypt to enforce
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a number of humanitarian precepts. Kindness, and justice for the stranger,

sojourner, widow, orphan and slave are strongly urged by calling to mind
the days of bondage in Egypt (Dt. 10 : 19 ; 15 : 12 1 ; 16 : 11 f

.
; 24 : 17 f

.

;

Ex. 22 : 21). The Sabbath rest is enjoined for all in the Deuteronomic
version of the Decalog (Dt. 5 : 15) as a memorial of the Egyptian slavery.

That emancipation which made Israel a free people was, furthermore,

made the ground of the prohibition against holding a brother Hebrew
in permanent bondage (Lev. 25 : 39 f.). The oftrepeated refrain, "Kemem-
ber that ye were slaves in Egypt" practically calls for self-identification

on the part of each generation with those who suffered in actual slavery

(cf. Pesachim 116 b).

The classic example of an effort made to win Israel back to his

God by recalling to him his former plight in Egypt is Hosea's tender

and heart-moving appeal in which God is represented as saying, ""When

IsraeljWas a child, I loved him and called my son out of Egypt" (11 : 1).

To this prophet, the Exodus eloquently spoke of God's encompassing

and surpassing love for Israel, a love like unto that of a father for his

son, nay, of a love like unto that of a faithful husband for his wife. To
him the Exodus was the prelude to the marriage of God and Israel (Hos.

2 : 14-16; cp. Jer. 2:2).

The great deliverance from Egyptian bondage so eloquently be-

speaking God's goodness and mercy to Israel was teUingly used by the

prophets to inspire the people with the optimistic hopes which they

entertained as to the future when conditions were dark and discoiuraging.

That deliverance inspired the hope that, even as as God had hearkened

to the cry of those oppressed by Egyptian taskmasters, even so He

would hearken again to the cry of Israel oppressed by political danger

or bondage. Thus, Isaiah, when seeking to allay the fear of the people

aroused by the advancing Assyrians, encourages them with words

strongly reminiscent of the Exodus (10 : 24—26). And, another writer,

when describing the destined return scattered of Israel, lends impressi-

veness and vividness to his description of the manner in which the return

shall be accomplished, when he frames his prophecy of a reunion in the

fatherland in the following language: "And God will utterly destroy

the tongue of the Egyptian sea and cause men to march over

dryshod. And there shall be a highway for the remnant of His people

that shall remain from Assyria; like as there was for Israel in the day

that he came out of the land of Egypt" (Is. 11 : 15—16).

With this prophecy may be compared that other one, in which, the

return from Babylonian exile, is portrayed as a second redemption, the

Kohler -Volume. "
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greatness of which, shall eclipse the former in the memory of man. The

Exodus narrative clearly inspured the following description: "Thus saith

God, who maketh a way in the sea, and a path in the mighty waters,

who bringeth forth the chariot and the horse, the army and the mighty

man. They lie down together, they shaU not rise; they are extinct, they

are quenched as a wick. Eemember ye not the former things, neither

consider the thiags of old. Behold, I wiU do a new thing; now shall it

spring forth; shall ye not know it? I will make a way in the wilder-

ness and rivers in the desert (Is. 43 : 16—19).

Jeremiah, wishing to convey to his hearers, the breadth and depth

of the redeemiag might of God that was to manifest itseH towards those

dispersed in strange lands, cannot do so better than by proclaiming the

coming of the day when an oath wiU no longer be made in the name

of God who redeemed Israel from Egyptian bondage, but, rather in the

name of Him "who brought up the children of Israel from the land of

the north and from all the countries whither he had driven them" (16 : 14,

15; 23 : 7, 8). And the restoration as predicted by Ezekiel (20 : 33f.)

is interesting in this connection, because the description of it, was likewise

influenced by the Exodus narratives. God is to deliver the people with

a "strong hand" (cf. Ex. 13 : 3, 9, 14, 16; Dt. 5 : 15, 9 : 26 et al.). As

in the first Exodus, God is to bring Israel into the wilderness, there to

plead with him face to face, and, after causing Israel to pass under the

rods (as of old in the wilderness), He wiU bring him into "the bond

of the covenant".

In view, then, of the influence of the Exodus as exhibited in BibUcal

literature alone, the statement, made at the beginning of this paper may
fairly be reaffirmed, namely, that this period of history exercised a most

profound influence ia the religious and social development of Israel.

Consciously or unconsciously, it helped to mould the thought, life and

legislation of the "People of the Book". As a sanction for the new laws

and institutions developing from age to age, as a source of hope and en-

couragement in times of oppression, as a memory invoked to inspire an

unfaltering trust in the beneficent workings of a divine Providence, and

as a powerful plea to remember and fulfill our social obligations to those

less fortunate than ourselves, the Exodus, as a period of history that

projected it influence far into the future, stands unique in the annals

of Israel.

A.

List of passages in the Exodus narratives, which, by reference to

the Exodus enforce ethical precepts, religious concepts or institutions:
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Ex.

Lev.

6 : 1, 7;

10:1,2;

12 :17, 27, 42;

13:7—10, 12—15;

17 : 23, 25-27, 32

19:5;

20:2;

22:21;

23:9, 15;

29:45;

31 : 12-17;

34 : 18.

11 : 45;

19

20

23

Nu.

33, 36;

24, 26;

31-33;

42, 43;

25 : 38, 42, 54;

26 : 13, 45.

3 :13;

8:17;

Nu.

Dt.

15:41;

23:22;

24:8.

4 : 20, 34-37, 39;

5 : 2, 6, 15;

6:12, 20-25;

7 : 6-10;

8 : 14;

9 :26, 29;

10:19;

13:5, 10;

14:2;

15:5;

16 : 1, 3, 6, 12;

20 : 1;

24 : 17, 18, 22;

25 : 17-19;

26 : 5-8;

29 : 2-6;

32 :7;

33 : 2-5.

B.

List of passages outside of the Exodus narratives, which, directly or

indirectly, have reference to the phraseology or history of these narratives.

Josh.

Jud.

I. Sana.

2 : 9, 10;
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The Reformation of Hezekiah.
By

Rabbi Ephraim Frisch, Far Rockaway.

There is a tendency discernible among the latest Biblical com-

mentators to doubt the historicity of the Reformation of Hezekiah, or,

at least, to question its scope. It is the object of this article to define

the nature of this religious reform. While we cannot adopt Kimchi's^)

naive opinion, following older rabbinical sources 2), that the most notable

feature of this reformation (i. e. the destruction of the Brazen Serpent

or Nehushtan) was a task left, in a spirit of generosity, to Hezekiah

by his predecessors Asa and Jehoshaphat, themselves reUgious reformers,

in order that he might have some achievement to his credit by which

he might be distinguished in history; we do not, on the other hand,

purpose to accept the conclusions of the scholars on the Left without

subjecting them to the test of close scrutiny.

We possess the following sources dealing with the religious refor-

mation under Hezekiah: (1) 11. K. 18 : 4 "He (Hezekiah) removed the

High Places (Bamoth) and broke the Pillars (Mazzeboth) and cut down

the Asherah and broke to pieces the brazen serpent that Moses had made;

for unto those days the children of Israel did bum incense to it; and he

called it Nehushtan."

(2). II. K. 18 : 22 (reproduced in Isaiah 36 : 7), a part of Rabshakeh's

colloquy with Hezekiah's officers: "But if ye say unto me, We trust in

Jahveh our God; is not that he, whose high places and whose altars Heze-

kiah hath taken away, and hath said to Judah and to Jerusalem, Ye

shall worship before this altar in Jerusalem?"

(3). II. Chron. 29 : 3-30 : 2.

(4). Jer. 26 : 19, a part of the argument of the princes and the

people not to punish Jeremiah for his bold preaching, no more than

1) See his commentary to II K. 18 : 4.

2) Hullin 6 b and Yalkut Shimeoni 234.
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Micah had been punished for doing the same in Hezekiah's days: "Did

Hezekiah king of Judah and all Judah put him to death? did he not

fear Jahveh and entreat the favor of Jahveh, and Jahveh repented him

of the evil which he had pronounced against them?"

Taking up these sources for consideration in reverse order, it is

to be observed that the historicity of Jer. 26 : 19 is not questioned by

any scholars, as far as we know; it is allowed on all sides to contain a

genuine tradition. Since, however, this passage speaks of a religious

reform only in a general way, without going into specific details, it may

be used only as an aid or an offset (as the case may be) to the other

sources. I shall take it up again later on in the paper.

The passage from Chronicles must be rejected as one of the many

embellished elaborations made by the authors of Chronicles on the brief

narratives of Kings.

Concerning II K. 18 : 22, there is a difference of opinion. Some

scholars regard the basis of the verse as historical, though touched up

by the hand of the Deuteronomist (e. g. Kittel: Geschichte des Volkes

Israel, 2nd vol. 1909, p. 425, note 2); others rule it out of consideration

altogether as both in content and in form of late authorship. It seems

best to leave it out as a speech put into the mouth of the Assyrian general

by the later historian but never reaUy delivered, resembling the speeches

of Thucydides's heroes.

The source most in dispute and the one upon which, after all, the

historicity of the Hezekiah reformation rests or falls is II K. 18 : 4:

riK'mn ts-ra nnDi mB'Nn hn n"Di nason nx -idk'i piddh pin tdh kih

'ntrro )b xnp''i i^ nnepo bNitf' "^jd vn ncnn d^dih iv ""d nt^o nwv "iifN

AU interpreters and commentators agree that Hezekiah did remove the

Nehushtan or brazen serpent ^). They disagree, however, as to the extent

of the reform, aside from this irreducible minimum. Cheyne and Smend

doubt whether anything further was attempted by Hezekiah. Montefiore

thinks the reform was directed against images in general as well as agamst

the new Assyrian star-worship and the Moloch sacrifices introduced by

Ahaz. Stade is of the opinion that an attack was made upon old Israe-

litish idolatrous cult-objects and totemistic superstitions. All the four

of the last named scholars reject that part of the sentence which mentions

^) Benziger, Die Biicher der Konige, 177; McCl)Tnont, "Hezekiah" ia Hastings;

Cheyne, "Hezekiah" in Cheyne & Black; Montefiore, Hibbert Lectures p. 164; Stade,

Geschichte des Volkes Israel vol. I, p. 608 and Biblische Theologie I, pp. 234—235;

Kittel, Geschichte des Volkes Israel, 494 ff. ; Henry Preserved Smith, Old Testament

Hist. p. 240; Smend, Lehrbuch d. a. Religionsgesch. 2nd edit. (1899) pp. 269—271.
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the abolition of the High Places, the PiUars and Asherahs as unhistorical.

On the other hand, Noldeke i), McClymont % W. Robertson Smith *),

and Kittel *) accept the historicity of the entire verse, though they are

ready to admit that the reform was not effective.

Let us consider the objections raised against the scope of the reform

as defined in the verse in question. If it should be found, after all the

reasons pro and con are weighed, that the objections raised can be met

in a rational way, then, it seems to us, the Biblical narrative should be

given the benefit of the doubt on the general principle that the burden

of proof falls on the negative side.

One set of objections may be classed as stylistic. It is maintained

that the perfects with i consecutive here, in place of the imperfect with

1 show bad style, more aMn to post-exUic Hebrew than to pre-exilic.

We may acknowledge that the style is poor, but similar violations of the

best linguistic usages may be found in sections at least equally old, e. g.

II. K. 14 : 7, 14; 18 : 36; I. K. 14 : 27; Amos 7 : 4. How inconsistent

these critics are has been pointed out by Kittel *), who calls attention

to the fact that while they reject isb^i and m^i as poor grammar,

they have nothing to say against nPDI, the verb used in connection

with the destruction of the Nehushtan. But, it may be added, even if

they were consistent and denied the abolition of the Nehushtan for the

same grammatical reason, their point would not be well taken, for the

question here is not the literary authorship of this verse (which

we may grant to be late), but the historical content thereof *).

Another argument advanced to prove that Hezekiah did not abolish

the Bamoth, Mazzeboth and Asherim is the circumstance that these

things do not form objects of attack by the great prophets before and

at the time of reformation — Amos, Hosea, Isaiah und Micah. This

silence on the part of the great prophets is interpreted as evidence that

they did not disapprove of these cult-objects; and it is argued the King

would not likely initiate a religious reform unless in the wake of prophetic

') Untersuchungen zur Kritik des Alten Testaments, p. 126.

2) Ibidem.

3) Prophets of Israel, pp. 361—363.

*) Ibidem.

*) Ibidem.

") Stade and the others who reject part of the verse have no support from the

versions. The only variation from the Hebrew text is ri1"ltt'l< (plural) for mtJ'N

given by the LXX, V, A. and S (but not by Targum) and supported by one Kennicott

MS.
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activity in that direction. As a matter of fact, the prophets did not

maintain complete silence on this subject. Leaving out the passages

generally classed as late i), there remain Hosea 3 : 4 and 10 :
1—2

"),

probably also Isaiah 17 : 8 *) and Amos 8 : 14 '), and possibly also Micah

5 : 12—13 8) to show that the prophets were not kindly disposed towards

the cult-objects in question. But let us grant for the sake of argument

that the prophets are absolutely silent on these matters; is it for that

reason safe to infer that they did not disapprove of them? Not at all.

Nowhere do they say anything in approval of these practices «). But,

more than that; we must not look to their words, but to the general

purpose and spirit of their utterances to understand why they are silent

on these matters. The prophets were interested but little in the ex-

ternal forms of worship ; they were little concerned with what cult-

objects were used in public and private devotion. What they were

after was inner religiousness. This is why they did not attack sacri-

fices and the rest of the ritual, unless these were notoriously out of keeping

with what they (the prophets) regarded as the essence of a religious

life — righteous conduct in relation to oneself and to society. "Thus,

while Isaiah insists on the removal from religion of things that hide the

true character of Jehovah, he has no positive views as to the institution

of a reformed worship: the positive task on which he always lays stress

is the purification of the organs of judgment and adminstration, so that

the leaders of the state may be able to dwell safely in the consuming

fire of Jehovah's holiness" '). This statement holds good, with certain

modifications, likewise for Amos, Hosea and Micah. It is true that now

and then they did attack specifically certain forms of worship as particu-

larly abominable or stupid, e. g. Hosea's attack on the bulls of Bethel,

etc.; Isaiah's on images; Jeremiah's on images and sun-images. But

1) Amos 5:6; Isaiah 19 : 19 and 27 : 9.

') Cf. Harper, Amos and Hosea pp. 222, 223, 343.

^) Stade, ZAW. Ill pp. 8—14 maintains D"iJOnm Dnii'NI is a gloss be-

cause it hangs on loosely to the rest of the verse.

") Nowack, Kleino Propheten (to this verse) considers this non-Amosian. So too

with Amos 5 : 26. The reasons given, at least for 8 : 14, do not seem to us to be suf-

ficient.

^) Stade ZAW. ibid, rejects this verse too.

") Isaiah 19 : 19 is adduced contra, but the use of HSJJD here seems to be-

token a shrine from the standpoint of the Egyptians. Marti considers this a late passage,

referring to the temple of Onias IV in Egypt. Cf. his Commentary ad loc.

') W. R. Smith, Prophets of Israel (1896 edit.) p. 361 Cf. Noldeke, Untersuchungen
z. Kritik d. A. T. p. 126.
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this detour they make because these forms of worship are particularly

obnoxious and indicative of the people's total lack of understanding

of the spiritual essence of Jahweh ^), and not because they disapprove

of these practices while approving of others. In short, the prophets

do not speak of Bamoth, Mazzeboth and Asherim, because these are

inconsequential matters for them.

Again, the implication of the inference from the sUence of the pro-

phets, i. e. that specific religious reforms were not made unless these

were championed by the prophets, cannot, we think, hold water. For

if this were the case, how account for the abolition of the Bamoth and

Mazzeboth and Asherah by Josiah, which even those scholars who ex-

clude these from the reformation of Hezekiah, ascribe to Josiah? If

Isaiah, Hosea and Micah did not attack these cult-objects, who did?

Jeremiah surely did not: in only one passage of the book of Jeremiah

does Asherim occur (17 : 2) and that verse is denied Jeremiah by Stade ^),

one of the critics who insists on prophetic activity as a prerequisite to

reforms in cult ; Mazzebah isnot mentioned once in Je-

remiah. And finally, where do we find any denunciation of the Ne-

hushtan on the part of the prophets — that irreducible minimum of the

reform to which all critics (including those who insist on preliminary

prophetic denunciation as antecedent to specific reforms) subscribe?

We must come to the conclusion therefore that it is quite possible

for reforms in cult to be effected officially without these being sponsored

by the prophets. We said possible; wo should say probable. We need

not go to the extent of saying with Kittel ») that such movements are

initiated by the court and priests without the assent of the prophets,

and sometimes even against their loud protest. But we may say that

they displayed little interest in such reforms because they knew the

reforms thus contemplated would only affect the surface of religion

without striking at the heart; and they cared only for the heart, as said

above. Legislation and external transformation they knew would only

produce a make-believe reform and prove a bitter disappointment to

them in the end. If we need any historical proof to corroborate this

general psychological consideration we caii find it in the indifferent, if

not unfriendly, attitude of Jeremiah to the Deuternomic reformation,

notwithstanding that the latter was, if anything, comparatively less

external than that of Hezekiah.

1) H. P. Smith, 0. T. Hist. p. 240.

^) Nowack, Jeremias, ad loc.

') Gesch. des Volkes Israel I, pp. 487—8.
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As a third aa-gument to disprove the suppression of Bamoth Mazze-

both and Asherim by Hezekiah, it is contended that these cult-objects

we^ rTgartd Silte after this period, as may be seen from reference

to them approvmgly or, at least, -thout ^sapprovam many passages

in the Bible e. g. Jacob erecting a Mazzebah at Bethel (Gen 28 18 ,

permission to erect an altar (= high-place) anywhere (Ex. 20 . 24), etc.

Now first of aU, we must exclude Asherim as ever bemg regarded as

legitimate anywhere in the Bible; as far as we know, there is no instance

in the Bible where Asherim are passed off as legitimate at any tmie in

Hebrew history, i. e. where model characters used or regarded them

with approval. The reason is not far to seek: No symbol of deity so

palpably associated with a feminine divinity could find a place next

to Jahveh 1). As for the Bamoth, there was a period m Hebrew history

when they were regarded as legitimate. OriginaUy no doubt associated

with Baal worship, they were taken over into the Jahveh cult and soon

synchretized with that. But presently a few men of spKitual msight

sprang up, who looked upon them with suspicion as fundamentally

heathenish, even if superficiaUy Jahvistic. Amos was probably among

the first to question their propriety (8 : 14). Very soon afterwards Hosea

scores the entire worship associated with them as sinful and licentious

(4 : 13; 2 : 15; 9 : 1 etc.) ^). In Judah, Isaiah, though not interested

enough in them intrinsicaUy to go out of his way to attack them, being

absorbed with the more fundamental offense, image-worship, which alone

made the High Places possible, is antagonistic to them because^ of the

very nature of his theology which posited the oneness and spiritaality

of God, a conception against which the half-pagan worship at the H^h

Places and localization (and consequent pluralization) of God must

have militated »). Perhaps Micah also inveighed against the High Places

(1 : 5). Keligious thought underwent profound changes in that era in

the course of a few decades. The conquests of Assyria turned the various

peoples of Asia minor and especially Israel to question themselves con-

cerning their relations with their God *). Some of them lost confidence

1) Kittel, ibid. p. 422.

^) He denounces these together with the great shrines of Bethel, Gilgal, etc.,

not because he regards these religious forms as sinful over against others

less sinful extemaJly, but because of their immoral associations; otherwise he would

not bother about them The recent excavations in Palestine confirm the grounds

for Hosea's indignation against High Places; they abound with images of bulls and

other idolatrous symbols.

') George Adam Smith, Isaiah in Hastings.

*) W. Robertson Smith, Rehgion of the Semites, p. 65.
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in their patron deity. This was the case too with many Israelites. But
the great body of Israel, and especially the prophets, were ready to

explain national calamities as due to religious disloyalty. The Fall (or

at least partial Fall) of Samaria in 722 accordingly made a profound im-

pression upon Judah. The fright produced by the approach of Sennacherib

must have renewed Judah's self-questioning of its loyalty to Jahveh,

and perhaps gave the immediate impulse to the reform of Hezekiah.

The demonstration of the inviolability of Jerusalem probably tended

still further to purify the Temple cult, and at the same time, close up
the local sanctuaries.

"We have attempted to explain that the Bamoth were abolished

rather quickly — in less than sixty years after Amos, due to the rapid

development of a highly spiritual conception of God in that stirrmg

period. We must now account for the survival of seemingly approved

instances of Bamah worship reported in documentswhose authorship must

be placed after Hezekiah. We do it in this way: It is not the time when
these documents were edited but when the substratumwhich
they contain arose which must fit in with the religious institutions

of the time. In their desire to preserve all the literary sources (or rather

documents) handed down to them, the redactors of the Bible, as is well

known, made only attempts at formal harmonization of

varying or contradictory documents (e. g. the creation stories; the diffe-

rent accounts of the origin of Passover, etc.) and formal elimi
n a t i n of unsavory material (e. g. account of Moses's failure to circum-

cise; his having introduced the Nehushtan in Israel, etc.). Now, it seems

to me, stories and laws dealing with Bamoth and other idolatrous prac-

tices with indulgence in Biblical documents dating after the Hezekiah

reformation, such as the instances mentioned above (Ex. 20 : 24; Gen.

28 : 18; Judg. 17, etc.) are survivals of an age when these things were

stiU regarded as legitimate, and in no way reflect the views of the time

when they were edited by the redactors.

The references to Mazzeboth in an indulgent way in post-Hezekianic

documents are to be explained in a similar way as survivals reflecting

the standards of an earlier age. In the case of Mazzeboth, the references

are more numerous than is the case with Bamoth and Asherim, probably

because the Mazzeboth were the least objectionable of the three. They

seem to have been no more than stone slabs upon which oil was poured

in honor of the deity, (cf. Gen. 28 : 18) and as such must have called

forth but little opposition from religious purists. After the exile, when

the original associations of the word were probably forgotten, it was
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used in the sense of a commemorative pillar and this is very likely the

meaning it has in Isaiah 19 : 19, (assigned by Marti to post-exilic times,

see note 13) where the naiD represents the symbol and the nD!JD

the witness of Jahveh^).

A fourth argument against the historicity of II. K. 18 : 4 is based

on the objection that such a drastic act of reform is hardly conceivable,

unless previous attempts in the same direction are posited. Such pre-

vious attempts, however, critics who offer this objection deny havmg

been made. We submit that these critics fail to pay sufficient attention

to the reform endeavors preceding that of Hezekiah. The Hezekialf

reformation was not a movement d e n o v o , as has been claimed. The

Jehu revolution, which is accepted by critics generally as historical,

already included the destruction of specifically Baal cult-objects (Asherah,

Massebah). Under Ahaz, who introduced Assyrian idolatrous practices

and re-introduced heathenish rites from Palestinian peoples, the Mazze-

both, Bamoth and Asherim were probably again Baalized and even

brought close to the Temple premises; hence the revulsion of feeling

against them under Hezekiah.

Finally, the historicity of the Hezekiah reformation has been chal-

lenged on the ground that if it had actually taken place the reforms of

Josiah would not have been needed. In answer to this, we would say

that the objection here offered is based on a confusion of the ideas of

operation and effectiveness. To determine whether a thing was done

by its success or failure seems to us to be an absolutely unscientific pro-

cedure. We readily grant that Hezekiah' s reformation was ineffective;

but what has that to do with its historicity ? We need not go for parallels

to such abnormal cases as Ikhnaton's reform in Egypt which was entirely

wiped out by his immediate successor; the history of Israel offers us

several examples of forward movements in religious purification by the

religious leaders which fail soon or are even followed immediately by

reaction because the main body of the people cannot keep pace with

the leaders. Elijah's warfare against Baalism seems to have been but

partially successful. Jehu's efforts towards a purer Jahvism, were followed

by a reversal to Baalism. Josiah' s reform itself, as we know from Jere-

miah, Ezekiel, other Biblical sources and the excavations, was anything

but effectual. The history of Israel is a history of spiritual leaders being

dragged back in their rapid religious march by the sluggish and often

^) Marti, Jesaia, ad loc.
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retreating masses. The reformation of Hezekiah is but a chapter of

that story.

To the reasons we have already offered to prove that the Hezekiah

reformation was substantially such as it is reported by the historian in

n. Kings 18 : 4, we would add a few minor considerations pointing in

the same direction. First, the chroniclers who composed First and Second

Kings do not accredit any king before Hezekiah with such a thorough

attempt at reforming the cult as Hezekiah' s. Now, if, as it is often clai-

med, they perverted facts to harmonize with their present advanced

reUgious views, why is it that they did not ascribe such a complete re-

formation to any king before Hezekiah when there were so many of the

preceding kings whom they admired for their religious zeal ? Examining

the characterizations of the reforming kings whose religiousness they

commended, we find that not a one of them until Hezekiah is dismissed

without some pious regret that he did not abolish all the idolatrous

practices then prevailing. Asa is praised for the reforms he instituted

but he did not remove the high places (I. K. 15 : 12, 14); Jehoshaphat

is commended and blamed similarly (I. K. 22 : 44); Jehu receives an

encomium for his warfare on Baalism but he is criticized for not removing

the golden buUs (II. K. 10 : 28); Joash (11. K. 12 : 4), Amaziah (II. K.

14 : 4), Azariah (II. K. 15 : 4), and Jotham (II. K. 15 : 35) are aU extoUed

for their respective reforms but found fault with for not suppressing

the Bamoth. Hezekiah is the first one described as having initiated a

thorough-going reform. The veracity of the historians of I. and II. Kings

cannot be impeached at least on internal evidence. It is true their opinions

of the c h a r a c t e r s of the kings were colored by their theology; they

wrote them down as either saints or deep-dyed sinners in accordance

with the interest they displayed in Jahveh worship, leaving no neutral

classification. But there is no reason to believe they consciously perverted

the facts as they knew them.

As a second consideration pointing to the truthfulness of I. K. 18 : 4,

may be mentioned Jeremiah 26 : 14, accepted by critics as correct tra-

dition, which tells how the elders held up as a precedent for permitting

Jeremiah to enjoy freedom of speech the case of Micah who long before

Jeremiah had predicted the destruction of Jerusalem: "Did Hezekiah

king of Judah and all Judah put hun to death? did he not fear Jehovah,

and entreat the favor of Jehovah and Jehovah repented him of the evil

which he had pronounced against them?" If this be allowed to stand

as a correct tradition, then it seems to me to corroborate the report

of the reformation chronicled in Kings. A reformation of the cult is just
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the procedure the court and the general run of religious people would

adopt to show their repentance, no matter how much more spiritually

fundamental the faults were of which the prophets complained. Micah

and Isaiah demanded social and moral and spiritual purification; the

official religious leaders and the court and the people, unable to rise to

their high conceptions, instituted cult-purification.

To sum up the scope of Hezekiah's reformation, therefore, we would

say that efforts, then at least partially successful, were made by the

king and the official religious leaders to remove the Nehushtan and

other images of deity and to suppress the Bamoth, Asherim and Mazze-

both. The program of the reform was not outlined by Isaiah and Micah

because they were not interested in a transformation of the externals

of religion but of its essence (conduct and spirituaMty) ; but probably

by the official priestly leaders, as in the Deuteronomic reformation, and

most likely inspired by a similar combination of motives (endeavor to

rise to prophetic religion; desire to increase the prestige and revenues of

the temple at Jerusalem; effort to suppress superstitions and immoral

practices at the local shrines). The measures adopted while exhibiting

a poor appreciation of the prophet's preachings, were yet too far in

advance of the great body of the people. Both the methods adopted

(legislation and "downward revision") and the conditions existing tended

to make the reformation ineffective; certainly not quite as effective as

the one instituted by Josiah, nearly a hundred years later, when con-

ditions were more favorable; but at aU events ineffective as a final attempt.

However, it was not altogether without effect; it prepared the way for

the Josiah reformation. "The axe for the first time struck at the roots

of the tree; the decisive blows which caused it to faU followed later.

But that the first blows did not bring it to the ground is no sign they

never were struck." (Kittel, ibid. p. 499.)

So much for the historicity and scope of the Hezekiah reformation.

The question as to what precise time in his reign the reform took place

is a matter of mmor consideration. II. Kings does not state when it

took place — and that is our only reliable source. Whether Chronicles'

fertile imagination, which assigns the reform to the first year of Hezekiah's

reign, is correct, is open to serious doubt. It is true that kings often

institute important innovations immediately after their ascension; and

that Hezekiah was a vigorous ruler capable of such measures may be

inferred from the fact that he was recognized as one of the leading figures

in the politics of the West-lands, notably in connection with the siege

of Ashdod by Assyria. But as he was under the influence of the irreligious
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court party in the first part of his reign it appears unlikely that he insti-

tuted a reformation then. Most of the critics ^) place it after Sennacherib's

invasion and withdrawal, giving as their reason the supposition that

after the inviolability of Jerusalem was demonstrated and the local

shrines devastated, the prestige of the Temple at Jerusalem increased

enormously and Isaiah's influence multiplied, resulting in the purification

of the former along lines approved by the prophets. It seems to us rather

that the reform was initiated by the court and priesthood as a result

of the doom announced by Isaiah and particularly Micah (who predicted

the fall of Jerusalem) right before the invasion of Sennacherib, perhaps

just as he started to move his forces from Assyria westward. The king

and the officials, terrified at the approach of the Assyrian hosts, giving

the best tangible expression they were capable of to the demands of the

prophets to improve their ways, started the task of removing aU the

practices recognized as Baalistic. Gratitude over the escape of Jerusalem

from Sennacherib's power gave renewed momentum to the reform move-

ment. It is from this point of view that the tradition which was still

vivid with the elders in the time of Jeremiah is best understood: Heze-

kiah "feared" Jehovah and entreated his favor by initiating a religious

reform; Jehovah showed that he repented him of the evil which he had

pronounced against them (i. e. the destruction of Jerusalem and fall of

Judah).

1) C!heyne, ibid.; Montefiore, ibid. pp. 163, 166; Stade, Geschichte, p. 608, Bib.

Theol. p. 234; H. P. Smith, ibid. p. 240; Smend, ibid. p. 270—271; W. R. Smith,

ibid. p. 360. But Kittel puts it at the beginning of his reign.
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Von

Ignaz Goldziher, Budapest.

Als besondere Klasse konnen in der neuhebraischen Poesie die Ge-

dichte betrachtet werden, welche die Zurechtweisung oder A u f -

munterung der Seele zum Gegenstand haben. Sie bilden eine

Unterabteilung der von Zunz unterschiedenen Gruppe der Tokhacha-
Poesie. In solchen Diehtungen wird die Seele mit der Anrede als

(T^p\ n"'DblE'n, inT'n\ i^D^ u. a. m. ^) (auch 13'?) an ihren gottlichen

TJrsprung, an die Mchtigkeit des Erdenlebens und an ihren wahren Beruf

wahrend ihrer PUgerschaft ia demselben erinnert, zur Umkehr von ihren

irdischen Irrungen und Verfehlungen und zum Aufschwung zu ihrer

himmlischen Heimat ermahnt. Ibn GebiroP) und Jehuda Halewi^)

sind die Klassiker auch in der Pflege dieses von ihnen in arabischen

Metren viel bearbeiteten Themas der zumeist zu liturgischem Zweck,

jedoch auch unabhangig von liturgischer Verwendung geiibten Dichtung.

Im Zusammenhang mit den Gebetordnungen eignete sich die Seelen-

ermahnung vorzugsweise als Einleitungsgedicht (reschuth) *) zu noK'J

^) Zu dieser Synonymik vgl. Ma'ani al-nafs, meine Ausgabe, Kap. 8,

S. 26 ff. und die Anm. dazu.

2) nobtf^ IB'N Dn^riTI nits' ed. S. Sachs (Paris 1868) Nr. 3. 14. 16

(auch Nr. 5, wo die Anrede nS^ lautet, kann hierher gerechnet werden ; das Ge-

dicht wird als tJ'DJn mmN bezeichnet).

») El L u z z a 1 (Mek. Nird. 1864) Nr. 10. 28. 29. 33. 38. 42; ed. B r d y III

(Mek. Nird. 1910) Nr. 17. 77. 108.

') Nicht als ob ieh ein Abhangigkeitsverhaltnis annehmen woUte, mochte ich

doch nicht unerwahnt lassen, daB der terminus '»mis>j Brlaubnis auch im

Arabischen zur Bezeichnung einer Einleitung vorkommt: A g h a n i ^ I S. 4, 24 [^y^

^xXJ5 Jji ^S> ^t iUflff-^J, dieselbe SteUe auch Fihrist S. 141, 21.
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"Ti br, wozu die SchluBzeile (Aufruf zur Lobpreisung Gottes) in der

Kegel einen ankniipfenden Ubergang bietet^), jedoch auch als Ein-

leitung zu Ps. 104, oder (Aufruf zur BuJJe) als tokhacha fiir den Ver-

sohnungstag ^). In grofiter Einfachheit, frei von metrischem Zwang, aber

desto wirkungsvoUer und ergreifender erscheint die Seelenermahnung in

dem den „Herzenspflicliten" des E. B e c h a j i in hebr. Sprache bei-

gegebenen Tokhacha-Lebrgedicht.
Gegenwartige Zeilen, mit denen ich an der BegriiBung des verehrten

Freundes teihiehmen mochte, dessen Studien wertvoUe Anregungen zum
Nachweis der Quellen und Zusammenhange mancher Elemente der jiidi-

schen Gedankenwelt bieten, baben die Absicht, auf die literarische An-

kniipfung jenes Typus der neubebraiscben Poesie hinzuweisen und als

weiterer Beitrag zu meiaemVersuche im JQE, XIV 719—736 zu dienen ^).

Die jiidisehen Dichter und Moralisten siad zu den Zurechtweisungs-

und Mahngedicbten an die Seele, wie scbon Steinschneider an-

gedeutet bat *), durcb die arabiscbe Literatur angeregt worden, in der

das Genre dermu'atabat al-nafs verbaltnismafiig Mb erscbeint.

Es ware freilich sehr schwer, den im Namen des Umejja ibn abi-1-Salt

iiberlieferten Gedichten eine annabemd genaue cbronologische SteUe mit

einiger Zuversicbt anweisen zu woUen. JedenfaUs geboren sie einer

fruhen Schicbt der moralisierenden Poesie an. Unter diesen Gedicbten

1) Als nOB'jb nW] Istauch (ed. S.Sachs 1. c. Nr. 16, Auf . :
"imiHi ]'>V ^N^)

Ills?) zu beanspruchen ; die SchluBzeile zeigt den tjbergang: ~p2i< jD 7j? ^JN

') Die oben in den Anmerkungen verzeichneten Gedichtstflcke bieten Beispiele

fiir jede dieser Verwendungen.

») Leider wird in den Arbeiten fiber neuhebraische Poesie auf das dort empfohlene

unentbehrliehe Mittel des Verstandnisses und der Erklarung der Dichtungen nicht

genugend geachtet. Aus einer Reihe von Beispielen, die sich darbieten, mochte ich

bei dieser Gelegenheit nur eines hervorheben. In einem Gedicht des Josef b. Saddik

an Isak b. Muhadschir heifit es vom Wein: pHJIH ND?'!? N7 (H. Brody, D r e i

unbekannte Fr eun ds ehaf tsg e di eh t e des Jos. b. Zaddik [Prag

1910] im Bericht „Talmud-Thora" fiir 1909/10, S. 13, 1). Der richtige Sinn wird erst

verstandlich, wenn man das in der altarabischen Poesie so haufige Epithet des Weins

idiow beachtet, das gewohnlich mit der Bezeichnung der Provenienz (wie hier in

negativer Weise mit Schebha) verbunden wird. Die sudarabische Herkunft wird in

solchen arabischen Beschreibungen haufig betont (s. Mordtmann-Miiller, S a b a i -

sche Denkmaler, Wien 1883, S. 47). Vgl. dazu jCn |CTO |)3JD
pi

(Moses b. B z r a , Tarschisch 41 und die richtige Erklarung von B r o d y in Monats-

schrift 1911, S. 81), genau im Sinne der arabischen Weinschilderungen.

') Hebr. Bibliographic V S. 92.

qKohler-Volume. "^
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findet sich der Anfang eines an die Seele gerichteten Mahngedichtes i);

in einem andern, wo durch einige Zeilen von der Verganglichkeit alias

Irdischen geredet und die Seele in diesem Sinne apostrophiert wird,

ist mit Anwendung des in solchem Zusammenhange spater gebrauch-

lichen Terminus die Kede von dem Menschen, der seine Seele aufruft und

sie zurechtweist. (4^1*5 L^ Lco lXac) ^) — Von dem Dichter

'Abdallah b. 'Abd al-A'la al-Kuraschi, Genossen des Omajjadenprinzen

Maslama b. 'Abdalmalik, Belagerers von Konstantinopel (st. 740) wird

ein an die Seele gerichtetes Mahngedicht von 10 Zeilen (Anfang: „Versehe

dich, Seele, ehe du zugrunde gehst, mit eiaer Reiseausriistung *), mit

der du dein. Ziel erreichst; du bist ja nicht vergeblich erschaffen worden")

uberliefert, das der fromme Chalife 'Omar II. gern hersagte *). Derselbe

Dichter riihrte den Prinzen, zu dessen Intimen er gehorte, durch die

Eezitierung ahnlicher asketischer Verse ^). — Jezid al-Rakkaschi, ein

Hofling des ersten 'Abbasidenchalifen al-Saffah (750—754), pflegte seine

Seele zurechtzuweisen («.^aj w^jl*j), iudem er sie anredete: „0

Seele ! wer wird fiir dich nach deinem Tod die Gebete verrichten, wer

fiir dich fasten usw. ?" ').

Mit dem Eindringen der neuplatonischen Anschauungen in die Ge-

dankenkreise der denkenden Mushme konnten diese Keime eine iiberaus

fruchtbare Entfaltung erfahren, indem sie mit den Theorien von der

Emanation der Seele aus der Oberwelt, von dem Zwecke ihrer Herab-

sendung und von den Bedingungen ihrer Riickkehr zu ihrem Ursprung

(sTOaxpocpTJ) kombiniert wurden. In diesem Sinne wird nun die hier

auf Erden als Fremdling weUende Seele ermahnt und an ihr wahres

Wesen und ihre hohe Bestimmung erinnert. Der voUkommenste Repra-

sentant dieser neuplatonischen AusbUdung der mu'atabat-Idee ist die

zuerst, nur zum Teil, von Fleischer (1870), dann in ihrem voll-

i)UmaijaibnAbi s Salt gesammelt und ubersetzt von Friediich

Schulthess (Leipzig 1911) Nr. XV v. I ^ \^_^s6 Lj

2) ibid. Nr. XL v. 10 Der Vers scheint allerdings eingeschoben zu sein; er

kommt in keiner der durch Schulthess S. 49 gesammelten Parallelstellen vor und

unterbricht den Zusammenhang von Vers 9 au£ 11.

») vgL Tokhacha des Bechaji: '131 Si"? m^i ijisn itySJ (ed. Yahuda
S. 399, 27); Chobhoth VI c. 3, Ende (ed. Yah. S. 263,5) Steinschneider, Hebr.

tJbersetzungen d. Mittelalters, S. 880 Anm. 191 Ichwan al-jafa (ed. Bombay) III

S. 78 ult. ji^li J>j^j5 \\s>-J^ JjtX«,i.

*) Amali al-K;ali (Bulak 1824) II S. 323f.

5) Aghani XVI S. 167, 6.

") ?;urtubi Tadkira (in der Bearbeitung des Scha'rani. Kairo 1310) S. 4,21.
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standigen Text von Otto Bardenliewer bearbeitete pseudo-

hermetisclie Schrift: Zurechtweisungder Seele i). Der Urn-

stand, daB die in derselben entwickelten Seelentheorien vielfach mit

den in den Abhandlungen der Ichwan al-safa dargestellten Gedanken uber-

einstimmen, muB nicht mit Bardenhewer*) zu dem Schlusse fiihren, daB

fiir die Entstehung der Schrift das jenen Enzyklopadisten von Ba?ra

folgende Zeitalter anzusetzen sei. Die neuplatonischen Theorien waren

ja bereits frtiber in die muslimische Welt eingedrungen. Andererseits kann

wieder die Wirkung der mu'atabat al-nafs auf weite Kreise beobachtet

warden. DaB auch das judische Schrifttum von ihr beruhrt ist, ist anders-

wo nachgewiesen worden ').

DaB die neuplatonische Literatur das Motiv der mu'atabat al-nafs

sich gern angeeignet hat, finde ich in einer besonderen literarischen Tat-

sache begriindet *), von der bei anderer Gelegenheit eingehender die

Eede war: namlich dem EinfiuB, den das Kalila wa-Dimna-
Buch ui seiner arabischen Bearbeitung durch 'AbdaUah b. al-Mukaffa'

(st. 757) auf die neuplatonisch gestimmten Muslimen geiibt hat ^). Nun
enthalt diese Bearbeitung in ihrer Einleitung *), die wir jetzt auch in der

deutschen tJbersetzung Noldekes'') genieBen kijnnen, eine umfang-

liche moraUsche Ermahnung, die der Arzt Barzoe an seine Seele richtet.

Von Her aus wird wohl das Thema der Seelenzurechtweisung die Gunst

der neuplatonischen MoraUsten erlangt haben^). Es gehort dann bis in

die spateren Zeiten zum eisernen Bestande der asketischen (und auch

der sufischen) Literatur, in der die an den Menschen gerichteten Er-

mahnungen gem in diese Form gekleidet werden ^).

1) Hermetis Trismegisti qui apud Arabes fertur De Castigatione Animae Libellum

edidit latine vertit adnotationibus illustravit OttoBardenhewer (Bonnae 1873).

2) 1. c. p. XV.
') Kitab ma'ani al-nafs; Vorwort S. 9, 13.

*) Es ware freilich verlockend, einem EiafluB von Marc Aurels ets kaumv

(wo ja auch die Seele angeredet wird, II, 6 oj i^uxVi) Eaum zu geben; wir ennangebi

jedoch aller Basis fiir die Amahme literarischer Vennittlung.

5) D e r I s 1 a m , herausgeg. von C. H. Becker I (1910) S. 23 ff.

') ed. Cheikho (Beyrouth 1905) S. 32—33 des arab. Textes (Hebraische

tJbersetzung ed. J. Derenbourg [Bibl. de l':ficole des Hautes fitudes, fasc. 49,

Paris 1881] S. 322—324).

') Barzoes Einleitung zu dem Buche Kalila wa Dinma iibersetzt und erlautert

von Th. Noldeke (Strafiburg 1912, Schriften der Wissenschaftl. Gesellsch. in

Strafiburg, 12. Heft) S. 12.

') In diese Gruppe gehort auch das von W enrich (De auctorum graecorum

versionibus S. 119) voUig misverstandene pseudoplatonische (j«,aiJ! XJjL** ^^Ixf

^yJi3:is^ in der Leidener Hsch. Warner 1148 (2). Katalog III S. 310.

') Ein schones Beispiel bietet Abu 'Ali Zejn al-'abidin jyL-iail e5;**Ji
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Aus alteren Erzeugnissen dieser Literatur werden die jiidischen

Dichter die Anregung zu gleicher Verwendung des Themas geschopft

haben. Wir wissen ja auch aus anderen Beispielen, dafi in ikren Dich-

tungen neuplatonische Anschauungen sich vielfach reflektieren ^).

Eiae Steigerung der mu'atabat al-nafs ist in der Idee der E e c h e n -

schaftforderung von der Seele (muhasabat al-nafs) aus-

gebUdet, die als integrierendes Element der asketiscben Etbik im Islam

erscbeint. Der schon oben erwahnte 'AbdaUah ibn al-Mukaffa' ist mit

seiaem kleinen, durch Schejch Tahir al-Dschaza'irl veroffentUchten ethi-

scben Traktat (al-Adab al-sagbir) der friibeste SchriftsteUer, der sich

Uber diese von ibm in ganz materieUer Weise gewiinsebten muhasaba

ausspricbt; er betracbtet sie als Mittel fiir die Zurecbtweisung
und Demiitigung der Seele *). Die zur asketiscb-ethiscben Literatur

geborenden Scbriften entbalten zumeist ein besonderes Kapitel dar-

iiber, was der entsprecbenden Pforte der „Herzenspflicbten" ("ijJtf

tfSJn nntlTl) alsMuster gedientund aucbihrenlnbaltbeeinfluBtbat'). Mit

einem spezieUen Nacbweis dieses Verhaltnisses *) wiirde icb die mir in

diesem Beitrag gesteUte Aufgabe iiberscbreiten und vieUeicbt auch einer

zu erwartenden kompetenteren Bebandlung vorgreifen. ^ Nur darauf

mocbte icb auch bei dieser Gelegenbeit hinweisen, daB die muslimischen

Moralisten die Pflicbt dieser Recbenscbaftsforderung in ibrer Weise nicht

nur aui ein angeblicbes yaditb des Propbeten zuruckfiibren ^), sondem

in seinem Siradsch al-l$:alub wa-'iladsch al-dunub (Kairo 1310,

a. R. der Ausgabe des 5ut al-tulub Bd. I) S. 130. Ich konnte die Lebenszeit des Verf.s

nicht ermittehi; weder sein Name, noch der Titel des Buches werden bei H. Ch. und

anderen mir zuganglichen bibUographischen Werken erwahnt. — Aus spaterer Zeit

konnen als Beispiele dienen: eine Mu'atabat al-nafs von 'AbdaJwahhab al-

Scha'rani (st. 1665) im Gothaer Arab. Handschrittenkatalog no. 833; persisch: Mu-

hammed 'Urfi (st. 1617) Risale-inafsijje (die Handschriften zuletzt verzeichnet

im BanMpore-Katalog II S. 191).

1) Vgl. z. B. die Anmerkungen zu Ma'ani al-nafs, zu S. 29, 26; 54, 8; s. auch

noch Jeh. Hal. Diwan ed. Luzzato Nr. 63; ed. Brody III Nr. 5, v. 7—13; nr. 14; 63;

138 V. 14 uber die Seele.

2)Rasa'il al-bulagha I (Kairo 1908) S. 4, 16 c^-^JCj, -/Jo"

') Vgl. M. Schreiner, Der Kalam in der jud. Literatur (Beigabe

zum XIII. Bericht der Lehranstalt fur die Wissensch. d. Judent, Berlin 1896) S. 25,

Anm. 2.

*) Vgl. Revue de I'Histoire des Religions (1898) XXXVII S. 322.

') Bei 'Abdallfadir al-Dsehilani, al-Ghunja li-talibi tarik al-

hakk (Mekka 1314) II S. 118 vom Propheten: ^\ J^ ^^wJu\ [yuls^
' * ' *
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— mit Berufung auf den in solchen Dingen unentbehrlichen Wahb b.

Munabbih — auch schon aus der „Weisheit Davids" (05b S-tXs*)

herleiten konnen. Der Vernilnftige — so habe Konig David gesagt —
diirie sich (f©Render) vier Stunden nicht entschlagen: — die eine ist

die Stunde, in der er von seiner Seele Rechenschaft fordert^).

1) Ibn Sutejba, 'Ujunal-achbar ed. Brockelmaim S. 328, 16: ,c*!-*ri

XavJU



Principles of Religious Instruction in Jewish

Schools.

By

Prof. Louis Grossmann, D. D., Cincinnati.

AH the influences which go into the chUd-soul must be homogeneous,

if a sound character is to result. This principle of education sets its face

against the division of subjects into secular and sacred. Whatever theo-

logy may say, pedagogy cannot make a distinction between subjects

except as to what relevancy they have to child-life and what moral

content they hold. Indeed, quite opposed to the traditional view, all

of history, for instance, is sacred, for aU of it, to the exclusion of none,

exhibits the sovereignty of the Law and the activity of God. Similarly

all human thought, every human speech, and all literatures are sacred,

for they evidence the earnestness of man under all human conditions.

The break-up of life into two mutually exclusive parts is one of the most

regrettable errors mankind has committed. It has caused not only cala-

mitous conflicts which have been more than merely academic, but also

confusions as to moral values which have misled the conscience of men

and perverted their sense of right and wrong. It helps us little to explain

that this double standard of Hfe has been forced on us by priests and

organized reUgion, except to make us cautious of it in modem life. If

theology is not yet ready to right the matter, it will be the duty of the

teacher to say the redeeming word. He must be open-eyed enough to

see the facts of life as they are and he is near enough to child-life to know

the original instincts of the soul. It is satisfactory to realize, that in

contrast with the tragedies which priestliness and secularism have pre-

cipitated everywhere else, Judaism has been free from the struggle and

has a clean hand. At the heart of Jewish culture Ues its respect for

all of life and for all life's phenomena. In a very clear sense a Jew ought

have no specifically theological aspect of God, man and world; the scien-

tific view, the historic view, and the sociological view are not only equally

possible but also equally significant and equally authoritative. For all
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of them report what God does in the world and what man attempts

to do in consonance with Him. The two-fold aspect has never been

congenial to Jewish thought or Jewish life and is, indeed, alien to it.

The Jew knows only of one God and of a God-created World which He
permeates in all directions. The Jew finds the sacred in and through the

secular, and the secular is filled with the sacred. All knowledge, as all

activity, is religious and moral.

The educator is very much interested in the unity of all the subjects

he teaches. For his aim is to establish in the child a moral personality,

but he cannot do it if the school-influences are broken up and contradict

one another. A double standard will always demoralize. It is not logical,

it is not tolerable that an act we do may be regarded as right and wrong

at the same time, that the priest may approve what the layman must

condemn or that the layman approves what the priest condemns. Nothing

has hindered the influence of rehgion so much as this aloofness from

human interests. The priest has alienated just where he means to minister.

This the teacher is called upon to correct. All of hfe must be opened

up and education must re-estabHsh the unity of human interests.

There are no subjects the child is taught which are specifically reU-

gious, either in content or in discipHne, and there is no subject which

does not hold a moralizing or spiritualizing value. "The notion that the

parochial or congregational schools teach rehgion while the pubhc or

communal schools teach non-religious matters, • must be contradicted.

Rehgion is present and influential in both. To be sure, the parochial

school has the task to perpetuate a certain form of rehgion and, it may

be, the secular school is devised to fit for practical hfe with the elimination

of all that is known to hinder it (and sometimes sectarianism does hinder

life). But, in the ultimate, rehgion is designed to enhance the power

for right living, and the behef in God is merely a high spur to morality,

and the most potent we have. The teacher employs the reUgious content

of the subjects he teaches, no matter whether his class assemble in a

house of worship or in a pubhc building. The reason why the teacher

is "broad" does not he in the fact that he is non-commital on the subject

of behef, but, on the contrary, just because he is serious on it. To him

rehgion is not something apart from the daily hfe but aU through it.

God is not mere "behef" but an influence. He does not find God in some

du-ections and ignore or miss Him in others. God is outside and inside,

God is in the past and in the future, in man and in aU organic life, in the

word and in the deeds of men, in every phase of developing civihzation,

in the things tangible and intangible, in life and in death, in the soul
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and in the flesh, in truth that has come forth and in the struggle which

truth has and in the falsehood which is often merely the truth of another

day and of another man and people.

But the artificial classification into sacred and profane or secular

does the greatest mischief to the child. To it knowledge is not an

abstraction but always experience, and experience is significant to cha-

racter rather than to mind. If the child cannot see that one Law holds

good everywhere, it will refuse to respect it. Merely church-religion

is no religion at all, for nine tenths of life is outside of it. The child

learns history, it wants to find God in it. It learns science, itwants to find

God in that. It learns the rules of conduct in order to adjust itself to the

world in which God is present and it wants to see Him and to feel Him,

because it wants co-operate with Him. It seeks God everywhere with

the spiritual scent which is so sure of itself, and it cannot reconcile itself

to the forbidding injunction: here is God and only here, and elsewhere

God is not and can never be. There is no need to argue with children

that there is a God. They anticipate us in that. In all the history of

teaching no child has received its religious convictions as a sort of sudden

"revelation". It is an original part of child-nature to be pious and to

believe. The child gains nothing when theology is forced upon it, and

when it is, the child loses its naivete and feels a weight upon its impulses.

Theological veritieswere origmally meant to be moral incentives and moral

checks, but now they often prove to be snares and illusions. It is the glory

of Judaism that it has not lent itseK to this confusion of child-life and child-

faith. From the very beginning of its educational career, the Jewish child is

made to feel that God is in the centre of Life, that its soul is kindred with

theAU-soul and whatever enters its life streams from the Great Source.

That is the reason why Jews take so readily to all the professions and

to all studies and have such tolerance. Education is "universal" with

Jews because they look for a cultural content in every subject and be-

cause they feel they have a right to take posession of this cultural good.

If the modern child does not take so readily to religious discipline, I

fear the fault lies with those who have introduced into the midst of

Jews the utterly unjewish notion that some studies lead to religon and

some studies lead away from it. This has aroused doubt that church-

people (and there are church people also amongst Jews nowadays)

have sound judgment on studies or on teaching. For nothing is so

calculated to bring the whole matter into suspicion and distrust as the

proposition that some schools provide reUgion and some schools do not.

Unless it be the other, more offensive but not more summary proposition
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that only a certain kind of subjects makes religious, and that the other

unmakes it.

The practical aspect of this difficulty is clear enough. Children are

sent to the public school for one reason and to the religious school or

lesson for another reason, and the child's school life is broken into two

discordant parts. The consequence is that not only the child's culture

but also his morality is without homogeneity. For the prime condition

for a normal, let alone sound, character is that it have its rise in one moral

center. Secular studies establish an intellectual life, unrelated to motives

and rehgious convictions, while the specifically religious studies are

equally isolated in the child's soul and remain untransmuted into pur-

pose and wUl. Not only is there a difficulty in the fact that tradi-

itional pedagogy does not see farther than the walls of the school-room

andwiU not see that subjects taught to children are opportunities for moral

training, but the subjects themselves are torn apart and the child is

made to feel that he moves in two different worlds which exclude and

oppose one the other. This provokes the despair of religion as it is also

the cause why modem culture seems often hoUow, despits its other-

wise great achievements. There is great danger that we Jews too may

lapse into this grievous error. Jewish culture has always been pervaded

byareligousness whichwas at the same time its charm as well as its power.

It was also avowedly practical, that is the rehgious tone which pervaded

it was not abstruse. In the same sense, Jewish morality is evidenced

throughout our history not so much by an ethical system or maxims as

by the implicit presence of it in every event, act and experience. We have

no ethics apart from life, and we have no vital interest and share in the

world's work other than that dictated by our moral genius. It has often

been remarked that modern Jews have taken so readily to the trades,

the professions, the arts as soon as the emancipation came to them and

they were free to enter the Universities and the public life, and this

readiness and capacity were credited to some subtle genius they were

supposed to possess. But the fact is that they evinced their interest

in the various phases of culture, as soon as they were permitted, out

of a moral and religious acumen which had always been characteristic

of Jewish fife. They had never been taught to consider anything aUen

to then- souls. On the contrary, it has always been a cardinal doctrine

in Judaism that every phase of hfe is equally an opportunity for religious

and moral exercise. We must re-emphasize this traditional moral interest

and make it dominate aU others.

It is experiences, not books, that teach. The difficulty is adjusted
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just as soon as we recognize that. We send children to school to acquire

not so much information as training. Here sacred and secular cease

to mean divergent things. In fact they are restored to their real meaning,

and they become identical. It is possibly only a matter of degree between

them. Religion and morals pervade aU of life and there is not one phase

outside of them. The teacher uses his material, he does not merely pre-

sent it. He uses it for the moraJization of the pupil; he makes the past ex-

perience of men and nations illustrative of forms of conduct, desirable

for emulation or to be rejected; he exhibits instances how conformity

brings benefits and satisfactions, and violations bring injury and soul-

disturbances. For instance, Moses is a type of life, worthy of admira-

tion and imitation. He becomes an influence for the upbuilding

of character just as Washington or Bismarck and of a higher

degree than these, just as his motive transcends theirs. The Exodus

from Egypt is a spur to the deep seated love of liberty, to a high

conception of it and to a manly seizure of it. It is an enduring

triumph of men's love and need of justice and can thrill the

youths of today and of aU coming days. As mere "records" the biblical

accounts are nugatory in effect and can never have any bearing on life.

But as types they challenge the stamina of every soul. AU of history

becomes alive and suggestive and close to the heart of the young man

who faces moral problems. It is a mistake to suppose that his interest

is simply academic; it is personal, it is intense, it is a question of

moral living. He is before his teacher, not as putty which takes the

pressure of the stamp but as a living soul that reacts against another

soul. And he wiU leave his teacher for the practical occupations of his

career with the influence of both the teacher and the subject in him,

or at least he should so leave. Of what use would be the classic story of

virtue if it should not kindle virtue or the story of vice if it should

not warn against vice. Should the providential acts, so long and so pro-

foundly endeared to men, remain, indeed, nothing but dead-letter, un-

productive? We teach that we may give life; we teach rehgion and

morality that the young may live truthfully, nobly, intensely.

We must reconstruct our schools; they are medieval in spirit.

The pupil does not come to school for the sake of the book, but he

comes there for the sake of himself. He is interested in his own destiny,

in his own duties, in his own problems, in his own needs. And he is

undeveloped, and he has so much to see, and so much to know and so

much to do !

The touchstone of all teaching is, does it supply a need? Does it
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supply to the young life that which it requires for development? Does it

give what will help the young soul to get its bearing in life ? The child is

taught geography (let us say). It gets out of the study breadth of sympathy

with other persons who solve their life-problems differently, though they

have the same obligations. No study so liberalizes as does geography.

It enkindles kinships with races. Again the child is taught spelling

and reading and writing, that it may be able to communicate with others

rightly, scrupuluously and satisfactorily. It is taught the solving of

problems in arithmetic, not that it may be able to count profit and loss

and the sordid things, but that it may get the compelling moral ex-

perience that men must be exact and correct and dare not evade nor

pervert the truth. The study of mathematics is a moral discipline. The

child learns history that it may realize that Law prevails in all lives

and that Providence means something real and inevitable, that God is

in the World. And so on. It is time that we concede that aU education

is religious and moral. But we must concede it from the point of

view of education itself.

We have been teaching the Bible but not the biblical life. We have

been teaching it as adults to adults, but not as adults to growing, soul-

hungry childhood. We have taught it as "revelation", but have not

revealed its life. We have employed it as proof for rehgious and moral

"truths", but we have not made these truths tell in the young hearts.

During our teaching we have thought more of abstract principles than

of concrete lives; we have thought of Judaism and not of Jews. But

all the while eager children have looked up to us and have waited for

what we should have given to them. And we have looked over their

heads into an illusive future and have ignored those who were in front of

us. But teaching is like nursing, it feeds, and when it is neglected it kills.

Some of the apathy, some of the skepticism, some of the estrange-

ment among modern Jews is chargeable to inattentive, insincere and

unsatisfactory teachers. The aim of the teacher should be to help in

growth, and the test of his worth is whether he has encouraged this growth

or has hindered it. The incompetent, the incomplete men and women

who move about us, may some day stop in front of some teacher and

hold him to account. The indifference to religion of which there is a

general complaint and the lightness of morals which so embarrasses us

nowadays are not a whim of the times, but a consequence of faulty

education and ought to stir us toward an educational Reform.

The subjects of instruction are means and not ends. We teach the

Bible not for its own sake but for the purpose of the child's moral future.
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We teach Judaism not to uphold it, but to uphold our childhood in it.

We teach the catechism not to achieve another victory of fine academic

logic and to prove Judaism afresh to a new generation of admirers and

assenters, but to set young men and women aright on the path of life

under God's law and men's institutions. And we teach that they may

be able to adjust themselves to conditions not eventually but at once.

The pupU now in the class room and now wrestling with his difficulties

needs guidance and help. Children do not come to us for future things

but for present help. H we help them in their growth, they will be able

to help themselves later on. There are moral problems in every class

room, and we cannot afford to leave them unsolved and to dismiss the

children unenlightened and undirected. If we do leave them so, we

shall have a sorry compensation for our neglect. The teacher should

fling his book aside and look into the eyes of his pupils. He should face

the teeming, anxious fife that faces him.

There is a tyranny of subjects in our schools which is appaUing.

And there is a blindness to the actuaUties which is even more appalling.

It would almost seem as if the Course of Study were everything and

children's souls were nothing. And we work for tomorrow rather than

for today, for a Judaism to be, while the real Judaism is all the while

in front of us. AU because we cannot disabuse ourselves of the theological

aspect of religion and cannot enter, as we should, upon the vital aspect of it.

It is high time that we bend down to childhood and sympathize with

it. The textbook is dead unless it is meant for a child and it is still worse

than dead if it is meant as over against the child. The textbook stands

for life, the exemplary, the true, the helpful life the child shall absorb

and hold. It is not a collection of theorems but a vitalizing influence.

The child should feel heart-throbs in the text-book and, if possible, its

own heart-throbs. The text-book is, in fact, a substitute for the Hving

teacher. And it should also be an incarnation, as it were, of the Ufe of

the people, of those who were, as the child now is, under the stress of

the Law and of Fate, and of limitations and of passions. AU about the

school-life of the child should be Life, real pulsating life, just as Life

will be about it forever and everywhere. The religious School shares

with the Public School, and with the parent, the duty toward a soul.

No teacher should forget that.

It is an elementary truth that the school-room itself is life. It offers

aU the opportunities of give and take, of moral relations and of social

contact. It is the large world on a small scale; in it individuals are apart,

and individuals act in co-operation; there are agreements and dis-
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agreements, moral conflicts and moral issues, in short human nature

reaching out in all seriousness and in all directions. This genuine, teeming

life appeals to us for guidance and for help, but we have not responded

to it. We have failed to see that we are deahng with intense Hfe and

have not recognized it as at all entitled to attention. We have

been looking over the heads of the children in front of us and have been

thinking of an abstract Judaism and an abstract Jewish people. But

what would we not have gained for the future, if we had secured the

present ! The children crave to live their lives, and they have a right to

demand that we help them. To enable them to see the things of the world

which are new to them, to see these as they are, to understand them,

to value them, to relate them to their own being, to help the children

appreciate the moral significance of things and persons and whatever

comes and goes in their lives, that is education, religious training. But

our teaching has been academic not personal and we have not been near to

childhood, and wehave felt (let us confess) a disdain to go down to the level

of the child. In the first place, childhood too is sacred and, in the second

place, nothing is more fatal to a teacher and the pupil than aloofness.

So it has come that we have been doing the work of Sisyphus: we have

always had our greatest difficulty with the generation that has just

grown up and has just come out of the schools. The reason is obvious.

We had done nothing for them, and had neglected them. We had aimed

over their heads and their hearts, for something in the distance. But

our plain duty is to serve those who need us, and to afford to them

opportunity for normal growth while they were in their freshest and

most susceptible condition. If we had only attended to our young

in each generation, we could have been surer of them and of ourselves;

but we have tended every vineyeard, and our own vineyard we have

not taken care of! Every school room presents our finest opportunity

and our most unadjoumable duty.

I do not mean this in a pastoral sense, as if we were to take a per-

sonal interest in children out of graciousness and a certain sympathy

with their weaknesses. I mean it from the point of view of the psycholo-

gist, who respects growing childhood as much as the matured adult.

Every "article of faith", every phase of "belief", every virtue (and every

vice) begins humbly, begins subtly. The conviction that God is, is not

a "revelation" from the very beginning; it dawns upon the child-soul

in the dim haze and emerges slowly into the light. A virtue does not

come to be at once, at birth, which we need merely caU out; it emerges

only after many foils and passes with the world, even in the chUd-world.
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There are intellectual conceptions and ethical ways which arise only

at certain child-epochs, and we must wait for them till Nature please

(as Love in the "Song of Songs"). At first the child is busy with itself,

it cannot attach itself to others, except when such attachment secures

advantages: friendship is then ephemeral and capricious; and the social

virtues, such as charity and even justice (in the reciprocal sense), cannot

lodge until the "social" sense has awakened. We often make demands

upon the soul of the child, which we would not make upon its body; we

expect moral capacities it does not yet possess and a religion for which it

has neither adequate instincts nor powers. Strange, we are conscious

of the law and the fact of development everywhere, except in the spiri-

tual (the religious and the moral) life of the child; here we stiE adhere,

merely because we have not thought out the matter, to a kind of theo-

logical child-psychology and ignore the facts. The child is not full-

caparisoned already at birth and it passes through stages of growth in

its soul-life just as much as it does through stages of its physical self.

In fact, the two sides of its being go parallel and childhood is different

from youth and youth differs from manhood and womanhood; they

differ from one another not in degree but in kind, and each period, distinct

in itself, is a natural and a necessary preparation for the subsequent

period. The God of the child is different from the God of youth, just

as He is another for the ripened man and woman. He is another Being,

more moral, more absolute, more "true" and less the sublimated projection

of idealism. But the child's God, the splendid fancy of childhood, is an

essential contribution to the later adult's God, without which the latter

would be at best abstruse metaphysics and lack that warmth and

genuineness which make the God my God.

The fact is that the Law of Development which obtains everywhere,

appHes also in child-life. Here too there is a steady making for maturiz-

ation. But the steps are slow and almost intangible. Into the full and
rich sense of God in the World which comes to the soul when character

is complete mound many streams from many sources. So also many
and diverse influences go into the make of character; it is gotten by
life-work and not by intuition and is the final cumulative fact of our being.

There is a period when every child is a pagan, the Jewish no lest

than every other. This is no disparagement nor indictment but a facs

of life. And life builds with material of its own making. Out of this

child-paganism comes later the power to "see" God and to "love" Him
and to reach up to Him with personal power. It is not to be wondered
at that the Jewish child begms with this crudeness, but rather that it is
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SO normal in its beginnings, recollecting, as we must, that centuries

of "monotheism" have gone into Israel. Nature is stronger than theo-

logy, and better and wiser; that is what we may learn from science.

There is a time when the sense of dependence is central in the moral

Ufe of the child, reasonably enough; then chUd-morality moves within

this restriction. But this moral restriction (for it means that the child

is domestic and its loyalties are for the kindred only) paves the way
for loyalties of a broader kind, and at a later period of Hfe it transmutes

them into patriotism, into solidarity and into those deep-felt voluntary

allegiances which are the highest strength of man. We grumble at the

"individualism" of the Jew, though we ought really be gratified with it,

for out of it comes his moral personality and his capacity to do

things; the world finds fault with it, but it should thank him for it,

for that individualism has made for the Jew the genius he has in every

direction of culture. IndividuaKsm is at the base of religiousness and of

right morality. In reKgion, the very thought of God is the sublimation

of individualism, and in ethics right conduct is unthinkable without a

pronounced sense of self and a clear realization of responsibility. Is

it not worth while to listen to the first throbs of this individuahsm in

the child and to chasten and enlighten it? Is this timely attendance

upon the awakenings of reKgion and morals not rightly educational?

The genetic view of Hfe has entered into the domain of science.

Everything grows, we say nowadays, just as in ancient Greece they

said, "everything flows". All things, aU life, in the past up to our very

day and beyond our day for all time to come, the restless hfe of the

world wiU go on and strive to adjust itself to the conditions as they come

and change. There is only one kind of struggle and that is the struggle

to sustain, or rather to maintain oneself. Every organ has been thrust

out by the body in the history of the racial life as a feeler against danger

and as an instrument of defense; every "faculty" of our soul and every

virtue are, after all has been said about them by psychology and by

ethics, nothing else than the best means man has devised by which his

life -hunger is stilled. This does not lower their intrinsic merit,

but rather exalts it. For thus they are seen in. the light of universals

and their significance is divine; they maintain the All-Life in man and

work in league with God. Even Religion itself is behind our morality

to make it intense and give it a high meaning and an irresistible power.

The "belief" in God is the final and the highest achievement of man

and makes his uplift to God not merely an ideal but also a passion.

All this is clear and is part of our modem ways of thinking,
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everywhere except in the mind of the teacher. He still talks of virtue

and vice in the old terms; to him life is at a standstill and man

must learn and absorb and obey and fulfil the law; he has no thought

of divinely endowed freedom and of equally divine growth. The child,

however, does not represent the end of the race, but, the beginning of it,

as it were, for the race is forever beginning afresh and striving to transcend

its limits. There is an eternal longing of man up toward the highest,

the holiest, the divinest. If we want to know what God is, let us look

at man, into man, and if we want to know how much more closely we

shall some day know God, how much nearer we shall be to Him (for

every virtue brings us near to Him) then recollect the progress man is

making. The progress is persistent toward finer capacities, and mankind

is becoming more moral and more religious just because Life is selecting

better means to help and advance itself. The teacher will never be

the minister to child-souls unless he appreciates the wonderful History

of Man they represent and the Ascent of Man they guarantee.

It may be that other religions are not ready to accept what science

has posited; but Judaism is ready for it. In fact, ours has been the sub-

conscious sense of all fife, of man's direct relation to God, of man's

co-operation with Him, of the unlimited progress to which man is

destined. This aspect of the divinity in aU things and in aU life accounts

for the optimism of the Jew and for his undeterred devotion to his

refigious ideals. For him reUgion and science tally; they not only say

the same things but their declarations are equally authoritative. And

in these days when our vision is broader and our insight clearer, when

worship begias to mean co-operation, by way of religion with God and

by way of morals with Man, when the advance and uplift of man is the

ideal of society and the task of human organisation, of the State and

Statute and of the Law, we look to the teacher, whose profession is the

only one still altogether public, and to the Jewish teacher especially,

who is freest of aU teachers, to bring the New Reformation. We
Jews can afford to let science prescribe to us, and science tells us

the religious life of the child advances by increments, that both the

religion and the morality of the child start in humble ways and are

destined to great things. It is the teacher's task to trace the

progress of child-growth, and to adjust his influence upon it so that

a normal development may ensue. The old method of stuffing the in-

tellect with knowledges must go; the new method aligns teaching

with every line of the child's advance toward maturity. You need only

look into your Bible with fresh eyes, and you have your cue. The Book
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of Genesis is an account of how civilization came to be. It answers the

everlasting questions which children ask and have asked in all the history

of chUd-curiosity, how did heaven come and the stars, and why is the

rainbow in the sky, and who built the first town, and who played music
for the first time and how, and who is the first smith and so on. And
note, the Book gives us an account of three homes, classical and typical

forever. And these homes are in an ascending scale and culminate in

the most organized and the most potent. There is a moving gradation

in aU this which, as teachers, we ought to notice and use. And notice

also the parallel phases of child-growth from the vague beginnings when
the great "World is a Place of Wonders, to domestic interests, domestic

difficulties and domestic amenities, out of which, by subtle changes,

tribal and national loyalties come. And finally note how in the tjrpical

modern child the process of moral growth follows the same lines. The

limitations and the intensities of the home are followed by touch with

those who are in casual relation to it, and these, in course of time, are

followed by moral relations, of give and take, with strangers on terms

of mutual understanding, of co-ordination, or sub -ordination, and the

grades of moral values which involve co-operation and confiict. The

Bible is a wonderful book, but the greatest wonder of all is that it is

so modem. And the teacher can prove that.

Judaism must derive its principles for teaching from Life, from which

it gets all its fundamental truths. The fact is, and we had better confess it,

that we have given religions education no systematic thought. No religion

has, but that does not excuse us. In these days when we axe dependent

upon the School more than we have ever been, it wiU be a calamity if we

do not devote our best thought to it. We must give Jewish Pedagogy a

large place in our thought and in our life, perhaps the largest. For the

days of polemics are over, and the days of organisation have begun. We
need not justify our beliefs, but we do need to secure our continuance.

The world is coming up to us in all matters of religious conviction; but just

because many are beginning to believe as we do, andthe lines of theological

differences are disappearing, we must foster the genius in which we have

been unique, whichwehave trained into our souls and which constitute our

individuality. The call is coming to the teacher to see to it that the next

generation in Israel wiU not lapse into the commonplace of "liberalism",

but will have a cause to live for and to live by. Jewish Pedagogy is not to

be conceived in conventional ways. Ifwe have nothing better to do for our

needs than what we have been doing, we shall faU. The teacher is more

than a transmitter of information, he is an influence. And he is more

Kohler-Volume. 10
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than an exhorter, he is a trainer, and he is more than a trainer and dis-

ciplinarian, he is the organ of the Life. His obligation is not merely

to hand over the tradition but to make that tradition live. The current

class-room pedagogy is conceived in short-sightedness, while the Jewish

cause demands an open eye upon the real world. We need a re-construc-

tion of the curriculum in Jewish Schools to bring it into consonance

with the scientific aspect of Hfe and the intellect and the feelings. Every

teacher must be adept in child-study; he must know chUd-reUgion as

well as adult-religion. For the first is his starting point and determines

the goal, which is obvious enough' No teacher who does not know child-

psychology should have a place in a Jewish School. Still better it

would be if he knew that special phase of child-psychology which the

Jewish child presents. And he should know this Jewish Child-psycho-

logy not because it would help him in personal adjustment to the

children he happens to teach, but because it is the source out of which

the canons of Jewish pedagogy are drawn. But scientific Jewish

Pedagogy is still an ideal wish and will be that for a long while to come.



R. Moses 'Hayim Luzzato's "Path of the

Righteous".

By

Emil G. Hirsch, Chicago.

Jewish literature is not poor in expositions and treatises on rules

of conduct. The ethical note has often been struck by noted authors and
sustained vigorously throughout lengthy dissertations. Leaving out of

consideration both the gnomic literature, whether biblical or extra-

canonical, and the Haggadah-both certainly rich in ethical instruction

and appeal, it is not an exaggeration to say that ethics i. e. the science

and art of proper conduct, and the motives underlying it constitute the

burden of Israel's learned men's preoccupation throughout. The field

of the Halakhah surely was assiduously cultivated; and whatever

elements may be contained therein to which modem thought might

justly deny the designation of ethical, the moral implications of duty

were never overlooked or neglected and had their place in the systema-

tised digests of Kabbinical Law. Doubt and uncertainty prevail con-

cerning the principles basic to the enumeration of the 613 Mizwoth or

commandments assumed as encompassmg the totality of Mosaic in-

junctions and prohibitions. No two catalogues of these sixhundred

thirteen mandatory and restrictive commands agree. Yet none but

assigns due promiuence to the laws iuculcating obedience to and de-

manding the observance of the practises which are commonly designated

and distinguished as ethical. (On the 613 Mizwoth confer Revue des

Etudes Juives vol. IV.) The "Mussar" loio literature is both ex-

tensively and intensively significant. (Confer among others Zunz Zm
Literatur und Geschichte.) But among the books which m one way

or another are devoted to the exposition of the ethical content of Judaism

they are few that aim at analysmg the basic principles rather than

registering and commenting the resulting practices: Ba'hya's "yobhoth

halebhobhoth" is in so far exceptional as it stands out a treatise on

10*
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the motives and concepts, the sentiments underlying morally and reli-

giously consecrated conduct. Ba'hya refrains from enumerating duties

in systematic or loose sequence. His ambition is to lead the student

into the sanctuary of philosophical insight into the life of the soul of

which conduct is after aU mere sign and symbol.

Moses 'Hayim Luzzato's antS'"' rh'^DD while not quite as elaborate

as the work of Ba'hya, must be assigned a place at its side. It,

too, attempts to throw light on the foundations rather than on the

facts of consecrated conduct. It is oriented toward philosophy much

more intently than toward practice. Sound comprehension of the ends

at which moral conduct aims is its important solicitude. Practice is

seen to be the outflow of principle, conduct the offspring of conviction.

This "atmosphere" of the booklet should win for it more than per-

functory registration in columns of catalogues only freighted with biblio-

graphical and biographical data. The fact certainly is not without signi-

ficance that the volume found quick favour in Israel from the very first

of its publication and even at this day is widely read by the Jews of

Eastern Europe and then- kinsmen in America.

The author's life-story, full of pathetic trials, need not be rehearsed

here. For the purposes of this study of his opusculum, it suffices to

remember that he was of Italian birth, a son of the former half of the

eighteenth century. Conversant not only with Biblical and Rabbinic

hterature, but also with Latin, Greek, and Italian, by temperament rather

than by education was he led to accept the viewpoint of the KabbaUsts

or Mystics. "Practical" compliance with the requirements of the Rabbi-

nical codes did not satisfy the cravings of his soul. The "Kabbalah"

notwithstanding its exuberances and extravagances appealed not only

to his imagmation but held out the promise of satisfying his yearning

for "rehgion". A poet he — as is attested by his "praise of the Righteous"

nbnp w^wh — he was drawn to the study of the Zohar, and

he willingly paid the price for daring to stray into paths deemed perilous

and declared forbidden by the men m authority. Driven into exDe,

he found refuge in Amsterdam and freedom from persecution. Here ui

addition to smaller works devoted among other things to the exposition

of the fundamentals of Judaism and of the Kabbalah (in his icND
nnpyn and noDnn -icnd respectively) he composed the two works
destined to assure him lasting fame as one of the gifted singers of

modern time in the tongue of ancient Israel and as one of Judaism's

competent thinkers impelled to reason out his faith by the passionate

desire to attain unto perfect piety (niTiDn).
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It is inconsequential for the correct valuation of the "path of the

Righteous" to decide whether Moses 'Hayim Luzzato was an orthodox

adherent of the Kabbalah accepting its speculative tenets without

reservation, or was moved by the purpose to "reform" its teachings by
systematising them in such a way and to such an extent as to harmonise

them more fuUy with reason and faith as interpreted by Judaism aUke.

Of modem scholars, Samuel David Luzzato, by no means a follower of

the Kabbalah contends with much warmth for the latter construction.

The co-temporaries of Moses 'Hayim failed, however, to recognise these

reformatory tendencies and intentions in the KabbaJistic studies. They

forced him to abandon them and exacted from him the recanting of

his acceptance of Kabbalistic doctrine. E any other reason for Moses

'Hayim's predisposition for Mystic speculation than his poetic tempe-

rament must be looked for, disgust at the mechanical ritualism

which in his days counterfeited genuine religiosity offers the explanation.

His "Path of the Eighteous" indicates this clearly enough. (See below.)

Like Jehuda ha-Levi and Na'hmanides — feUow mystics of his — our

Moses 'Hayim was consumed by an all absorbing love for the "holy

land". Like his, if greater yet withal fellow singer, he wandered forth

to make the land of the Fathers his home only to die ere his life's sun had

begim to hie him on toward evening. (Bom at Padua 1707, he died a

victim of the Plague at Acco in 1747.)

That in Ms ana''' n'piDD he had by no means succeeded in

writing an exhaustive treatise on the philosophy of piety and conduct

and attitude leading to its attainment, Luzzato does not disguise. Li

the epilog he is free to confess that "I have not completely covered in

this my book aU the laws of piety. Nor have I adduced aU that might

have been said about this theme. For the matter is inexhaustible; and

meditative research and pondering (of its contents) never may hope to

touch the final goal. Each man must travel his own road, accor-

ding to the occupation in which he is engaged. The road of piety be-

fitting the man whose occupation is the study of the Law differs from

that which he must take who hires himself out to do the work of another,

and this in tum is not that over which the merchant must travel." This

confession reveals that it is the primary intention of the author to"

point out how the "student" may arrive at perfection in piety. From

the very inception of the work, it was planned not so much to meet the

needs of the common run of men distracted by thek occupations as to

encourage a distinct and rare class of whom Luzzato strove to be one,

the men dedicated to study in the Law, who yearned to attain the
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blessed state of the nion the "saint". For the others, the glory of

the pns the just and upright spelled the satisfying degree of moral

soundness. The book may thus be said to be the spiritual autobiography

of the writer himself, a revelation of the aims that impelled him, a con-

fession of the yeammgs that filled his soul: — An intensely human docu-

ment much more than a calm academic disquisition.

The reflection of Kabbalistic speculation is clearly patent in this

differentiating of the 'Hassid from the Zadik, though traces of such

setting aside of the former from and above the latter are unmistakable

as early as the "Hassidaic" psahns. The suggestion is perhaps admissable,

that stoic exaltation of the "wise" man as the ideal man was not without

importance among the influences tending to develop the distinguishmg

of the Hassid from the mere Zadik in the direction and to the degree

gradually emphasised in the Kabbalah. If the fear of God was the be-

ginning of all wisdom, the equivalenting of the "pious" man and the

"wise" man is easily understood. Jewish Mysticism further more was

not altogether indigenous to the soil of Judaism. Christian Gnosticism

does not merely run in parallel lines to it. Both movements interact.

Later Christian and Mohammedan mysticism and religiosity again

impressed if not the thinkiag, at all events the feeling of Jewish aspirants

for the glory of sainthood. It is not too bold a claim that the fact of

Luzzato's birth and rearing in Catholic Italy has had a share in his

emphasising Hassiduth over and against Zidkuth. Catholic theology

developing St. Augustine's PauUnianism put on the highest pedestal the

cloistered saint. Luzzato drawing the lines between the men absorbed

by practical preoccupations, and him whose mUDlN imin "studying

is his sole art and work" comes very near adjusting himself to Catholic

notions.

But withal, his conception of the pious man's character and the

means within man's reach to attain unto his perfection is essentially

other than that advanced by Christian mystics. He aims to make

of piety a theme of research. He strives to be one of the few who

would fathom the depths of such concepts as Eeverence, Love "Dedi-

cation to God and other component elements of Piety". Study such as

he would pursue in this field is not tantamount with booklearning. He
deplores that the reading of books on this subject is left to such as are

less richly gifted with intelligence so that the name "pious" is almost

equivalent to implying that he who wears it is duU of comprehension.

In consequence genuine piety is not to be found anywhere; not

among the learned for they begrudge the time which such study would
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require, not among the illiterate, for they are without the intelligence

needful therefore. According to current opinion, piety consists in and
may be acquired by the reciting of many psalms, by prolonging the

confessing of one's sins (the ini), by fastmg voluntarily on days not

set aside for fasting; by taking ritual baths in winter when the water

is frozen stiff. Common sense naturally rebels at mistaking these things

for piety. But genuine piety which is acceptable in the sight of God
is not easily understood and grasped.

On these disquieting observations Luzzato proceeds in his preface

to ground his theory and admonition that true piety is attainable only

when the persistent effort is made to acquire it. In this, Luzzato parts

company with non-Jewish theologians. Paul and his close second St.

.Augustine positing the depravity of human nature, deny logically to

man the faculty of winning of his own volition and effort the crown of

piety. The g r a c e of God alone enables him or the chosen of his kind

to possess himself of goodness. Even elementary goodness is an unmerited

gift granted man from without and above. Soundly and strongly Jewish

for all his quest for world-forgetting and world-free '"Hassiduth", our

guide brings into strong relief the truth that human effort, not the capri-

cious grace of God, is the decisive factor.

Nor is true piety a matter of naive unenlightened ignorance. Know-

ledge, study, inquiry, are prerequisites even to the planting within our

hearts the love of God. Every human being is predisposed toward

goodness and piety. But while the seed is within us, the fruit wiU grow

oidy when duly fostered and watched.

The study of the essence of piety and the ways to attain it, our

author* holds to be infinitely more profitable and urgent than pilpulistic

discussions which lead to no result and the occupation with Dinim Qijn

which have no bearing on our lives. "Moses our great Master" — writes

Luzzato summing up the gist of his prefatory remarks — "has taught

us this when he asks (Deut. X, 12): And now oh Israel what doeth the

Eternal, thy God, require of Thee, but to fear the Eternal, thy God,

to walk in all His ways, and to love Him. etc." This declaration enume-

rates in detail the component factors which together constitute the

perfect service acceptable unto God. And to similar effect, if ia different

order a Baraitha, often quoted, giving the ethical theories of Rabbi

Pin'has ben Jair, enlarges upon the thought contained in the Deuterono-

mic verses, and systematising its implications sets them forth in organic

sequence. "Torah first, then attention sohcitude which issues in zeal.

This in turn fosters cleanliness which produces the temper of restraint.
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Restraint fathers purity and it leads on to piety. But piety induces

humility which begets the fear of sin and this finally opens the gateway

to holiness." Our author sets about in his book at the hand of this Tan-

naitic graduated genealog yof the fundamental virtues to expose both

the psychology and practice of the life which is aspiring after piety

and holiness.

That the Tanna's catalog of the radical virtues was widely known

and favoritely accepted is attested by the frequency with which it is

quoted, though the various versions do agree neither in phraseology

nor in the order assigned the hierarchical excellencies. (Compare

Mishnah Sotah IX. Jer. Sabbath 3. c. Jer. Shekalim 47. c. ; Midrash

Rabba to Shir verse 1. 1. B. Adhodah Zarah 20 b.) Luzzato prefers

the version given by Babylonian Abhodah Zarah, in which nn\"li

(attentive care) and mim (zeal, ardor) are differentiated. Strange

to say, Luzzato links E. Pin'has' saying to a BibUcal passage other

than that adduced by tradition as the supporting text, viz. Deuteronomy

XXIII, 10 (see also Bab. Kethubhoth 46 a).

As a methodological crutch R. Pin'has' decade of interdependent

virtues certainly stood our author in good stead. StiU, the plan adopted

was not without disadvantages. It restricted for all its seeming logical

compulsion the writer to a route traced beforehand. Closer analysis

reveals that R. Pin'has' genealogy is not without serious flaws; and our

author is often enough compelled to strain the meaning of his guide's

terms in order to summarise under the caption his own thought. ! If

he chose to hang his own demonstration on the peg of the Tanna's words,

he — it is not unlikely — was impelled to adopt this plan by a feeling of

spiritual kinship with the teacher whose observation he used for his support.

R. Pin'has has survived in popular fancy as the man of sturdy

independence and unbending scrupulousness in the observance of the

details of the Law. ('Hullin 7. b. jer. Demai 21 d. 22 a. jer. Shekalim

48. c.) His eminent piety conferred on him the power to work miracles

in even greater degree than had been the privilege of Moses (jer. Demai

I, 3). Piety not learning had distiaguished this teacher and secured for

him undying fame. According to his own testimony, in his generation,

true learning was despised and neglected, men of good conduct were held

in no esteem, — traits which Luzzato finds to a certain extent also in

the physiognomy of his day. Moreover Pin'has traced all evil back

to the pernicious presence and activity of the yin IS"" (in connection

with Isaiah. XLVI, 4; Midrash to ps. XXXII, compare Jer. Ta'anith

66. c.) a theory not unUke that propounded by Luzzato himself. More
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strongly than any considerations of the methodological advantages

offered by adhering closely to the scheme of R. Pin 'has' "chain of virtues"

the thought of the Rabbi's own character and his value as an exemplar

of piety as distmct from erudition must have influenced our Moses 'Hayim
choice of his "leading" saying.

The first rung of the ladder leading up to r\W)ip holiness at the

top is Torah. It is plain that in this context, this term does not connote

the Pentateuch. At least Luzzato does not revert even to his quotation

from Deuteronomy X which might be supposed to be the "Torah" from

which all successive acquisitions and advances in good conduct and

motive are derivatives. Neither does he cite the verse from Deut. XXIII,

10 which (see above) serves traditionally as the locus classicus in con-

nection with the theme. In fact, in his first chapter he makes no mention

of mm as the first of the links in his chain of virtues. But by im-

pKcation, the fundamental mm is "knowledge" and that of a very

definite kind and on a very definite matter.

Preliminary to aH righteousness and the very fountain from which

alone it may be expected to issue is the recognition of the true purpose

and intent of human existence. Luzzato in emphasising this point marks

himself a clear thinker. "The foundation of the foundations and the

root of perfect service (i. e. conduct) is the clear and strong conception

of what be man's obligation in this world of which he in aU his thinking

and doiag shall not lose sight." (Chapter I. openiag sentence.) The

terminology is as characteristic as is the thought. The term r\2)n is

employed to cormote the "purpose" of man's life. The use of this noun

in this sense is not accidental. It may be in imitation of Ba'hya's

ni23bn mnm "obKgations, debts" of the heart. In Talmudic usage

nz)r\ names that which, by law, one is obligated to pay or do. Its

contrary is niB^I that which is left to one's free choice and decision.

The pregnant word employed by Luzzato at once posits the emphasis

that to man's life and work there is purpose. This purpose is not

dependent upon man's free decision but is an obligation which to dis-

charge is incumbent on man.

This purpose is identified with the summum bonum. While this

is not set forth in set phrases it is clearly imphed in the answer given to the

query concerning the n^m or purpose of man's work and striving

in lobiPD 'bis' world. The terminology indicates this in very subtle

fashion. The answer runs as follows: "Mark what our sages have taught

us; Man was created only that he should deUght in God and derive

sustaining pleasure (niin'''?) from the splendor of the divine Shekhinah;
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for this is the true delight and pleasure greater than aU other pleasures

that may be found." For "pleasure" the word ]]-[iy is used, clearly an

assonance of the Greek vjoovt^.

That this chief good or delight is beyond the reach of mortal man,

is clear. Our book admitting this makes the most of the fact. Its ethics

is oriented toward the other-world and in so far is under the dominancy

of mysticism. For its attitude there is good precedent in some teachings

of certain of the Kabbis. "While not quoting in full the Rabbinical descrip-

tion of the state of the Righteous in the world to be which constitutes

for our author the summum bonum and therefore the aim of life —
Berakhoth 17 a — he cites as supporting his contention the saying of

Jacob (Abhoth IV. 16. comp. Koheleth Rabba to IV. 6; Lev. R. § 3)

according to which this world is the ante-chamber, the world to come

the great inner hall (the triclinium).

The fundamental distinction between Jewish Mysticism and that

of Christian origin is strongly marked in the position taken by our author.

Union or re-union of man with God, the merging of human personality

in that of God is the goal in which the Christian mystic's hopes and

aspirations centre. Prayer, fasting, the castigating of the flesh are means

to this end. Even in this mortal state this beatitude is not absolute im-

possibflity. — For the Jew, Moses Hayim Luzzato, not the merger of

the human with the divine is the final aim. Man and God remain distmct.

The contemplation of God — not the merging in Him of man — is the

bliss which awaits in the world to come them who have kept faithfully

to the purpose and obligation of life. Yet, this element of other-world-

liness is not the dominant of the Jewish construction of life's meaning.

Biblical Judaism is singularly free of it. Had his mysticism and perhaps

his unconscious assimilation of CathoMc doctrine been less strong, his

definition of man's purpose would have taken account of Genesis' empha-

tic declaration that man was created to "have dominion over the earth".

But mystic as he was, he neglects to consult the Torah and turns for

his fundamental data to the casual references found in Rabbinical books

to the blissful and contemplative state of the truly pious in the "01am

haba". Nan oh)]!- Withal, he does not commend ascetic practices

(see above).

This world being for preparation, the "Mizwoth" are the means

by which man is enabled to arrive at the ultimate goal. "To cling unto

God" is for man the highest of perfections as David confesses (Psahn

LXXIII, 23 and XXIV, 4). But being a dweller on earth by divine

decree, he is exposed to many influences that estrange him from God.
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Notable among these are bodily appetites and sensual affections. He
has to wage incessant war; for whatever good or evil is meted out to

him spells temptation and testing trial. In like manner fortune and

sorrow and suffering are besetting him on aU sides. But if he wins the

victory in this contest, his will be the happiness and bliss to belong entirely

to his Creator. Perfection is his. And his joy will be proportionate to

the effort it cost him to master his passions.

In fact this world has its own purpose in man. Upon human conduct

depends the fate of the world. If man draws away from God and the God-

like, he corrupts himself and his corruption involves and vitiates the

world. But if he masters himself, utilising the world only as a means

to serve the Creator, he rises higher and higher and with him also the

world. The anti-Paulinian note rings clear in this declaration. Master of

the world man holds in his own hands his and the world's fate. Neither

the Christian dogmatist's contention that man is in bondage to the world

unless he reject the world, nor the determinism of modern materialism

is acceptable. For aU his "other-worldliness" based in the next para-

graph on the brevity and the tribulations of man's stay on earth, Luzzato

recognizes that this world as a means is of vital value and that because

man has therein the power of the making himself and it over. Soul

and world are distinct. The former is of so exalted a rank as to outlast

even the angels. It has no pleasure in the joys of this life. Therefore its

permanent home cannot be this world. It was breathed into man to

enable man to attain his true reward in his true world.

Interesting as is this argumentation of our author, it is certainly

not remarkable for clearness. His dualistic distinction of world and

soul leaves one in doubt concerning man's own nature. Is he distinct

from the soul or does the soul constitute his essential personality? The

passage throws no light on the question. But it is clear that the writer

meant to lay the stress on the phrase •]notJ'J ba. DX03 IDT n^p'' ab^

mn o'pipa as in protest against the asceticism of Church Pietism.

The practical and mediate purpose of human existence as distinguished

from the ultimate and absolute is observance of the Mizwoth and service

and endurance in trial and temptation. Such enjoyment of the world

alone is meet as aids and strengthens man and engenders quietude

of spirit and composure of mind enabling him to direct his heart favorably

to the service which is laid on him. Whatever his occupation and work,

every act of his should bring him near unto God and break down the

barriers separating him from his Maker. In this yearning for ever closer

approach unto God and ever more complete removal of what tends to
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increase the distance between Him and us, it is incumbent on us to

ascend in continuous labour from one rung to the next following. The

knowledge of our true destiny must as its first step lead to nn\~li

caution, watchfulness.

In elaborating his ideas on this point, the author indicates that

under this term he understands conscience under the control of common

sense. Zehiruth is in fact the exact equivalent of aovz-fip-qsi?, the critical

caution which examining every single act also takes account of the

sum total of one's deeds. (Chapter III.) The expression ptJ'yD bba

corresponds to our word "disposition" or character. "What, however,

be the distinguishing criteria of good and evil, the readers are not told

except in a general way. Good seems to be that which is approved of

by man's reason and insight. The failure of so many to exercise the proper

degree of watchfulness in judging their habits and qualities as well as

their actions and in eliminating then sins, is due in part to the nature

of this world. It has weU been likened by the Rabbis to the night. (B. B.

78 b.) Living in this "night" we cannot detect the obstacles in our way

which make us fall. Fools walk on and come to grief and that because

they cherish a false sense of security. But what is even more perilous

is that owing to this "darkness" the heedless are brought to confound

good and evil. They would justify their perverse course. The similes

introduced at this point to visualise the thought are of happy selection.

Luzzato urges men to adopt the method of the merchant who carefully

keeps books; He illustrates the fate of the foolish by the tantalising mazes

then a favorite accessory to every manorial park. They who have as yet

not acquired control over their "Yetzer" -1151 appetites and affections,

their "natural" impulses are walking m a labyrinth, unable to distinguish

between the paths. It is meet that we should listen to the counsel of such

as have found the right path leading out of the maze.

The foregoing will suffice to point out both the strength and the

weakness of Luzzato' s method. He is not so much a philosopher as he

is a pedagog. His are the aims of the preacher and exhorter rather than

the intentions of the close reasoner. If in the main he is free from and

even at times posetively antagonistic to Christian dogmatic assumptions

(see above) yet in charging the delinquencies of the "unwatchful" to the

nature of "this" world, he comes close to the thesis of the Church, though

as his quotations show of precedents in Rabbinical sayings there is no

dearth. The "Yetzer ha-ra'" i;-in "ilii with him as with the Rabbis

explains the moral failures and weaknesses of the sons of men. To this

antagonist must be laid the baneful trickery which life plays on the unwary,
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the insufficiently circumspect. Thus it is this "inclination toward evil"

which whirls men round and round in hurry and haste of occupation

and robs them of time and leisure to bethink themselves of their ways.

It burdens and overburdens them with work (Chapter II) as did Pharaoh

the Israelites.

The treatment of this "Yetzer ha-ra"' throughout the book is delight-

fully vague. In CathoUc presentments of man's moral imperfections,

Satan, a real definite personality, holds the key to the situation. The

Church's sacraments are the efficacious means of protection against his

wiles. Luzzato is for aU his mystic leanings too sound a Jew to go this

length. Yet, considerable influence is ascribed to this power the

y"in "iS^ which is more than impulse and yet less than personality. But

then the Rabbinical observations on this mooted matter are equally hazy

and indefinite. Passages are at hand supporting the contention that in the

opinions of the Rabbis the two Yetzarim were regarded as mere instinctive

impulses though susceptible of growing into fixed and masterful habits.

F. i. Sukhah52b; Bereshith Rabba § 22. Sabbath 105 b; Mddah 13 b;

jer. Sabbath XIV; Ber. Rabba § 61; Sanhedrin 91 b; Abhoth R. Nathan

§ 16; Berakhoth 5 a and others. On the other hand, almost as numerous

are the passages seemingly confirming the suspicion that the Rabbis

ascribed independent existence and personality to evil. F. i. Sukhah 52 b

;

B. B. 87 a; Kiddushm 81b; Tan'hum to 'Hukkoth. But for all this

vagueness, some Rabbis were not without the profounder comprehension

that "evil is good in the making". This underlies their stories concerning

the fatal results brought about by the captivity of the Yetzer ha-ra'

Yoma 69 b; Berakhoth 89 a. Abhodah Zarah 5 a. Only in the world

to come will God put an end to this Yetzer Sukkah 52 a.

Of the "stunulating" function of "evil" Luzzato makes no account.

With him, the Yetzer ha-ra' contrives to make men heedless. The "means of

grace" — one is tempted to write, for him are first the study of theTorah;

i. e. one desirous to be watchful will endeavour to remember the impor-

tance and gravity of the service which man is obligated to render and the

depth of the penalty consequent upon its neglect. (Chapters I—V.) Both

Biblical narratives and reflection on the admonitions of the wise men

will impress this lesson upon men's mind. According their differing nature

men will be affected differently. Those on the highest altitude are moved

to watchfuMess by the consideration that perfection is the only goal

and good worth while striving for and that the greatest evil is having

reached this goal or good only approximately and partially or even not

at all. They are knowing that the helps to attain unto perfection are good
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deeds and noble qualities nno in the sense in which the term occurs

in the injunction n2"prhv/ vnna inN "f^n (Sotah 14 a) will

not make light of these means nor try to reduce their number. They

wiU pile means on means in order to attain unto perfection, and will

always be on their guard lest one or the other needful thing be neglected.

Even when on the highest rung, on this ladder leading to perfection, they

will not become careless, but wiU be mindful of the possibility of a

little dustspeck of sin marring their precious perfection. Those of meaner

clay must be stimulated by arousing their ambition. In the world to

come rank wiU be assigned according to merit. It is not sufficient to

be among them that escape Gehenna or to be content to secure a little

place in Gan Eden. In this world even men dislike being outclassed.

ShaU they not be made to understand how keen will be their regret in

the next world when they are outranked by others? Their modesty is

a hoUow pretense to mask their disinclination seriously to discharge

their religious obligation. Finally the man of average quality wiU be

brought to seek the right way through hope of reward and fear of punish-

ment. Let him bethink himself of the final judgment and he wiU know

how to have heed of the great and of the small things. God's unfailing

retributive judgment Luzzato illustrates by incidents in the lives of

Abraham, Jacob, Joseph, David, and other Biblical heroes. But what

about God's Love? God's love is the piUar of the world. "Were justice

alone and untempered by love the dominant force, sinners would be

punished immediately after the crime or sin and then to the full extent

of the divine resentment; nor could sin ever be atoned for. God's Love

modifies this threefold connection of sin and punishment. It grants the

offender a respite for repentance; change of heart is accepted as equivalent

of change of deed. And thirdly by imputing to the deed the subsequent

change of volition in the doer, who has truly repented, the sinful

loathsome act is accounted as of non-effect. God's mercy modifies the

punishment. In fact the shame and grief felt by the repentant sinner, are

to be viewed as equalising compensations and requitements.

The preceding brief outline of our author's argument documents his

penetrating keenness as a psychologist. It brings into strong light his

opposition to Paulinian and Augustinian doctrines concerning justice

and love. Notwithstanding the essential other-worldliness of his view-

point, and the mystic vagueness ol many of his propositions, two points

stand out in sharp definiteness in this presentation: (1) The doctrine of

vicarious atonement is not advanced and (2) the power to activise God's

love as overbalancing God's justice is inherent in man himseff.
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In the fifth chapter the discussion is about the things which hinder

the free activity of "watchfulness" and the ways of protecting oneself

against them. Three chief agencies of interfering scope and effect are

named (1) absorption by multitudinous occupation. Of this there had

been speech before. Study of the Torah is the most efficacious anti-

dote. (Conf. Abhoth IV. 12; ib. 6.) The Torah was created to offset and

undo the dominancy of the "evU inclination" (Kid. 30 b). Of course,

men cannot neglect their business and the affairs of this world. But

every one should set aside fixed hours for the study of the Torah. Igno-

rance is invitation to impiety. And men should also set aside hours for

self-examination and introspection. Such precious hours must not be

fritted away. The second interference derives from levity and the scoffing

mood. Levity pursues the very opposite method of that which is charac-

teristic of watchfulness. "While the latter concentrates attention on one

matter, the former dissipates it to the extent that no thought is possible

of serious things and the fear of God however faint wiU not stir in the

heart. The scoffing mood acts in its effects like oil on the shield from

which aU arrows drop without piercing as much as the coating. Admonition

and appeal glide off not because sense and reason are lacking but because

the "oil" on the shield prevents the arrows from doing effective work.

But for the scoffers seven judgments are prepared (Prov. XIX. 29).

They who reflect and read books of admonition on conduct, are moved

to repentance even before bodily pain reminds them of their wrong doing.

Not so the scoffers. They must be brought to time by physical pain.

And they are, even unto destruction. (Abhodah Zarah 18 b.) The third

obstacle is evil company, association with corrupt and stupid men. We

should avoid intercourse with men that are not conducting themselves

humanly. When we cannot avoidthem, we should not mind their feelings.

Like the Prophet we should set our face agamst them, hard as flint.

(Isaiah L. 7.)

Of the other chapters, a briefer summary will answer the purpose

of this paper which was meant to set forth the method as well as the

matter of this treatise with such comment on the underlying conceptions

of our author as would bring into view his mystic other-worldliness

on the one hand and on the other the differences between his mysticism

and that of the regnant Church.

"Watchfuhiess" is essentially negative. It must be supplemented

and complemented by niriT = energetic zeal. Indolence is the

great obstacle placed by the Yetzer ha-ra' in the way of niini.

In this, Luzzato once more attests his power as a keen psychologist.
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Zeal is rooted in reflection on and the knowledge of the importance of

the Mizwoth and in the consciousness of the obUgation incumbent upon

man as the beneficiary for God's bounty. Excessive fear is fatal to

energy just as is love of ease. Both extremes are to be avoided. (Chapters

VI-IX.)

Watchfulness aims at preventing the commission of plainly repre-

hensible sins universally condemned as such. Yet mere watchfulness

is insufficient to assure such domination over ourselves as to escape the

temptation to consider as permitted all acts which are not plainly and

clearly accounted wrongful. Every trace and influence of passion must be

blotted out and resisted. "When this is accomplished, the next highest

degree is attained viz. that of nvpj purity. On this station, faculty to

distinguish most minutely between sin and its opposite is so weU developed

that even the things bordering to the least extent on the sinful and evil

are detected and rejected and detested. (Chapter X.)

In connection with this in the XI th chapter an extended but by

no means coherent exposition is given of the shortcomings and trans-

gressions men are most likely to commit. These are as numerous as are

the ramifications of the 365 prohibitory injunctions = (piSQ n"Dt5'

niJ'yn ah)- The Yetzer ha-ra' has his jhand in every sin but there

are sins to which this yetzer urges us more insistently. To resist them

requires stronger wiU power. Among the delinquencies enumerated at

length are those perpetrated against property rights. Both the grosser

ones and the more subtle ones such as usury; then those against sexual

chastity by look and word and act. He discourses on the dietary laws,

charging their violation to lust or to the desire to escape financial loss.

Uncleanliness of heart and soul — according to Siphra to Lev. XL 43.

is the direct effect of the violation of the laws concerning Terephah and

Tame food. His theory is based on curious physiology. It is that of

primitive tribes. He contends that unclean flesh introduced into the

body is absorbed with its uncleanness by the recipient body. (Com-

pare Isaac Arama, Akeda, porta 26; R. Be'hai b. Asher on the pro-

hibition of Basar we'halabh; Na'hmanides to Lev. XVII, 11; Aben

Ezra Lev. XI, 43.) There is mysterious virtue in the scrupulous diffe-

rentiation of Kasher and Terephah as insisted on by the Rabbis; "a hair's

breadth is of vital moment (Siphra. to Lev. XL 47)".

"Whoever has retained a mere modicum of reason in his brain will

look upon forbidden food as poisoned." And against poison sensible

persons are on their guard. — Next in order, such weaknesses as result

from social intercourse are analysed; among them pride, anger, envy.
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concupiscence; the reprehensibility of many despicable yet seemingly

innocent infractions of the social compact is brought to emphasis such

as verbal unkindness (Injury and insult through word of mouth; poor

advice; calumny and malicious gossip; swearing; the lying habit of which

the book adduces with considerable psychological acumen a rich variety;

'"Hillul ha-Shem" in its various degrees, and the keeping of Sabbath

and holy days). Sentiment and motive however are to be pure, not

merely action. His skiU in handling such unattractive subjects marks our

writer as an eminent preacher and pedagog. With apt quotations from

Bible and Talmud he drives his arrow home. That intensive and exten-

sive study of the sacred books is the most effective aid to win the virtue

of "nvpo" is the assurance in which this most elaborate chapter

culminates.

The watchful energetic Naki is entitled to deem himself a Zaddik.

But higher than he is the nion the saint. His standard is so rigorous

that few among the D"'p"'n!J 'just' may hope to square their life with it.

But according to our book, it is not necessary nor is it grounded in the

nature of things that all men be "saints". His is the aristocratic theory,

which might also be denominated that of election. Enough for him that

a few of the many aspire after and attain unto sainthood, by dint of seH-

discipHne. Sainthood even for these chosen spirits is the reward of their

own efforts. It is worth while calling attention to this point, not suffi-

ciently kept in mind by recent writers on this subject of Jewish sainthood.

Be it noted that the discipline leading to sainthood is by no means

"ascetic" in its essentials nor " p i e t i s t i c " in expression, nili'ns

abstinence is the first degree of this higher state. By this term, Luzzato

names action and attitude of mind keyed to restricting caution even

in things permitted. Especially the abstaining from permitted things

when evil might result from doing that which in itseK is allowed. But

this must be done in keeping with the spirit and intent of the written

and oral Law. Senseless asceticism is to be shunned. Abstinence is

only prophylactic against the temptations to sin by which indulgences

in mnocent pleasure and the good cheer of this life are always beset.

It is the best method to protect one's self agamst certain passions which

under other conditions are absolutely legitimate. The Torah with the

exception of Zizith and Sha'tness contains no command bearing on

dress. Yet, how easy may the love of fineries lead one astray! The vain

man, the Yetzer ha-ra', is sure of capturing. (Bereshith Kabba § 22, 6.)

Luzzato in order to draw the line between true abstinence and its

caricature contrasts with it the foolish practices^ of non- Jewish ascetes

K o h 1 e r - V 1 u m e, 11
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who castigating their flesh deem self-torture necessary to the winniog

of God's favour. Judaism warns us that self-torture is prohibited (Ta'anith

22b). This is the true rule: In things which are not needful for man

and which he can do without, abstinence is advisable. But to abstain

wilfully from the things which for one cause or another we need for our

sustenance is violating God's will. — Personally they who would mount to

the heights of sainthood should in cases of doubt always adopt the more

rigorous practice, even if it rests on the opinion of only one authority.

This Luzzato illustrates by citing the case of Mar Ukba who characterises

himself on account of his laxer practice as "vinegar descended from

wine" his father refusing to partake of cheese after meat only after the

lapse of 24 hours. ('Hullin 105 a.) WhUe excess of social intercourse

should be avoided, the would-be -iicn should as earnestly flee from seclu-

ding himself and his interests from other andworthy men and affairs. The

virtue of abstinence may best be won by reflection on the worthlessness

of carnal pleasures and earthly possessions and the knowledge that

association with men intent upon the acquiring of these secondary things

is apt to engender desires of similar low range.

By Teharah mnto Luzzato understands the perfection of the

innermost feelings of the heart. Thought must never be directed on

pleasure. Abstinent though one be if what little one partakes of is taken

for the sake of gratifying one's appetite, one is not risen to the height of

true "purity". Good deeds done with ulterior and impure purpose are

not "pure". Those only are who are done nQti''p. They will attain

this higher station who love God witn all their heart; who do not merely

do his explicit bidding but anticipate as it were his desire. And this

"anticipatory" attitude characterises the true nion. He is in a positive

way what the B'ns is negatively. The latter abstains from the per-

mitted; the former goes beyond the commanded. But much that passes

for "piety" does not deserve the label. Much and long praying, long

confessions of sins, loud weeping, deep bowing down, extravagant penance,

bathing for ritual purposes in icy and frozen ponds are counterfeit sem-

blances of piety.

"Humility" is the next higher attainment. It is a virtue only when

it is associated with piety, that is when true worth remembers for all

its distinction its own imperfections. Truly humble, the pious man wiU

cultivate modesty in speech and thought and attitude, be patient and

forgiving, fleeing from honours but glad to show honour to all that merit

it. Consistent habit and reflection are the trusty guides to this distinction.

He who in speech and action aims at modesty will soon discover that
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his heart is homing humility come to abide therein of its own freedom
and forever. Let man bethink himself of the lowliness of his material

origin, and how easily sickness and misfortune may lay him low, of the

weakness of mortal mind and the paucity of man's knowledge, even of

the wisest; let him not grant audience to flatterers butgive a wide berth

to hypocrites, and he will be blessed with genuine humility. Modesty
and humility bring one to the "fear of sin". This is the constant solici-

tude to keep one's actions free from all admixture of sin be it never so

insignificant, of aU that might be incompatible with the holiness of God's

name and His exalted splendour and honour. The fear of sin is not

in kind or degree identical with the fear of punishment. This is largely

grounded in self-love. But another fear is that involved in reverence.

The motive of keeping away from siu is the consideration of God's sublime

honour. How could mortal man dare do aught against God? This reverence

is not easy to master. It is acquired only by dint of earnest thinking on

God's greatness and man's smaUness. Fear of sin is involved in fear

of God and yet is different. Both have in common the anxiety to do

naught that might give offense to the Honour of God. Keverence is mani-

fested in conduct at prayer or while performing a religious ceremony.

It is also active in preventing the committal of sin just prior to the act,

in so far as it prevents the falling iato the sin which the actual oppor-

tunity offered in that moment seems to suggest. But fear of sin is a

constant attitude of the mind. It has bearing on the present and future

as well as on the past. When bearing on the past it implies searchmg

of one's conduct and thought with a view of discovering sin unwittingly

committed, like Baba, the son of Buta who offered every day an Asham

Taluy (Kerithoth 25 a), and as Job's practice after the feasting of his

sons brings home to us. This fear of sin nesh nxT' is the fruitage of

uninterrupted remembering that whereever we are, we are in God's

presence and therefore must have a care not to do aught that might

give offense to His exalted Glory.

The last crest is that of ntJ'np holiness. This is the complete

devotion of man to God, the intimate and unreserved giving one's self

to God so that by it even the things corporeal which the pious has to

use and the animal functions are lifted unto nobility. Purity and holiness

are akin yet not identical. For the "pure" iinto, the functions of

his corporeality are a tribute to nature; they lose for him all element

of impurity; yet as they are regarded as necessary evils they are not

resolved into holy actions. But he who is truly holy, losing himself in

complete giving himself unto God, whose soul walks with God in fullness

11*
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of love and the fear of Him and in the light of pure translucent thought

and reason finds earthly life to be equivalent to walking before God in

the land of life eternal. A temple, a sanctuary his earthly existence

upon which rests the divine Presence of Glory. His food is a sacrifice,

blessed as was sanctified in the sacrifice throughout the world watever

was of its kind.

This "holiness" is not altogether the fruitage of human effort; it

partakes of the nature of a God given reward.

In this last chapter, Luzzato's mystic vein asserts itself even to the

extent of almost seriously modifyiug the fundamental thesis of his book

which is that man's efforts, not God's grace, lead to the realisation of

the purpose of human existence. For the saints of the type placed on

the highest summit, om- day and our modem civilisation are but in a

limited degree hospitable. Yet — and this is the essential point —
Judaism has produced from time to time some of these elect ones and

that without going out into the solitude of the convent or the wilder-

niss where hermits love to indulge in ascetic self-torture. This brief

sketch of the Jewish poet's guide unto Righteousness is offered as a

slight messenger of love and esteem for one, a master in Israel, who
both a Q2n and a n^on an rjy and p''-\)i; a ipj and a imto has brought

to many the inspiration of a life given over with nnTil and mm
to niin, mDjr and Qinon nb''m and therefore has helped to

preserve the world of truth and love and justice on its way to ever

richer ntJ'lip holiness i. e. perfection, wholeness.



Die Ehe zwischen Onkel und Nichte.

Von

Prof. Dr. Samuel KrauiJ, Wien.

Das Verbot, zwischen Onkel und Nichte eine Ehegemeinschaft be-

stehen zu lassen, gait bisher fur ein k a r a i s c h e s ; erst Scheehters

„Documents" belehren uns, daB die jKaraer auch in diesem Stiick ein

altes sadduzaisches Gesetz aufleben lieBen. Nun ist es aber be-

kannt, daB das pharisaische oder rabbinische Judentum diese Ehe nicht

nur zulaBt, sondern sogar als verdienstUch und gottgefaUig hinstellt, so

daB man merkt, hier miissen gar groBe Gegensatze obwalten, die nur

im prinzipielien Standpunkte der gegnerisehen Parteien ihre

ErMamng finden konnen.

Wir wollen nun in diesem Aufsatze erst den Standpunkt des Saddu-

zaismus, dann den Standpunkt des Pharisaismus an der Hand der Quellen

sorgfaltig prufen, um dann im dritten Abschnitte den Versuch zu machen,

dieses merkwiirdige Stiick des judischen Eherechts durch Tatsachen der

Ethnologie der so notwendigen Erklarung zuzufiihren.

1. Der Standpunkt der Sektierer.

In Scheehters Documents^), und zwar in dem wichtigen ersten

Text, den wir, ohne uns in Streitfragen einzulassen, vorerst einen

sadduzaischen nennen wollen, wird von dem sektiererischen

Gesetzgeber auch das Kapitel der verbotenen Ehen beriihrt und den

Gegnem unter anderem der Vorwurf gemacht, daB sie die Ehe zwischen

Onkel und Nichte zulassen. Der betreflende Passus (I p. 5 Z. 7 f.) lautet:

DNi ,D"'B':n DHDi DiPD NiH onDtb mnyn jostfoi .uTi -jdn nxtr snpn

-iNtr N^^l n-'DN •'Hn nny dn r,i<n ns nbjn ^)[i- ]1^<^]

1) Schechter, Documents of Jewish Sectaries. Volume I. Fragments of a

ZadoMte work. Cambridge 1910.

2) Diese Emendation drangt sich vollig auf , denn der Satz ist im Tone der Aus

rufung gehalten. Es nimmt mich wunder, dafi dieser Umstand noch nicht bemerkt
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Den Sinn der Stelle gibt uns Kaufmann K o li 1 e r in seinem den

Documents gewidmeten lehrreichen Aufsatze ^) richtig wie folgt

wieder: "And they marry the daughter of their brother or sister, whereas

the law of Moses which forbids the man to marry the sister of his mother,

declaring her to be the mother's near kin, applies also to woman and

consequently forbids also the brother's daughter to marry her father's

brother, he being her father's kin."

Nach der ganzen Natur dieses polemischen Werkes muBte das gegen

die Gegner ius Treffen gefiihrte Argument aus dem Arsenal der Heiligen

Schrift geholt werden, und derselben Kampffiihrung begegnen wir auch

im ganzen Verlaufe der spateren Polemik. Das soil uns aber nicht be-

irren, spaterhin den Streitpunkt auf einem ganz anderen Gebiete zu

zu suchen. Leider ist das aus der Bibel genommene Zitat nicht korrekt,

denn Lev. XVIII, 13, die nachstUegende ParaUele, lautet anders,

so daB man sich sagen mu6, der Polemiker habe sich sein anpn nb

etwa aus Versen wie Lev. XVIII, 19 oder ib. XX, 16 geholt, aus SteUen,

die ebenfalls geschlechtliche Vergehungen behandeln. Man sieht, daB

der Polemiker nicht so sehr den Wortlaut der Schrift urgiert, aus dem

ja in der Tat nichts Zweckdienliches zu folgem ist, als viehnehr den logi-

schen Gesichtspunkt, daB die Ehegesetze (mi"ii?n josE'd) gerade so

Geltung haben fiir die Frauen als fur die Manner. Es ist ein beliebter

karaischer Gedanke, daB so wie Er nicht heiraten diirfe seine Tante,

so diirfe Sie nicht heiraten ihren Onkel ^). Immer handelt es sich um

dieselbe Analogic zwischen Mann und Weib, es sei der verbotene Heirats-

grad wie immer beschaffen ^).

wurde. Die emeuerte Priifung der Vorlage wird meine Vermutung vielleicht be-

statigen.

') K h 1 e r , Dositheus, the Samaritan Heresiarch, and his relations to Jewish

and Christian doctrines and sects. Reprinted from the American Journal of Theology,

Vol. XV, Nr. 3, July 1911. Siehe p. 427 f. Die von Schechter (p. XXXVI f.) fiir

dieses Stiick vorgeschlagenen Emendationen sind unnotig. Zunachst HWii fiir

tyx. Aber tJ'''^5 ist hier generell und pafit vorziiglich in die Sprache der Gesetzgebung;

vgl. Deut. XXII, 13; XXIII, 1; XXIV, 1. 5. Dieses K'-'N kann sowohl singular als

plural konstruiert werden, und es ist nicht nbtig, das Suffix in QilTIN oder imriN

zu unifizieren. Auch INtJ' N\'*n kann bleiben, indem NTI die Fran bezeichnet;

Nin ware ein anderes Subjekt.

') Siehe Harkavy,LikkuteKadmonioth,p. 97 und 100 (die Worte

'Anans sind auch mitgeteilt bei S. P o z n a n s k i in Kaufmann-Gedenkbuch S. 173);

Hadassi inEskol ha-Koferp. 117 c. Siehe jetzt auch nviyn "12D, genannt

~1B'%~I ^^C, des Karaers Jesua b. Jehuda bei J. M a r k o n ijiT nmpb milpD
D'N"ipn h'SH nmyi a''Il*: (Petersburg 1909) I, 74 f.

') Vgl. die Worte KirljisSnis bei Poznanski, a. a. 0. und die von Jephet b. Ali

bei Neubauer, Aus der Petersburger Bibliothek S. 106.
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Einstweilen wollten wir hiennit bloB gezeigt haben, da6 zwischen

Karaem und Sadduzaem in diesem Punkte nicht bloB eine sachliche

tTbereinstimmung herrsche, sondem daB auch ihr Beweisverfahren ganz

ahnlich sei. TJnsere Aufgabe erstreckt sich jedoch weiter, indem wir

dartun wollen, daB speziell im Punkte des Eheverbotes zwischen Onkel

und Mchte auch die anderen aus dem Judentum hervorgegangenen

Sekten mit den Sadduzaem ubereinstimmen ^).

Im Punkte des fraglichen Eheverbotes beruhren sich also 1. die

Sadduzaer, wie soeben ausgefiihrt wurde; 2. die K a r a e r , deren

Ansichten, auf 'Anan zuruckgehend, uns in den verschiedensten Schriften

niedergelegt siad, darunter auch in einem hochwichtigen rabbanitischen

Werke, namlich in Halakhoth Gedoloth*), in welchem

die Worte nxn riD CIDINtf D''J''ob riDluri JNDO sich sicherUch auf

die Karaer beziehen; diese rabbanitische Stelle laBt vermuten, daB

zwischen den Anhangem der beiden Parteien iiber die fragliche Ehe

eine heftig gefiihrte Polemik bestand. Merkwiirdig ist es, daB nun die

Kabbaniten gewissermaBen den SpieB umdrehen und die Karaer mit

deren eigener Waffe bekampfen. Nachdem namlich konstatiert wurde,

daB 'Othniel b. Kenaz seine Brudertochter geheiratet habe, diese Art

Ehe also gestattet sein miisse, wird nun gefragt, woher dasselbe auch

fiir die Schwestertochter folge? Und da wird ganz einfach, wie es die

Karaer machten, die Logik der Sache (n"I2D) hervorgehoben, daB

namhch so wie gestattet sei die Brudertochter, so auch die Schwester-

tochter. Ganz in karaischem Geiste lehrt auch der Sektenstifter Moses

'Abu-'Amran, daB die Ehe mit der Bruder- oder Schwestertochter ver-

boten sei (Graetz, Geschichte V* 449 = V* 513); dieses Verbot

scheint also zum eisemen Fonds der karaischen Lehre zu gehoren. —
3. Dasselbe Verbot haben auch die Samaritaner, und es ist nicht

ausgeschlossen, daB sich jenes "Wort aus der gaonaischen Zeit auch

gegen sie wendet. Bedauerhch ist es, daB wir den samaritanischen Stand-

punkt nicht weiter verfolgen konnen ^). — 4. Die F a 1 a s c h a s , von

denen Schechter*) wie folgt schreibt: "We know also that the Falasha

1) Die Sache ist freilich nicht neu; doch soil sie der Vollstandigkeit halber be-

ruhrt werden.

2) Ed. Hildesheimer, p. 609 (vatikanische Rezension; in anderen Rezensionen,

z. B. ed. Venedig 1548 folio 140 d, fehlen diese Worte). Die Sache selbst, namlich

die Ehe des 'Othniel b. Kenaz mit der Brudertochter, stammt aus Tosefta und Jeru-

salmi.

') SieheKirchheim, Karme S6mro.n,p. 28; ZDMG 20, 667; Men t

-

g m e r y , The Samaritans, p. 43 (nach de Sacy in Notices et Extraits 1831, p. 179).

*) Documents I p. XXV (Introduction).
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law prohibited the marriage of a niece, threatening aJl the terrors of

Hen for its transgression, which affords another point of similarity with

the laws of our Sect." — 5. In der alten christlichen Kirche war

derjenige, der des Bruders oder der Schwester Tochter, also seine Nichte,

geheiratet hatte, vom Priesteramte ausgeschlossen i). — 6. Das moham-

medanische Gesetz (im Koran Sure IV, 27) verbietet die Heirat mit

der Bruder- oder der Schwester-Tochter. Ein arabischer Schriftsteller

zahlt es zu den Schandlichkeiten der Juden, daB sie des Bruders Tochter

heiraten ^), und es polemisiert auch al-Masudi gegen diese Sitte «).

Die Behauptung des Estori Parchi (in Kaftorwa-Pherach
ed. Luncz I, 71, Kap. 6 Ende)*), daB die Karaer das fraghche Eheverbot

den Samaritanem und diese den Mohammedanem entlehnt hatten,

mu6 nun, angesichts des sadduzaischen Testes, als irrig bezeichnet

werden, wie schon Kohler bemerkt, vielmehr beruht die auffaUende

tJbereinstimmung samthcher Sekten wohl auf einer alten Halakha, wie

sich Poznaiiski ausdriickt, oder richtiger auf einer alten Anschauung,

die ich am Schlusse des Artikels dartun werde.

2. Der Standpunkt der Pharisaer.

Der pharisaische oder rabbinische Standpunkt ist ausgesprochen m
einer Barajtha (b. Jebamoth 62 b unten, vgl. b. Sanh. 76 b): „Der da

liebt seine Nachbam, der da an sich zieht seiae Verwandten, der da

heiratet die Tochter seiner Schwester (imriN n^), und der da Geld

leiht dem Armen zur Zeit seiner Not — fiir ihn gilt der Schriftvers Jes.

LVIII, 9." Ka§i z. St. sucht den uns beschaftigenden Satz psychologisch

zu erklaren: Der Mensch ist gegen die Schwester zartlicher als gegen

den Bruder, und so kommt er dazu, deren Tochter sich zum Weibe zu

nehmen *). Der Tosafist KSbM. seiaerseits bemerkt, daB dasselbe auch

fiir die Brudertochter gelte, doch liege es in der Natur der Dinge, daB

^) Apostolische Kanonen Nr. 19 (Fulton, Index Canonnm, p. 87.)

Zur Filiation der sadduzaischen Bhegesetze in fast aUe christUchen Kirclien s. Chwol-
s o n , Beitr. zur EntwicMungsgesch. des Judent., Leipzig 1910, S. 11. Dem Nathan

Official (13. Jahrh.) wird christlicherseits die Heirat mit der Nichte vorgeworfen,

worauf er sich auf das Beispiel des 'Othniel b. ifenaz beruft; Zadoc K a h n , Joseph

le Z^lateur, p. 21, RBJ I und III Sonderabzug).

') Bei Steinschneider, Polem. Literatur S. 398.

') ZDMG XLII, 597.

*) Vgl. Z u n z , Gesamm. Schriften II, 303 und Steinschneider, a. a. 0.

') inE'N riN 22r\12 XUDJ -JD -jinoi hat keinen Sinn; Ues: DN 33nc
ah [HNCiii nriD],
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die Schwester mit Worten auf den Bruder einwirke, was oft dahin fiihrt,

dafi er deren Tochter heirate. R. Jakob Tarn (n^n) ist anderer Meinung;

nach ihm kame die Heirat nur mit der Schwester-Tochter zustande, aus

dem Grande, weil sie des Onkels Schicksalsgenossin (I'pio ns) sei^),

m AusfluB des Satzes, daB die meisten Kinder dem Bruder der Mutter

nachgeraten 2). Andere Erklarangen dieser merkwiirdigen Anschauung

sind mir weder aus alter noch aus neuer Zeit bekannt.

tjher die Sitte selbst habe ich in meiner „Talmudischen Archaologie"

(II, 34, s. auch die dazu gehorige Anm. 287 auf S. 454) in aller Kiirze

gehandelt; namentlich verweise ich auf den tannaitischen Ausspruch:

„Meht son man eher heiraten, bis nicht die Schwestertochter groB ge-

worden oder man die passende Fraugefunden" *), wie auch auf parsische

ParaUelen, die durch J. P e r 1 e s bekannt geworden sind. Aber als

Erklarung konnte ich nur so viel sagen, daB die Sitte wohl berahe „auf

dem natiirlichen Umstande, daB die friih verheiratete Schwester alsbald

eine zur Ehe geeignete Tochter haben kann". Wiewohl nun diese Er-

wagung, die ich eine soziologische nennen mochte, durch nichts wider-

legt wird, so geniigt sie mir jetzt doch nicht zur Erklarung des Stand-

punktes der Eabbinen, und so wiU ich der Sache eine breitere Unterlage

gcben.

Es ist nicht zu verkennen, daB das Wort in = Oheim, im Hebrai-

schen sowohl, als in den Schwestersprachen, etymologisch den G e -

1 i e b t e n bedeutet. Der Gebrauch des Wortes scheint auf den Oheim

von vaterhcher Seite beschrankt gewesen zu sein*}, wahrend fiir den

miitterlichen Oheim arab. il=> oder w;^*- eidstiert, letzteres als ni^n

und nS'Dn (= Onkel, Tante) auch im Hebraischen, jedoch erst von

der talmudischen Zeit an nachweisbar ^). Alle diese Worter bedeuten,

wie gesagt, den GeUebten bzw. die Geliebte. Ist es da nicht erlaubt,

anzunehmen, daB Onkel bzw. Tante „Geliebte" heiBen nicht in ver-

wandtschaftlichem, sondern in ehelichem Sinne? Danach wiirde

sich von selbst ergeben, daB Ehen zwischen Nichte und Onkel, bzw.

1) Oder lb"iJ n2, s. Bertinoro und Tosafoth Jom Tob zu M. Nedar. VIII, 7.

*) DNH ipixb pon D"'3D 21"! b. Bb. Ilia; vgl. Soferim c. 15 Bnde

=
j. I?;idd. IV, 66 c Z. 32. Dieselbe Ansicht s. bei B. J a c o b ,

Altarab. Beduinen-

leben, 2. Aufl. S. 40. Bine Version des Toldoth Jesu laBt wohl eben deshalb

Jesum nach dem Bruder der Mutter genannt sein; s. mein Leben Jesu (Berlin 1902)

S. 271.

') T. Kidd. I, 4 p. 336 Z. 1 ed. Zuckermandel. Vgl. Derekh Brez R. 1, 5.

*) G e s e n i u s , Handworterbuch, 13.—15. Aufl. unter in.

4 Talmud. Arch. II, 30. Ben-Juda, Millon s. v. gibt Vatersbruder.
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zwischen Neflen und Xante nicht nur erlaubt, sondern an der Tages-

ordnung waren, so sehr, dafi jene Verwaudtschaftsgrade in diesem ehe-

lichen Sinne ausgedriickt warden^). So haben sich im alten Agypten

Mann und Weib „Bruder" und „Schwester" genannt, und daraus kann

gefolgert werden, daB dort die Geschwisterehe herrschte, wie auch histo-

riscli feststeht; da ferner bei den Arabern die Gliedgeschwister sich

heirateten, so wurde jede Braut „Kousine" oder „Base" genannt, ein

Beweis, wie sehr die Sprache die alten Zustande einer Sippe bewahrt

haben kann.

Die uns bekannt gewordenen FaJle von Ehen mit der Schwester-

Tochter sind nicht gerade zahlreich. Nach rabbinischer Auffassung, die

schon oben beriihrt wurde, war 'Othniel b. Kenaz von miitterlicher

Seite der Bruder des Kaleb gewesen, und dennoch heiratete er dessen

Tochter ^). Aus der Fanuliengeschichte der Herodianer, deren

Verhalten allerdings fiir das echt jiidische Leben wenig beweiskraftig

ist, konnen folgende zwei Falle angefiihrt werden: Joseph, der Onkel

Herodes' d. Gr., heiratet seine Nichte Salome; ferner: Pliiiippus, Sohn

des Herodes von der Kleopatra, heiratet gleichfaUs eine Salome, welche

eine EnkeHn Herodes' d. Gr., und zwar die Tochter des Herodes H. war,

also die Tochter eines Halbbruders des PhOippus *). Aus rabbinischer

Zeit, und, wie wir gleich hinzusetzen, aus rabbinischen Kreisen, ist uns

nur e i n konkreter Fall bekannt. Es wird erzahlt, K. Eliezer [b.'Hyr-

kanos] habe die Tochter seiner Schwester dreizehn Jahre lang bei sich

erzogen; als sich die Zeichen der Pubertat bei ihr zeigten, habe er sie

nach auswarts verheiraten woUen, aber das Madchen, das trotz des groBen

Altersunterschiedes als „Magd" im Hause des groBen Kabbi bleiben

woUte, war dazu nicht zu bewegen, und so einigte sich der Eabbi mit

ihr und nahm sie sich zum Weibe *).

1) Vgl. B 1 a u in M. Zs. Szemle XXVIII, 286.

") Josua XV, 17 ; Richter I, 13. Die Beweisffihrung s. inHalakhothGg-
d 6 1 6 1 h ed. Hildesheimer p. 609. Die Kaiaer deuten den Vers dahin, daB ^enaz

ein Bruder Kalebs gewesen sei, folglich hatten sich Geschwisterkinder geheiratet;

s. M i b e h a r z. St. Einen Angriff auf die karaische Ansicht enthalt auch eiu ano-

nymer Bibelkommentar, den Poznanski bespricht in Hebr. Bibliogr. IV, 18.

^) Siehe die Tabelle und Belege bei S c h u r e r , Gesch. des j. Volkes im Zeit-

alter J. Chr. I, 3—4. Aufl., S. 780.

*) 'Aboth R. Nathan c. 16 (ed. Wihia fol. 24 d, ed. Schechter p. 32 a). Paiallel-

steUe j. Jebam. Ill, 13, fol. 13 c. Z. 60, nach welcher R. Eliezer von der Mutter des

Madchens, also von der Schwester des Rabbi, dazu gedrangt wurde, die Nichte zn
heiraten. Dieser Zug bestatigt die oben aus Tosafoth zu Jebam. 62 b mitgeteilte Wahr-
nehmung. Von anderem Gesichtspunkte behandelt den Vorfall B u c h 1 e r in Lewy-
Festschrift, S. 121.
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Aber andere Vorfalle, welche die Eabbinen zu berichten nicht um-

hin konnen, lassen erkeimen, dafi sich das Volk gegen die Heirat

mit der Nichte straubte. Die Mi§na namlich behauptet fur den Fall, da6

Einer, in den man drang (did)) die Schwestertochter zu heiraten, eraber

in Form eines Geliibdes die drastische Aufienmg tat, sie diirfe nie einen

GenuB vonihmhaben, daB er gleichwohl ihr anderen GenuB gewabren konne,

weil er mit seinem drastischen Ausdruck nur die Ehe abweisen wollte ^),

und ganz in demselben Sinne heiBt es ferner, es habe sich zugetragen,

daB Einer seine Schwestertochter mit den Worten ausschlug, er wolle

von ihr nichts genieBen ^), und wenn auch in letzterem Falle, wie die

Fortsetzung der Erzahlung beweist, die designierte Braut bloB darum

ausgeschlagen wurde, weil sie fiir haBlich gait — was aber hemach kor-

rigiert wurde — nicht aber aus irgendeinem prinzipiellen Grunde, be-

weisen die fast identischen Ausdriicke der beiden FaUe dennoch, daB

sich im Volke eine starke Abneigung gegen Heiraten mit Mchten be-

merkbar machte, und daB es wohl in jedem Falle des Zuredens der Rabbi-

nen bedurfte, um den Widerstand des Volkes zu brechen.

Ich sehe hierin, ganz im G e i g e r schen Sinne, die Spur der a 1 1 e -

r e n Halakha. Die Weigerung des Volkes, sich mit der Heirat des Onkels

mit der Mchte zu befreunden, bekundet den alteren Standpunkt, dem

auch, wie wir gesehen haben, samtliche Sekten huldigen; die Ansicht

der Rabbinen, daB diese Heirat gestattet und sogar verdienstlich sei,

bedeutet eine Neuerung oder eine Reform, wie sie nicht selten von rabbi-

nischen Kreisen ausging. In Erwagung des reformatorischen Charakters

der von den Rabbinen fiir gut geheiBenen Mchtenehe wurde erst jiingst

die Ansicht ausgesprochen, daB die Rabbinen dies aus Opposition gegen

die Sadduzaer taten *), und noch mehr kann uns das Faktum interessieren,

daB selbst noch im Mittelalter ein Mann, wie Jehuda der Fromme, gegen

die Mchtenehe Bedenken erhob *). Aber zu sagen, daB ein in der Halakha

aufgehender Mann, wie Jehuda der Fromme, hierin unter karaischem

Einflusse stehe, scheint mir denn doch nicht richtig; vielmehr setzt sich

hierin nur die Scheu fort, die man angesichts einer Ehe empfand, die

so leicht als Inzest erklart werden konnte. Auch ist es nicht ausgeschlossen,

daB Jehuda hierin dem christlichen Standpunkte Konzessionen machte,

wie 100 Jahre vorher R. GerSom mit seinen bekannten Verordnungen.

1) M. Nedar. VIII, 7, s. Kommentare.

2) M. Nedar. IX, 10.

=)L. Ginzbergin MGWJ (1912 erschienen), LV, 696.

*) Cnion ~ISD ed. Wistinetzki, p. 282; auch im Testament, s. Ginz-

berg, a. a. 0.
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Ich kann es auch nicht als Erklarung ansehen, daB die Pharisaer die

fragliche Ehe aus bloBer Opposition gegen die Gegenpartei erlaubt hatten^),

vielmehr diirfte die Erklarung in ethnologischen Griinden liegen, wie nun

ausgefiihrt werden soli.

3. Ethnologische Erscheinungen.

In der alteren GescMchte der Hebraer uberwiegt augenscheinlich

die Endogamie ^). Es wird groBer Wert darauf gelegt, daB Isaak und

Jakob innerhalb der Familie heiraten, wahrend die kanaanaischen Weiber

des Esau den Eltern ein Greuel sind (Gen. XXVI, 34 f., vgl. XXVII, 46).

Diese Endogamie steigert sich naturlich nicht zu dem, was man Inzest

nennen konnte; immerhin ist aber bemerkenswert, daB Abraham seine

Halbschwester zum Weibe hat, und daB diese Art Heirat auch spater

nicht verpont war, zeigt die Geschichte von 'Anuion und Tamar (s. be-

sonders II. Sam. XIII, 13). Auch Jakobs Heirat mit zwei Schwestern

und 'Amrams mit seiner Tante ware in spaterer Zeit unmoglich gewesen.

Im Stadium der primitiven Kultur werden solche Diuge nicht perhorres-

ziert. Selbst das eheliche Leben in Blutschande war bei gewissen Volkern

des Altertums nicht nur nicht verboten, sondern unter bestimmten Ver-

haltnissen sogar zum Gesetz erhoben. In Lev. c. XVIII ist der Inzest

und der Molochdienst verboten; so wie dieser bei einigen Volkern gesetz-

liche Institution war, so muB auch jener vom Gesetz gefordert gewesen

sein '), und erst das Gesetz Israels befreite die "Welt von diesen Greueln.

Aber minder verfangliche Falle, wie z. B. die Heirat unter Geschwister-

kindem und die Heirat mit der Mchte, wurden nicht verboten und wurden

gewifi welter geiibt. In dieser Beziehung herrschte das Bestreben nach

Endogamie welter fort. Die Pharisaer oder Rabbinen fanden hierin einen

Zustand vor, den sie nicht andem konnten und nicht andern mochten.

Es verhalt sich damit wie z. B. mit der Zeremonie des Wassersehopfens

im Tempel zu Jerusalem, em Branch, den die Pharisaer trotz semer

heidnischen Alliiren als uralte Sitte beibehielten, die strengen Sadduzaer

1) DieAlten wurden gesagt haben: '13 pho NiHIil^ oder "^:^^ i^DlS niB'V'?.

') Siehe Marriage in Jewish Enc. VIII, 336. L. G. L^vy, La familie,

Paris 1905, p. 169 f. Vgl. auch G r a e t z in MGWJ 1879, S. 509.

«) Siehe Luzzatto, Komm. zu Lev. XVIII, 3. — Die M o r g a n sche Theorie

von einem primitiven Zustande, den er "consanguin family" nannte, wird neuerdings

von Lord A v e b u r y (Lubbock) bestritten: Marriage, Totemism and Keligion, London
1911. Erscheinungen, wie oben "in = Onkel = Geliebter, waren nach A v e b u r y
das Produkt der Verarmung der Sprache. Plausibel klingt das nicht.
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aber verwarfen i). So werden noch in talmudischer Zeit EhemaBregeln

getroffen, die den Zweck haben, da6 man sich an den Stamm und an die

Familie anschliefie ^).

Ob die Heirat zwischen Onkel und Mchte als Inzest anzusehen sei

Oder nicht, konnen wir nach den entgegengesetzten Sitten, die dies-

bezuglich bei den Naturvolkern herrschen*), weder bejahen nocb ver-

neinen. Aber bei einem der Kulturvolker, namlich bei den R m e r n
,

finden wir eine Sitte, die viel zu denken gibt. Zu der „guten" Gottin

(BonaDea = MaterMatuta), so berichtet Plutarch (Q u a e s t.

Rom. c. 17), beteten die Frauen fiir ihre Neffen und Nichten an erster

Stelle, fiir ihre eigenen Kinder erst an zweiter Stelle. Der Kontext be-

weist, daB die Bevorzugten gerade der Schwester Kinder waren, und

etwas Ahnliches berichtet auch Ovid. Wir setzen nun einige Satze aus

einer neueren Forschung hierher, die beweisen, daB diese Sitte den Ethno-

logen unverstandlich ist*).

"Mr. Warde Fowler admits in a note on this custom that he is unable

to suggest any kind of explanation; but Mr. Karl Pearson maintains

the venturous hypothesis that the ancient Roman rule referred to the

'nepotes' as the objects of the prayer, and that there were reaUy the

whole group of offspring of a group-marriage system who were all equally

near of Mn." — In der Note: "Apart from group marriage or any com-

munal system — if descent were through the female, a wife's sister's

children would be of the wife's clan, and we could understand the wife's

praying for them; but why should she not under this system pray for

her own as weU ? In a note in his introduction totheQuaestiones

R m a n a e , Dr. Jevons remarks that Plutarch's statement suggest

the possibility of the 'Nair's-family system' having once prevailed in

Italy; but he does not show how this would fully explain the difficulty."

Aber ich glaube, in der beriihrten romischen Sitte ein Stuck Matri-

archat zu erkennen, erganzt mit dem sogenannten „Neffemecht", nach

welchem bei mehreren Naturvolkern z. B. die Hauptlingswurde nicht

auf den leiblichen, sondern auf den Schwestersohn ubergeht; in anderen

Fallen gehen Besitz, Stand und Regierungsgewalt auf den miitterlichen

1) Vgl. meine Anzeige von Feuchtwang, Das Wasseropfer usw. (Wien

1911) in Deutsche Literaturzeitung 1911, Sp. 2320.

2) ]. Kethub. 1, 6, 26 c innStJ'DZI 1LD2KO pD-TiO D^^< NH^B' nD; vgl.

j. Kidd. 4, 4, 66 a.

«) H. P 1 o s s , Das Weib in der Natur- und Volkerkunde, 9. Aufl., I, 692 f.

*) Siehe L. R. F a r n e 1 1 , Sociological hypotheses concerning the position of

women, in ,,Archiv fiir Religionswissenschaft", Leipzig 1904, VII, 84.
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Oheim iiber ^). Nach dem Matriarchat muB die Tochter der Schwester

wie diese selbst betrachtet worden sein, und eine Heirat mit ihr involviert

den Inzest. Da6 man in Kom tatsachlich dieser Meinung war, beweist

folgender Vorfall. Kaiser Claudius (40—54 n. Chr.) wollte seines Bruders

Tochter Agrippina (die jungere) heiraten. Im Senat wurden daruber

Debatten gefiihrt und darauf verwiesen, dafi Heiraten mit Bruder-

tochtern bei anderen Volkem ganz gebrauchlich und durch kein Gesetz

verboten seien; auch die unter Geschwisterkindern, lange unbekannt,

seien im Laufe der Zeit immer haufiger geworden ^). Es wurde nun zum

Gesetz erhoben, daB die Frau zwar mit dem Bruder des Vaters ( p a -

t r u u s ) nicht aber mit dem Bruder der Mutter (avunculus)
eine Ehe eiagehen diirfe. Als das Christentum Staatsreligion wurde, war

es die erste Sorge der Gesetzgeber, die Heirat mit der Mchte wieder zu

verbieten *).

Diese Vorgange in Kom miissen in Palastina einen WiderhaU gefunden

haben. In alten Zeiten unterlag die Heirat mit der Nichte noch nicht

dem Gesetze iiber Inzest. Aber unter Einwirkung des frevelhaften Kom,

das durch sein Gesetz vom Jahre 49 ein Stiick Matriarchat wieder auf-

leben lieB, muBten sich die damaligen Machthaber des Judentums —
und das konnen nur Sadduzaer gewesen sein — gedrangt fiihlen, die

Sittenreinheit des Judentums zumindest auf diejenige Stufe zu bringen,

die man in Kom eingefiihrt hatte; da also ward es zur „Halakha", die

Heirat mit der Mchte n i c h t zu erlauben, einerlei, ob diese Mchte des

Bruders oder der Schwester Tochter ist. Das war die a 1 1 e Halakha,

der alle Sektierer gefolgt sind. Im Laufe etwa eines Jahrhunderts, d. i.

zur Zeit, als jene ia der Misna berichteten VorfaUe stattgefunden haben

mochten, muBte die a 1 1 e Halakha auch im Volke so weit Eingang ge-

funden haben, daB sich gegen deren Aufhebung ein gewisser Widerstand

riihrte. Die Pharisaer jedoch, die etwa paar Jahrzehnte darauf — d. i.

nach dem Claudiusschen Gesetze — zur Herrschaft gelangt sind, griHen

auf das graue Altertimi zuriick und hielten die Heirat mit der Mchte

nach wie vor fiir erlaubt und sogar verdienstlich, letzteres darum, well,

1) Meyers Konversations-Lexikon, 6. Aufl., unter Ehe. Die Kenner des

jiidischen Bherechts wissen, daB in vielen Fallen das Kind den Charakter der Mutter

(und nicht des Vaters) tragt, was eine gewisse Neigung zum Matriarchat bedingt.

Vgl. z. B. die Erklarer zu M. Sota VII, 7.

») Tacitus, Ann ales XII, 6.

") Tacitus ib. XII, 7. Sueton, C 1 a u d. c. 26. Ulpian V, 5. 6. Gaius I, 62. Das

Senatus consultum Glaudianum wurde im Jahre 342 wieder auige-

hoben, s. Cod. T h e o d o s. Ill, 12, 1. R o s s b a c h , Untersuchungen S. 431.

Marquardt, Privatleben der Romer, II. Aufl., S. 31.
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den biblischen Beispielen folgend, sie die Endogamie im Interesse der

Familienreinheit moglichst geschont wissen woUten.

Ihre Schriften predigen die Verdienstlichkeit der Endogamie. Judit

heiratet einen Stammesverwandten (Judit VIII, If.), und im Tobit

(IV, 12) wird dem inneriamiliaren Ehebiindnis formlich das Lob ge-

sungen, so dafi Kohler bereits vor Jahren schreiben konnte : "The

most conspicuous lesson of the Book of Tobit is neither the charity work

nor the burial of the dead . . . but the rule: Marry a woman of the seed

of thy fathers" ^). Eben derselbe hat auch darauf verwiesen, dafi das

Buch der Jubilaen ^) von dem frommen Mann genau so die Heirat mit der

Schwestertochter verlange, wie der Talmud. Bei der Schwester-
1 c h t e r , die nach den Begriften des Matriarchats dem Inzest be-

sonders nahesteht, mufite die Verdienstlichkeit der Heirat scharf betont

werden; die Gestattung derselben und auch die Gestattung der Heirat

mit der Bruderstochter folgte daraus von selbst. Aus all diesen Er-

wagungen folgt zumindest so viel, dafi wir es in dieser Sache mit einer

tiefgehenden ethnologischen Frage zu tun haben.

1) JQR (1893) V, 407.

») IV, 15—33; VIII, 5. 6; IX, 7.



The Sadducees and Pharisees.

A Study of their Respective Attitudes towards
the Law.^)

By

Prof. Jacob Z. Lauterbach, Ph. D. Cincinnati.

Much has been MTitten about the Sadducees and Pharisees, their

respective tendencies, teachings and interpretations of the Law ^). But

no satisfactory presentation of the real motive of their disagreement

in regard to the interpretation and application of the Law and of the

fundamental principles underlying the peculiar views and opinions of

each party, has been given. From Josephus ^) and the Talmud *) we

learn that one of the main diHerences between them consisted in the

peculiar attitude of each towards those laws, not contained in the Penta-

teuch but merely based upon tradition. The Pharisees considered such

laws as of absolute authority and equal to the written laws, while

the Sadducees denied them such authoritative and compulsory character.

But neither Josephus nor the Talmud has anything to say about the

cause and origin of this great difference or of the respective arguments

of each party in support of its position. And what we otherwise know

about the character and tendencies of the two parties not only does not

explain, but apparently makes it even more difiicult to understand how

^) This essay is a part of a larger work on the Sadducees and Pharisees which

the writer has in preparation.

") About the literature see the bibliography given by Dr. Kohler at the end of

his article on the Pharisees in the Jewish Encyclopedia IX p. 666. Compare also his

article on the Sadducees ibidem X.

») Antiquities XIII 10, 6, §297 and XVIII 1, 4, §16.

*) Sanhedrin 33 b (see Rashi there) and Horajoth 4 a it is taken for granted,

though not expressly stated, that the Sadducees denied the authority of the traditional

law. This is further evident from the many traditional laws mentioned in the Talmud

as having been disputed by the Sadducees, see Sukkah 43 b and 48 b and Brubin 68 b

compared with Horajoth 3 b—4 a.
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each party could have consistently assumed the attitude towards tradition

thus ascribed to it.

Judgmgfrom their teachings and their interpretations of theLaw which

are preserved to us, we find that the Sadducees held tenaciously to older

views and insisted on a simple and literal mterpretation of the Law.
This we must believe was traditional with them, for we find that the

older Halakah, adhering strictly to older traditional ways and principles,

follows the same method of simple and literal interpretation and agrees

in many points with the teachmgs and views of the Sadducees (See

Geiger, Urschrift p. 134, and Sadducaer u. Pharisaer Breslau 1863, p. 15).

And it is now considered an historic fact, that the Sadducees were the

older party, consisting of the priests, the descendants of the pnjJ ""JS

and their aristocratic followers. They were conservative and narrow

in their views and strongly opposed to changes and innovations. The

Pharisees, on the other hand, were the younger party broader and more

liberal in their views, of progressive tendencies and not averse to inno-

vations. Accordinglywe would expect, that the Sadducees, whose priestly

ancestors and predecessors had always been the official teachers of the

people, the minn ^B'Din, the custodians of the Law and presumably

also of such tradition as there was, and who themselves were very con-

servative, the natural advocates of traditional ways and views, would

seek to uphold the authority of tradition and the binding character of its

laws. On the other hand, we would expect the Pharisees, being the younger,

more progressive and liberal party which applied new methods of

interpretation and developed new theories, to deny the authority of

tradition and reject its laws.

But, instead, we are led to believe that in their attitude towards

the authority of the traditional laws the two parties had changed roles.

For the conservative Sadducees are said to have opposed the authority

of tradition and the binding character of its teachings, while the Pharisees,

who in many points departed from traditional ways and favoured new

views, are represented as the advocates of tradition and of the authority

of its laws. Yet there is no reason at all, to doubt the correctness of Josephus'

statement in regard to this great difference between the two parties, con-

firmed as it is by the Talmud. Geiger's explanation, that the negative

attitude towards tradition was held not by the older Sadducees but only

by the Boethusians who were really of a later date and had no tradition

(Urschrift p. 134) is incorrect. For, from the Talmud and from Josephus

it is evident that this negative attitude towards tradition was held by all

the Sadducees and not merely by the Boethusians. Nor can we

Kohler-Voliime. 12
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accept the other explanation of Geiger (ibidem) viz. that the Pharisees

instituted some new laws or made additions to older laws, representing

them as based upon tradition, and that it was only such traditional laws

which the Sadducees refused to accept and demanded for them proof from

the Torah ^). For it is altogether wrong to accuse the Pharisees of represent-

ing their own decisions as traditional laws. The Pharisees would never have

deliberately invented a tradition to support their own teachings ^). Nor

could theyhave done so, if they would. Howcould they, especially in their

earUer disputes, even think of claiming to be in possession of traditions un-

known to or denied by their opponents, when the latter were the heirs of

the priests who had alwaysbeen the custodians of the Law and of tradition?

Must they not have feared that the Sadducees might ask, how they came

to have tradition ? Yet such a question, as far as we know, was never

raised by the Sadducees. Nor do we ever hear in aU the disputes between

the two parties and in the various arguments of the Sadducees against

the Pharisees reported to us, that the former accused the latter of having

invented or falsely represented any tradition. This argumentum e

1) This argument is not only weak but even self-contradictory. It is the

best illustration of Geiger's peculiar method of argumentation which has rather weakened

the strength of his theory instead of supporting it. In the first place the characteristic

attitude, assumed by the Sadducees towards the traditional law, could not have been

provoked by and directed against only a few laws which the Pharisees in the course

of time may have instituted. This supposition is contradicted by Geiger's own state-

ment that the Sadducees demanded Biblical proof for these Pharisaic
laws. For this implies, that a proof from tradition, even if the Pharisees could have

brought such, would not have satisfied the Sadducees. Consequently, the latter must

have denied the authority of tradition in general and not merely the few laws which

the Pharisees claimed to have derived from tradition. Besides, we find that the reverse

was the case. In aU their disputes with the Sadducees the Pharisees try to give scrip-

tural proofs for their decisions and they never say, "we have this or that decision as a

tradition"- On the other hand the Sadducees are unable to furnish for their decisions

the Scriptural proofs which the Pharisees demanded of them D^JJIP VH Nv

minn p n^NT N''3n'p (see SchoUon to Meg. Taamit IV Neubauer, Med. Jew.

Chr. p. 8 and X p. 16, also pp. 4 and 10 according to the reading of P.).

') In the later development of Pharisaism it happened that certain laws and

customs, originally taught or instituted by Pharisaic leaders, were erroneously desig-

nated as earlier traditions or even as Mosaic laws. But then it was done in good faith.

The later rabbis finding an old law and not knowing its origin any more, really beheved

it to be an old traditional law, received from the fathers or even from Moses

"j^DD H^iy? ilDvn. in this manner they credited Moses, Joshua, David, Solomon

and Ezra with many laws and institutions whichwere really of later date and of popular

origia. But the Pharisaic teachers would never have deUberately ascribed a law or

custom to tradition, if they had known, that it was not traditional.
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silentio alone may not suffice to prove that tlie Saddueees never accused

the Pharisees of inventing traditions. For it could be argued that our

Pharisaic sourcesnaturally would not record such an accusation^). But we

have other positive proofs that the disputes between the parties were

not about the contents of tradition, but merely about its authority. Josephus

expressly states that the Saddueees denied merely the blading character

of traditional laws, declaring, that only the written laws were obligatory.

So it was never a question whether certain laws were derivedfrom tradition,

but whether those laws admittedly derived from tradition were obligatory.

The same is also evident from Tosefta Succa III 1, where it is stated that

the Saddueees ^) or Boethusians did not consent to the observance of the

ceremony of beating the willow at the cost of violating the Sabbath.

From this we learn, that they did not object to the ceremony as such,

because it was merely a traditional custom or law, as Gratz (Geschichte

in 5 p. 696) and Weiss (Dor I, p. 112) assume, nor did they deny that it

was a traditional custom. On week days they would have countenanced

the ceremony, but they objected to its observance on the Sabbath, since

this meant a violation of the Sabbath laws. In their opinion the ob-

servance of a traditional law, not bemg absolutely obligatory, could not

set aside the Sabbath laws. Thus we see that the two parties differed

as to the compulsory character of the laws, not written ia the Torah

but merely derived from tradition.

The question, therefore, remains what principles did the two parties

follow in their respective attitudes towards traditional law, and how

do these attitudes harmonsie with their respective characters and

tendencies otherwise known to us? I shall endeavour to answer this

question satisfactorily by showing that the attitude towards tradition,

ascribed by Josephus and the Talmud to each party was to a great extent

the result of its peculiar views about the written Law and thoroughly

consistent with its origin, character and tendencies, as we know them.

1) Though we find that they do report even some ridiculing remarks which the

Saddueees made about the Pharisees, as for instance JHE' Ctl'TlD 1''2 N^^ miDC
Clbo orb

J"!*?
3"mj;"31 l.T'iyS DOSI? piysn (Aboth d. K. Nathan, Version

A. Ch. V Schechter p. 26) and ncn "pab: pb^DtOO D^Ii'nS IKll 1N12

(Jerushalmi Hagigah 79 d).
,

') The passage reads: n3E' nnn HDny JDID^HtJ' ]i-nO D^em^Dn pNB' ""S"?

But it is evident that the Boethusians were merely expressing the opinion of the older

Saddueees on this question. For if the older Saddueees had objected to the ceremony

as such and not only to its setting aside the Sabbath, what reason could the younger

Boethusians have for accepting the ceremony but merely limiting its performance to

week days?

12*
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II.

Limited space forbids a detailed presentation of the historic con-

ditions leading up to the division into the two parties. I must limit

myself to a brief account of the position of the priests and the place

of the Law in the theocratic community prior to this division, in order

that we may fully understand the character and tendencies of each

party. The reorganised community in Judea accepted from Ezra, the

priest and scribe, the Book of the Law of Moses as its constitution.

They pledged themsielves by oath to observe and keep it (Nehemiah X,

30). The Law was recognised as the only authority in the new community,

and the priests, the successors of Ezra, were the official teachers and

interpreters of that Law. Though some priests may have fallen short

of this ideal, the majority remained true teachers and representatives

of the Law. From them alone one could seek instruction in the Torah

(Haggai II, 11, MaJeachi II, 7). Since the Law, as written in the Book,

was the only authority, binding upon the people, these priestly teachers

could do no more than teach the written Torah with whatever simple inter-

pretations they had to give to it, i. e. the Midrash Torah (see my forth-

coming "Midrash and Mshnah"). They were called Soferim, just as Ezra

was called Sofer, because, likeEsra, they occupiedthemselves with theSefer

ha-Torah, the Book of the Law, taught the Book and from the Book

alone. It is doubtful, if there were any laymen i. e. non-priests among the

Soferim, but even if so, they had little influence and no official authority.

For the priests were the actual leaders and rulers of the community,

since they alone were recognised by the Law (Deuter. XVII) as its official

teachers and competent interpreters. Besides teaching and interpreting

the written laws, the priests, as the actual leaders of the community,

did also introduce some new customs and practices to meet certain needs

of their time, beeing authorised to do so by the right given to them in

Deuter. VII. Such were the conditions in the Jewish community through-

out the entire Persian period.

With the Greek rule conditions changed. During the third century

B. C. the authority and influence of the priests diminished, while on

the other hand, a class of teachers of the Law, who were not priests,

gradually arose (see my "Midrash and Mishnah"). At the beginning of

the second century these non-priestly teachers already exerted a great

influence in the community and began persistently to claim for them-

selves, as teachers of the Law, the same authority which, till then, the

priests exclusively had enjoyed. At first, these teachers of Israelitic and
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non-priestly descent, ^^^i/i loan, probably worked in harmony with

the priestly teachers and did not dispute the latter's superior authority.

For they could not deny the privileges and prerogatives which the Law
gave to the priests and which the latter actually possessed. But the

strong desire of the priests for material influence and power and for the

maintenance of their own special privileges, could not long harmonise

with the purely religious tendencies and the desire to make the Law
the common possession of the people that animated the non-priestly

teachers. This fundamental difference between the political and worldly

aspirations of the priestly aristocrats and the purely religious and sphitual

tendencies of the pious lay-teachers led to the conflict between the

two classes. From the lay-teachers developed the party of the Phari-

sees, while the priestly aristocracy, originally the representatives and

leaders of the entire people, became a mere party, viz. the Sadducees.

This difference in tendency which divided them into two parties

with different attitudes towards the Law, was already felt before the

Maccabean War. It found its primary expression in the first decade of

the second century B. C. After Judea came under the rule, of An-

tiochus the Great, a senate or Gerousia ^) composed of priests and lay-

teachers was organised to rearrange and regulate the life of the people

according to the laws of their fathers. Both priests and lay-teachers,

the future Sadducees and Pharisees still stood upon the common ground

of Soferic Judaism. Both recognised the Law with all the interpretations

given by the Soferim, as absolutely binding upon the people. They

also appreciated the teachings of tradition not contained in the written

Law. There was absolutely no dispute about these traditions. The

priests, especially, had the highest regard for them, since they really

were priestly traditions. For up to that time there had been no lay-

teachers or ^N^B''' "iDDD, in an official position who could claim to be

1) Josephus (Antiquities XII 3, 3) reproduces an epistle in which Antiochus

the Great, gives the Je\rish people permission to live according to their own laws,

and frees their priests and the members of their Gerousia from all taxes. This epistle

may be spurious. But Josephus must have knownfrom other sources that the conditions

in Judea, after it came under Syrian rule, were such as described in this epistle so that

he could well believe the latter to have been actually written by Antiochus the Great.

We can therefore learn from this report that under Antiochus the Great the Jews tried

to arrange their affairs and live according to their own laws and that their Gerousia

or Sanhedrin had many laymen i. e. non-priests as members. These non-priestly mem-

bers of the Gerousia must have been acquainted with the laws of the fathers, that

is, they were bxitJ'"' ''DDn (see my Mdrash and Mishnah).
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the bearers of tradition i). ;But in the hundred years during which

Jndea was under the political rule and cultural influence of the Greeks,

conditions in the community changed so radically that the Law as inter-

preted by the Soferim together with the traditional laws, such as there

might have been, were insufficient to meet the needs of the times and

could not provide for all cases, nor regulate all actual occurrences.

Many questions of practical life arising from the changed conditions,

could not be answered from the Law nor from tradition. How,

then, regulate the actual lite of the people and harmonise it with the

Law? This problem, which had a political, as weU as a religious aspect,

brought to a climax the difference of opinion between the two elements

in the Gerousia, that ultimately developed into two distinct parties, the

actual rulers and leaders, the priestly aristocrats, and the would-be

leaders, the popular and democratic lay-teachers; the Sadducees and the

Pharisees ^).

The aristocratic priests and the ruling classes coimected with them,

who had always enjoyed a certain measure of authority, now clung fast

to the established practices and by extreme conservatism sought to

retain their old privileges. They would not see in the changed conditions

cause for change in authority or in the modes of applying the Law.

Considering themselves as interpreters of the Law, like their fathers,

^) The Soferim, the official teachers of the people, were, as said above, priests.

It was only after the death of Simon the Just, I, the last of the Soferim, about 270

B. C. when the authority of the priests was undermined and their official activity as

teachers interrupted, that a class of laymen acquainted with the Law, '?S"112'^ ^DDP!,

could have grown up (see Midrash and Mishnah). Accordingly, these lay-teachers, had

never before been in any official position, as recognised teachers. They could there-

fore, not claim to have direct traditions from the fathers independent of the priests.

They could only go back to the traditions and teachings of the Priest-Soferim.

') Of course, this does not mean that the names Q''pnj} and D^tfTlB for

distinct parties came into use before the Maccabean War. It only means that

the difference between the Q">jrO "iCDn and '?N"ltJ'i ^DDn, (the two elements

that formed the nucleus of the two later parties), was alreadynoted in thatfirst assem-

bly of the reorganised Sanhedrin or Gerousia. It did not, however, come to a complete

division at that time, because each group stiU believed itself able to convince or win

over the other. Then came the Maccabean uprising, which the D''"|iDn and the_

7N"ltS'' 'D3n supported, expecting as a result of the war the inauguration of a

theocratic community according to their ipeas and ideals. Only when the Has-

moneans followed the policy of the aristocratic priests and became also Sadduceans,

i. e. like the other priests the pnS ''JD, only then did the bxiK''' iD3n
separate from them and form a distinct party with the name of QilJ'1"lD. This

probably happened under Johan Hyrcan (see below p. 20, note 2).
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they could see no reason for departing from the rules and methods, or
losing the privileges, of their fathers. Like their fathers, they held that
there was only one law of absolute authority and this was the Law of

Moses, as contained in the Pentateuch, which the people in the time
of Ezra had sworn to keep and obey. As wehave seen above, the Soferim
also taught only the written Torah with its interpretation, Midrash,
because it was the sole authority. Accordingly, the priestly group and
then- followers, who formed the Sadducean party, did not depart in the
least from the traditional view, nor differ at all from the former priestly

teachers, their ancestors, the Soferim, in their attitude towards the
Law. They accepted and followed, strictly, the simple, sound inter-

pretations of the Soferim, based upon the plain sense of the words
of the Law. They rightly assumed, that as a code of laws the Torah
is clear, distinct and unambiguous in expression, that every command-
ment or law is stated in plain and simple words, easily understood by
men for whom the laws and commandments are intended. Or, to use

a technical phrase, the Sadducees held d^N liD pc-JB min nisn,
"the Torah speaks in human language" i), a principle, which was retained

1) The principle DIN 1:3 jIB'^D miP HIDT which E. Ismael, the last

representative of the older Halakah opposed to K. Akiba's tendency to interpret

every apparently superfluous word in the Torah (Sifre Numbers § 112) was, of course,

Tery old. As held by the Sadducees it meant more than merely the rule

\n niblSD niJItJ''? as opposed to the tendency to derive laws from certain expressions

in the Torah jn pi2^T mJltS'b^ias one would judge from Jerushalmi Sotah 17 a.

It meant rather that the Torah is to be treated like a human code and its words can

mean only what they expressly state in their plain sense. This principle is so thoroughly

in consonance with the Sadducean teachings that it needs no proof to show that it

was originally a Sadducean principle. Yet one proof may be cited that even among
the later rabbis of the Talmud it was still remembered that the Sadducees advanced

or foUowed the principle DIN iJD (IK'^D niin niDI. In Sanhedrin 90 b

a Baraitha is quoted which mentions the argument advanced by R. Eleazar b. Jose

to prove to the Sadducees [the text has D''J^D but the correct reading, as given in

Rabbinowitz' Dikduke Soferim, is D^pn!}, as indeed the Sadducees denied the re-

surrection of the dead] that the behef in resunection is indicated in the Torah. R. Papa

then asks Abaye why R. Eleazar did not prove it to them from the double expression

msn m^n, which must refer to a twofold death for the wicked and thus

implies another life after resurrection for those not so punished. But Abaye answers

him that the Sadducees would have refuted the argument from the expression n"13n

niDn, by declaring that "the Torah speaks the language of man" and such expressions

like man mDn have no special meaning m^T IT''? nON IIH irU''N

DIN 'J3 ]wbD min. This is not merely an hypothetical answer which, in

the opinion of Abaye, the Sadducees could have given, but a reminiscence of the

principles held by the Sadducees and which they would have apphed as an answer.
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long thereafter even among the Pharisees by the representatives of the

older Halakah, which, as has been stated, has many points in common

with the teachings and views of the Sadducees. Accordingly, we find

them strict in observance of the Law, in its literal meaning, in accordance

with traditional ^) methods and principles. They would not devise m-

genious methods to explain away a written law or give it a new meaning

not warranted by the plain sense of the words. They also held in

reverence the unwritten laws and traditional customs and usages, of

which, as priests, they were in possession. They observed them in

most cases in the same manner as then* fathers had done ^).

However, they argued in a simple, logical manner—andupon this argu-

ment their pecuhar view of these laws is based. Since these traditional laws,

1) That their interpretations were the old, traditional ones is evident from

the fact that they are in accordance with to the literal meaning. In some cases we still

find that the older Halakah, adhering strictly to older traditions, followed them, as

in the case of JiJ? nnO Pi? which R. Bhezer takes in its plain literal meaning

t^OD (B. K. 84 a), exactly as the Sadducees. Of course the Pharisaic sources either

suppressed many older Halakoth which followed the Sadducean teachings or did not

mention that the Sadducees agreed with them, so that we have not many instances to

prove to what extent the Sadducean principles agreed with the older Halakah.

^) Of course, we can no more ascertain to what extent the earlier Sadducees

followed and observed traditional laws, as the Pharisaic sources did not care to report

this. But from the very fact, that we hear of only a few laws as being disputed by the

Sadducees, we may infer that all the other traditional laws and practices were followed

by them. We have, moreover, some positive proofs that confirm this. Thus we never

hear that they disputed the law or custom of reading the yDC. The Am ha-Arez,

described in the Talmud (Berakot 47 b) as not reading the Shema, was, in this respect,

not a follower of the Sadducees, as Ohwolson in his Beitrage zur Entwicklungsgeschichte

des Judentums (Leipzig 1910 ) p. 6 assumes. From the Mishnah Tamid V, 1 we

learn that the yOE' was read daily by the priests in the Temple, and we know that

the temple service of the priests, was, with the exception of the last 40 or 60 years of

the temple existence, arranged according to Sadducean principles. Accordingly the

Sadducees must have observed the practice of reading the JJiOE', although it is not

a Biblical law. For according to Samuel (Berakoth 21 a) it is merely a rabbinie in-

stitution Nin p^-n yOB' nxnp. it was probably instituted by the Soferim

(Compare Pineles Darkah shel Torah p. 19—20). And in the case of nD"iy [313^n

we have seen above that they objected only to its being performed on a Sabbath day

but practised it on week days. From Matthew XVI 11—12 where Jesus is said to have

warned his disciples against the doctrines of the Sadducees and Pharisees, we also

learn that there were some unwritten laws and teachings common to both of them.

For Jesus could not have meant the written laws accepted by both the Sadducees and

Pharisees. And the phi-ase 12 |mD Dipnsnti' 13T (Horayoth Sab) although it

primarily means the written laws, also refers to certain traditional laws which were

accepted by the Sadducees and therefore considered as undisputable, like the laws

of the written Torah.
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although some were as old as the written Law, were not incorporated in

the Torah, they evidently were not meant to be like the written Law,
always binding upon the people. And they were certainly not accepted
by the people as such, for they were not included in the Torah which
the people had by oath pledged themselves to obey. For in taldng this

oath to obey the Law, the people had in mind only the Law as contained
in the book read to them by Ezra. And from the very fact, that so many
laws and customs although not contained in the Book of the Law and
consequently not absolutely obligatory had nevertheless been observed

and practised, with the sanction of the former teachers and priests,

side by side with the written laws, the Sadducees drew the logical con-

clusion, that the Law as contained in the Book was not intended to be

all-comprehensive capable of regulating the life of the people in all

aspects. At least it was never so understood by the teachers nor regarded

by the people. Accordingly, they held that the Torah was meant by its

giver and considered by the people who accepted it, to be merely the

Book containing the main and absolute laws, to be always observed and
never transgressed nor abrogated. But in addition to these absolute

laws the representatives and rulers of the people, viz. the priests were

free and empowered to adopt such rules and laws, and institute such

practices as were required by new conditions to settle new cases and

questions bearing upon the public and private life of the people. The

passage in Deutor. XVII, commanding the people to obey the decisions

of the priests and foUow their instructions, expressly bestows this right

upon the priests. For in its literal meaning this passage gives the priests

the twofold authority, to teach and interpret the Torah, and also to

institute statutes and ordinances, independent of the written Law ^).

And the historic facts proved that the former priests and teachers availed

1) The passage "[b HON'' "ffi^X tOEtJ'Cn iD bv really means, according to

the decision or rule which they wiU tell you as their own opinion not in

the name of the Law. For if it meant only the decisions which they will give as derived

from, and in the name of, the Law, it would be repeating what is said in the passage

']T\V "ItfN minn 'D bV- The following passage (Deuteronomy XVII 12)

threatening punishment to the man who refuses to obey the priest yiOB' TlviD/

|n3n hn, also speaks of the authority of the priest as such. For if it meant only,

the man who refuses to hsten to the instruction from the Torah, given by the priest,

it would say mim iiaT bn. y1Dt^' "TlbD^. That the passage Deuter. XVII 11

really meant to give to the authorities the power to dicide questions independently of

the Torah, is evident from the fact that the Pharisees, after supplanting the authority

of the priests by that of the teachers, also interpreted the passage to mean, "even

if they teU you about something apparently wrong, that it is right, or vice versa, you
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themselves of this right. For the action of the former teachers and

priests m institutiag new laws and practices which thus became traditional

laws, could be justified only according to the principal rule laid down

in Deuteronomy VII, and explained by the supposition that they never

considered the Law to be all-comprehensive and all-sufficient.

Standing upon this ground, the Sadducees found a satisfactory

solution of the problem that confronted them, viz. how to regulate the

life of the people under the changed conditions of their time. For, as

a practical consequence of their standpoint, they claimed for themselves

the right and authority which their forefathers enjoyed, viz. to enact

new laws and regulations necessary for the new questions resulting from

the changed conditions of their time. And they did not hesitate to do

so. They laid down their own decisions and rules ia a book called

NmiU nSD ^) "Book of Decrees" or "Decisions" to guide them in deci-

ding questions to which no answer could be found in the Mosaic code.

They did not deem it right nor necessary to invent new rules of herme-

mnst obey them" Nintf ^C hv^ P^^i NIHE' bxctt' hv |"'J"'J?3 aiNID I'j^SN

Drh VJ^^ ^NOIi' (Sifre Deuter. § 164). The contradiction between this

interpretation and the following one, mentioned in Jerushalmi Horayoth 46 d:

b"n )b yntfn poi iorwif ba^^ bvt baa^ Nints' po"" bv "p noNi qn b)y

!?N»B' NinK-' bNDE' bv) pDi Nintf pai bv -\b noNitf iv bi^oml po' ns'?'?

can be explained by assuming that the Baraitha quoted in the Jerushalmi is older and

originated in Temple times. It expresses a protest against the authority claimed by the

Sadducees as priests, and emphasises, that the authorities have a right to demand

obedience only if they decide rightly according to the Law J^D^ V'C bV not as the

Sadducees do who interpret the Law wrongly and say PD^ NinC vNOtf bV-

The saying in Sifre on the other hand, is much later and originated at the time

when the Pharisaic teachers had already supplanted the priests and were the only

recognised authorities. It was then declared that their authority was not to be

doubted that their decisions must be obeyed even if they appear to be wroug.

1) Meg. Taanit IV (Neubauer p. 8) reads: "IDD NHy IIOHD "liJ'J/ ny3nN3
Xm^W. On the 14 th day of Tamuz, the Book of Decisions was abrogated.

This NriT'U ^S is explaiaed by the glossator to mean the Sadducean code of

laws nn"iU ~1SD D"'pns'? HJIDI ^IPD iT'iIE' ""JeD which was put out of use

with the victory of the Pharisees. There is no reason to doubt this report of the glos-

sator, which he no doubt derived from an old reliable source. This code contained

all the decrees and laws applied by the Sadducees in deciding civil and criminal cases

and not only pS1tJ'J&' 1 aVI pbpDiW I'pN. It is probable, that the ni'Vli ""Jn

mentioned in Ketuboth XIII 1 were such Sadducean Judges, who in their decisions

applied this Sadducean code the niT'TJ "ISO. For this reason they were called in

a later Baraitha (Kelubot 106 a) and also in the Mishnah of the Palestinian Talmud,

nT^MJ 'j"'". For the Pharisees considered their judgments as incorrect and called

them "decrees of robbery".
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neutics, or develop methods of interpretation to enable them to force

their laws and decisions into the meaning of the words of the Torah,
so as to pass off their own rules and decisions as part of, or derived from,

a mosaic law, thus making them of equal authority with, and of the
same binding character as the written Law. For, in their opinion, no
other laws could ever acquire the authority of the Laws of the Torah,
not even such, as are derived by means of interpretation, QiDSn tS'ino.

For, the Torah itself acquired its absolute authority only from the oath

by which the people had pledged themselves to obey it
i). The binding

power of the oath, however, could not extend beyound the plain meaning
of the words of the Law, as the people who took the oath understood

^) The idea that the binding character of the Torah is derived from the oath

and the promise of the people and from the curse imposed upon those who would
transgress it, finds its expression in many passages of the Torah itself where the cove-

nant is mentioned, especially in Deuteronomy XXIX 9—XXX 20. It is further evident

from the fact that the people in the days of Ezra and Nehemiah actually entered into

a covenant and pledged themselves by oath to keep the Law (Nehemiah X), that such

an oath was considered necessaiy to secure allegiance to the Law. According to ancient

belief the best way to enforce obedience to the Law, especially to bind future gene-

rations to keep it, was to impose a curse upon its transgressors. For an oath was

regarded as eternally binding, its violation bringing the curse as a necessary con-

sequence. Thus the oath imposed by Joseph upon his brothers to take his remains

along with them was considered as binding upon their descendants (Genesis L, 26

Exodus XIII, 19). And the curse imposed by Joshua upon any one who would rebuild

Jericho (Joshua VI 26) is said to have had its effect after many generations (I Kings

XVI, 34). For this reason the covenant could be made even with those not present

on that day and was considered as binding upon the children forever (Deuter. XXIX, 13,

14 and 28). Again in Daniel IX, 11 the idea is expressed, that as a necessary result

of their transgression of the Law the stipulated curse had to come and was pom'ed

out upon the people of Israel.

In as much as the people in the time of Ezra and Nehemiah accepted the Law
oidy with reluctance, the oath and the curse were necessary to compel them to accept

the Law and to secure obedience to it by future generations. It was however, natural

that, as a result of this process of forcing the Law upon the people by means of the

oath and the curse, the tendency developed among the people as well as among the

priests, on the one hand, to be very strict and ligorous in keeping the Law, in order

to prevent the possible evil effect of violating the oath, i. e. the stipulated curse, and

on the other hand, not to keep more than was absolutely necessary to accompUsh

this end, i. e. to comply with the oath. This attitude towards the Law, based on a

superstitious belief in the necessary evil effect of the curse, was originally common

to almost all the people. It was an old beUef which the Sadducees still retained. That

this was an old belief, fh-mly rooted in the minds of the people, is evident fi-om the

fact that even the Pharisees who opposed the older attitude towards the Law, and

tried to base the Law's authority upon its being the Divine Command and not on the

promise or the oath with which the people had pledged themselves to keep it, even
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it. The Sadducees distingxiished strictly between the absolutely binding

written laws and their own additional laws and decisions ^). The latter

they considered merely as temporary decrees and ordinances, ro'vn,

issued for the time being by the ruling authorities as necessary for the

welfare of the community, to meet certain needs. They were

authoritative only as long as they were considered necessary or

feasible by the leaders and rulers of the community. For the same

reason they did not consider the decisions and practices instituted by

then- predecessors, the priests and teachers of former generations, which

constituted the traditional Laws of absolute authority like

the written Law. Hence their peculiar attitude towards the traditional

Law and their objection to its authority. They did not deny the existence

of these old traditional Laws, for they themselves were the possessors

and transmitters of the same. Nor did they reject them as spurious

or as without any authority, for, they recognised the right of

former priests and teachers to enact such laws. They only refused to

consider these traditional Laws as of authority absolute and equal with

the written laws contained in the Torah. For the latter, they maintained,

the people had accepted in covenant and had pledged themselves by

they could not entirely free themselves from this old superstitious belief. Many sayings

in Talmudic literature give expression to this old superstitious belief and show that

even in the minds of the later talmudic teachers the binding authority of the

Law was associated with the binding force of the oath with which it had been accepted.

Thus, for instance, to express the obligation that rests upon the Jew to keep the Law

the rabbis very often use the phrase i^O "IHO HDiyi V2Z"tC "he is bound by

the oath taken at Sinai" (Mishnah Shebuoth III, 6 and Talmud Shebuoth 21 b, 22 b,

23 b, 25 a b and Nedarim 8 a). Another saying teUs us that Moses expressly told the

people that he imposed upon them the oath to keep the Law not according to whatever

mental reservation, they might have in their mind but according to what he, Moses,

and God had in mind bv) ""nyT bv nbn CDDN V2^0 iJN DDnjJT bv xV

IpOn nj?T (ibidem 25 a compare also Shebuoth 29 a). This means that

they are bound to keep the two Torah's, written and oral, according to the meaning

intended by Moses, which, of course the rabbis claim to give in their interpretations.

Again in Tanhuma Nizabim (Buber 25 a) we arc told that God had entered with Israel

three times into a covenant, and the third time he had fixed a curse upon those who

might repudiate it. It should further be noticed, that the idea that the Jew is bound

by oath to keep the Law is also found in Karaitic literature (see for instance Bashyazi,

Aderet Bliyahu p. 222 d and p. 225 a) which is additional evidence that it was an old

and common Jewish behef.

^) They considered it a violation of the prohibition mentioned in Deuter.

XIII, 1 to make other laws of equal authority with the Torai. But in making theii'

additional laws merely for temporary use, and not of equally binding force with

the written Law, they thought that they were not adding anything to the Law as such.
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oath to keep them for all times, and there was, in their opinion, no way
of freeing themselves from the obligation of the oath. But the traditional

Laws the people had never accepted in covenant and had never formally

bound themselves to keep, hence they were under no obligation to

oberve them. The people had observed these traditional Laws, merely

in obedience to the ruling authorities and following the instructions and

directions of the priests and leaders, who in their time had seen fit to

institute these laws. It, therefore, rested with the priestly leaders of the

time to decide whether these traditional customs and laws instituted by
their predecessors, should be observed or abolished. In this way, only,

did they deny the compulsory character of the traditional Laws, as Jo-

sephus correctly reports.

Viewed in this light, we find in their attitude towards tradition not

the slightest inconsistency. It was quite in keeping with their conser-

vative character and reactionary tendencies. For their apparent denial

of the authority of tradition was merely a different interpretation of that

authority and of the character of its laws. Psychologically this was the

result of their tendency to maintain the old traditional ways, by uphol-

ding the exclusive traditional authority of the priests. And logically

it was the result of their peculiar attitude towards the written Law in

considering its binding character not as something inherent but as some-

thing bestowed upon it from without. For the Sadducees respected

the written Law not because they admired it or considered it the Divine

Law, containing the highest truths to which they had to give their inner

intellectual consent, but because of the binding force of the oath by which

their forefathers had acepted it. The violation of this oath necessarily

entailed all the evil consequences of the curse. This peculiar attitude

towards the Law had a twofold effect. On the one hand it divorced

the Law from life, and on the other hand it made them blind slaves to

the letter of the Law without regard for its spirit. It divorced the Law

from life, in that it made the two absolutely independent of each other.

For if the Law had to be kept only because of the oath, it was alto-

gether sufficient that the oath only be kept. But, since they had

never taken any oath to refrain from obeying other laws, life itself

could in the main be regulated by other laws of independent origm,

instituted and abrogated by the rulmg authorities without affecting in

the least, the obligation of the oath. On the other hand it made

them blind slaves, to the letter of the Law in that it necessarily

excluded all possibility of development and progress in the Law. For,

since the Law had to be kept only because the people had promised
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under oath to keep it, then it had to be kept in its plain literal sense

as the people who took the oath understood it. It need not meet with

the approval of our reason or conscience and, therefore, need neither

be interpreted nor explamed so as to meet changed conditions and satisfy

new views resulting from these changed conditions. The necessary result

of such an uncompromising, unprogressive attitude was that the

ritual laws gained in prominence and the religious life became centered

in such ritual laws as could be maintained and observed strictly

and literally. In practical every day life, outside of the Temple, the

Sadducees in the course of time necessarily came more and more

to ignore and transgress the religious laws, simply because under the

circumstances it was impossible to observe them literally. The religious

Law then, thus divorced from life instead of actually controlling it,

degenerated into a matter of the sanctuary. It became mere formalism

and ritualism, to be observed only in the Temple, where alone it could

always be kept strictly in the old traditional way. But it lost enthely

all influence upon life.

III.

The hii-)\tf'' "iD2n,i. e. the lay-teachers of Israelitic descent, not

belonging to the priestly aristocracy had altogether different views

about the authority of the Law and Tradition. And the Pharisees, who,

as a party, grew out of, and followed, the non-priestly teachers, based

their attitude towards the Law and Tradition upon the views held and

developed by these teachers.

These 'pnib'^ ''orn who had never been permitted to share in the

authority of the priests, now on then" part refused to recognise this

authority of the priests, and began to dispute, not the right of the priests

to their privileges as such, but the character and extent of these privi-

leges. Like the priests they also recognised the Law as the only authority.

But they claimed that the Law was the heritage of the entire house of

Jacob, the common possession of aU the people, and that the priests had

no monopoly in it. Except that certain functions were assigned to them,

which they had to perform and for which they received as compensation

certain privileges, the priests, so the lay-teachers claimed, were in no way

better or more privileged and had no more rights than the rest of the

people. Since there was no authority other than the Law, all who knew

the Law, i. e. its teachers, whether priests or Israelites, could speak in

its name and represent its authority. But, both alike, priests and Israehtes

could only speak in the name and the authority of the Law and had no
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authority of their (j,m. Consequently these lay-teachers denied the

authority claimed by the priests to enact laws necessary for the re-

gulation of the life of the people. In theh opmion the passage in Deuter.

XVII, on which the priests based their claun, did not give the priests

any special authority besides the Law. It did not bestow upon
them the right to institute laws or introduce customs, independent of

the Law, not even for temporary use. It gave them only the right to

interpret the Law and decide questions according to it. Even this

right was not given to them because they were priests as a hereditary

class privilege or special family distinction. It was given to them only

because and for as long as they were the teachers of the Law, and it

was equally given to IsraeUtes who were teachers of the Law i. e. to

the bxiB'i ''ODn- Again, these teachers argued, since, there was no

authority other than the Law there could not have been and there never

were any other additional laws enacted by priests as ruUng authorities.

Every rule or decree for the regulation of the life of people to have any

authority necessarily must be based on or derived from the Law. For

the sovereign authority of the Torah suffered neither repudiation of

nor additions to its laws. It expressly forbids in Deuter. XIII, 1, the

shghtest addition to its commandments i. e. it prohibits the enactment

of any additional laws. The Torah alone is sufficient to regulate the

life of the people in all aspects. As a logical consequence of this view

these lay-teachers had to expand the connotation of the term Torah

beyond the literal meaning of the written word, and make it the basis

for new decisions and rules necessary for their times. To achieve this

latter end these lay-teachers applied new methods of interpretation and

developed rules of hermeneutics by which they could read new meanings

into the Law and get out of it new descisions and rules.

By that psychological process which makes thmgs dear to us grow

in value and importance, it was easier, for these lay-teachers to do this,

viz. to find the Law aU-comprehensive, containmg all they needed. For

these lay-teachers were now new claimants of authority in the name of

the Law. And this Law which they thus claimed to represent, and which

was to bestow upon them equal rights with the priests and to give them

privileges which theyhad never before enjoyed, naturally meant much more

to them, than to the priests, who were not so much dependent upon

the Law for their ah-eady time-honoured privileges and well-established

social position. To the lay-teachers theLaw was anewly acquired nnon "hj,

a precious vessel which contained for them the greatest blessing and

they valued it accordingly and revered it more than the priests. For
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the latter had for so long a time been familiar with the Law and accu-

stomed to administer it that naturally they could not regard it with the

same awe and reverence as the new aspirants. The lay-teachers looked

upon the Torah not as a mere constitution or code to which the

people had pledged their allegiance by oath. In then- opinion the

Torah was much more than a constitution and not to be compared

with any other code. It was the nQion '1 min the Law of God, most

perfect, representing the Divine authority and containing the highest

wisdom and loftiest truths. And being such, this perfect. Divine Law

had to be sufficient for aU times to guide and controll the entire lite

of the people. For as a Divine and perfect Law it must not be understood

in its simple sense and in its literal meaning only, like any other man-

made law. Its words have deeper meanings, and if properly interpreted,

can furnish decisions for aU possible cases and give answers to aU possible

questions. This perfect, Divine Law certainly does not need the priests

to complete it by enacting additional laws. For from the principles

laid down and from certain indications and pecuKar expressions, con-

tained in it, one can derive much better and wiser laws, necessary for

the changed conditions, than the ruling priests and chiefs could by their

vain reasoning and foohsh arguments devise and enact. This principle

is expressed in the oft-repeated Pharisaic argument no'b^if mm Nnn xb

Dsbtj' nbt03 nrwD t^bw^)

Of course, a psychological motive, if not the motive, for thus ex-

alting the Law might have been their desire to dispute the rights and

privileges of the priestly aristocrats of their own times. By declaring

the Law the absolute and all-sufficient authority that neither needs

nor suffers any other authority, they invalidated most effectively the

claim of the priests that laws additional to the Torah are necessary and

permissible and that they, the priests, had the right and the authority

to enact them. But once these lay-teachers denied to then- opponents,

1) Scholion to Meg. Taamit (Neubauer pp. 4, 11, 14) and in the parallel passage

B. B. 116 a. This was an old Pharisaic principle, of which Johauan b. Zakkai made
use in his disputes with the Sadducees. Later teachers however, knowing that Johanan

b. Zakkai used this argument against the Sadducees, but not recollecting correctly

when so used reported him to have applied it even on occasions when it was not

appropriate, and when the Sadducees could rightly reply 'J^M1S nPN "]23.

It is also possible that this principle had originally a positive meaning, viz. our Torah

shall not be considered like your idle talk, that is to say it must not be interpreted

like a human code, we must apply to it other standards. In this sense the principle

was a protest against the Sadducean rule that the Torah speaks in human language

and is to be treated like any other law-code (see above p. 8 note 1).
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the priests of their own times, any authority independent of or additional

to the Law, they had consistently to go one step farther, and deny the

same also to the priests and leaders of former generations. For there

was no principle by which to distinguish between priests and priests.

If Deuteronomy XVII 8—13, as these lay-teachers interpreted it, gives

the priests only the authority as teachers to interpret the Law, then

the former priests and teachers could by right not have done more than

merely interpret the Law and decide questions according to it. They
could not have exercised any greater authority nor enacted independent

laws, for this the Law did not grant.

But then this question presented itself. By what authority then,

if not that of the priests and teachers of former generations, were aU

the traditional laws and customs enacted which were not written in

the Law and yet obeyed and observed by the people? To say, that they

were merely customs, observed by the people, or temporary laws instituted

by the priests, without any real authority, would mean to admit that

the life of the people in the past was controlled not exclusively by the

authority of the Law but also by regulations of the people or ruling

authorities. This, however, would have defeated the arguments of these

lay-teachers and refuted their claim that the Law alone must control

the entire life of the people. How could they deny that the hfe of

the people may be controlled by additional laws enacted by the priests,

and at the same time admit that this was the practice in former

ages ? Besides, some of these traditional laws were too highly respected

by them and considered by the people as religious laws, to be declared

as having been enacted without any real authority. The only possible

answer to this question that would be in keeping with this tendency

of the lay-teachers, to deny the authority of the priests, and yet save

the character of these traditional laws, was, therefore, to declare that

these traditional laws and customs were not independent ad

ditional laws enacted by former teachers and priests on their

own authority, for they had none, but merely interpretations and appU-

cations of the Law, as understood by them, and given in the name and

by the authority of the Law itself. Consequently these traditional

laws are as absolutely binding as the written laws, smce they are

actually part of the Torah, indicated in it, or implied in its fuller meaning,

as the teachers of former generations properly understood it.

This declaration that the traditional laws were not independent

laws enacted by former teachers, but part of the Torah, led to the final

step, of raising tradition to the importance of the Torah. This position

Kohler-Volume. 13
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taken by the lay-teachers and the Pharisees that followed them

had the effect of giving to the oral law authority equal to

the written Law. For certain traditional laws and customs could

in no way be connected with the written Torah and represented as

part, or derived from an interpretation, of a written Law. Such tradi-

tional laws, it would seem, could not but be considered as additional

laws to the Torah. How, then, in the face of such existing traditional

laws could the Pharisaic teachers maintain then- principal contention

that they had a nc^B' min, a perfect Torah that has no need of

any additional laws and to which additional laws were never made?

Simply, by giving a broader definition to the term, Torah, and decla-

ring that even those traditional laws which had no basis whatever in

the written Book of the Law of Moses, were nevertheless part of the

Torah of Moses, but given oraUy by him and handed down through the

generations, by word of mouth and not in written form. For there

was a twofold Torah given by God to Moses, written and oral. To

this twofold Torah the prohibition in Deuter. XIII, 1, refers, when it

forbids to add to or subtract from the laws which Moses commanded.

This prohibition was never violated, for nothing was ever added to the

laws of Moses. AH the laws observed by the Jewish people, were laws

of Moses, either expressly stated or indicated in, or derived from the

words of the written Law, or handed down by oral tradition, but none

of them originated after the time of Moses, for no additions were

ever allowed to the laws of Moses. Not only could not the former

priests and leaders but even the prophets never attempted to,

add any new ordinance to the laws of Moses ^). Extreme as such

1) The passage in Leviticus XXVII, 34 had been interpreted by the Pharisaie

teachers to mean that no prophet could add anything to the Law, after it had been

given on Sinai -\Z1 cnnb %StJ'T X-iDJ JWK' (Sifra Behukotai XIII end). This

interpretation is often quoted as if it were part of the actual text of Leviticus Z^nDni

nnyo -131 l^irh "'NB'T N-i^J pxtJ' mUCn nbx (Sabbath 104 a and

parallels) which proves that it is very old. From Temurah 16 a we see that this

interpretation was understood to apply even to Joshua and Samuel, who when some

of the Laws of Moses had been forgotten, could not as prophets have tried to restore

them. This shows that the purpose of this saying was to express that the Torah of

Moses was absolutely complete and perfect and never needed or suffered any additions.

It was directed against the Sadducees, not as Weiss (Dor. II p. 7) assumes, against

Christianity. The Rabbiswould not have used this saying against Christianity, for this

would have implied that they admitted that Jesus or Paul had some claim to prophecy

and only denied them the right even as prophets to change the Law. Weiss' question,

why emphasise this saying when no prophet attempted to change the Law, is sufficiently
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conclusions may appear to us, they were none the less arrived at by
the old teachers almost unconsciously by what appears to be a very

simple method of reasoning. If the people were to obey only the Law
given by God to Moses, then it presumably follows that whatever

laws the people did obey must have been given to Moses. And when
once it was declared that the traditional laws also were the laws of

Moses, even though not contained in the Book, it was easy to include

in this category also those traditional laws which apparently were of

later origin or even of recent date, thus maintaining consistently that

there was not a law observed by the Jewish people which had not been

given by Moses. Accordingly, when confronted with laws and practices,

known to have been decreed at a certain time and by certain teachers

or prophets, the Pharisaic teacher would declare onci mm DiriDB' ^)

that such laws were really Mosaic, but had been forgotten and only

afterwards recalled and reintroduced by that teacher or prophet, to

whom they were then erroneously ascribed.

These were the ideas and principles of the Pharisees, the party

that grew out of and followed the ^^ntfi laDPl ^)- Of course, all these

answered by our explanation that it was to emphasise the idea of a no^vB' miH-
And at the time, when this saying was first expressed there was danger of some authori-

ties making new laws, even though they were no prophets.

1) Although the saying Dnoil mni QIDDB' is found used only by Amo-

raim, it is a very old saying which the Amoraim merely quoted and repeated. It is

as old as the saying nryo HDT V^'irh \Sti'-| N''33 PNB' to which it forms

a corollary. It is used as an answer to objections raised against the latter principle

(Sabbath 104 a) and to account for innovations said to have been made by the prophets.

Thus the contradiction between the statement that the ceremony of n^^y was a

Mosaic law D"00"bS"l and the other statement which described the same ceremony

as aa institution of the prophets n''N"iD: niD"' is removed by applying the prin-

ciple DHDV mm DinDty (Sukkah 44 a). Another similar way of accounting

for some new laws mentioned by the prophets and not found in the Torah, was to

assume that such laws were traditional laws received from Moses which the prophets

merely happened to mention or express in their writing NONI ilh TDJ N1D3

NIpN nsaON "PNpim Taanit 17 b.

2) The original name of the party was 7NntJ'' "iDSn or simply D^ODn in con-

tradistinction to the name D^jnD ''DZSH or D^pni". In Mishnah Makkot I, 6

and in Baraitha (Makkot 5, b) as weU as in the SchoUon to Meg. Taanit (Neubauer

p. 1 and 9) the name CDDH is used for the party opposed to the Sadducees. That

under QiaDH were meant lay teachers of IsraeUtic, non-priestly descent, foUows

from the account in SchoUon to Meg. Taanit (Neubauer p. 17) that, at first the Sad-

ducees composed the Samhedrin and with the exception of Simon b. Shetah there was

not one Israelite among them DHOy 2WV jXIIl'^Q nHN .mn i<% And

when Simon is reported to have succeeded in substituting Pharisaic members for the

Sadducees. the report reads (ibidem) HDE'^I Q"'pnS b^i/ }mn:D np'pno:

13*
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views and theories did not originate at one and the same time.

They developed gradually and it must have taken some time till the

system was completed. But we can see clearly how, and by what process,

these theories developed, and we find them absolutely consistent with,

nay even resulting from, the main tendency of these lay-teachers, and

of the Pharisaic party that followed them, viz. to dispute the particular

privileges of the aristocratic priests and deny them any special authority

in religious matters. To dispute successfully the right of the priests

to enact new laws necessary for the changed conditions, they had on

the one hand to maintain that the priests never had such a right or

authority, and on the other hand to insist on the completeness of the

Torah and its sufficiency to provide for all cases and conditions. Conse-

quently they had to deny that any of the traditional laws originated

from, or were enacted by the priests or teachers of former generations

later than the written Law. They had to insist that they were

all enacted by the same author and lawgiver as the written Law. Thus

we see that the Pharisees or the teachers whom they followed, the

bN"lB''' ""OSrij did not invent any traditions which the Sadducees did

not know, or could dispute; they merely invested the traditional law,

common to both of them, with a binding character and greater authority

by raising it to the rank of a twin sister to the written Law.

bu'Wi/'' btr n~n:D where 'pNntri stands for 'pNltt'i lOSn in opposition to Q">pns
who were D^jriD. This is even more evident from the report about the conflict

between John Hyrcan and the Pharisees (Kiddushin 66 a) whence we can

learn, when and perhaps also why the name D^tfllS was flbrst given to these lay-

teachers. In this report the Pharisees are called 7N1K" "i^DDn. Only in the mouth
of their accuser Bleazar b. Poirah they are called QityilD, when he accuses them

of being at heart opposed to the king "ji^l? D"'tS'1";S bw D2^. If the

name D''tJ'nD was really used by Bleazai-, then, we learn from this report that

the name was given to them by their enemy, describing them as "separatists". In

applying this name to the teachers, Eleazar meant to criticise their attitude and

tell the king that they formed a separate group not as loyal to the kmg as

the rest of the people and not shaiing in the peoples joy in his success. But
it is also possible that Bleazar used another perhaps disparaging name, for which

the word D''iS'nS was later substituted. In this case the phrase iDDPl lb~2^1

DJ?13 ^NIK'i "and the Israelitic teachers were dismissed" or perhaps "expelled from

the Sanhedrin" will give us the origin of the name CB'TID. The wise teachers who
were thus dismissed from the king's council and expelled from the Sanhedrin were

called C^HDJ the excluded ones or expelled ones, or Qiti'ns. This name originally

given to them by their enemies they later accepted and it remained the name of

their party. Only, they may have interpreted it to mean, not that they had been

expelled but that they themselves left the Sanhedrin and separated themselves from
the wicked Sadducees with whom they would not sit together.
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This recognition of the absolute authority of tradition, and of the
superiority of the Torah to any other code or lawbook, not only did
not hinder, but even helped and furthered the progressive tendencies
of the Pharisees. With all their submission to the Law as the sole and
absolute authority, the Pharisaic teachers did not become the slaves
of the Law, but rather the masters of it. Their very respect for the
Law had the necessary result that they could make of it whatever they
pleased, for the Law was now in their hands, capable of development
along all possible Imes. The declaration that the Law is unlike any
other code and does not "speak in human language" implied, that it

could be interpreted to mean and contam anything which the teachers

would read into it. Again the close and intimate connection between
Law and life, on which the Pharisees insisted, also implied the possibility

of the growth and development of the Law and its adaptability to the

needs of the life of each successive generation. The demand that the

entire life of the people be controlled by the Law, necessarily brought

about the effect that the Law became in turn controlled by life and its

conditions. For the authority of the Law with the Pharisaic teachers,

was based not on the binding force of the oath with which the people

had pledged themselves to obey it, but on its being the Divine Law,

containing all that is true, to which they had to give their inner consent

and approval. The result of this view of the Law was that its teachings

and commandments had to be interpreted in conformity with the stan-

dard of the teachers of each generation, and made to harmonise with

their advanced ideas. This was not done by a conscious effort to har-

monise. It was accomplished by an almost unconscious psycho-

logical process. The teachers, in their admiration for the Law, could

not imagine that it could contain anything wrong or express something

of which they could not fully approve. Accordingly, when in the course

of time and with the development of their ideas of life, they had out-

grown a certain law, and could no more accept it in its original meaning

they unconsciously gave that law a new and more acceptable meaning ^).

^) The best illustxation of the effect of the broadening conscience of the teachers

upon the interpretation of the Law is the change in the interpretation of the law of

retaliation (Exod. XXI 24—25). Originally this law was understood in its literal

meaning t^DD as interpreted by the Sadducees and by the older Halakah represented

by R. Eliezer (B. K. 84 a). But when the conscience of the teachers developed and

their ideas of punishment become more humane, they could not imagine that the

Divine Law could decree or sanction such cruelty. They, therefore, could not believe

that it was ever meant literally, and in good faith they interpreted it to mean merely
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Thus the element of evolution and progress was injected into the

Law. With the ever growing conscience and broadening views of the

teachers, the meaning of the Law and the conception of its underlying

ideas broadened and developed. For the Law could never mean any-

thing else than what the teachers understood it to mean. This identi-

fication of the Law with the ever growing and changing ideas of the

teachers, in the course of time even extented the authority of the Law
to the very decrees and enactments of the teachers. And after the final

victory over the Sadducees, when the Pharisaic teachers alone were

the recognised religious authorities, they claimed for themselves the

right, which the Sadducees of old had claimed for the priests only, viz.

to enact new laws necessary for their time. This right they derived

from the very same passage in Deuteronomy XVII, formerly used by

the Sadducees, which they now applied to themselves instead of to the

priests. Thus they derived from the words "llcn nb the right to enact

new laws binding upon the people. Only they claimed that whatever

laws they enacted were in accordance with the actual spirit and the

fundamental principles of the Law. It was due to this progressive

tendency of the Pharisees, that then: interpretation of Judaism continued

to develop and remained an ever Mving force in Jewry. On the other

hand Sadducaism, because of its rigid conservatism in following the

letter of the Law, gradually lost aU influence upon the life of the main

body of the Jewish people.

HDD monetary compensation. Other illustrations of how the rabbis actually inva-

lidated laws which no more appealed to them, are their interpretations of the Laws of

Deuter.XXIlS—21andXIII13—18. Compare also Pineles Darkoh shel Torahp.8—9.



Dreams as a Cause of Literary Compositions

by

Prof. Henry Malter, Ph. D., Dropsie College, Philadelphia.

Mediaeval Hebrew literature affords many instances of books said

to have originated in dreams. There is even a whole collection of

Kesponsa, called D^orn p nisilfm ni'pNtf, by Jacob Halewi of

Marvege, France, a Tahnudist of the thirteenth century, who claims that

all the decisions contained in his work, were communicated to him in

dreams; comp. on him and his work Stemschneider, H e b r. Biblio-
graphic, XIV, 122, 131. The book was recently republished with

a commentary, leion nop, Krakau 1895; see Zeitschrift
fiirhebr. Bibliographic, I, 7. Jacob Halewi found an imitator

in Barak Feitosi (iDlpis)) an author of the eighteenth century, who
composed a similar work under the title onDT N^D Dl^n ri ontOJIp

qi^jsd; comp. Steiaschneider, 1. c, p. 124, where also instances from

Mohammedan literature are cited.

Moses b. Jacob of Coucy (1235) relates in his introduction to j")dd

that the inspiration to write this work as well as the plan of its compo-

sition came to him in a dream. His words are: ^{3 iB'BTl Pj^N nbnn2

bv jji3n«i D''pbn ':b'd min nso nwv aip Qibn3 nxio pjy "ha

msD nsDi inN pbn2 nu^y mao nso ainDb n^pbn 'Jcn rum nxion

DJ1 .DnDDH 'Jtj' lanb Dpv p ntro ijjn pb) ':e' pbn2 nwn ab

yvn r\n nnDtf run ])\ifbn hd nxno pjj? oi'pna i'pn n3 piN*? pjw
CJ1 pi«bn p:D3 nsn'p viynD n\"i n^ •3 ^n^N 'i nx n3B'n js i*? "lotrn

ctyn nN-i''3 Nin 'pnj mp^ rum ip33 vba pDnxi n"'3in n? ntt/» i:3i

ipiyp ij'iN "inyn ••s'?
i: yir d\-i^n Dtfm pipes o'hm nnpys vmsm

niNlDn pjyD comp. S. Kohn, Mardochai ben Hillel, Breslau

1878, p. 32 note. 4

Abraham Ibn Ezra in his preface to nSETl mJN, KeremChe-
m e d , IV, 158 (re-edited by M. Friedlaender inTransactionsof
the Jewish Historical Society of England, vol. II,

1895, p. 61 ff.), designates his poem preceding that Epistle as the result
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of a dream which, however, in view of the playful habit of this author

is perhaps not to be taken literally. On the other hand, we find the

same assurance given by Solomon Ibn Gabirol in his pjy inj' published

by Egers in Zunz' Jubelschrift, p. 193, verses 18—21.

Moses Ibn Ezra devotes the seventh chapter of his K i t a b a I -

Muhadarat wal-Mudhakarat, a most valuable work on

rhetoric and poetry, to the question whether it is possible to compose

poetry in dreams, and referring to the Tahnudic passage nnN Dl^n

nxiDob D'li'tJ'O (Berakot 57 b)^), answers the question in the affir-

mative. He then quotes several examples to this effect, among them

poems by Samuel ha-Nagid (published in his Diw^n by Harkavy,

Studien undMitteilungen,St. Petersburg 1879, 1, 77; comp.

Graetz, Geschichte (2), VI, 17, note 2) and Isaac Ibn Gayyat which

they had composed in dreams; see Schreiner, Revue des Etudes
J u i V e s , XXII, 62 ff

.

The Kabbalist Todros 'Abul'afia Halewi (1280), when in prison

awaiting trial is said to have composed in a dream the two verses (quoted

by Schreiner, 1. c, p. 64 from Abraham Gavison's nnatyn noj?)

foretelling his acquittal; see Zunz, Zur Geschichte, p. 432 and

Steinschneider, Jewish Literature, p. 346, n. 9 a; my Hebrew

translation of the latter work, p. 346.

A classic example of this kind of literature, if we may caU it so,

is Shem Tob PaJquera's ethical treatise which received the name niax

m^nn == "Treatise of the Dream", because, as the author claims, he

had comp osed it in a dream. Palquera was not a man of superstitious

beliefs, but one of the most prominent rationalists of the thirteenth

century, and though we may not believe in this sort of verbal inspiration

through dreams, it is quite possible that the plan of the work as well

as its content in general were conceived by the author iu a dream. I have

recently published the treatise with introduction and notes in the Jewish

Quarterly Review 1911 (pp. 451—501; comp. ib., 457, n. 10), where

the interested reader will find the details.

Judah Leon de Modena quotes verses of 'Azariah de Rossi, as also

his own, which were composed in dreams and in which they were foretold

the exact dates of their deaths; see Kerem Chemed, V, 161.

In addition to the above instances of regular literary compositions,

which, like the Qibnn m3N of Palquera, are reported to have origi-

nated ia dreams, there may be quoted some cases where single questions

^) The Aiabs claim that the dream is the 43 ^ part of prophecy, Ibn Chaldun,

Prolegomena, I, 217.
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were answered, or particular legal decisions were rendered in dreams

according to the assertions of the authors.

Sherira Gaon is reported by Joseph Sambaii (Neubauer M e d i se -

valJewishChronicles,!, 117) to have asked in a dream about

the coming of the Messia, and his question was answered by a verse

from Scripture; comp. Schreiner, 1. c, 64.

Moses Ibn Ezra in his work on poetry referred to above (Schreiner,

1. c, 63) relates of Hai Gaon having been in doubt as to the meaning

of an Aramaic word occurring in the Consultations (pvysbN) of Saadia.

The latter then appeared to him in a dream and referred him to a book

in which the explanation of the word was given; see Steiaschneider,

Geiger's jtid. Zeitschr. I, 302; Hebr. Bibliographic, XVIII,

64; Harkavy, nitJ'nin "ISD XXXV, n. 5.

Eliezer b. Nathan of Mayence (|"^N^) tells in ^^y^ pN § 26

that in the year 1152 he had rendered a decision regarding noj pi

which, however, he subsequently reverted on account of a dream in

which, by suggestion of verses from Amos 6, 6 and Isaiah 65, 4, he was

informed that his original decision was wrong. A similar case is reported

by Samson b. Sadok (died 1312), a pupU of the famous Meir of Kothen-

burg, in the name of Baruk b. Isaac of "Worms (1200), author of the

naTinn "isd; see Samson's ritual work (^"dbti), Nr. 352. Another

pupil of Meir of Rothenburg, Mordecai b. HDlel, who died as a martyr

in the Eindfleisch persecution, 1298, relates in 13-nD on Baba Kamma,

ch. 1., that his teacher, R. Meir, pronounced an halakic decision in accor-

dance with what he was taught in a dream; see S. Kohn, Mardochai
b. Hillel, p. 32, n. 4.

Isaac b. Moses of Vienna (1250) was in doubt whether the name

of the Tanna R. 'Akiba should be spelt at the end with the letter n,

or with the letter n- In a dream he was referred to the verse yni iin

nnoB' 3^ nB"'?1 p"'"s'? (Ps. 97, 11) the sis words of which end

with letters that spell the name nz'^pv- Thereupon he named his im-

portant work after the JBrst two words of that verse ym niN", see

his introduction to that work, published in Szitomir 1862, beginning.

The author of the nnnn mo, Warsaw 1891, p. 163, in telling this

incident introduces it by the word inyoti'- Isaac's son, Hayyim, in

ym niN D"n "\ nniB'm ni^NtS', Leipzig 1865, Resp. 164, decides

about the correct reading of a certam Tahnudic passage according to in-

structions received in a dream from the then deceased Meir of Rothenburg.

Ephraim b. Samson, a French exegete of the thirteenth century,

reports that R. Tam had asked the "Dispenser of Dreams", whether
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Jesus and Mary are indicated in the Bible. The Dispenser referred him

to the words visn nDJ M^N (Deuter. 31, 16) whose numerical value

(612) equals that of onm vifi: Di'?nn hvd^ 'PNB'B' on iJ3no injJSB'

'D-'ja ^iNH "13: inbx ai^nn bw h s^btii idn anoi V'u'i ten: dx

onoW T'B'"" see Steinschneider, Hebr. Bibliographie, XIV,

131. The E. Tam mentioned in this quotation is not the well-known

Tosafist Jacob b. Meir Tam, who died in 1171, but the dreamer Jacob

Halewi of Marvege, mentioned above; see Steinschneider, 1. c, and

p. 122, n. 1.

In a manuscript work, called niDIDN; a. peculiar reason for the

formula rht-on bv lJ?!i1 is quoted by the anonymous author (13th cen-

tury, see Gross, Magazin fiir die Wissenschaft des Juden-
tums, X, 65) in the name of K. Menahem b. Jakob of Worms (died

1203). The numerical value of n^ion bv = 100 + 90, which cor-

responds to the age of Abraham, respectively Sarah, at the time when

they were commanded to circumcise Isaac. E. Menahem claims to

have received this explanation from the "Dispenser of Dreams"

(oi^nn bv^, see Gross, 1. c, p. 80).

Highly interesting is a passage quoted by Jellinek (KeremChe-
m e d , VIII, 105) from an anonymous manuscript, in which the author

(13th century?) asserts that many difficulties in the G u i d e of Maimo-

nides were explained to numerous people in dreams: nipSDD ^^^^1

-j^ D^niN "inN Dipo3i "inyDtt'B' no 'dd uhra mx -"Jd yrh nnin n^p
HD ^1ND^• It shows the esteem in which that work of Moimonides

was held among the Jews.

Dreams played a great part in the speculations about the time in

which the Messia is to come. Abraham Halewi b. Eliezer (the Elder),

one of the Spanish exiles who settled in Palestine, and a prominent

KabbaUst, upon inquu-ing about the year of Israel's redemption was

answered in a dream i-inpi Jga'bxi bNB'-ip, a clever play on the three

names of 'Uziel's sons (Ex. 6, 22), meaning "who dares ask, when God
has concealed; it is my secret". The same is attributed, however, to

one Abraham Medina; see Azulai, Di^nan DC, s. v.; Frumkin,

'jNICtf pN, Wihia 1874, p. 41 f. (communication of Prof. J. Davidson);

J. E., I, 114, s. V. Abraham b. Eliezer.

Lastly Moses Hagiz of Jerusalem (1700) may be mentioned, who

inhisnopn top*? onShulhan 'Aruk 'OrahHayyim (3N3 nyCTl nobn),
Amsterdam 1697, p. 51 (quoted also in naiBTi nytJ' ad locum, § 210)

reports that pjy'ij -;n 'i ^-m i^'\^''j;r\ had rendered a decision as

advised in a dream, which he, yagiz, considered binding; see
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S. Kohn, Mardochai b. Hill el, p. 32, n. 4. It is worth

noticing that some of the prominent Rabbis, as Mordecai Jaffe of Prag

(16th century), strongly protested against the practice of deciding

legal and religious questions by dreams; see his ww "VV tJ'iab.

§ 255, 9 and Horodezky, nUDin nmpb, Warsaw 1911, p. 158. On
the other hand, we see enlightened scholars as Simon Duran (died

1444) defending at length the reliability of dreams even in questions of

strict science, as medicine and mathematics. Many questions in the

science of medicine, he asserts, have been solved in dreams by the famous

physicians Galen, Ibn Zohr (died in Sevilla 1162), and others: I'pjnJ "13D1

arhm im (p^b) ]"b pi D)hr\2 nNienn noDno Qij-'jy hdih DU-'bsi'?;

see his ni2N po, HI, fol. 73 b; comp. also ib. 72 b, top, where he

relates his own dream of an important event which took place after-

wards.

The subject of dreams in general occupies much space in Jewish

literature; the Talmuds and Midrashim abound in material relating to

dreams, which has not yet been sufficiently exploited. A thorough search

in mediaeval Hebrew literature would yield material for a comprehensive

monograph^). The philosophers in particular basing themselves on various

passages in the Bible, discuss the dream from the point of view of pro-

phecy; see the references given in my article, Jewish Quarterly Eeview

1911, p. 455, note 7. For references to secular literature see Slonimski,

jyajn mN"'iSD, Warsaw 1880, p. 33, where also Galen is referred to.

As an interesting example from general literature it is worth noticing

that the famous German bard, Hans Sachs, composed his Disputation

between Mrs. Piety and Mrs. Cunning (FrawFriimkeit and F r a w
Schalckheit in mediaeval German spelling) in a dream. He had

set out on travel lookiag for work and when near Leipzig he fell asleep

and dreamt the disputation; comp. Steinschneider, Rangstreit-
Literatur,imSitzungsberichtederphilosophisch-
historischen Klasse der kais. Akad. der Wissen
schaften in Wien, vol. CLV (1908), IV. Abhandlung, p. 33,

No. 33 b; comp. ib., p. 41, No. 44a for a Hebrew Disputation between

Summer and Winter, reported likewise to have been composed in a dream.

The student of English literature may be reminded of the poem K u b 1 a

Khan by Coleridge, which according to a note of the author is only

a remnant of a larger poem, which he composed in a dream or vision.

1) An interesting interpretation of a verse in a dream is quoted by Scheehter

in Kohut's Semitic Studies, p. 488; comp. also Azulai, 21£0 biV^, beginniog.
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By

Prof. Max L. Margolis, Ph. D., Philadelphia.

bxili''' ''ODD P?rt ItJ'X is the Hebrew in Josh. 4, 4 for the Greek

(sx F) Twv ev8oJo)v aico twv uimv idpaTjX. The Hebrew was translated

literally, as may be expected, by Aquila: ^^.jjiujj |vi o Q-a-^; . ojcn

Syrohex.'"^ (so Lagarde; Field has ^^jjil.]; |yi o ^io; we should per-

haps also read <js^) in the singular).

The Septuagintal rendering is certainly a puzzle. It is, of course,

paraphrastic. But even a paraphrase must have some basis in the original.

Joshua is commanded (v. 2) to take hun ("^^ np and, accordingly,

1151 V. 3 was read by the Septuagint and is to be preferred to the Maso-

retic plurals) twelve men out of the people, out of every tribe a man,

and order them to take twelve stones out of the Jordan and remove

them to the camp. In v. 4 Joshua summons the twelve men "whom
he had prepared of the children of Israel" (EV.); in v. 5 he conomunicates

to them the order which is then executed in v. 8 ("and the children

of Israel did so", i. e. through their representatives), pnn is accordingly

the counterpart of -^^ np. The selection of the twelve men is in the

Hebrew mentioned parenthetically, in the form of a relative clause. Not

so in the Greek which reads: And Joshua, havmg called twelve men
(ScoSsxa av8pas without the article; the article — tou? — was later

supplied by Origen) of the honorables from the children of Isreal, one

out of every tribe, said unto them, etc. The translator's tendency is

obvious. The twelve men selected to carry stones are not ordinary men,

but men of rank (svSoSot). The translator no doubt took them to be

the twelve prmces of the tribes (comp. 22, 14; 7, 18. 19. 21), men
of the same rank as the men who assisted Moses in the census (Num. 1)

or the twelve spies (Num. 13). The translator is naturally under the

influence of the Priests' Code and carries the a"'N'»tJ': organisation

which is met with in the P parts of the book also into other portions
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which know nothing thereof (comp. e. g. 8, 33 where a^^p^, but no

D"'N'B': are mentioned). A parallel instance is the rendering of the

D phrase Qii^n Di:nDn oi ispei? xat 01 XeuiTat 3, 3; 9, 6 (8, 33)

where the conjunction was obliterated by later recensions but is certainly

original with the Septuagint (and possibly also with the Hebrew text

underlying it). The bearers of the ark are naturally, with P and the

Chronicler leading the way, the Levites; the priests merely supervise

the work.

Perhaps the tendency thus laid bare is sufficient to account for the

peculiar translation. That is to say, the translator had no scruples

about widely departing from the text if in his estimation it requu-ed

transformation for harmonistic purposes. But harmonistic interpre-

tation is usually an unconscious procedure. Because the translator is

convinced that the twelve could have been none but the princes of the

tribes, he unconsciously reads that idea into his text. Hence the wording

of the Hebrew must be capable of having the notion of rank or office

read into it. But how is that to be gotten out of ii:i!;\ ?

pan, of course, means primarily "make firm, estabUsh". Thus

David perceives "^bo^ niiT' ^i''Dn ""D that the Lord has established

hitn King (II Sam. 5, 12), and Solomon swears by the Lord lii'^'sri "itfr'N

nn NDD bv "•i''3''t2'T'1 "who hath established me, and set me on the

throne of David" (I Kings 2, 24). The Hebrews speak of a ruler's throne,

or kingdom, or house (= dynasty) as "established" jisj (comp.

n Sam. 7, 16; I Sam. 20, 31; II Sam. 7, 26). It is the height of literahiess

such as characterises the translation of the Books of the Kingdoms that

"prepare" and "prepared" is used for our "establish" and "established"

(comp. I Kingd. 20, 31 sTot(j.aa9ijasTat, but Symm. ESpao&Tjaexat

;

II Kingd. 7, 26A av(up&a)[i.svos as in the parallel passage IChron. 17, 24;

III Kingd. 2, 46 with e6pa<j&si3i)s A comes from Symm.). Even the

translator of the Psalms does not hesitate to render ]{<D3 p^J
s;i:oi|jios o

8povos aou (92 (93), 2), Symm. sSpatos o &povo? sou ; but also the

free version of Proverbs writes eToitiaCs-cat Spovos for ndd p3'

(16, 12), Symm. Theod. sopao&TjasTai; contrast xaTopdmast 25, 5 (Aqu.

Symm. sSpaa&Yjoetai, Theod. sTOipiaoOTjasTai) and xaTaaraOijasTai 29, 14

(Aqu. Theod. Quiata exoinaa&Tjaetai, Symm. sSpao&ifjosTat; retranslation

from the Syriac). It was reserved for the translator of Sirach to render

Sir. 47, 11

bNitJ'' hv jon 1ND31 ns'joo pn )b in^i

xat eSwxsv auTo) 8iaftr)xr/v paoiXewv xai dpovov So£y)s sv tw t^X.
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Of course, the translator, in doing away with the second verb, balanced

the clauses in his own way; with an eye to I Sam. 2, 8

xaatsat [AS-a SuvaUTtov Xkmv (oy ^anj), xai &povov 6o$7)s xaTajdr]povo|iMV

aoxois, or to Isai 22, 23

V3N n^a!? m33 xdd^ n^m pw cipoD nrr' vnypm

-/.at aTY)X(o (var. (Jty){5u)) aoTov apj^ovra sv tottu) TttOTu), xai stSTai ei?

»>povov 8o?7); TOO oixou TOO Tcaxpoc auiou,

the "throne of glory" was ready. In the same manner, the translator

of Joshua who is to be ranged with the freer translators in the Greek

Bible understood ^'^^n as xaxscmise (sc. sis apxovxas) rather than

as Y)xot[j.a<3£, "established" rather than "prepared", and he paraphrased

00? xaxsaxY]asv airo xmv utwv t^X or participiaUy xou? xaxaoxaSsvxas airo

xwv uKov i^X as xwv evBo^wv aiio xwv oitov i^X; the genit. became

necessary, since he obliterated the article.

He may furtermore have combined psn with p in the phrase

r\p bv IDitrni (Gen. 40, 13), 133 hv 3"'E'n TN (41, 13). In the second

passage the Greek reads &\i& xs aTroxaxaa&rivai sm xyjv apyrjv |xou

and it is interesting that one codex (f ) replaces apx^^v by xtfirjv, ("place

of) honour". Perhaps our translator read pn vvhich he interpreted

"placed in honour, placed upon their p".

A third possibility which, however, I am far from taking seriously,

is that the translator had a faulty text which read ,-133 "ICN. n33

has as its parallel b'3 N-)p Isa. 45, 4 and qi^s kb^j Job 32, 21. The

Q1N1E/J of Num. 1 are niDCS 1353 "tyx D"'B'JN. D''3D NIB'S is rendered

ooSa upoowTOo Sir. 32, 15. Nothing is to be gained from Sir. 45, 2

where a»[i.oi(oaev auxov So^tj aywuv is a free rendering of dih^nCd irUDV];

from dogmatic motives oinha is made to refer to the angels,

the pB^np Dan. 4, 10 and D"'tyip Job 5, 1, and the introduction

of ooSa emphasises the majesty of the spiritual beings above. The same

amplification meets us Sir. 49, 8 where the vision (nx-io) seen by EzeMel

is desig^iated as the vision of Glory (opaois SoSrjs), or 50, 7 where the

cloud (py) in which the bow appears becomes the clouds of Glory

(vstpsXai So^Y]?). With the former passage comp. II Chron. 2, 6 (5):

The heaven and the heaven of heavens cannot contam Him {^rhDby),

Greek contain His Glory (xkjv So^av auxou); the translator clearly aims

at precluding any physical conception of the Divine Omnipresence. Comp.

the paraphrase of qijd by 8o^a Ps. 26 (27), 7 Sexta, and of d^'piB'
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Isa. 6, 1 Sept. Similarly we find Soja for njion Num. 12, 8; Ps. 16

(17), 15, and for -ixm Sir. 42, 25; 45,7. While in the latter two places

reference is had to the Divine -ixm, the word is likewise expressed

by Soja Isa. 52, 14 where the person spoken of is the Servant. On the

other hand, in II Chron. 5, 13, a passage seemingly analogous to the

second Sirach passage, the translator's Hebrew text apparently read

mni msD pj; abc niam for the Massoretic n^ni nia ]:^ n'?d noni.

"An innocent addition of So^a is found Sir. 47, 6 where ei-iis is rendered

8ta87)(Aa 8oj7)c; the translator neglects to render on'?: which is parallel

to jjijDH, exactly as he does v. 11 (see above). And to return to nJ3>

Sir. 47, 6

reads in the Greek translation:

ouToj? sv [loptatJiv sSo^aasv auTov, xai yjvessv auTov sv suXoYiaic xu.

It is immaterial which of the two verbs SoSaCstv corresponds to; they

are synonymous in the judgment of the translator.

Incidentally the following remarks on difficulties in connection with

8o^a or a derivative in the Greek Bible may be subjoined. Sir. 14, 27

pU'^ rrmJJJDDl reads in the Greek translation: xai ev vq 8oSt] aoztf

zaxaXusei. The translator read niniDV321- A similar transposition of

letters is responsible for euirpeuEia (a synonym of 8oSa) in Ps. 25 (26), 8.

Our text has jiyo, but the translator apparently read oyj (comp. Ps. 26

(27), 4 Aqu.). The use of eoirpeirsia, on the other hand, for ni.3 and nij

habitation (II Kingd. 15, 25 Sept.; elsewhere Aqu. andTheod.)

is due to confusion with niNJ (comp. Isa. 52, 7 Symm. Theod. ; comp. also

oo^aCeiv for niJH Exod. 15, 2 Sept.). Interesting is the rendermg in

the Septuagint oixo; soupsitvje (s. ExupsnY]?) for '^2] r\'^'2 HI Kingd. 8,

10. The meaning "exalt, honour" is given for the verb (occurring

Gen. 31, 20) in the Oxford Gesenius. Hence Ps. 48 (49), 14 sx ttjs

ooStj; auTcuv substantially covers the Hebrew i'? b^lD.

oo£a in its original sence, "notion, opinion, conjecture", is found

Isa. 11, 3 for di;''J? nsiO. But elsewhere 8o£a always means "good

repute, honour, glory". In more than 200 instances its Hebrew equivalent

is -1133. But the Greek is made to share in the semantic development

of 1)22- Thus SoSa is used for 1133 in the sense of "wealth", comp.

e. g. Gen. 31, 1. The next step is that it is employed to render pn

Ps. Ill (112), 3 and px Isa. 40, 26 (comp. Hosea 12, 9). In the Isa.

passage Qijix and 03 are parallels, and elsewhere iiS is used in the
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sense of "wealth" (Prov. 5, 10; Job 6, 22). Now we are able to solve

the difficulty in the Greek rendering of Prov. 18, 11. The Hebrew reads:

and the Greek:

onapji? TiXoootoo avSpos itoXts o^opot, ^ Se ooja aoTYjs fieya STrtoxiaCsi.

sTTKJxiaCet cert9,inly points to InS'tyo; \>-^o^ corresponds to n23B'J in

one 'form or another; in the place of noiPlDI, the translator read

nnii.

avSps? svSoSot for noPl ""iyiN Sir. 44, 1 ceases to be strange when

one remembers that ion is rendered 8o^a Isa. 40, 6, and also I Esdras

1, 33 = II Chron. 35, 26 and 5, 59 (61) = Ezra 3, 11. But even aijo

is expressed by oo?a Exod. 33, 19, just as it is made to cover np'i'S

Sir. 44, 13.
'

svSoJa is a natural enough translation of onono Isa. 64, 11 (10).

Another instance is found in I Esdras 1, 56 = II Chron. 36, 19.

(US eSogaoOY)?, HXta, sv xots daofiacsioit oou is a correct enough

translation of ini^x nPN t<"l1J riD Sir. 48, 4. Comp. svBoSo; for nIU
Deut. 10, 21; Isa. 64, (3 2) and SaujAaoia for oiNnilD Deut. 34, 12.

Ezek. 7, 7 Aqu. took in in the sense of Tin- The Greek is stviSo^ottjc

which Aqu. uses for nin in three other places (Ps. 44 (45), 4; 103

(104), 1; Zech. 6, 13).

Lam. 2, 11 1153 y')iih IStfJ becomes in Greek sgexo&r) sic trjv yyjv

ni? •») 8o£a }iou. Contrast Gen. 49, 6 nij nnn ^N Dbnp3, but m the

Septuagint xai stti ttj ouoxaaei aoTwv jitj episai (= inn) 'HDD ™ Tjirata

[100.

II Kings 22, 25 Lucian's text has a doublet for 1133: (a) mm
Tjjv xaTaptoTTjTa; (b) Sojadfio; jaou. One is tempted to postulate for

the second rendering a reading njs with n. But 1133 (from *135) is

just as possible. Comp. -1153 svSoSo; Symm. Job 31, 25 and pro-

bably also Sept. Job 34, 24. xwv evSo^wv in the Joshua passage with

which this paper starts out reads in the Ethiopic version 'emeuesta
keburanihomu. And so is Ethiopic k e b r the equivalent of

oo£a (comp. Gen. 45, 13 and elsewhere), and 'a k b a r a stands for

SoCaCsiv (Isa. 55, 5 e. g.). Perhaps we are now on the way to solving

another difficulty. Ps. 44 (45), 5 the Septuagint reads

xai evTstvov, xai xaTeuo6ou xat paotXeus

for the Massoretic Hebrew

3?-i nb? Tiiinni..
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Of course, xai sxtcivov presupposes "^Tim. which indeed must be

accepted as what the author intended. But how is paoiXeus to be

gotten out of 2D~i? The answer is, the translator read 153 which

in the light of the previous examples from Hebrew and Ethiopic is capable

of being rendered, become great, be a ruler, patjiXsue. In

Southern Arabic, 133 is indeed "governor, eponymus". As is always

the case with a difficult text, transposition of letters is the easiest remedy.

The Hebrew text (consonantal) is probably corrupt, but is nevertheless

nearer the original than the Greek, for 33-1n goes back to an origmal

33'!1l1
(object -jyo"! of the end of the verse; comp. II Kings 13, 16

and in the Ahikar text of Elephantine the phrase tOD 33"in, once

nB'p "]"n precedes), 'pjj remains a puzzle. But whether the result of

textual corruption or not, the received Hebrew text has furnished the

formula for congratulatory addresses. So on the present occasion like-

wise be it said,

noN n3n bv 33~i rhu

Kolilcr-Voliime. -'^'^



The Levirate Marriage in Jewish Law.
By

Rabbi Israel I. Mattuck, A. M., London.

The law in Deuteronomy which prescribes the levirate marriage seems

to be very closely related to a much older custom, but whereas a custom

may be explained fully by a reference to its origin, a law that is social

or economic can be explained only by assigning to it a purpose as well

as finding for it a fundamental principle. This is especially true where

the institution has a firm hold on a people's consciousness, a hold which

it could not have retained unless it satisfied throughout some demand;

for just as soon as a law fails to serve any purpose it may be retained

in codes but it is not obeyed in practice. The law of the Sabbath affords

an example of this distinction between custom and law. It is sufficient

to explain it as a custom by tracing it to its Babylonian origin as an

unlucky day, but that does not supply the reason for it when it is a law.

One need only glance at the command in Deuteronomy prescribing its

observance to realise that as a law it can only be explained by the fact

that it is to serve a social and economic purpose. And so it is with all

social legislation. Not the origins but the aims supply the explanation

for the laws and for their continuance. Where therefore we find a legal

institution preserving itself throughout many ages we can explain its

perseverance only by its purpose.

The law of the levirate marriage was observed in practice for many

centuries, before and after the promulgation of the Deuteronomic Code.

The story of Tamar in Genesis XXXVIII shows the antiquity of the

custom. The Book of Ruth, for example, though its central idea^) is

not exactly that of the levirate but related to it, illustrates how com-

pletely the practice was accepted. When Naomi seeks to persuade her

daughters-in-law to leave her, she argues that they have nothing to

') The motive of the author seems to be to emphasise Boaz's virtue in "building

up the house" of Elimelech by marrying Ruth though he was only a distant relative.
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expect because she has no sons left nor can she hope for any to come *).

The inference is obviously that were there such sons these two young

women would have had a claim upon them for marriage. It is taken

for granted that the men would not have shirked the duty. Josephus

mentions a levirate marriage that occurred in the reigning family of

Judea 2). A whole tractate of the Talmud is devoted to the discussion

of this law. That the Kabbis' interest was practical and not dialectic

is proved by the actual instances recorded now and then where the marri-

age actually took place or was prohibited*).

In seeking for the aim of this institution we have to rely largely

upon the wording of the law itself iu Deut. XXV. Our knowledge of

the social conditions, in aU their details, of the time in which this law

was promulgated is not sufficient for us to seek more than corroboration

in them for what we may gather from the law itself. It brothers dwell

together, the law commands, that is on the same family estate, and

one of them die without a son, the wife shall not leave the estate but

her brother-in-law shall marry her. The first son bom of this marriage

shall become the heir of the deceased brother in order that his name

shall not be blotted out from Israel. But if the man refuses to marry

the widow then she should complain of him before the elders (who are

the judges) and if he persists in his refusal she is, in the presence of the

judges, to loose his shoe and contemptuously spit in his presence saying:

Thus shall it be done to the man who refuses to build up his brother's

house: and his name shall be called ia Israel "The House of the Loosed

Shoe".

The word Ti~n^ means here living on the same family estate. A similar use

of it is found in Genesis 13 : 6 where Abraham finds it necessary to leave Lot be-

cause they do not find the land upon which they are living sufficient for the cattle

of both; so they cannot live together. Similarly in Genesis 36 : 7 Jacob and Esau

cannot live together for the same reason. The kinship between the two in each of

these cases would indicate the meaning that they had been living on a family estate.

In the Tahnud a different meaning is given, as we shall fir.d.

72 does not, I think, mean here son or dai^hter. Though the pluralas used in

different parts of the Pentateuch to signify both, the singular can mean here only son.

K the lawgiver meant to include the case where there was a daughter he would have

said probably 03 IN JD son or daughter, or jni seed, the word used in some of the

laws in Leviticus which conditioned the existence of children. The fact that this was

later translated to include a daughter both by the Septuagint and the Rabbis is signi-

ficant for understanding the purpose and development of the institution.

•) Ruth 1 : 11 ff.

') Antiqa XVIII '.

') Yeb. 17 a, 106 a.

14*
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The phrase ~|1 U/''i<'7 looks very much like a gloss upon nuiPin.

The expression PDn TTIN Dtf bv Dip'' "an only mean that the first bom son

shall be the heir of the deceased brother. The word Dtf refers to the inheritance,

the name being closely identified with a man's possessions. In the incident narrated

in Number XXVII the daughters of Zelophehad in asking that they be given their

father's share in the division of the land advance as their reason that their father's

name be not taken away (verse 4). Here "name" can certainly mean nothing

other than inheritance, for the daughters could hardly have been looked upon as a

means for the perpetuation of a family name.

Verse 6 seems to supply us with the Lawgiver's own purpose. It

is to provide an heir for the dead man's estate. But the question natu-

rally arises why should there be any necessity for such an heir ? — and

it seems hardly sufficient to answer so that the family estate be preserved

or maintained. The integrity of it would be maintained equally well

and much more naturally if the brothers were given the possession of the

dead man's portion. The estate which they have inherited from their

father would then by a most easy means be kept intact. If it be merely

to preserve the separate inheritance of the dead man what is the reason

for seeking such a preservation? It is not like the maintenance of a

family estate. We know, it is true, from the judgment in the case of

the daughters of Zelophehad^), that they were to marry members

of their own clan, that it was considered desirable to maintain the

family estates intact. This desne is the basis for the command
that if a member of a family grows poor and feels himself constrained

to sell his landed portion it becomes the duty of the nearest kin to redeem

it, i. e. to buy it from him and so retain it in the family -). But these

references do not prove that the portion of any individual member of a

family was of such great importance that a legal fiction should be resorted

to in maintaining it. Moreover this explanation of the purpose of the

law, that the estate be preserved, would hardly supply a sufficient reason

for its perseverance in Hebraic and Jewish life. The division into family

estates must and did very soon disappear. This veiy change will explain

to us later some of the alterations in the practice, which we find in Kabbinic

law ^). With the purpose thus gone it is hardly probable that the institu-

tion would have retained its complete hold.

The purpose of the law must therefore be sought elsewhere. Though
the maintenance of the dead man's estate may have been present in the

lawgiver's mind, it could not have been his main motive. We can, how-

1) Nu. 36 : 6.

=) Lev. 25 : 25.

=) The interpretation e. g. of Ti~rp DTiN ^2Z"' '•::.
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ever, at once distinguish his purpose by asking whom did the law in

practice benefit. The widow alone was benefited by it. And it is a
fair inference that her interests were here the lawgiver's care. The real

purpose is revealed in verse 5. The widow shall not leave her

husband's estate. Legislation in the behalf of woman is found elsewhere

in this codei). The lawgiver seems particularly zealous for the care

of widows and orphans. They are to share in the gleanings of the field

and orchard and in the triennial tithe 2). The widow's garment was
not to be taken as a pawn ^). All this indicates that the widow's lot

in general was not a happy one — and the lawgiver was eager to provide

for her and to protect her. This care of the weaker is in full accord with

the spirit of the main body of laws in Deuteronomy. The humanitarian

motive predominates.

This desire to help the childless widow explains the lawgiver's eager-

ness to provide an heir for the dead man's estate, for without the existence

of such an heir the widow could have no claim upon her husband's pro-

perty. She could not inherit it, and in the absence of one to whom she

could look for maintenance she would be left to the mercy of charity or be

thrown back upon the kindness of her own kin. "Where however there

was a son surviving her husband her maintenance depended upon him

and he was duty bound to care for her. Therefore the law commands the

levirate marriage only in those cases where no son was living. For this

reason also the law stipulates that the dead man's estate should go to

the first son that was bom. Upon him would devolve the care of his

mother. Her interests were thus completely safeguarded.

It is illuminating in this connection as revealing the relation of the

levkate law with the rights of inheritance to refer to the law in Levi-

ticus XXII, 13 where the daughter of a priest married to a non-priest

may return to her father's home and share in the priestly perquisites

of her father. The condition imposed is that she should be without

children. The word used yn (seed) includes sons and daughters. This

same code gives to the daughters the right to inherit the father's property

in case there are no sons *). If therefore a man died leaving either a son

or a daughter the widow could look for her maintenance to them. The

daughter of a priest married to a nonpriest could only return to her

'^) Deut. 21:10 ff. A man maynot sell as a slave a woman captured in war whom he

has made his wife. Ibid, verses 16 ff. Interests of the less favoured wife protected.

») Deut. 14 : 28; 24 : 19 ff.; 27 : 13.

') Deut. 24 : 17.

^) Nu. 27 : 8.
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father's house when she had no claim upon her dead husband's property.

The existence of a son or daughter however would give her such a claim

and preclude the necessity for return to the home of her father. It is

evident that the right of the woman upon her husband's estate was

altogether dependent upon the birth of an heir. In the priestly code

a son or daughter gave her that right. In the Deuteronomic legislation

only the son could assure to her maintenance from the estate of her

husband.

Though the silence of the priestly code in the matter of the levirate

marriage cannot be used as an argument, yet taken in connection with

the evidence already pointed out it becomes significant. Its silence

with regard to the widow even in those cases where Deuteronomy is

most zealous in her interests ^) leads us at once to suspect that the lot

of the woman in general had improved. Her r%hts had evidently increased,

for she could become the heir of her father's property in the absence

of a son. She therefore required less care at the hands of the law-

giver.

These side-lights added to the interpretation of the words of the

command in Deuteronomy lead to the conclusion that by the law of the

levirate marriage Deuteronomy sought to ensure the welfare of the

childless widow by obtaining for her through a son a claim on her deceased

husband's property.

It need only be added to further prove that the purpose of this

law is the benefit of the widow, to refer to the two instances in the Bible

which testify to its application as a custom or law. In the Tamar story,

Genesis XXXVIII, it is the widow who is eager for the obedience to

this custom, and when her evident rights are denied to her she resorts

to a ruse whereby she obtains the only condition which can give her

a claim upon her husband's house — the birth of a son. It is the same

in the story of Kuth where again the widow, instructed by her mother-

in-law, seeks the fulfilment of the practice, evidently for her advantage

and the advantage of Naomi.

To aid him in this law the lawgiver utilises an older principle viz.

that a man's wife was an integral part of his property and with his pro-

perty could be inherited ^). This conception of the wife was prevalent

among aU ancient peoples and we have some reference to it in the historic

portions of the Bible. Absalom's relations with David's wives was con-

») Compare Lev. 19 : 10 with Deut. 24 : 20 f.

') Robertson Smith, "Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia" p. 87.
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sidered good evidence of his desire to inherit prematurely his father's

throne i). Abner was accused by Ishbosheth of an attempt at usur-
pation of the throne because of similar relations ^). Crude as this prin-

ciple seems to our mind and rather harsh toward the woman, it served
her well at a time when she had no social or economic status. Linked,
however, with the property of her husband she was not to be easily

separated from it. In the story of Ruth the nearest relative is quite ready
to redeem the estate of the deceased Elimelech when he is told that
it is to be bought from Naomi, but when Boaz adds that it is to be bought
also from Euth, he refuses. The reason is evidently that this child-

less widow is not to be separated from the possessions of her husband,
and if he takes the estate he must marry her; and because he is unwilling

to do this, he is forced to yield to the next of kin who is ready to marry
Ruth as well as take possession of the estate. The "redemption" of the

estate involves the duty of marrying the widow. It shows how completely

the two were united. This identification of the woman with the estate

of her husband assured her rights which she would not otherwise have
possessed — above all the right to look for support, in the event of the

husband's death, to the heir.

The author of the law of Deuteronomy quite evidently utilises this

prmciple that the wife was one with her husband's property and was
inherited with it in commanding one of the surviving brothers to marry

the widowed sister-in-law, considering this brother as the heir though

he does not give to him ultimately the property of the deceased.

But what is the significance of the second part of the law ia Deut.

XXV which gives to the surviving brother a means of escape from the

performance of this duty? The reluctance with which the lawgiver

admits this escape is to be inferred from verse 8 where the elders of the

city are told to speak to him when the widow has complained of his

refusal, evidently with the intention of persuading him to change his

mind. But the lawgiver does not help us to comprehend the original

meaning of the ceremony of the loosening of the shoe, except by making

evident that he meant it to heap contempt upon the brother-in-law.

It seems not unlikely, however, that he has here but retained a very

old method of divorce. Among the primitive Arabs*), the word for

wife was often the same as that for some garment worn by the man.

^) 11. Samuel 16 : 22.

2) II. Samuel 3 : 7.

') Robertson Smith, "Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia" p. 269 Note 5.
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She was called a cloak or a shoe and the like. It is conceivable there-

fore that a man would divorce his wife by merely throwing at her some

garment, signifying that he discarded her even as he discarded that.

Compare Psalm LX. verse 10, where "I will throw my shoe upon Edom", seems

to mean that God will discard the nation and no longer look with favour upon it.

This significance accords with the principle of inheritance which

the lawgiver here applies. The widow becomes the wife of the brother-

in-law at the death of her husband. There are no prelimmaries necessary.

If there were any formalities that preceded the ordinary marriage they

were altogether dispensed with. When however he refused to retain

her as his wife a ceremony of release was prescribed (IJalizah). This

could be nothmg else but a form of divorce. If this interpretation

be correct the significance of the ceremony would be in the fact that

she takes off his shoe instead of allowing him to throw it at her. This

would no doubt be an act of contempt towards the man because it

signified that she freed herself from him, rather than that he as the

superior discarded her.

The act of Boaz in the Book of Kuth in taking the shoe off the nearest kin throws

no light on the meaning of the custom. The author himseU shows how remote its

origin is from him by saying it was a custom of the ancient days: hence his evidence

for its significance cannot be accepted.

The association of the levirate marriage with the rights of iaheri-

tance is emphasised in the Eabbinic interpretation and discussion of

this law. It affords us the key for understanding the changes which

they found and accepted in the application of the law as weU as some

of the extensions or limitations of it for which they are responsible.

The principle enunciated by them is that the Law makes the levirate

marriage depend upon the inheritance. This becomes their guide in

deciding cases where there is some question as to whether the law of the

levirate applies or not. In the interpretation of the Deuteronomic text

itself this principle is adopted even at the expense of violence to the

text ^). The word iiin"" in verse 5 no longer means the joint possession

of the family estate but the law is taken to apply to any case where a

brother survives who is by law admitted as the heir *). It is more than

likely that the Rabbis had found this extended interpretation of the

Deuteronomic injunction, since the old family estate had long ceased

1) Yeb. 40 a. NJom N*'?n rhmZi 013'"'' inferred from the words in Deutero

-

nomy VRN Dtf bv Dip'' which the Rabbis in their interpretation refer to the bro-

ther who marries the widow.

») Yeb. 17 b. rhm2 Dnnvcn
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to exist. They forced the text to mean the exclusion of cases which

probably never existed or were at least extremely seldom, viz. that the

brother who was not yet bom when the sister in-law became widowed is

exempt from the obligation of marrying her i). The word p is made to

include a daughter as well as a son ^).

This interpretation is also in the Septuagint and Josephus. The

reason for this extended interpretation is to be found in the fact

that a daughter had the right of mheritance in her father's property.

ITie law of Numbers XXVII is accepted by the Rabbis*). Another

indication of this close association of the rights of inheritance with the

law of the levirate is in the interpretation of verse 6. "Whereas the

text in Deuteronomy distinctly means that the son first bom from this

marriage shaU inherit the estate of the deceased, according to Rabbinic

law, sanctioning what seems to be an older practice, the verse is made
to apply to the brother who marries the widow that he is to inherit

the estate *). The word "1132 is made to mean that the duty of marriage

devolves first upon the oldest of the surviving brothers^). This forced

interpretation is clearly an afterthought, merely an attempt to reconcile

the practice with the letter of the law. The reason for transferring the

inheritance from the son to the brother-in-law is the recognition of his

right to inherit his brother's property at the same time that he inherits

his widow. This is in contradiction to the Rabbinic law of inheritance

which puts the father before the brothers as heirs, but the importance

of the levirate marriage warrants it; and even that Tana' who would

maintain the proper sequence and give the inheritance to the father

in case he is alive recognises the force of the argument, that if that were

the law it might be interpreted to mean that the marriage should be

fulfilled only when the brother-in-law receives the inheritance, but where

he does not because the father is living he is exempt from fulfilling this

duty«). These instances show how closely the law of the levirate

marriage was associated with the laws of inheritance.

The principle of inheritance is applied to the widow by the Rabbis

1) Yeb. 17 b.

2) Yeb. Mishna 2 : 5. Even a -'\C0 prevents the application of the levirate

law; but the son by a slave or non- Jewess does not. The reason must be because a

"HDD can be the father's heir and the others not.

') Baba Bathra 115 a and 108 b where the law of the levirate and law of inheri-

tance are associated.

*) Yeb. 40 a.

^) Yeb. 24 a.

«) Yeb. 17 b.
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more clearly than it is in the Deuteronomic law. By virtue of the original

marriage the childless widow is considered the wife of the brother of

her deceased husband even while waiting for him to decide whether

he will marry her, or release her by means of the y^alizah. He has the

right, which is the right of a husband, to make her vows null and

void^). He may not marry those who are forbidden to a husband

because of their kinship with his wife^). If she is married to another

before he has released her the marriage is voidable ') and, according

to some, a child bom of such a marriage is considered illegitimate*).

If she is guilty of illicit intercourse with another during her time of

waiting there is the opinion expressed by one that she is an adulte-

ress®); and though there is a difference of opinion on some of these

rulings, the general character of the Mishnaic dicta indicates that she

was considered as his wife. There seems to be no difference of opinion,

however, that after 'once he has released her by means of the ^alizah

he may not marry her relatives of the forbidden degrees*). They are

forbidden to him juts as the relatives of his own wife would be prohibited.

Similarly she may not marry his relatives of the forbidden degrees.

Like one divorced she is prohibited to marry a priest. On the principle

itself as to whether or not she is to be considered as his wife in order

that the limitations consequent upon such a relation be imposed upon

him and her there is a good deal of controversy, some of the Babbis

holding that it is so even when there is more than one brother-in-law

upon whom the duty may devolve, others holding that this is so when
there is only one, and still another holding that in no case is she to be

so considered'). But to prove that the law on the otherhand recognises the

principle it is sufficient to consider the cases just cited. It is, however,

significant to note that the Tana who believes she is not to be considered

as his wife also believes that it is permissible to interfere with the ful-

filment of the levirate command «). It is his low valuation of the com-

mand that is responsible for his refusal to consider the widow at once

the wife of the brother-in-law who is the heir.

1) Yeb. 29 a.

'') lb. 40 a.

«) ]b. 92 b. nD3"'3 pOSIP V^)'p pK
*) lb. 92 a.

') lb. 96 a.

«j lb. 40 a, Mishna 4:7.

') Yeb. 17 b.

') R. Gamaliel Yeb. 17 b i
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But why should the chadless widow be at all considered as married
before it is known whether the brother-in-law will marry her or release

her and why considered as if she had been his wife even when he released

her? It is evident that the Rabbis considered her his wife by virtue

of inheritance. And when she was released the Halizah was in effect

as a bill of divorce i). They however hesitated to accept altogether this

principle that the widow became the wife of the heir by inheritance.

It was decreed that the brother-in-law gave her a contract of marriage,

but the contract of her first marriage stiU held good in giving her the

claim for the amount specified in it upon the possessions of the first

husband *). The fact that the principle of inheritance of the widow was
recognised by them at all proves how closely connected it was in their

minds with the levirate institution. This is further evidenced by the

application of the law in cases where the brother-in-law was an illegiti-

mate son. He could be the heir of his brothers and the widow was, there-

fore, part of his inheritance though the Bible forbids him to marry her *).

But the Rabbis insist that he must release her by Halizah. On the other

hand when the brother-in-law was the son of a slave or non-Jewess,

the law of the levirate was not applied, for he could not be the heir

of his brothers.

We have now to consider that large number of cases where the Eabbis

prohibit the brother-in-law to marry the childless widow, but command
that he releases her by Halizah. Why should the release be necessary

if he may not marry her ? It cannot be considered as the Halizah seems

originally to have been a punishment imposed upon the man for his

refusal. The answer given is because of a doubt. There is an

opposition between the levirate command in Deuteronomy and the

prohibition in Leviticus that a man may not marry his brother's

wife *). The Rabbis understood the Deuteronomic law to be inten-

ded as an exception to the incestuous prohibition, when the widow

was childless. The incestuous prohibition was, therefore, suspen-

ded only when the levirate law undoubtedly applied. But when

there was a doubt as to its application, they escaped by commanding

1) A bin of divorce is given with the Halizah {MK'''pn L^3) Yeb. 106 a.

2) Yeb. 52 a.

») Deut. 23 : 3.

*) Lev. 18 : 16 and 20 : 21. Deuteronomy seems not to have known any such

prohibition. The law in Dent. 25 does not mention widows with a son because they

did not need the protection of this law. There is no ground here for the inference

that a widow with children was forbidden to her deceased husband's brother.
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the Halizah, thus fulfilluig the levirate law after a fashion and avoiding

the possibility of an incestuous marriage. "Where, however, the widow

was forbidden to the brother-in-law because of a Biblical prohibition

of incest (other than that of brother's wife) the marriage was forbidden

and the Halizah not required i). The instances where the marriage was

forbidden but the Halizah required were those where the marriage would

have conflicted with some prohibition in the Bible other than that of

incest 2) or with the Kabbinic extensions of the incestuous degrees'). There

is a difficulty here. The general opinion of the Eabbis is that the creditable

observance of the Levirate law is the marriage not the Halizah. They

do not accept Abba Saul's suggestion that the marriage be in all cases

prohibited and the Halizah ordered because the brother-in-law married

the widow not in obedience to the law but for ordinaryhuman reasons. Even

when there is no doubt of the human motives of the brother-in-law the

marriage is preferred and the Levitical prohibition against marrying a

brother's wife is held to be of no effect. The reason is that the marriage

not Halizah is the fulfibnent of the levirate law *). Yet they put even

those prohibitions which are their extensions of the law of incest

before the levirate law so that in every such case they command the

^) IilX*? ''3''''" such as high priest marrjdng a widow.

') nv-\vb niija'

*) Yeb. 39 b quoting from Ketub. 64 and Bechoroth 13 namp aiS^'' HliSD

r:iiDno pNti' v^y; m>Jo Dwb j'^mohi^ vnrt? n:ti'Ni3 nsibn msjob

iCn" msob nonip n)i''bn mSO nOX niUO O^b-- R. Barchanah, however,

adds: TOIIp O'li HIISD "ICxb mn-, R. Jehuda says the man is allowed

to choose for himself between Ql^" and nS^tTl. Compare (ibid.) HISD pU") Uri

r\''bv iiy nD3'' which Rashi explains HSi^nDO "im"' riNiS^ "IDI^D. Yeb. 53 b

accidental coition makes the sister-in-law his wife and the Gemara explains lb°'9X

mSD Dwb ""JIIDDp ab n^inm mno NVII :iW S*in. in Mlshna 4 -. 5 we read

that the oldest surviving brother is asked first if he will marry the widow and if he refu-

ses the others are asked and if all refuse the oldest is ordered to give her nU^bn. Evi-

dently the effort is to be made to get one of the brothers to marry her. R. Johana

explains D12''''3 mSD Xm (Yeb. 39a). Compare also theremarkbyReshLakish(31a)

N^^ nV:JD M<b QIS'' Dipaz n)i''bn When the .2"! is a riDT i;iHS (forbidden to

many inDeut. 23 : 2) the marriage is allowed (Tosephtall quoted Yeb. 30b). It seems

evident from these references that the Rabbis preferred 012"'^. The Samaritans con-

fronted by the same opposition between the Levitical prohibition and the Deuterono-

mic levirate law solved it by applying the levirate law only when the man died while

the couple were still only betrothed; but if he died after marriage the law did not

apply (Jer. Yeb. 1 : 6). The Rabbis in not adopting this solution evidently held the

law in greater esteem. As late as the 15th century Bertinoro (to Mishna Becho-

roth 1 : 7) shows a preference for the D12"''' over the n!j''^n-
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Halizah. It must be that in spite of their preference for the marriage

they did consider the Halizah of some effectiveness — more than a mere

technical escape from the law. Is it not more than likely that they felt

the need of this release because they considered the widow even

in such cases the brother-in-law's wife by inheritance? Though

the Halizah was not the fulfilment of the law, it was necessary. Were
it dispensed with it might have been allowmg a man's legal wife to

marry another. The Rabbis themselves utter the formula that Halizah

is necessary only where marriage would be possible i). Yet they order

the tjalizah in cases when the marriage is forbidden by their dicta as

well as ia some cases when it is forbidden by Biblical law ^). A tech-

nical explanation of this course is not enough — there must be a real

principle. The Halizah releases the widow who is, because of inheritance,

her husband's brother's wife. It is as a divorce.

The principle of inheritance may also explain the reason for the complete exemp-

tion of the co-wives of those who are related to the C2'' in a forbidden degree (Mishna

Yeb. 1 : 1). Since one of the wives of the dead man is altogether forbidden to him he

cannot inherit that "house''; therefore all are exempt. The explanation of this (a

prohibition in which the school of Shammai do not concur) which the Gemara gives

(Yeb. 3bf., 13 bl), viz: that it is derived from a an extra letter in ^^"^ivJ (Lev.

18 : 18) is so forced that it cannot but be an afterthought, not the logical reason for

the exemption.

We must now confront another question. What consideration do

the Rabbis give to the original pui-pose of the law? Some of them prefer

in all cases the release to the actual marriage, and aU of them in cases

of doubt where the levirate marriage would conflict with another law

forbid the marriage and prescribe the Halizah. H the purpose

of the law was to benefit the widow, limiting the application of the law

as is here done should work hardship on her. But the widow no longer

needed the protection of 4his law. She could have property of her own

which if she was divorced or upon the death of her husband became again

hers to dispose of as she pleased. Furthermore the marriage contract

had come into being and was indispensable to any valid marriage, so

much so that a wedding without it was considered abnost illegal*).

This contract assured to her a specified amount in the case of divorce

or of her husband's death, and where the contract had been omitted,

the law specified the amount that she was to receive. She was no longer

1) Yeb. 3 a. Di3"S H^iv i:^xt:' bl r\)i'brh rb)V di3"^ rh)vr< bz

") Yeb. 20a.
, ,

3) Ket. 51 : a. rh^V2 11 '''\ri HiDO n:o7N7i criNDD rt>^^^27 nnisn 7-

nut
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in need of the protection that this levirate law originally assured to

her: her guarantee was already established by other means. Instances

were not unknown where she herself preferred the release to the marriage,

and if her reasons were valid the Kabbis say that the brother-in-law

should be forced to release her ^). The very fact that the Rabbis concern

themselves though slightly with the question whether it is to be taken

for granted that the levirate marriage is to her advantage or not (though

they seem to decide that it is) shows a completely altered situation

which has largely elimmated the benefits to be derived from this law ^).

But though the purpose is practically gone, the principle — that of

inheritance — had such a complete hold on the minds of the teachers

and the people that they were more than reluctant to abrogate the law,

even by substituting for it the ceremony of release ').

It but remains briefly to note of what significance this is for the

modem attitude to this institution. It was long ago felt that the levirate

law had outhved its purpose and was practically abrogated*). Yet

because of tenacity to tradition the IJahzah was clung to, though, as

we have seen, the performance of it was not considered a niSD and the

basis of it was the principle (no longer held) that the wife was inherited

by the heir and therefore required a form of divorce to allow her to marry

another. We may therefore apply the Eabbis' own principle and say

that only she who may be married by the brother-in-law, required the

release when he is unwilling — or she for that matter — *); and since

it has been decided that in no case should the marriage be allowed

it is but the logical conclusion that in no case should the PJaJizah be

required. Furthermore the very principle which lay at the bottom of

the whole institution is out of consonance with our modem thought.

The woman is no longer a chattel belonging to her husband. To con-

sider her as such may at one time have served the good purpose of en-

suring her welfare but her rights are now guaranteed by her fully

recognised status. The whole basis of the institution has, therefore, fallen

away — and its usefulness has gone.

») Makkoth 23 a. Yeb. 106 a. (Even if the Q3'' is duped into giving nS''^n hj
the widow, it is valid.)

") Yeb. 118 b.

=) By a Synod decree of R. Gershom of Mainz (960—1028) the HTi'hn was com-

pletely substituted. The condition of monogamy was responsible for this more than

any development in the basic idea of the institution. Something may be said for

retaining the levirate marriage when it would fuM the original humanitarian pur-

pose; but nothing at all can be said for the retention of the Qalizah.
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By

Prof. Julian Morgenstern, Ph. D., Cincinnati.

This chapter has been the subject of critical discussion and contro-

versy for many years. Originally regarded as one of the very oldest

portions of the Pentateuch, and especially as evidencing the historicity

of Abraham^), it has, since Noldeke's epoch-making studies*), come

to be regarded generally as of comparatively late, or very late, origin

and composition. Noldeke himself regarded it as the product of the

8 th. century B. C. WeHhausen declared for a much later, post-exihc

date^), and held the chapter to be a midrashic composition, designed

to enhance the glory of Abraham. This view has been adopted by many

modem scholars. A few however, especially Konig, Kittel and SeUin,

still profess to regard the chapter as of earlier date, and largely, if not

entirely historical. And others, among them Klostermann, and to a

certain extent Gunkel, though regarding the chapter from a literary

standpoint as the product of the post-esiMc period, stiU hold that it is

based upon older documents and inscriptions and has a large measure

of historic reliability.

It is now generally recognised that vv. 18—20, narrating the Mal-

kisedeq episode, are an insertion into the original text, since on the one

hand they break the continuity of w. 17 and 21, and on the other hand

V. 20, stating that Abraham gave to Malkisedeq a tithe of all the booty

recaptured, as the context clearly implies, contradicts the statement

in V. 23, that Abraham returned to the king of Sodom all the recaptured

booty, proudly refusing to retain even a shoe-latchet for himself *).

1) Among modem scholars particularly Hommel, "The Ancient Hebrew Tradi-

tion", 146—200.

2) „Untersuchungen zur Kritik des Alten Testaments", 156—172.

') „Die Komposition des Hexateuchs" ', 311 f.

«) But cf. Hommel, op. cit. 161—168, who holds that the Malkisedeq episode

is the very heart of the chapter and entirely historical. His argument is however forced

and unconvincing.
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But with the exception of Winckler, the probability of the correct-

ness of whose argument Holzinger halfway admits, scholars are agreed

that the remainder of the chapter is a literaiy unit. This is most positi-

vely asserted by Gunkel, who calmly disposes of the numerous discre-

pancies in the narrative by ascribing them to inaccuracy of narration and

inelegance of style.

In addition to followmg Wellhausen in regarding v. 24 a P b as an

insertion, due to the fact that there is no mention in the chapter of the

allies of Abraham, other than the simple statement in v. 13 b, and no

reference to the part they played in the battle, Winckler ^), following

a suggestion in Kautzsch-Socin, would regard the opening sentence as

reworked, and interpret it, "It came to pass in the reign of 'Ami-aphel,

Mng of Sin^'ar, that K^dorla'omer, etc. marched against Bera', king

of Sodom". He would omit the names of the other kings on both sides,

and also regard w. 3 and 5 b—9 as additions to the original text. He

is helped to this conclusion by the fact that Sodom and Gomorrha seem

to be under the authority of one king, and by the further fact that in

V. 10 M. T. reads only c"D "j'^C His objection however is clearly

obviated by the fact that M. T. uses throughout the plural of the verb,

1DJ11 and I'^sii, thereby certainly implying a plural subject, and

that LXX, Sam. and Pes. all supply the missing mcy "l^QI- Wo
must accordingly regai'd Winckler's effort to determine secondary material

in the chapter as not entirely successful.

At the same time a careful study of the chapter, after the exclusion

of vv. 18—20, shows clearly that the remainder is by no means a literary

unit. The chapter clearly falls into two main divisions, (a) w. 1—10,

an introduction, and (b) vv. 10—24 (omitting vv. 18—20), the main

narrative. Between these two sections such glaring inaccuracies and

contradictions exist as to not only make it certain that they cannot be

the work of the same author, but also to excite surprise that this con-

clusion was not reached earlier by critics.

Winckler has ah-eady pointed out that in w. 1—10 there is a coa-

lition of five Canaanite cities opposed to the four eastern kings, while

vv. 11—24 speak only of Sodom and Gomorrha. While Winckler's ex-

planation of this discrepancy is hardly correct, none the less the dis-

crepancy exists and has significance. Again in v. 10, as emended by

LXX. Sam, and Pes. the kiags of Sodom and Gomorrha lose their lives

in the asphalt pits into which they faU in their flight from the battle-

1) Altoiientalische Forschungen I, 101 ff.
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field, while in w. 17, 21 fl. the king of Sodom is stiQ alive and in power.
Furthermore the campaign described in w. 1—10 is that of mighty
kings against revolting cities and strange lands. Pitched battles are

fought in the open field, especially with the kings of Sodom and Gomorrha,
and in every case the enemy is conquered and cut to pieces and his land

devastated, as the verb, nsn, implies. But in w. 11—24 it is no such
campaign, but much rather a Bedum raid, hurried and impetuous, upon
two, apparently not overly powerful, cities. The raid is made, prisoners

captured and carried away into slavery, and booty and provisions taken,

and then the invaders are off agaiu in hurried flight to the north. The
similarity to the Midianite raids in the Gideon story (Jud. 6 ff.), and
the raid of the Amaleqites upon unprotected Ziklag, during David's

absence (I Sam. 30), are striking. In fact the story of David's pursuit

of the Amaleqites and recovery of the stolen persons and goods, parallels

in almost every detail this story of Abraham's pursuit of the enemy
and recovery of the booty. The enemy in these verses is not the in-

numerable forces of four mighty kings, but is apparently so few in number

as to flee, in true Beduin manner, immediately after the plundering

raid upon the two cities, certainly in fear of an attack by the king of

Sodom and his warriors, and is surprised and overwhelmed by Abraham

and his three hundred and eighteen men. Apparently too the king of

Sodom and his warriors, accustomed to city life, had no chance of over-

taking the rapidly moving Beduin invaders, and so made no attempt

to pursue them. This was possible only for Abraham, himself clearly

represented as a Beduin, and in typical Beduin covenant with 'Aner,

'E§kol and Mamr6. This is by no means the tame and negative covenant,

such as is described in Gen. 21, 22—32iand again in 26, 28—31, whereby

each party agrees to do the other no hurt, but the typical Beduin cove-

nant, consummated presumably by either eating together, or mingliag

blood, where both parties share common interests and obligations, to

the utmost Hmit of offense and defense. Likewise the booty recaptured

is not that which a conquering, imperial army would carry off after

the sack of two mighty cities, but is the insignificant amount of food,

property and captives, which would not interfere with the rapidity of

Beduin retreat, and which could easily be brought back by three hundred

and eighteen men. And finally the extreme magnanunity of Abraham in

refusing the reward of even a shoe-latchet, in order that the king of

Sodom might not be able to say that he had made Abraham rich, is

that typical of a whimsical, impetuous Beduin sheikh, avaricious today,

and tomorrow animated by extreme generosity, and above aU always

Kohler-Volume. 16
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intensely j ealous of his independence and honour. It is clear that w. 11 ff.

give a typical account of Beduin life and warfare, altogether at variance

with the account of imperial warfare, such as w. 1—10 imply. It is

significant too that whereas in vv. 1—10 the author shows a distinct

antiquarian interest, and gives the archaic name of each place he men-

tions, the name, Dan, in v. 14, is unaccompanied by any mention of the

pre-Israelite name of the city. It should also be noted that nowhere

do vv. 11 ff. state or imply that the enemy in question is K^dorla'omer

and his allies, nor are the names mentioned in w. 1—10 repeated iu

vv. 11 ff. The only conclusion possible from this evidence is that the

two sections are the work of different hands, and accordingly that w. llff.

form the original narrative, to which vv. 1—10 were later appended as

an introduction.

In the main narrative, vv. 11 ff. not only are w. 18—20 a late

insertion, but also distinct evidences of other editorial revision exist.

V. 12 from ie^dt on, including the second i^'pii, must be editorial,

as many scholars have seen. Likewise the repetition of the words' I'po

mo in V. 21 must be editorial, due to the necessity of repeating the

subject after the insertion of the long passage, w. 18—20, between

vv. 17 and 21. Also in v. 22 the words, v-ixi qiob' n:ip pbv ^N.

are an editorial insertion, due to the mention of the deity by this parti-

cular name in w. 18—20. And possibly, though by no means certainly,

m^^ for which Sam. reads n-rha, and which Pes. and LXX omit

entirely, may stand for an origmal dm^N. Finally v. 17a p b is

certamly editorial, introduced to harmonise the Malkisedeq episode with

the story of Abraham and the kmg of Sodom. Scholars have agreed

that the text implies that the 'Emeq Savg was near Salem, whether
that be understood as Jerusalem or not. But in bringing back the recap-

tured booty of Sodom, there would be no reason for returnmg to any
place other than Sodom itself. And certainly this is imphed in the state-

ment of V. 17 a a that the king of Sodom came out to meet Abraham,
viz. jast as Abraham drew near to that city. 17 apb is therefore clearly

editorial.

As already stated, "Wellhausen, followed by Winckler and others,

has held that w. 13 b and 24 b are also glosses, because no mention
is made of the part of these allies of Abraham in the battle. This argu-

ment is rather forced. If v. 13 b be a gloss, we must suppose that it

is of nature and origui similar to v. 12 b. But in such case instead of

jDtJ' we would expect the verb 3t^•^ in v. 13 b just as in 12 b. Also the
glossator who regarded Sodom in v. 12 b as the name of a place, would
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undoubtedly have done the same for 'Elong Mamre in v. 13 b, following

after Gen. 13, 18. Consequently we would have to suppose that v. 13 b

beginning with i-iONn, and v. 24 b are a still later gloss, since they

expressly regard 'Aner, 'Eskol and Mamrg, not as place names, but as

men. On the other hand we have seen that the conception of the covenant

implied here is that most characteristic of Beduin life and ideas, and is

in complete accord with the remainder of the narrative. That no mention

is made of the part of these men in the battle is of little significance.

After the mere mention of the fact that they stood in covenant with

Abraham, that they accompanied him and participated in the battle

is implied, and no further statement, other than that in v. 15, describing

the battle, is necessary. We therefore see absolutely no reason for not

regardmg w. 13 b and 24 b as parts of the original narrative. The author

probably felt impelled to give the name of the place of Abraham's sojourn

and the names of his confederates for the same reason that he felt it

necessary to tell that Abraham was a Hebrew.

The original narrative then consisted of vv. 11—24, with the omission

of VV.18—20, and the glosses and editorial insertions vv. 12apb, 17apb,

the words a^D "I^D in v. 21, and v. 22 b. With these omissions the

text reads smoothly and continuously. It gives in simple and effective

manner the account of a Beduin raid, in which Lot, the relative of Abra-

ham, is captured, together with other prisoners and booty of Sodom.

A fugitive brings the news to Abraham where he is encamped in the

grove of his confederates, 'Aner, 'Eskol and Mamre. He immediately

musters his little band of Beduin warriors, three hundred and eighteen

in all, no doubt including his confederates and their followers, and hurries

in pursuit of the rapidly departing invaders. The enemy is not over-

taken until they have reached the vicinity of Dan, far to the north.

There, no doubt, they feel themselves outside their enemy's territory

and safe from pursuit. Accordingly the narrative seems to presume that

they proceed more leisurely and begin to enjoy their booty, in much

the same manner as the Amaleqites did after their successful raid upon

Ziklag. This enables Abraham to overtake them, in spite of their start,

and also accounts for their unpreparedness and surprise by night. They

are completely routed and put to flight, and the hardy Abraham dares

to pursue them even unto Hobah, far to the north of Damascus. AU

the captured booty and prisoners are retaken and brought back in triumph

to Sodom. The king of Sodom comes out to meet Abraham, magnani-

mously asks only for the return of the captives, and urges Abraham

to keep aU the booty for himseK. This Abraham as magnanimously

15*
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refuses, except for that part of the recaptured booty which his men had

eaten, since presumably in their rapid pursuit they had had no time

to carry provisions with them, and the portions of his three confederates,

to refuse which Abraham had no right. Were the story history we would

expect it to close with a brief statement that Abraham returned to the

grove of Mamre with his confederates. But being narrated clearly only

to enhance Abraham's glory as a great and intrepid warrior, who dares

pursue a powerful enemy even into their own territory and there gain

a great victory, and also as a magnanimous sheikh, who can refuse the

preferred wealth of a king, the story is complete as it stands. Evidently

the original introduction to the narrative, which probably contained

the name of the invading Beduin tribe, has been suppressed to make

way for the later introduction, w. 1—10.

As Wellhausen first maintained, this story is undoubtedly a midrash,

composed to glorify Abraham. The use of the terms n"i3 iT"^"", B'DI

and tJ'D3 ^) points to an acquaintance with the vocabulary of P. ^). Con-

trary to general opinion, the use of the term, i-i3J7, in v. 13 presents

no difficulty. While it is true that this term is used in the Bible primarily

to distinguish between Israelite and non-Israelite in conversation with,

or in the mouth of, the latter, none the less it is used in quite a number

of Biblical passages*) where reference to non-Israelites is quite remote.

The use of the term here is therefore to be sufficiently accounted for

by the fact that this story probably existed for some time in independent

form, and therefore some specification of the nationality of Abraham

was but natural, particularly since ia the story he is placed in juxta-

position with the people of Sodom. The use of the term, noN, in

the same verse, and the fact that 'Aner, 'Egkol and Mamre are here

represented as names of men, is probably to be attributed to midrashie

license or irresponsibility. Certainly there is no reason for seeing in the

use of the term, ncN, evidence of an Elohist original of this story *)

Vv. 1—10 are, as we have seen, clearly a late introduction, arti-

ficially appended to the main story, and taking the place of one or more

1) For collection of people; cf. particularly the use of BT"! and tfSJ in this

same sense and connection in Gen. 12, 6 (P). tfS3 is not used in this sense in the

Bible in pre-exihc times, unless possibly in Jer. 43, 6. There however the word seems

to be an insertion, cf. Jer. 41, 16.

') tO"'vS too probably indicates a post-exilic origin. Outside of Is. 5, 29 and

Mic. 6, 14, the stem, tcbs, is found only ia postexilic passages of the Bible.

») Cf. Ex. 1, 16; 2, 11, 13; 21, 2; Dt. 15, 12; Jer. 34, 9, 14. I. Sam. 13, 3, 1;

14, 21 are probably corrupt.

«) Dillmann, Genesis, 233; Kittel, Gesch. I, 158.
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verses of the original narrative. Certainly this change was not for the

better, since the original story seemed complete in itself, and these new
introductory verses harmonise but poorly with the following story.

However even w. 1—10 hardly seem to be a unit. Gunkel has

pointed out that v. 2 does not join syntactically with v. 1. Nor does

the emendation proposed in Kautzsch-Socin, and adopted by Winckler,

help in the least. This construction is equally impossible, and further-

more in V. 9 'Amraphel is said to be one of the allied kings. The alliance

of the five Canaanite cities, with the names of four kings mentioned,

seems suspicious, since in v. 10 only the kings of Sodom and Gomorrha

are mentioned in the account of the actual battle. It has been shown ^)

that the association of the names of Sodom and Gomorrha with those

of 'Adma and S^bayim seems suspicious. Hosea 11, 8 speaks only of

the two latter cities, while Gen. 19 mentions only the two former. So'ar

too is mentioned only in the latter chapter. The names of the four kings

seem altogether artificial. Nor is the fact that no name is given for

the king of So'ar an argument for the authenticity of the previous four

names, as it has been claimed ^). In aU likelihood only Sodom and Go-

morrha were mentioned in the earKest form of this iatroduction.

V. 3 gives the same information as v. 8, and what is more, gives

it entirely too early. The account in v. 8 is in the proper place. Vv. 3—7

break the continuity between w. 2 a and 8. Nor even in the most arti-

ficial of introductions would the author dare tell that in an attempt

to recapture revolting cities an invading army would take such a round-

about course as that described in vv. 5—7. Rather we would expect

that the invading army would march directly against the rebels, as the

account seems to imply, when we omit vv. 3—7 as a late insertion. The

thought of V. 9 too has abeady been expressed in the single word, nnx,

in V. 8, while v. 9, as it stands here, is clearly superfluous and interrupts

the continuity of the narrative in w. 8 and 10. The order of the names

of the four kings of the east differs in v. 1 from in v. 9. And since in

w. 4, 5 and 9 K«dorla'omer is clearly represented as the overlord, and

furthermore since in v. 1, as Delitzsch already saw, the names are in

alphabetical order, it follows that v. 1 is dependent upon v. 9, and does

not represent the original reading. This probably accounts for the fact

ah-eady noted that w. 1 and 2 do not join well.

It is clear therefore that even this new introduction to the original

story is not a unit, that as it stands now, it has been worked over and

1) Holzinger, Genesis, 142; Gunkel, Genesis', 280.

") Gunkel, Genesis ^, 280.
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considerable additions made to it. The likelihood of this conclusion is

increased by the further consideration that even the author of a new

introduction to the original narrative would hardly have ventured to

make his introduction as long as, or longer than, the main narrative.

It follows therefore that the original secondary introduction consisted

only of w. 2 a, omitting the names of the kings of Sodom and Gomorrha,

Saab and 10. Since in these verses the names of K''dorla'omer and

his confederates do not occur, it is almost certain that in the original

opening verse of this introduction, for which the present v. 1 was later

substituted, the names now mentioned there did not occur, but rather

the names of enemies closer home, with whom the kings of Sodom and

Gomorrha could contend on a more equal and probable basis. The sub-

stitution of great kings and nations for the original Beduin invaders

took place only gradually,

Vv. 1, 2 b—7 (+ the names of the kings of Sodom and Gomorrha

in 2 a), 8 a p and 9 are clearly insertions into the original secondary in-

troduction. They show a common antiquarian interest, which is suffi-

cient reason for regarding them as of common origin. They speak of

'Amraphel, K^dorla'omer, 'Arioch, Tid'al, names which may be histo-

rical, of Sin'ar, of 'Elam, of 'Eleazar, which may be identical with the

Babylonian Larsa, and of Goyim, which, as has been proposed, may
or may not be a corruption of the name of the nation known from Baby-

lonian texts as Guti. They speak too of the Horim, Amaleq and the

Emorites, names, especially the last two, requiring no particular anti-

quarian or historical knowledge to account for their mention here, and

also of the R^pha'im, Zuzim and 'Emim. Too much capital altogether

has been made of the names of the eastern kings, due entirely to the

alluring identification of 'Amraphel with Hammurabi. It may be that

the author actually had the name ^iammurabi in mind when he wrote

'Amraphel, but the ^ at the end of the Hebrew name shows that at

the best the acquaintance with the Babylonian name was not very

exact ^). The name, Kedorla'omer, may very well be equivalent to an

Elamite Kudur-lagamar, but no king by this name has as yet been dis-

covered. It is true that this may happen any day, but until then the

mere fact that the name may be good Elamite can have no historical

significance. The same is true of the name, Tid'al, supposedly equivalent

of a Babylonian Tudhulu. The identification of Goyim with Guti is

^) Hommel's attempt to explain the name 'Amraphel as = Ammmrapaitu =
Ammurapastu = Ammurabi = IJammm-api (op. cit. 191 ff.) has failed entirely.
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certainly far-fetched and precarious, and would never have been pro-
posed were it not for the possibility of the other kings and nations being
historical. And finaHy the identification of 'Arioch with Eri-aku, the
supposedly Sumerian pronunciation of the name of the historical Eim-
Sm, is by no means assured. Nor is it certam that Eleazar and Larsa
are one. At the best the author's knowledge of these kings and their

countries is inexact and unreliable, rather antiquarian or quasi-anti-

quarian than historical or founded upon actual acquaintance with Baby-
lonian mscriptions and history, as has been so often claimed ^).

This conclusion is born out by our knowledge of the history of the

tune of gammurabi. For admitting even the identification of 'Amraphel
with ^iammurabi and of 'Arioch with Kun-sin, and the historicity of

K'dorla'omer, the account here given of a campaign of these four eastern

monarchs against the Canaanite cities can not be historically correct,

since not K'dorla'omer but Hammurabi was supreme in the east. We have

no record of any such campaign of Hammurabi in the west, nor can we
well conceive that Hammurabi's archenemy, Kim-Sin, would have par-

ticipated in such a campaign, even under direct compulsion. There can

be absolutely no historical basis to the entire account. In all likelihood

therefore the very names of the kings represent at the most mere sur-

vivals of actual historical names of antiquity, if they are not, in part

at least, artificial. Certainly there is not the shghtest reason for thinking

that the author had actual acquaintance with Babylonian literature

and history.

The same criticism is equally applicable to his reference to the

R^pha'im, Zuzim, 'Emim and Horim. Three of these four names are

identical with those of the four pre-Canaanite nations mentioned in

Dt. 2, while the fourth, the Zuzim, seems to be a corruption or con-

traction of the Zamzumim there. The location of these nations is the

same in both passages, the Horim in the extreme south, bordering upon

'Elath and the GuK of Akabah (cf. Dt. 2, 12), north of them the 'Emim

in the territory of Moab (Dt. 2, 11), north of them the Zamzumim or

Zuzim (Dt. 2, 20), while north of the Zuzim, according to our present

text were the Repha'im, the name used in Dt. 11, 20, to include aU these

pre-Canaanite nations. In addition we have in Dt. 2 and 3 antiquarian

references to the 'Avvim (2, 23), the pre-Philistine inhabitants of the

coast-land, to the names of Hermon (3, 9), and to the gigantic size of

Og and his bed (3, 11). These passages are all very late insertions into

1) Hommel, op. cit. 146—200; Holzinger, Genesis, 142 ff. ; Gunkel, Genesis ^, 279 f.
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the text of Dt. They have a common viewpoint and interest with vv. 5—7

of our present chapter, and may very well be the work of one and the

same hand. The author here would have us believe that the invading

army marched southward through the country to the east of the present

Dead Sea, and through the Arabah as far as Elath on the Gulf of Akabah,

then turned to the north, apparently through the country just to the

west of the present Dead Sea, or through the original site of the Dead

Sea, as far as the present 'En-Gedi, granting the suggested identification

of Has^son Tamar with this place ^), and then only to the north of this

place, in the site of the present Dead Sea is the battle with the Canaanite

kings fought. Evidently he locates Sodom and Gomorrha, consequently

also So'ar, and presumably also 'Admah and S^bayim in the northern

part of the Dead Sea.

But as scholars have pointed out, the names R^pha'im, Zamzumim,

and 'Emim are mythical rather than historical ^). We have absolutely

no knowledge nor evidence of the actual existence of nations with these

names. And inasmuch as the author here places them on a historic

level with the invading eastern nations, it follows that his entire account

must be mythical or fanciful and on a par with his historical, or rather

unhistorical, knowledge of Babylon and Elam and their respective

kings.

This writer too is apparently inordinately form of exhibiting his

antiquarian knowledge by giving the prehistoric names of the various

localities he mentions. Thus he teUs us that 'Emeq Siddim is the Salt

Sea, that the original name of So'ar was Bela', that *Ain Mispat is the

same as Qadei *).

The n^x h'Z of v. 3 implies the full account of the five allied kings

in V. 2, as we have it at present, rh^ hz is in turn the subject of the

verb in v. 4. V. 5 is contiagent upon v. 4 in its reckoning of the years,

and vv. 6—7 are the continuation of v. 5. It therefore follows that

w. 1, 2 b—7 (+ the names of the kings of Sodom and Gomorrha in 2 a),

8 a p and 9 are the work of a late writer of antiquarian tendencies, inserted

into the first artificial introduction that had been added to the original

story. Just as the purpose of that introduction had been to add to the

glory of Abraham as set forth in the original narrative, by asserting

1) Gunkel, op. cit. 281; but cf. Holzinger, op. cit. 143.

^) Driver, Deuteronomy 40.

') This iniormation is on a par with that in Num. 13, 32, concerning the building

of Hebron seven years before §o*an in Egypt. This too may be the work of the same
antiquarian glossator.
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that it was no common Beduin tribe over which Abraham had gained

his victory, but some mightier and worthier foe, the name of which has
however been suppressed by this last writer, so this last writer further

added to Abraham's reputation as a hero and warrior by inserting a

long account, bristhng with historical, or semi-historical, names, asser-

ting that it was over the great, allied worldpowers. Babylonia, Elam,
Ellasar and Goyun, that Abraham had gained his victory with the help

of but three hundred and eighteen men. As Gunkel has pointed out i),

the use of these ancient, historical, or quasi-historical names is of a similar

nature and for a similar reason to the use of Nebuchadnezzar in Daniel

and Judith. The great names of history and tradition are invoked, in

order that the glory of the Jewish heroes might become all the greater.

Vv. 18—20 have always been a bone of contention among critics.

Most critics have regarded these verses too as post-exilic. A few, however,

ascribe pre-exilic origin to them. Gunkel maintains ^) that these verses

represent an attempt to trace the sanctity of the temple at Jerusalem

and of the priestly office and the custom of giving tithes there, back to

Abraham, and accordingly assigns it to a period but little later than

Deuteronomy. To support his claim he professes to regard Ps. 110, the

only other passage in the Bible in which Malkisedeq is mentioned, as

likewise pre-exilic. "While this same view is held by other scholars '),

it is none the less difficult to follow them. The Messianic idea unfolded

in this Psalm is certainly post-exilic. At the same time it must be ad-

mitted that the question of the date of Ps. 110 does not necessarily affect

the date of this passage, for Ps. 110 might be very late, even Maccabean,

and this reference to Malkisedeq stUl be pre-exilic. It must also be ad-

mitted that the reference to Malkisedeq as the officiating priest, as well

as king of Salem, might well be the product of the period shortly after

the composition of Deuteronomy, and previous to the rise of the con-

ception of the Aaronic highpriesthood and the tabernacle in the wilder-

ness. This is in fact a fairly potent argument. At the same time it might

equally be the product of an age so much later than the Priestly Code

as to permit of the conception of the priesthood of Malkisedeq in Salem

alongside of that of Aaron in the wilderness. This in fact accords fuUy

with actual historic conditions in the Maccabean period.

1) Gunkel, op. cifc. 289.

2) Gunkel, op. cit. 284 ff.

') Cf. Briggs, Psalms, II, 374 f£. and ct. Baethgen, Psalmen, 335 f.; Duhm,

Psalmen, 265 f.
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Certain facts in this episode apparently point to a late, post-exilic

date of composition. It is true that MaJkisedeq may very weU be an

old Canaanite name, compounded of the word malk or malki and

the name of the Phoenician deity, Sidq^), parallel to Adonisedeq

(Josh. 10, 1 ff.). But for Adonisedeq the parallel text (Jud. 1, 5 ff.)

gives Adonibezeq, and consequently that name is not any too well attested.

That the name of a distinctly Phoenician deity should form an element

of a Canaanite name, while by no means impossible or even improbable,

is none the less open to question. It is just as likely that the name

Malkisedeq is altogether artificial, the product of the Messianic age and

thought, and that the element, sedeq, is here used in the abstract

sense of "righteousness" ^).

The name, Salem, may be best explained ia the same way. If Salem

be a poetical name for Jerusalem, as is generally maiatained, it too is

certainly young. On the one hand the only other passage in the Bible,

in which it is used, Ps. 76, 3, is certainly late, post-exilic. And on the

other hand ia the TeU-el-Amama letters, the oldest reference to the

city, it is called only by the name Ursalimmu, of which Y^rusalem is

the Hebraisation. The name, Salem, is therefore by no means archaic ').

On the contrary it is in all likelihood the product of the late post-exUic

period and of Messianic thought and literary activity, since the funda-

mental significance of the name, Salem, the sound of which was undoubtedly

suggested by the last two syllables of yrusalem, is in full accord with

Messianic ideas. The use of the name here, particularly in the impli-

cation that this was the name of the city in the time of Abraham, is

probably a further indication of a late date.

Likewise the use of the term, pi'py ^k, for the deity is a sure in-

dication of a late date, even though some scholars have held on theoretical

grounds that ;v^j? may be an ancient name for the Deity. This name
is found only in exilic (Is. 14, 14; Dt. 32, 8; Lam. 3, 25, 38) or post-

exilic portions of the Bible (Ps. 18, 14; 21, 8; 46, 5; 50, 14; 57, 3 and

p a s si m , and Dan. 3, 26, 32; 4, 14, 21). Nowhere is the term found

in pre-exilic portions of the Bible *). Likewise, as Holzinger has pointed

*) Cf. Baudissin, Studien I, 15.

2) CI Josephus, Ant. I, 10, 2.

=) But cf. Gunkel, op. cit. 285.

*) Unless Num. 24, 16 and ib. v. 4 in its emended form (cf. Baentsch, Numeri, 612)

be pre-exilic. But this is hardly likely, for even admitting the possibility of a pre-

exilic date for the poems themselves, w. 3b, 4 and 15b, 16 are probably late additions,

or rather prefixes, to the original poems. They interrupt the continuity of w. 3 a and
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out 1), the use of the term, n:p, in the same sense as in Dt. 32, 6,

"establish", "create", is further indication of a late date.

All in aU the evidence is cumulative that w. 18—20 are the product
of the post-exilic, rather than the pre-exUic age, and of the late post-
exilic age at that. At the same time they must be earlier than the last

additions to the introduction, for v. 17 a p b is clearly the work of the
author or editor of these additions, who probably also inserted w. 18—20
as he found them, into thek present settmg, and provided v. 17apb
to localise the event on Abraham's return from the battlefield. V. ITapb
is characterised by the mention of K^dorla'omer and by the antiquarian

mterest displayed in giving the ancient and modern name for the valley

near Salem. The verse of course implies that on his return to Sodom
Abraham passed by Jerusalem and was there met in an adjacent valley

by Malldsedeq, the priest-king. The improbability of a line of march
from Hobah, to the north of Damascus, to Sodom via Jerusalem, is

self-apparent.

From this exposition it is clear that Gen. 14 must have had a rather

lengthy and momentous history. The kernel of the chapter is w. 11—24,

omitting w. 18—20 with the glosses already determined, a post-exilic

midi'ash, designed to enhance the glory of Abraham by representing

him as a brave and successful Beduin warrior, who with a small band
of followers completely defeats a troop of Beduin invaders, rescues his

relative, Lot, restores all captured prisoners and booty to the king of

Sodom, and proudly refuses aU reward. In time the opening sentence

of the original narrative was suppressed in favour of another brief intro-

duction which represented the enemy, no longer as a mere Beduin ghazu,

but probably as the army of a neighbouring king to the north. This in-

troduction in time was modified and greatly enlarged by some writer

with antiquarian interests, who suppressed the name of the invading king,

made of the enemy a coalition of four great nations of antiquity, and

of the kings of Sodom and Gomorrha the kings of five Canaanite cities,

mentioned in various Biblical passages as having been situated on the

site of the present Dead Sea. He supplies four of these kings with names

and also imagines a highly interesting, but altogether impossible line

of march for the invading army. He likewise introduces into the main

narrative a current literary fragment, w. 18—20, also of late post-

exilic origin, with which he was acquainted, and which he no doubt

5 and 16 a and 17. Furthermore the poems in Num. 23, 7—10 ;
18—24 have no such

introduction, but follow immediately upon ~ID5<''1.

1) Op, cit. 145.
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felt ought to be included in order to make the history of Abraham com-

plete, and supplied this with the necessary editorial connection in v.

17 a p b. In this way the entire chapter was completed and assumed

its present form. Then, either by him, or by some one later, the chapter

was inserted into Genesis, in the only place possible, after the account

of Lot's coming to Sodom and of Abraham's sojourning in 'Elon§ Mamr§,

in Gen. 13, and before the account of the destruction of Sodom and

Gomorrha in Gen. 18 ff.

It is clear therefore that the entire chapter is of very late date,

almost, if not actually, the very latest portion of the Hexateuch, that

it is not based upon actual acquaintance with Babylonian literature

and history, and that in fact it has not the slightest historical basis or

value. It is a midrash, pure and simple, in which the glory of the patriarch

Abraham is enhanced by the representation of him as the paragon of

bravery, intrepid and successful warriorship, honour, faithfulness, pride

and magnanimity.



AUegorische Gesetzesauslegung bei den alteren

Karaern.
Von

Rabbiner Dr. Samuel Poznaiiski, Warschau.

I. Die allegorische Schriftauslegung, die fast so alt ist wie die Schrift

selbst 1), umfaUte von den friihesten Zeiten nicht nur ihren erzahlenden

und paraenetischen Teil, sondem auch den gesetzlichen. Uns soil nun
hier nur die allegorische Gesetzesauslegung beschaftigen, die zwiefacher

Art ist. Die eine, welche man die typologische nennen kann, laBt die

wortliche Auffassung bestehen, nur behauptet sie, daB jede Vorschrift

ein gewisses Symbol, eine gewisse Idee reprasentiere and daB sie eben

zum Zweck habe, diese Symbole und Ideen uns zu vergegenwartigen und

einzupragen. Eine solche AUegorie findet sich zuerst, wenn man von

dem verloren gegangenen Aristobulus absieht, im Briefe des Aristeas

(§ 143 ff.), und ihr vomehmster Vertreter war Philo. Sie kann aber fiir

die Ausiibung des Gesetzes gefahrlich werden, wenn die Ansicht Uber-

hand nimmt, daB, wenn man die Symbole und Ideen erkannt und sie

sich angeeignet habe, daB man dann von der tatlichen ErfuUung der

Vorschriften selbst befreit sei. Dies behaupteten bekanntlich manche

Zeitgenossen PhUos, gegen die er heftig polemisiert (De migratione

Abrahami § 89), solche Schliisse zog das Christentum, solche Vorwiirfe

machte man den Maimunisten, solche Tendenzen beobachtet man bei

manchen Mystikem usw.

Eine andere Art von AUegorie ist es, wenn man behauptet, daB

eine Vorschrift nicht wortlich aufgefaBt werden kann, weil der Wort-

laut notwendig eine bUdliche Umdeutung erheische. Das tat unter den

Tannaim zuerst Ismael % der drei gesetzliche Vorschriften (Ex. 21, 19.

») S. den zusammeniassenden, aber nicht erschopfenden Artikel Ginzbergs „A]Ie-

gorical Interpretation" in Jew. Encycl. s. v. (I, 403—411). Ygl. auch den Artikel

„A]legory" in Easting's Encycl. of Keligions s. v. (I, 327—331).

') Die mniB'T 'cin und nman '^in, die alter sind als Ismael und iiber

die zuletzt Isr. L6vi (RfiJ. LX, 24—31) und Lauterbach (JQR. N. S. I, 291—333,

503—631) gehandelt haben, sind eigentlich Agadisten. Bei der einen strikt halachi-

schen Stelle Site Num. § 160 hat eine Handschrift (s. Friedmann z. St. 62 a, n. 30)
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22, 2 und Deut. 22, 17) Sii'O p3, d. h. allegorisch, erklarte ^). Wahrend

aber die ersten zwei Stellen wohl von alien in solchem Sinne gedeutet

wurden, wie das u. a. sich auch aus der Mechilta des K. Simon z. St.

ergibt, behauptet bei der dritten eine entgegengesetzte Meinung (Eliezer

b. Jakob), daB diese wortlich aufzufassen sei. Die dabei gebrauchten

Termini sind D3n3D D'lm und ivctro:, die sowohl bei den Vertretern

der Schule Ismaels als auch der Akibas anzutreffen sind ^). Interessant

aber ist die Bemerkung in den 32 Kegeln des Eliezer b. Jose (Kegel 26),

daB mit Ausnahme der drei genaimten Deutungen Ismaels, die aUegorische

Erklarungsweise nur bei Propheten und Hagiographen angewendet wer-

den diirfe, nicht aber beim Pentateuch, speziell nicht bei dessen gesetz-

lichem TeUe: nn« 's msai mm naia bns r^h^p nana nmax ciai nan

.h^s [wSd 8>-in SxyoE'' 'an nMi:' D^-im nB^Ssra y^n "rtfa fisfba fB'inS h}y

GewiB aber hat diese Kegel nur bei eigentlicher allegorischer Erklarungs-

weise Geltung, nicht aber bei der von ihr genau zu unterscheidenden

homiletischen Deutungsart des Midrash, wo ja auch gesetzKche Be-

stimmungen bildlich verwendet werden. So werden z. B. die verbotenen

Tiere in Lev. 11, 4—7 als Symbole fiir die verschiedenen Volker des

Altertums betrachtet ').

Nicht streng aUegorisch, aber hierher gehorend, ist die Methods,

eine Vorschrift wortUch zu deuten, aber dabei auch Erklarungen im
iibertragenen Sinne fiir zulassig zu halten. So z. B. die Erklarungen

von mn by ibxn vh Lev. 19, 26, die im Sifra z. St. im Namen
Dosas, Akibas und Jose b. yaninas angefiihrt werden. Eine andere

Art von nicht buchstabhcher Auffassung ist es, wenn man behauptet,

daB die Schrift mit dem betreffenden Ausdruck nur einen spezieUen

Fall nennt, daB sich aber die Vorschrift auf die ganze Gattung, zu der

der Fall gehore, beziehe. Vgl. besonders Mechilta zu 22, 30, wo mehrere

solche Beispiele angefiihrt werden. Die diesbeziigliche Kegel, die aus
der Schule Ismaels stammt, lautet: mna Din3n 131 *). AuBerdem
aber begegnen wir noch in Tabnud und Midrash verschiedenen nicht

buchstabhchen Deutungen, die sich in keine der hier angefuhrten Kate-
gorien einfugen lassen, so die Erklarung von „Auge um Auge" als Geld-

und ebenso die Parallelstelle Tanna debe Elijahu XXIX (XXVII, ed. Friedmann 147)
nimtfo 'tf:«. Die Deutung von Ex. 20, 2 (Mechilta de R. Simon z. St. p. 117 unten)
ist rein homUetiscli.

1) Mechilta u. Sifre z. St., Jer. Ketubot IV 28 c^i u. Sanhedrin VIII 26 c'; vgl.

Bacher, Agada d. Tami. I^, 239.

^) Beispiele bei Bacher, Die alteste Terminologie s. v. ana u. yav.
=>) Lev. r. z. St. Vgl. Treitel, MGWJ. LV, 561 ff.

*) Vgl. Bacher, ib. s. v. "in.
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strafe, von idn 2hn2 nj Sa-nn ah als „du sollst nicht Fleisch mit

Milch zusammen genieBen", von UD" D";aiN Dent. 25, 3 als 39 Schlage

usw. Von manchen von iinen wird noch welter unten die Eede sein.

II. Der erste, der einen Kanon fiir die allegorische Schrifterklarung

aufstellte, war Saadja. Danach konnen SteUen der Bibel nur dann im

iibertragenen Sinne gedeutet werden, wenn sie im Widerspruch sind:

1. mit der sinnlich wahrnehmbaren Wirklichkeit; 2. mit der Vernunft;

3. mit einem anderen, deutlichen Bibeltexte; 4. mit einer talmudischen

Tradition, der entsprechend der betreftende Text zu erklaren ist. Zu

dem von uns hier behandelten Thema gebort also eigentlich nur der

vierte Fall und als Beispiel gibt Saadja hier eben die angefUhrte Stelle

Dent. 25, 3, wo die Zahl Schlage nicht 40, sondern 39 betragt, so daB

D'jiaiN hier als abgerundete Zahl zu erklaren ist. Sonst — so fiihrt

Saadja welter aus — mu6 der biblische Text nur nach seinem Wortlaut

erklart werden, da im widrigen Falle viele Gebote der Schrift aufgehoben

werden konnten. So konnte man z. B. das Verbot, am Sabbat Feuer

anzuziinden (Ex. 35, 3), mit Hinblick auf Num., 21, 28 als Verbot der

Aufstellung von Kriegstruppen am Sabbat deuten; das Verbot, am Pesach

Gesauertes zu essen (Ex. 13, 3), nach Hos. 7, 4 als Verbot der Unzucht

betrachten ; das Verbot, beim Ausheben eines Nestes die Mutter der

Vogel mit den Kindern zu nehmen (Deut. 22, 6), nach Gen. 32, 12 und

Hos. 10, 14 als Verbot, imKriege nicht jung und alt zu toten, auffassen^).

Die Vermutung liegt nahe, daB Saadja hier mit diesen Beispielen ge-

wisse haretische Ansichten seiner Zeitgenossen widerlegt, wie er ja auch

am Ende des III. Abschnittes seines rehgionsphUosophischen Werkes

verwandte haretische Ansichten des Hiwi al-Balchi und anderer ihm

ahnlicher Ketzer bekampft, und wir batten hier eine interessante Probe

allegorischer Gesetzesauslegung aus der Zeit Saadjas ^).

III. Diese Ausfiihrungen Saadjas bilden nun den natiirhchen tJber-

gang zu der bedeutendsten haretischen Stromung seiner Zeit, namhch

') 'Amanat Absch. VII, ed. Landauer p. 212 ff. ; zweite Kezension ed. Bacher

in'Steinsclmeider-Festschrift p. 102 (= ed. Slucki p. 109). Vgl. dazu Wolff, ZATW.

IV, 226; Bacher, Die Bibelexegese d. jud. Religionsphilosophen p. 8 ft. und meine

Bemerkungen MGWJ. XLI, 208.

") Vgl. mein 'iSan 'vn, p. 18 ff. — Uber allegorische Schrifterklarung bei

jiidischen Autoren nach Saadja siehe den genannten Artikel Ginzbergs. Zu bemerken

ware u. a., daB nicht nur Maimonides, sondern auch ibn Ezra gegen die christologische

Allegorisierung des Gesetzes kampft, und zwar in der Vorrede zu seinem Pentateuch-

kommentar, wo er sie als dritten Weg bezeichnet, siehe Bacher, AIE. als Grammatiker,

p. 23. Dann, daB Maimonides in seinem More manches auch gegen die Tradition

buchstablich erklart, so Auge um Auge (III, 41) usw.
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zu den Karaem, um so mehr als die von ihm autgestellten Regeln iiher

die Grenzen der allegorischen Schriftauslegung einerseits die Karaer

beeinfluBt, andererseits sie zu einer Polemik veranlaBt hat. Wir werden

deshalb den vorhandenen Spuren einer allegorischen Gesetzesauslegung

bei den Karaern auch nur bis zur Zeit Saadjas nachgehen. Diese Spuren

zu verfolgen ist um so interessanter, als man doch glauben sollte, daB

bei den Karaern, die ihr ganzes Prinzip, ihr raison d'gtre sozusagen,

auf einer buchstablichen Auffassung der Schrift aufgebaut haben, fiir

eine derartige AUegorose kein Platz sei, und doch sagen uns die Tat-

sachen etwas ganz anderes. Schon von dem Sektenstifter Judg^n, der

etwa ein halbes Jahrhundert vor 'Anan gelebt und auf diesen nicht

ohne EinfluB gewesen sein muB, erzahlt SharastSni (iibers. von Haar-

briicker, I, 258), daB er glaubte, die Tora habe einen auBeren und einen

ianeren Sinn ([I3N31 nnsia), eine buchstabUche und eine aUegorische

Erklarung, und daB letztere verschieden war von den allegorischen Er-

klarungen, welche die Juden im aUgemeinen annahmen. Doch ist es

zunachst fraglich, ob JudgSn die aUegorische Erklarung auch auf die

gesetzlichen Vorschriften der Tora ausgedehnt hat. QirqisSni z. B. weiB

davon nichts, dagegen berichtet er, daB die Jugdaniten Sabbat und

Festtage fiir nicht bindend in der Gegenwart erklarten und daB ihnen

hierin manche Karaer gefolgt seien ^). Doch gehort dies mehr in das

Gebiet des Rationalismus.

Dagegen begegnen wir allegorischen Gesetzeserklarungen bei dem

Stifter des Karaismus, 'An^n, die aUen von uns oben aufgezahlten Arten

entsprechen. 'An^n steckte zwar tief im Talmudismus und folgte ganz

dessen Methode, wie man aus den jetzt bekannt gewordenen Fragmenten

seines Buches der Gebote (mxDn neo) ersehen kann, ebenso lautete

seine Devise zwar nicht: haltet am auBeren Wortlaut der Schrift fest,

sondem: suchet gut in der Schrift (tdij' sn''''nisD Won). Aber

diese Devise will doch eben besagen, daB man in den Wortlaut der Schrift

eindringen miisse, um seinen wahren Sinn ohne HiKe der Tradition zu

erkennen, und hat doch 'AnSn seine Auflehnung gegen die Tradition

damit begriindet, daB ihre Anhanger durch das Abweichen vom Wort-

laut der Schrift vieles Verbotene erlaubt und manches Erlaubte verboten.

Er klebte soweit als moglich am auBeren Buchstaben oder wahnte daran

fest zu kleben, wodurch sich manche seiner ganz sonderlichenAnsichten er-

klaren. So z. B., daB das ungesauerte Brot am Pesach von Gerstenmehl

1) Kitab al-'anwar w'al-maraqib 1, 12 (ed. Harkavy, p. 312). Aus einer anderen

Stelle (p. 318 unt.) eriahien wir, daB die Karaer in Basra gemeint sind. Vgl. auch

Rfij. L, 17.
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zubereitet werden miisse, damit es, wie die Schrift (Deut. 13, 6) will,

ein wahres „Brot des Elends" sei, daJJ die Beschneidung wegen Jos. 5, 2

mit einer Scheere vorgenommen werden musse (Buch der Gebote, ed.

Harkavy, p. 83. 129. 133) usw. Dann wissen wir auch, dafi 'Anan eine

durchaus ntichterne Natur und jedem Rationalismus abhold gewesen ist,

und doch haben sich von ihm ganz merkwiirdige allegorische Gesetzes-

auslegungen erhalten, die zunachst vorgefiihrt werden mogen.

In das Gebiet der rein bildlichen Deutungsweise gehort vor allem

seine Erklarung von Ex. 34, 21. 'Anan bezog dieses Gebot auf den

Beischlaf , der demnach am Sabbat verboten sei, s. ibn Ezra z. St. : ia«
"'3 max as 'd nv>i2 nosn js'rm na^xn 32a>a "73; nr "3 pjjs las* nna'' pv

tt'^in' -I'Sp nSaa xSn tt-^inn nn^n i-n d. h., zugegeben, daB mit „Pfliigen"

der mannliche Akt gemeint sei, so kann doch diese Erklarung beim

„Emten" nicht angewendet werden. In der Tat werden wir gleich

sehen, da6 'Anan fiir seine Auffassung von B'nn sich auf Jud. 14, 18

bezog, fiir Ticp aber keinen Beweis erbracht hat. Der Vergleich einer

Frau mit einem Acker findet sich schon in den el-Amarna-Tafeln ^)

und ist auch den Talmudisten nicht fremd, s. Sanhedrin 74 b:

nriM dSij? ypy inoN und dazu die Erklarung der Sheeltot § 42 Ende:

msu pia'K -p n3 toj?*?! nvirV isw pxnif ctfa rxw js'? D'mi ...

nS^yaS *). Eine ahnliche Eedeweise findet sich auch im Koran (II,

223): ffXXXi ^\ (SiiJ^ S^'Ls ^ cx=» ^jL.wJ „Euere Weiber sind

euch ein Acker, gehet zu euerem Acker von wannen ihr woUt". Der

Vergleich liegt eben so nahe, daB man durchaus keine Entlehnung an-

zunehmen braucht. Qirqisani, der diese Erklarung nicht im Namen

'Anans anfiihrt (s. Beilage I), bemerkt, dafi dieser Vers in Ex. deshalb

nicht worthch aufgefafit werden konne, weil doch am Sabbat jede Art

von Arbeit und nicht nur Pfliigen und Ernten verboten ist ^). Die

spateren Karaer halten an dem Verbot des ehehchen Umganges am
Sabbat fest, leiten es aber nicht von Ex. 34, 21 ab, sondern von wnpS

Ex. 20, 8 Oder ahnhchen auf die Heiligung des Sabbat beziighchen

^) Vgl. D. H. MiiUer, Semitica 1,33; 0. Weber, Die Literatur d. Babylonier u.

Assyrer 307 u. Saisowsky, ZATW. XXXII, 304, der damit ganz richtig n^ijra p« in

Jes. 62, 4 vergleicht.

2) Vgl. D. H. MiiUer, Das syr.-rom. Rechtsbuch u. Hammurabi, p. 19.

') Im 3. Kapitel des I. Abschnittes seiner Schrift, wo QirqisSui den Rabbaniten

ihre verschiedenen Vergehungen im Erlauben verbotener Dinge aufzahit, sagt er u. a.

(ed. Harkavy, p. 288 1. 6): fiisSo h'cn fift'-ft n'B 'iSs naoSK dv 'd v«ciSk ipSasi

irnna 'ip iSa «S'« in ^'hvi, vir spSni lis mts th^th»-\ . . . naoSw 'd na sanayn saS

naETi I'spai.

Kohler-Volume. 16
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Ausdriicken ^). Das Verbot findet sich auch bei den Samaritanern, ob

es aber auch sadduzaisch war, wie Geiger will (Nachgel. Schr. Ill, 289),

ist moglich aber nicht erwiesen.

Aber nicht nur bei Menschen, sondem auch bei Tieren erklarte

*Anan lyin im Sinne von begatten, so beim Verbot Deut. 22, 10. Qirqisani,

der es (1. c.) unter den von 'AnSn in iibertragenem Sinne gedeuteten

Vorschriften anfiihrt, gibt die Erklarung selbst nicht, wir erfahren gie

aber aus dem Buch der Gebote (ed. Harkavy, p. 4), wo es heiBt: '31

nj?'3i np'-K 'DJ ntt'nm ns'nm (1. nyai) syan pmn n'ro "yav'ah 2>inn

Thivi nntt'-in Hh'h ot^). 'AnSn laBt also hier die buchstabliche Auf-

fassung bestehen, fiigt ihr aber noch eine ubertragene hiazu, und
dasselbe tut auch Benjamin Nahawendi'). Merkwiirdig aber ist es,

dafi auch die Talmudisten ann hier im Sinne von begatten auffassen

und aus unserem Vers das Verbot, eineMagd resp. Nichtjiidin zu hekaten,

deduzieren, s. Derech Erez I: niB'y V3-i« awa r\''hy yn .inoirn hy ton

[inn' nionm iwa] emnn ah mtfdi d-n^s -piD yirn nb die^b . . . pixS

'131*). Was nun die Nachfolger 'An^ns anbetrifft, so verwirft

Jefet seine Erklarung, die er aber nur als die des Benjamin kennt «).

Aron b. Josef (un Mibhar z. St.) verwirft ebenfalls die Bedeutung von
Hf^n in geschlechtlichem Sinne mit den Worten: laixn -,r ifiT'o isa nai

Vifiuya ontt'nn nSiS hv -po) nnsj nirx n« ^'t< 3D2>' nS und der Super-

kommentar Jirat Kesef sagt, daB hier die Erklarung der Tahnudisten
gemeint sei, aber diese Ziehen nicht Jud. 14, 18 heran. Ahnlich
lauten die Worte Aron b. Elias (Keter Tora z. St.): p r\T2v py irsi

HM-in Dj)rs3 nvn^ 'nhin oniyin sfjiS. Afendopolo endlich (Supplement zu
Adderet, r]i:r\2 ^mh^ py c. 3) verwirft ebenfalls die Erklarung 'Anans, be-

zeichnetsie aber merkwiirdigerweise als rabbinisch: nh K'nnn nS laxo px
nh^pn 'Svaa nvp 13 wro^ id3 . . . Dm-\n t6^h py^ ^31:11 3''3a'n. "Wo
fand er aber dies bei den Kabbinen ? *)

1) So Levi b. Jefet bei Bashiatschi, Adderet natr ]>!-; c. XI; Hadassi, Eshkol
147 iff; Mibhar z. St. Vgl. dagegea Aron b. Elia's Gan Eden 36 d.

^) Wohl zu lesen: ntfnn np'« 'as npo-n, s. Harkavy, Stud. u. Mitt. VIII, 194.
') S. ib.

") Daraus in Hal. Ged. nviy 'n (ed. Warschau 102 b, ed. ffildesheimer 253)
und im Jalkut z. St. (wo richtiger pi'un bi> Nan). Zu bemerken ist nun, daB
wahrend in den alteren Ausgaben des Jalkut (SaloniM, Venedig) keine Quelle an-
gegeben wird, lautet die QueUe in ed. Fr. a. M. ts'iio, und daraus wurde in ed.
Warschau neoN v^^a, vgl. Abraham b. Elia Wllnas b<Sj>b 3T ed. Chones, p. 152. S.

'

auch Aptowitzer, MGWJ LV, 378.

^) S. Harkavy, 1. c.

«) Ginzberg (Geonica II, 188), der ubrigens die SteUe im Mibhar nicht anfuhrt
und der Aiendopolo mit Bashiatschi verwechselt, glaubt, daB die Worte dieser Karaer
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Ferner deutete 'Anan im iibertragenen Sinne noch folgende gesetz-

liche Bestimmungen: Zunachst das Verbot las aSna nj h^Dn ih
(Ex. 23, 19. 34, 26; Deut. 14, 21), das er weder im Sinne der Tradition

noch wortKch auffaBte, sondern in ganz eigenartiger Weise erklarte.

•^i: bedeute s. v. a. i:q, d. h. Frucht, und hmn reifen (wie Gen. 40,

10) und der Vers ist in Verbmdung mit dem vorangehenden zu erklaren:

Man solle nicht versaumen die Erstlinge der Friichte in das Haus Gottes

zu bringen, man soUe dies aber nicht tun, bevor die Friichte ganz reif

sind 1). Qirqisani, der zugleich der einzige ist, der diese Erklarung im
Namen 'An^ns anfiihrt, widerlegt sie schon darum, weil ja in Deut. 14,

21 unserem Vers ein ganz anderes Verbot vorausgeht, namhch das Verbot,

Aas zu essen. Auch viele andere Karaer, altere und spatere, widerlegen

sie, aber keiner von ihnen nennt den Urheber. So Daniel Qumisi (bei

Hadassi 240 i) „weil die Gebote Gottes nicht bildhch aufgefaBt werden

dtirfen, da sonst ein Irrtum sehr leicht ist" (fD ni!f h^nz »h 'n nijra '3

i^'nha Kin "iDKDs nnnna m$r^ inixsa^ nSi id "dj? v^''). Dann
David b. Abraham (bei Pinsker p. :yp unt.), ebenfalls darum, weil

eine bildliche Deutung der Gebote sie unverstandlich machen wiirde ^),

Aron b. Josef (Mibhar zu Ex. 23, 19) und Aton b. Elia (Keter Tora zu

derselben Stelle, vgl. Harkavy, Stud. u. Mitt. VIII, 162). Der Erklarung

'Anans stimmen bei, aber ebenfalls ohne ihn zu nennen: Jakob b. Reuben

(bei Harkavy 1. c. 155) und Hadassi (Eshkol 240 D ff. und 360 i ff.).

Bekanntlich hat auch Menahem b. Saruk dieselbe Erklarung (Lexikon

s. V. 13: D-ua nifja nvnS fDn"'i mi'D •'ir; u-jv 'b'j unrB), wahrend sie

ibn Ezra in seinen beiden Kommentaren zu Ex. 23, 19 als die „der Schwach-

sinnigen" (n^in non) resp. die „der Haretiker" (ca^'-nDan) bezeichnet.

Ebenso eigenartig und nicht buchstablich erklart 'Anan Lev. 18, 21,

indem er yir hier als Sperma und "Sa als iiberlegen, mit Prameditation

tun (wie Neh. 5, 7), auffaBt, und aus diesem Vers das Verbot der Onanie

auf More III, 49 zuriickgehen. Hier sagt namlich Maimonides, daB man deshalb nicht

mit Ochs und Esel zusammen pflflgen darf, weil dies zur Begattung fiihren konne

(s. auch Nahmanides z. St.), aber Aptowitzer 1. c. weist mit Kecht darauf hin, daB ja

Afendopolo am anderer Stelle (1. c, c. 4) die Erklarung Maimonides' (ohne ihn ubrigens

zu nennen) wortlich akzeptiert. Es ist also wahrscheinlich, daB ihnen die Stelle in

Derech Erez bekannt war.

1) So Qirqisani (s. Beilage I). Ein wenig anders Hadassi: Man solle nicht die

Zweige oder die Frucht eines Baumes abschneiden und mitihrem Saft die anderen Friichte

bespritzen, um sie vor der Zeit kiinstlich reif zu machen. Vgl. auch MGWJ XLII, 217.

2) Und auf solche Weise das ganze karaische Prinzip durchbrochen ware. Die

Karaer betonen namlich immer den Rabbaniten gegeniiber, daB die Gebote Gottes

ziemUch deutlich und klar sind (Ps. 19, 9) und keiner erklarenden Ergahzung von

seiten der Tradition bediirfen. Vgl. ZfHB III, 173 n. 8.

16*
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deduziert. Diese Erklarung liegt uns jetzt im Wortlaut in dem von

Schechter edierten Fragment des Buches der Gebote (Documents II,

32) vor. Angefiihrt wird sie zunachst von Qirqisani in seinem hand-

schriftlichen Kitab al-'anwar XI, 23 (vgl. auch Harkavy, 1. c. 207),

der dabei bemerkt, daB weder Benjamin Nahawendi noch irgendwelcher

Karaer darin mit 'Anan iibereinstimmen, ausgenommen einige seiner

Genossen, d. h. einige 'Ananiten: i-synS] jnn vh ^ynrai nbip "O . .

.

SiD cnnn yiiaSs K'in "b nii: \y oS asns'jK jk d3??d pj? ndx .[iSa*?

fiJKn r:h f'-iN'?N "d nmui nrabx 5ni5« n'o mn NSixi owjtxb'j ns^iK^K

-kd:Sk (V Srybsi fxabjSxn pooSx "jnoi nnatf Nai rjs'jK 'jKcynoK bjio fS'ii

wasnxs fa nnx sai •'Sy -nS ^'ra"! nSipf? idnSSs na "y;' i'?a'? nSip [k Dvn

i^x HDsnvK }B |S3 ja aha nyi abi pax-'K ah ':ip'7« >«'in "d inpesi. Von

den spateren Karaern zitiert sie anonym nm- noch Aron b. Elia in Keter

Tora z. St., ohne zu ihr Stellung zu nehmen. Moglich hat hier 'AnSn

irgendwelche uns unbekannte Quelle benutzt, denn aus Mishna MegiUa

IV, 9 wissen wir ja, dafi unser Verbot schon in alter Zeit bildlich auf

das Verheiraten seines Kindes mit Heiden gedeutet wurde, eine Deu-

tung, die sich auch im Targum Jonatan findet. Von den Karaern zitieren

sie Hadassi (Eshkol 324 d) und Aron b. Elia, 1. c, und nur der letztere

verwirft sie.

Noch eigenartiger ist das Verbot 'An§,ns, seiner schwangeren Frau

beizuwohnen, das wohl mit dem vorangehenden in Zusammenhang steht,

insofern als jedes Beiwohnen, das nicht Kindererzeugen zum Zwecke

hat, als siindhaft zu betrachten ist ^). Nach ibn Bal'^m zu Ezech. 18, 6

(angefiihrt von mn- REJ. XLV, 193) soil es 'An^n aus diesem Verse

abgeleitet haben, indem er ti"\n als Mehrzahl von rr\rt, schwanger,

und "jSK im Sinne von beiwohnen (wohl nach Prov. 30, 20) deutete.

Schon ein Karaer des X. Jahrh., Ben Zuta, widerlegte die Ansicht 'AnS/US

mit Hinweis auf Deut. 24, 5. Die Quelle ibn Bal'Sms ist unbekannt,

dagegen wird das Verbot im Buche der Gebote (ed. Harkavy, p. 60)

aus Lev. 12, 2 zwar in sehr gekiinstelter und gezwungener, aber nicht

in bildhcher Weise abgeleitet, so daB es eigenthch in unser Thema nicht

hineingehoren wiirde. Doch glaube ich, daB 'AnSn dieses Verbot noch

aus einem anderen pentateuchischen Verse abgeleitet hat und dabei

nach aUegorischer Methode verfahren ist. Zu Deut. 24, 6 sagt ibn Ezra:

1) Nach Harkavy p. 204 soil 'Anan hier den Anschauimgen der Essaer gefolgt

sein, von denen manche ebenfalls ihren schwangeren Frauen nicht beigewohnt haben
(BeU. Jud. II, 8, 13). Aber woher sollte 'AnSii essaische Ansichten gekatint haben?
Oder sollte sich diese Anschauung bei manchen Sekten bis zu seiner Zeit fortgepflanzt

haben? Vgl. noch Geiger, Jud. Zeitschr. VII, 172.
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in«S fntsn .tni ix'am pm San nn aati'an |a yjctt' iidk 'a aairaS ran 'a

nv2>nD,i iBon Sy "aaicm ma'DJn n^na la 'a .Sain kit b^c: 'a . . . 'na^t*

'131 niya nJ^K. Was der SchluBsatz bedeutet, erhellt aus den Worten
Levi b. Jefets (bei Harkavy, 1. c. p. 135): nvpoi .'lai Sam Kin tt>D3 "3 law
n-\nn in?fK Sx Dnsn lyr xSt^ ia idk «in '3 'ya db> a'CJKn, d. h., man
darf durch Beiwohnen einer Schwangeren nicht das im Mutterleibe

vorhandene Leben schadigen ^). Da nun dieses Verbot von 'Anan her-

riihrt, so ist es wahrscheinlich, da6 auch die Erklarung der ersten

Halfte des Verses bei ibn Ezra auf ihn zuruckgeht und ist hier S3n

etwa im Sinne von vorenthalten und 3311 D'm nach Hi. 31, 10 ein bild-

licher Ausdruck fur den Akt des Coitus. Merkwiirdigerweise finden wir

diesen Vers des Deuteronomiums ebenfalls von eitiem der Talmudisten,

namlich von Jose dem Galilaer, allegorisch erklart und auf die Frau be-

zogen, s. Gen. r. XX, 7 (zu III, 16): Su" ''S'Sjn "DV n "ia« -[3 Se>a-' xim
33-11 D>m Ssn" nS laiS tbSd is Ssa nStraa. Der Sinn ist zwar nicht

ganz klar, scheint aber auf den Beischlaf sich zu beziehen, wie schon

nrn3 nuna z. St. richtig erkannt hat (andere Erklarungen angefiihrt bei

Theodor z. St.
, p. 191 ; vgl. auch Bacher, Agada d. Tannaiten I ^ 363). Nach

Qirqisani wiederum (s. BeUagel) ist dieserVers zunachst auBerlich, d. h.

nach demWortlaut, zu erMaren, dann aber auch innerlich, d. h. im ubertrage-

nen Sinne, auf den Beischlaf. Qirqis§.ni nennt aber weder den Namen 'An^ns,

noch sagt er, wie der Vers innerlich zu deuten sei, er verspricht ihn nur am
gehorigen Platze (im Komm. z. St. ?) zu erklaren. In einem handschrift-

Hchen arab. Komm. z. St., wahrscheinlich von Jeshu'a b. Jehuda (an-

gefiihrt von Harkavy, p. 207), wird das Verbot des Beiwohnens einer

Schwangeren von der ersten HaEte des Verses abgeleitet und auch hier

S3n'' im Sinne von schadigen und cm als SchoB (= am, und

331?) erklart. Diese Erklarung wird fiir unzulassig gehalten, aber der

Name 'Anans wird nicht genannt (rinaSx ffysai ^hv »'in "Od p t«axi

^b» IDS' kS San'' kS ids nj« ]S'ii rv2 Sip in -ivino wk oyn "SanSK).

Jakob b. Keuben wiederum (ib. p. 155) fiihrt zur ersten Halfte des

Verses beide Verbote an, ebenfalls anonym, und verwirft das erstere.

Nicht allegorisch, aber jedenfalls vom strikten Wortlaut abweichend,

smd noch die Erklarungen 'Anans von cnx Deut. 25, 5 und mnx

Lev. 18, 18, die fiir die Gestaltung des Ehegesetzes von grofier Bedeu-

1) Levi 1. c. zitiert aber anonym noch eine Erklarung, wonach sich der ganze

Vers auf das Verbot des Vorenthaltens des Beischlafes beziehe und wonach irsj

nach Analogic von Deut. 23, 26 und Ps. 27, 12 Lust bedeute, also: denn er richtet

die von Gott dem Menschen eingepflanzte Lust zugrunde.
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tung sind. 'Anan behauptete bekanntlich, dafi Lev. 18, 8 durch Deut.

25, 5 nicht aufgehoben werden kann, daB daher cna an letzter Stelle

nicht als Bruder, sondern als Verwandter aufgefaUt werden miisse, und

berief sich dabei auf Rut 4, 3, wo einerseits die Leviratsehe nicht durch

einen leiblichen Bruder, sondern durch den Verwandten Boaz vollzogen

wird, und wo andererseits dieser den Elimelech irn», unseren Bruder,

nennt (s. den Text 'Anans in ed. Harakavy, p. 107). In der Tat lieBen

sich viele Gesetzesbestimmungen anfiihren, wo m sogar nicht Ver-

wandter, sondern einfach Volks- und Glaubensgenosse bedeutet, wes-

wegen z. B. Sahl b. Mazliah auch unser n'^m als m: cnK auffaBt ^).

Ganz vom Wortlaute abweichend ist 'AnSns Erklarung von b» WK^

nmnx Lev. 18, 18, das er als Verbot, eine Frau samt ihrer Mchte zu hei-

raten, auffaBt. 'Anan war bekanntlich derErste, der das Prinzip der

Analogie (typ'n) in das Ehegesetz einfiihrte. Wenn es also in V. 16 ver-

boten ist, die Frau des Bruders unter jeden Umstanden zu heiraten, so

ergibt sich daraus von selbst das Verbot fiir die Frau, den Mann ihrer

Schwester, ebenfalls unter alien Umstanden, zu heiraten und nicht nur

wahrend die Schwester noch lebt (iT'na), folgUch kami hier dieses

Verbot nicht wortlich aufgefafit werden. 'An§n (ed. Harkavy, p. 105)

behauptet nun, daB hier die Mchte der Frau zu deren Lebzeiten ver-

boten sei, und sagt, daB es deswegen auch nninx hit und nicht nninNi

heiBe. Einen sprachlichen Beweis, wie im vorigen Fall, erbrachte er nicht,

nur soil deswegen nninx Sk n2>si gleich nach nnm riB'K stehen,

um zu zeigen, daB auch hier nicht die Schwester, sondern deren Tochter

gemeint sei, ein, wie man sieht, ganz nichtiger Beweis, und doch hatte

er sich auf Gen. 14, 14. 16 berufen konnen, wo Vns im Sinne von p
vna steht. AUe Nachfolger 'AnSjis verwerfen auch diese seiue Auf-

fassung und erklaren nninx entweder als Milchschwester (so Benjamin

Nahawendi), worin sich der EinfluB des Islam geltend macht, als Stief-

schwester (so Daniel Qumisi), als Verwandte (so Hadassi), oder endhch

als Glaubensgenossin iiberhaupt (so z. B. Aron b. Elia), und leiten daraus

das Verbot der Polygamic ab ^).

1) Vgl. dazu Rfij. XLV, 60 ff. In s. haadschriftlichen Kitab al-'anwar XI, 26

weist Qirqislni darauf hin, daB spezieU in Deut. 23—25 das Wort ns im Sinue von

Glaubensgenosse sehr haufig ist, so 23, 20; 24, 7. 14; 25, 11, auBerdem noch 15, 7. 9.

12; 17, 20 usw.
i") Vgl. dazu B,tJ XLV, 186 ff.; Schechter, Documents I, p. XVIII; Ginzberg,

MGWJ LV, 690 u. s. Bemerkungen zu Geigers nnoxD nsiap, meine Ausgabe, p. 390. —
Zu den Erklarungen 'AnSns im iibertragenen Sinne rechnet Harkavy p. XII noch seine

Erklarung von 'nir und mv Lev. 13, 59 als Pflanzen und Tiere (p. 6: "73 'ncn ....
'131 3ijf np'KT niani hi U"n aiyn is . . . o'VIT JWi'm «'» 'HB'T eine der extra-
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IV. Der erste bedeutende Lehrer nach 'Aii§,n war Benjamin Naha-
wendi (erste Halfte des IX. Jahrh.), mit dem auch der eigentliche Karais-

mus beginnt, denn bisher nannten sich die Karaer nach ilirem Stifter

'Ananiten^). Benjamin befestigte die Grundlagen des Karaismus und

erweiterte sich, soweit wie moglich, vom Geiste des Talmud, in dem
'Anan, wie bereits bemerkt, noch tief steckte. Mit Benjamin begmnt

auch die theologische Spekulation, und ist besonders seine Ansicht von

dem Engel, der die Welt erschaffen, die mit der Lehre Philos vom Logos

so verwandt ist, bekannt. Die Allegorie wandte er zunachst als Erkla-

rungsmethode bei nichtpentateuchischen Buchem der Bibel an. So

sagt Salmon b. Jeroham am Anfange seines Kommentars za Kohelet

(bei Hirschfeld, Arabic Chrestomathy, p. 103; vgl. auch Pinsker, p. 109),

daB manche dieses biblische Buch im ubertragenen Sinne erklaren, 1, 5

z. B. auf das Entstehen der Herrschaft Israels und ihren Niedergang

deuten; 12, 3 auf den Tempel und die ihn hiitenden Priester und Leviten

usw. und daB der erste, der so verfuhr, Benjamin gewesen (dessen Er-

klarungsweise Salmon nun verwirft). Benjamin wandte aber die alle-

gorische Methode auch auf die Erklarung der pentateuchischen Vor-

schriften an und seine charakteristischste diesbezijgliche Deutung ist

die von Ex. 22, 28, die ibn Ezra in der Einleitung zu s. ausfijhrlichen

Pentateuchkommentar anfUhrt: pco dj "r'UBCa ^^^I^> po'-w nw lE'to

niDTisn mnN hy -[ynii laha "3 mD3 "Ssa lanvo w^-in nw . . . Danach

erklarte er naha als Schwangerschaft (wohl nach Koh. 11, 5), 3?m als

Sperma und leitete aus unserem Vers die Vorschrift, mit dem

Heiraten nicht aUzulange zu warten. Zu bemerken ist, daB im gang-

baren Komm. z. St. ibn Ezra diese Erklarung als die Ben Zuta's an-

vagantesten Erklarungen 'Anams), von -[zivi Deut. 23, 14 als Hose (p. 30) und von

nnis Jos. 5, 2 als Schere (p. 83, s. ob.). Aber an alien diesen Stellen glaubte

ja 'Anan der buchstablichen Deutung zu folgen, indem nach ihm alle diese

Worte nur diese und keine andere Bedeutung haben. In alien aber bisher angefiihrten

allegorisehen Beispielen hat nach ihm das betreffende Wort nur an der erklarten Stelle

sine ubertragene Bedeutung, sonst aber eine buchstabliche, so z. B. n;i nur Ex. 23, 19

und ParaUelstellen „Friichte", sonst aber „Bockchen" usw. Eher noch konnte man

hier die Erklarung von r Deut. 28, 13 als Ort (p. 28) heranziehen. DaB die sonder-

bare Erklarung von nts'jn Vi Gen. 32, 33 bei ibn Ezra z. St., Hadassi (Eshkol

239, t) und Aron b. Josef (Mibhar z. St.; von diesem verworfen), von 'An^n herriihre

(so Harkavy p. 140, n. 2), ist nieht erwiesen.

1) Aber auch noch nach Benjamin und viel spater hielten sich die 'Ananiten

abgesondert von ihren Glaubensgenossen und bildeten sie noch zur Zeit Qirqisanis

eine, wenn auch kleine, aber besondere Gemeinschaft. — tlber Benjamin und seine

hier angefiihrten Erklarungen s. meinen Art. in "jtnts" isi«, s. v. (Ill, 126) und die

dort zitierte lateratur.
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fuhrt, im kurzen Komm. dagegen als die der Haretiker (D'!2^''n3an)

im allgemeinen. Wahrscheinlich haben Ben Zuta und andere Earner

sich diese Ansicht Benjamins angeeignet i).

Zu manchen der oben angefuhrten nicht sinngemaBen Erklarungen

'Anans hat sich auch die Ansicht Benjamins erhalten, und diese ist zum

Teil mit jenen iibereinstimmend, zum Teil ihnen widersprechend. So

deutete auch Benjamin Deut. 22, 10 in iibertragenem Sinne auf die

Begattung^), inbetreff Lev. 18, 21 dagegen wich auch er zwar vom

auBeren Wortlaut ab, deduzierte aber daraus das Verbot, seine Kinder

mit gotzendienerischen Volkern zu verheiraten *), also wie das Targum

Jonatan und wie die von der Mishna verponte Erklarung. D'nx in

Deut. 25, 5 deutete er wortlich „Bruder", behauptete aber, daB die

Leviratsehe nur dann zu vollziehen sei, wenn der verstorbene Bruder

sich die Frau anverlobt, aber noch nicht geehelicht hat, eine Ansicht,

die im Talmud (Jerush. Jebamot I 3 a^^; Babli Kiddushin 75 b) als die

der Samariter bezeichnet wird*). Das nmn« Lev. 18, 18 wiederum

erklarte er, wie wir oben gesehen, als Milchschwester. — Hinzuzufugen

ware noch seine Erklarung von mnn03 Ex. 22, 1, das er im erweiter-

ten Sinne auf jede Art von Offnung bezog^).

Der zweite bedeutende Lehrer nach 'An§,n war Daniel Qumisi (zweite

HaKte des IX. Jahrh.), von dem wir oben horten, daB er jeder bUdlichen

Erklarung des Gesetzes abhold gewesen und deswegen die Deutung

'Anans von lax nSni n: btynn ah verwarf. Dagegen akzeptierte

er seine Erklarung von D'nK Deut. 25, 5 als Verwandte und erklarte

auch nmn« Lev. 18, 18 nicht wortlich als Schwester, aber auch nicht

als 'Anan Mchte, sondern, wie bereits bemerkt, als Stiefschwester

(vgl. Harkavy, p. 191), Sonstige hierher gehorige Ansichten Daniels

sind von ihm nicht bekannt.

V. Alle bisher angefiihrten Beispiele einer allegorischen Gesetzes-

auslegung bei den ersten Karaern sind sporadischen Charakters, und laBt

sich in ihnen kein Prinzip erkennen. Stellung zu ihr nimmt zuerst Qir-

qisani in seinem bereits erwahnten und im Jahre 937 verfaBten Kitab

1) Vgl. dazu meine Ausfulirimgen MGWJ. XLI, 208. In 'Anans Buch der Ge-

bote (ed. Harkavy, p. 63) findet sich nichts fiber unseren Vers.

") S. oben, p. 242.

') In Fortsetzung der oben p. 244 mitgeteilten Worte Qirqis&nis heiBt es: )'a'3si

'B S'p KB nsB' t<b\p h»p iKft)«S^ ns''i« anpn ^S13 isp «o:« n3« >Sy '2k ]« nj?2 «*•«

"i7« nnao j'ltnSMi ana tan^nisSw mn jnn tth ^J?'ltD1 n^ip ]« hupst 4'iTn^s ion.

') S. Rfij. XLV, 62.

5) Qirqisani I, 14 (p. 314, 1. 9).
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al-'anwar w'al-maraqib, Absch. IV, Kap. 22-23, die hier in Beilage I

zum ersten Male mitgeteilt warden, und ist es sehr wahrscheinlich, daB
er dies unter dem Einflusse seines Zeitgenossen Saadja getan hat i).

Auch Qirqisani betont, daB die gesetzlichen Vorschriften im allgemeinen

nur dem auBeren Sinne nach erklart werden miissen, da sie sonst ganz

aufgelost werden konnten. Dazu kann ja der innere Sinn verschieden-

artig sein und ein jeder konnte dann das Gesetz nach seinem Gutdiinken

deuten. QirqisSni verwirft daher, wie wir bereits oben gesehen, die bild-

lichen Erklarungen von lat* aSna n: Ss'an »h^) und von trinn xS

nn- "110-31 -\w^, da hier fiir ein Abweichen vom Wortlaut gar kein

Grund vorliege. Er gibt aber zu, daB es Falle gebe, wo manche
Gesetze durchaus allegorisch erklart werden miissen, well die wortliche

Auffassung sich als unmoglich erweise, bei anderen wiederum sei neben

dem auBeren Sinne auch noch ein innerer zulassig. Als frappantes Bei-

spiel zitiert er Deut. 10, 16 a, das doch notwendig nur als bildliche Redens-

art aufgefafit werden miisse, da doch das Herz keine Vorhaut habe ^).

Qirqisani akzeptiert nun die allegorische Erklarung 'An§,ns von Ex. 34,

21, well, wie wir bereits oben in semem Namen angefiihrt, am Sabbat

doch nicht nur Pfliigen und Ernten, sondern jede Art von Arbeit ver-

boten sei, also hatte das Hervorheben gerade dieser beiden Arbeiten gar

keinen Sinn. Inbetreff Deut. 24, 6 wiederum ist er der Meinung, daB

dieses Verbot zunachst wortlich zu erklaren sei, d. h. daB man Hand-

miihle und Miihlstein nicht pfanden darf, daneben sei es aber auch alle-

gorisch im Sinne 'An^ns zu erklaren. AuBerdem gibt aber Qirqisani

noch zwei Beispiele allegorischer Gesetzesauslegung, denen wir bisher

nicht begegnet sind und von denen wk nicht wissen, ob sie von ihm

selbst stammen, oder ob er sie den Vorgangern entnommen.

Das eine Beispiel ist Deut. 6, 9, das nach Qirqisani unmoglich wort-

lich erklart werden kann, da man doch nicht die Tora auf den Pfosten

des Hauses und auf den Toren niederzuschreiben vermag. Das Gebot

ist also allegorisch wie Prov. 7, 3 f. aufzufassen und wird hier geboten,

iiber die Lehre Gottes den groBten Teil seiner Zeit nachzudenken, so daB

1) Ganz deutlich unter dem Einflusse Saadjas steht, ohne ihn zu nennen, Axon

b. Josef (Mibfrar zu Ex. fol. 31 a), der ebenfaUs vier Falle anfiihrt, wo das Schriftwort

allegorisch zu erklaren ist. Dabei ist der dritte Fall Saadjas bei ihm der vierte, anstatt

des vierten aber, der fiir einen Karaer unannehmbar ist, hat Aion einen anderen (dritten):

wenn gegen die wortliche Auffassung Beweise erbracht werden konnen.

i*) Merkwfirdig aber ist es, daB Qirqisani einmal dieses Verbot nur dem Wort-

laut nach erMart wissen will, das andere Mai aber neben einer wortlichen Erklarung

auch eine im iibertragenen Sinne zulafit.

') Vgl. die Worte 'An^ns bei Harkavy, p. 70.
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sie im Herzen als etwas Geschriebenes und Aufgezeichnetes sich be-

festige. Dabei bedeutet ]-ij?B'3l "[fi^a in deinem Inneren und AuBeren.

Von den NacMolgem Qirqisanis ziehen den Vers der Prov. heran: Ha-

dassi (Eshkol 168 "), Aron b. Elia (Keter Tora z. St.) und Mordechaj

b. Msan (msSo lyiaS ed. Neubauer, p. 33), dessen Ausfiihrungen

auch sonst sehr interessant sind ^). Merkwiirdig ist as nun, daB Qirqisani

nur von dem Gebote der Mezuza und nicht auch von dem der Tefillin

spricht, das doch alle Karaer ebenfalls allegorisch und ebenfalls meistens

mit Berufung auf den genannten Vers der Prov. erklarten. So David

b. Abraham al-Fasi (s. Pinsker, p. J:p), Jefet b. 'Ali (s. Harkavy,

p. 142 n. 14), 'Ali b. Sulejman (Pinsker, 1. c), Hadassi (Eshkol, 1. c),

Aron b. J,osef (zu Ex. 13, 16 u. Deut. 6, 8), Aron b. Elia (zu Ez. 13, 16),

Mordechaj b. Msan (1. c.) usw. Ob schon 'Anan diese Gebote allegorisch

gedeutet hat, ist nicht bekannt, wie es aber scheint, war es nicht der

Fall *). Bekannthch aber wurde Deut. 6, 8 auch von manchen rabbini-

schen Autoren allegorisch gedeutet, ohne dafi sie daraus praktische

Folgen gezogen hatten, so von Menahem b. Saruk (Lexikon s. v. P]SD),

von Samuel b. Meir (zu Ex. 13, 9) und von einem anonymen Kommen-

tator zu Prov. 7, 3 (s. ZfHB. XI, 135).

Das zweite von Qirqisflni angefiihrte Beispiel ist Lev. 19, 26 a, das,

wie wir oben erwahnt, schon in SifrS, z. St. von manchen Tannaiten in

iibertragenem Sinne erklart wurde. Wie dieses Verbot allegorisch zu

deuten sei, sagt Qirqis§,ni nicht, doch konnen wir es durch andere karaische

Autoren erfahren. Am ausfiihrhchsten handeln dariiber: Jefet b. 'AU

in s. handschi'iftlichen Komm. zu I. Sam. 14, 32—35 und Hadassi (Eshkol

226 "I ff.). Danach kann unser Vers durch I. Sam. 14, 32 und Ezech*

33, 25 erklart werden. Jedes Schlachten, auch von nicht geopferten Tieren,

das nicht auf einem Altar geschieht, ist in unser Verbot einbegriffen.

Aus ihm folgt aber auch, daB man derart geschlachtetes Fleisch nicht

genieSen darf, und endlich, daB man iiberhaupt nur dann schlachten

darf, wenn ein Altar vorhanden ist, ist aber der Tempel zerstort, darf

^) Nach ibn Ezra z. St. sollen die Karaer (n'tynson) das Wort nnansi auf

den Dekalog bezogen haben, in Mibhar z. St. wird aber in solcher Weise der Vers 8 a

erklart.

^) Im Buche der Gebote (ed. Harkavy, p. 24) spricht 'Anln von dem Gebot

des Studiums der Lehre mit Bezug auf Deut. 6, 7. Hatte er auch die beiden daraul-

folgenden Verse so gedeutet, -wie seine Nachfolger, so hatte er sie bei dieser Gelegenheit

heranziehen miissen; dies also gegen Harkavy p. 142, n. 12. 14. Man kann auch daher

nicht mit Ginzberg (Geonica I, 111 n. 2) behaupten, dafi das Responsum Jehudais

iiber die Wichtigkeit der Tefillin (naitfn nyo' nr. 153) gegen die Karaer, d. h. gegen

'Anan, gerichtet sei.
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iiberhaupt kein Fleisch genossen werden. Gegen dieses Verbot vergingen

sich die Zeitgenossen EzecMels, die nun der Prophet in dem oben zitierten

Vers zurechtweist i). Auch Qirqisani muB unsern Vers derartig gedeutet

haben und wahrscheinlich in s. Pentateuchkomm. Kitab ar-rijad w'al-

hadaiq z. St.

Als Beispiel jener gesetzlichen Vorschriften endlich, die sowohl wort-

lich als auch im iibertragenen Sinne gedeutet werden mtissen, fiihrt

Qirqisani Lev. 19, 14 an, wo unter v\n zunachst ein Tauber, aber auch

ein jeder Abwesende, der den Fluch nicht hort, und unter iiy zunachst

ein Blinder, aber dann auch jeder, der den ihm drohenden AnstoB nicht

sieht, gemeint sei. Aber diese Auffassung, die ja, was "iiv anbetrifft,

sich z. B. auch in Sifra z. St. findet, kann eigentlich nicht als allegorische

Auslegung im strengen Sinne des Wortes aufgefaBt werden. Sie gehort

viehnehr zu der oben mit der Kegel mna mnan im bezeichnetenKategorie.

VI. Mit Qirqisani, dem Zeitgenossen Saadjas, schlieBen wir unsere

DarsteUung, doch woUen wir daran noch anhangsweise eine karaische

Polemik gegen eine allegorische Deutung des Gaon anfUgen, die zwar

sich auf einen nichtgesetzlichen Abschnitt des Pentateuch erstreckt,

also zu unserem Thema nicht streng gehort, die aber das von uns ent-

worfene Bild gewissermafien vervollstandigt. Trotz seiner Grundsatze

von der Zulassigkeit einer aUegorischen Schriftauslegung, die oben an-

gefiihrt wurden, konnte Saadja nicht umhin, auch solche SchriftsteUen

symbolisch zu deuten, die nicht unter die von ihm erwahnten vier Kate-

gorien fallen. So erklarte er auch allegorisch die Vision Abrahams in

Gen. 15, wie dies ja auch schon im Midrash geschieht. Diese Erklarung

Saadjas wird in Dunashs Kritik gegen ihn (ed. Schroter nr. 7) angedeutet,

von Jefet b. 'Ali in s. handschriftlichen Komm. zu 15, 12 ausfiihrlich

mitgeteilt und widerlegt ^). Saadja deutete namlich das Kalb auf das

babylonische Keich, die Ziege auf das griechische, den Widder auf das

medo-persische. Inbetreff der Turteltaube und der jungen Taube schwank-

te er. Einmal ist jene nach ihm ein Symbol fiir Edom (Christentum)

und diese fiir Ismael (Islam), das andere Mai wiederum ist jene ein Sym-

1) S. die Worte Jefets in Beilage III und dazu das Zitat bei Harkavy, p. 207 unt.

Durch Jefet wird vieles in der weitschweifenden Auseinandersetzung Hadassis ver-

standlicher. Vgl. noch Mbhar u. Keter Tora zu Lev., 1. c, und Jakob b. Reubens

•i»j?n ISO zu Ezech. 1. c: n/ipm pin ins ipai iss lana" n'n >3 iSssn mn hv. Ifber

den verbotenen FleischgenuB nach der Zerstonmg des Tempels bei den Karaem s.

vorlauflg meinen Aufsatz in pjin II, 97 u. Friedlander in JQR., N. S. Ill, 293:

ausfuhrlicher dariiber in einem anderen Zusammenhang.

") S. Beilage II.
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bol fiir Edom und Ismael, diese dagegen fiir Israel ^). Den D'^y identi-

fizierte Saadja, wie wir aus Dunash erfahren, mit den Tauben ^) und bezog

demnach, wie Jefet berichtet, die "Worte oniN atf'l nicht auf die Fleisch-

stucke, sondern auf die Vogel. Der Gaon hat nun angenommen, dafi

Gott die geschlachteten Vogel wieder ins Leben gerufen, urn dadurch

Abraham die GewiBheit zu verschaffen, daB seine Nachkommen von der

agyptischen Knechtschaft warden errettet werden, zugleich aber sei

hier auch der Auferstehungsglaube allegorisch exemplifiriert *).

Gegen diese Erklarung Saadjas polemisiert nun Jefet ziemlich

eingehend, begeht aber dabei vor aUem einen Fehler. Aus seinem Wort-

laut konnte man namlich folgern, Saadja habe diese Vision nur allegorisch

gedeutet, aus Dunash wissen wir aber, daB der Gaon sie vielmehr auch

in Wirklichkeit geschehen lieB, er hat also sine allegorische Erklarung

nur neben einer wortlichen gegeben. Gegen die symbolische Deutung

der Tiere von seiten Saadjas wendet nun Jefet folgendes ein: 1. Die

Ziege wird vor dem Widder erwahnt, folglich kann nicht jene das spatere

griechische Keich und dieser das friihere medo-persische bezeichnen.

2. Die Turteltaube kann nur gemaB Ps. 74, 19 auf Israel bezogen werden,

die nichtjudischen Eeiche aber werden uberhaupt nur mit unreinen

Vogeln verglichen, so z. B. Nebuchadnezar mit einem Adler (Ezech. 17, 3).

Wie kann aber besonders Edom, das als „schrecklich und furchtbar und

ungemein stark" bezeichnet wd (Dan. 7, 7), mit einem reinen Vogel,

1) Diese Deutung Saadjas deckt sich zum Teil mit der in Genesis r. z. St. : s"T

1? hni\ -iini . . . ]v it vhva S'«i ... no « nvbva m ''as it rwhvm nh)i' 'S nnp

'131 Kin iStjff «Sk mn iin nn«. Vgl. noch Pirke R. Eliezer, c. 28; Tobiab. EKezers

Lekah Tob, Midrash Agada ed. Buber u. Midrash ha-Gadol z. St. Dann noch Stein-

schneider, Polem. u. apolog. Liter. 226 ff. und die dort zitierten Autoren. Die alle-

goriscbe Erklarung unseres Abschnitts in der Apokalypse Abrahams (s. die Ausfiih-

rungen Bonwetschs p. 56 ff.), auf die Ginzberg in s. Bemerkungen zu Geigers nsiap

nnaun (meine Ausgabe, p. 414) verweist, hat mit der hier angefiihrten der Midra-

shim nichts gemeinsames.

') Saadja iibersetzt auch iiberall (so noch Jes. 18, 6 u. 46, 11) mit tsb, d. h.

Vogel im aJIgemeinen. Vgl. auch Abulwalids Usui 519 n. 61: o'l? mtan Klip 'd idbi

") Vgl. die tJbersetzung Saadjas zu Gen. 15, 11 und die Anm. Derenbourgs

dazu; ibn Ezras in' fiBtf nr. 7 und die Anm. Lippmanns dazu, dann die Ausfiih-

rungen Geigers nnana nsiap, meine Ausgabe, p. 184. DaJi aber Gott die ge-

schlachteten Vogel wieder ins Leben rief , entnahm Saadja nicht dem Koran (so Geiger),

sondern, wie Ginzberg 1. c. nachgewiesen, irgendeinem unbekaimten Midrash, der auch

im Midrash ha-Gadol (col. 240) Platz gefunden hat: nns'sn riK ha: .m3« nniw 3B"i

sSk 2B"i I'Ni max aniN acn 'jb* ]nh w'jni imei vn niDsn jrr^j? ti'B" ivsi nta nt isnai

n'o hv inn att" idiki ia na»3 'n nn »3 'iv nnn ]nis nnneriB'.
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wie die Turteltaube, verglichen werden? 3. Wie ist es endlich moglich,

da6 drei Reiche mit viehartigen Tieren verglichen werden (Kalb, Ziege

und Widder), das vierte, machtigste aber mit einem kleinen schwachen
Vogel ? Von jenen drei heiBt es auch: „Und er zerschnitt sie in der Mitte",

was doch wohl bedeuten soil, daB diese drei Reiche zugrunde gehen

werden. Demnach miiBten Edom und Ismael, da es von ihnen heiBt:

„und den Vogel zerschnitt er nicht", bestehen bleiben, es heiBt doch aber

(Dan. 7, 11): Ich sah und das [vierte] Tier wurde getotet. Saadja hat

es auch unterlassen, so bemerkt Jefet weiter, eine ErMarung fiir den

B'y, den Ranch, die Flamme, und fiir den Untergang der Sonne zu

geben. Seine ganze Deutung sei also hinfallig und ebenso seine Ansicht,

daB hier die Auferstehung angedeutet sei. Ware aber Saadja, so scUiefit

Jefet, hier wie an vielen anderen Stellen seinem Prinzipe treu geblieben,

namlich man soUe die Schrift, wo kein zwingender Grund vorhanden sei,

nicht aUegorisch deuten, so hatte er diesem glitscherigen Boden leicht

entschliipfen konnen.

Diese SchluBbemerkung Jefets ist insofern verwunderhcher, als er

ja vor der Erklarung Saadjas noch einige ganz ahnliche anfiihrt, in denen

die Tiere der Vision ebenfalls symbolisch gedeutet werden und die aller

Wahrscheinlichkeit nach von Karaern herriihren, da er sonst auch sie

als rabbinisch bezeichnet hatte ^).

Beilagen.

I. Aus QirqisS.nis Kitab al-'anw^r, Abschn. IV,

Kap. 22-23. Ms. Brit. Mus. or. 2579 (Cat. II nr. 505) fol. 57 ^).

nJK 'I'j'ii ;7Sia':'X Nln tj ^b ibl fv^ xri ipi Nnn^Ji n^aiN'^N |a

1) In Mibhar z. St. heifit es: idd on^oB'ni ma«n nSnj iS ynin '3 moK nyv\

i5>Va re" sSi cjb lain nt naSai o-j mtaa sup n'won sin Q'yni nnsri 'js'si'j nNiniy

arish. Meint hier Aron b. Josef karaische oder midrashische Deutungen?

') Diese beiden Kapitel sind in der Handschrift (auch die zitierten Bibelstellen)

mit arab. Lettem geschrieben, ich habe sie aber der Bequemlichkeit halber in hebr.

Lettem transkribiert. Eine Kollation dieser, sowie der dritten Beilage mit den Hand-

schriften des Br. Mus. besorgte mir in liebenswurdiger Weise Rev. G. Margoliouth,

wofiir ihm auch hier bestens gedankt sei.
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mi"? "inKfi'7'7 TKDB'rx ppnn p nN':n5i kds ^rnns -['71 '<':*« JtJi:?!^

np '?^iKn'7K in ^l'?^ pxs'^K |KD In fippn Nnja -^tyS Pi-ur^^^n"?!

npi ' axitD^K ^'jij ixnn^ |k p psA xin ^& '?ipbj<i nxoa'^N n'»:

^ba {')m a'^ns -"nj btrnn Nb 3Nn5'?« bip "-a nbha D«n ani

'B i<D:?i j'jan \s' isjn ^nn xnjtn k"?! h't'tk n^s 'ba am ^nxn |n

|K ajin mns -^j p NJiNnitx ]» !i;?K)3i i'?i ^"^^^ npBKii pnx7K

"B ^ima-ia .'rsnabx nlm nas p*:! ^li^K -^niD nnnn n^B |i3^

ii^tTNi piDB'^H biN 'B h)p^ nT]io |Nn:;iK ;?sni» ftthf) ^b nNns'?^

'^a I'rsNn] nb nbp nix'^xi (^yh'^n ^1^ n^i n^sd "|nm*t msa
3Na'?N Kim Nj'?p KD '''7:? b^iKn^N nnn-'bv tij*" in'tin'Jnb c [nbaj

-131 p n'?3 »K''tyKD nanpfl |k fiixii nnnxa |j? JiiJ jx Tii"" n'jb

|Kjj<j7 ^jr« KS^N "^^JB -["rlDi ' n^sj'TK bsK onnn in ^i"?** jKvn^K

«j?i«n n'?;?^ njxB c nn^ -iionai iie^s trnnn Nb nKns^N '^ip ''b

j^in'jK nn onn ]^y jx p pja-" nxoB xbi ft-iins nij p :?«dj'7« 'fyx

Dnansi n'pip "ji^a ^'ri 'finnSKnjtDKS "'^^^f^x-iB «jnNn|N 'B

3053 |N KjnaN^ p '^Kna'jK p p3 ik (^in^t!>3i -]n''3 niTira bv

xn^D^ Knja N^ti> nsrp ps i*?! kj3ki3ni ^?)KjnKnjm i"?:? ii«-iir)'7«

bv D3n3 nbp Tfij 171 p ?i'7Kna n"? i^rn Kja'?pB in Ka nrs^

liiSK "B Kn^B -iSbh |13'' |s in KajNi n3Nr)3 njN d^"? ciph nb

in^3 n'?ipi DiD-ia'?Ki 3in3a'rN -^ts>'?K3 [3Sp ^b n3Jhn Tin yant
(' Din *?:? i'73Kn i**? nbip i'?i "riiai -jjidnsi -j-inKa ^b n3 in^ -[n^tysi

1) Ex. 23, 19. 34, 26; Deut. 14, 21.

2) Ex. 23, 19. 34, 26.

») Deut. 14, 21.

4) ib. 22, 10.

') ib. 6, 9.

«) Prov. 7, 3.

') Lev. 19, 26.
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D^h njx iinnsf uhvi i<»JKB (' rotyn Tiip^) trnns rh)p i'?'i biiai

"73 ape lanbMi ]i"in'?K ^b jiaobx •a bKa^r^'^x as^bv rrtn kdjk

nx^^anba'! nh^p -[b-i 'jj'ioi npSia >£) ']'7l -laijoi iss ^jjra "jb'i'?

|D na k'ji fieSp ^bphb t-h jk2 ix n^nxa ''bv o-'b (' Dssi'r n'^n:?

jiDNsbx bann^ ks^n |>\y-,B sjnxni ^ikdd'jk jj? pjs'^ki n«'?2f'7K

nin pan |n j'tI |d ai^ njxs Knn^K jKn^noK in ^i'tk nn^a'^K

;?Ka^N- Dji p N^tt> na n«nx Kin |n I'rl |o D'?ya ^ok'jk Kina n:rp

|N iij"? T15"' K*? ['?1 p» (= fx 'T'j npsia ^a nn-ityjo xa '>'?:? ']b'i)

^nn'rx pnnDi n*? |k pa^bn ^Na^nsK pa aiia -inKabK topoj

i<a ks^k I'^'i "jj^ai na aoan^ Kaa nnats>K «a "ra -['^lai i«SfK

?sa |K njNa c trnn bbpn n't ^b"! "^j^ai nj 'jtfan n'7 ^b nmbp
}a j-ii^ k"? njiiB jj?'?'? NipaxD d"''?! finsnbxa in o'^b |a na nmK
pn K*? nip ''jBbi n'?ip |n3 jk ['riai np''pn'?Ka tJ^nisK'^K ks^s 'p'i

nb) pb^ "IB Hb nw n'ji d'^p"' k'? |a '5^r\ tib |s na tn-in c fjtraa

"[^jp onn'' nJKi ''p''pn'?K "^a^Hba nja ini'' ab nj^a i^^jn^K ^a

' niipn |«

II. A u s J e f e t b. 'A 1 i s K o m m. z u Gen. 15, 12.

Ms. Berol. Cat. Steinschneider II nr. 199.

nma'rK ^a e\>«ni'?l ba ]ii 'h'S lani nipu^.nKa trati^n ^n^i

fiaia^jii ^r\'hv i^kis'^n ^iwi rNnn^tDtrm eoin'jK nin lax ^jjjk

») Ex. 34, 21.

») Deut. 10, 16.

") Diese Worte sind durch ein Homoioteleuton ausgefallen und stehen in der

Handschrift am Rande.

*) Deut. 24, 5.

'^) ib. 6.

«) Ms. Ut.

') Lev. 19, 14.

«) Ms. n«i.

") Ms. di«iSk.

") Ms. Nm'BDni.
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b'tun rh^ 'nmaba ^b |K3 -[bl b^ trx reh) itr:? Tun ~.aii D»tr'?K^

jN ^b? nnl Dip -jbi 's le'rniNi D^ijn niD'ra -h:! m-ha i'?;?iB

"

p^ m5'?D \T rr'^Ni ('ritrn n'?:)j?2 ityien ^2 xn^s ip5 "^nn dis'td

r\si ntTK b^xn 'ps nm Die in b^ifha |ni ('T:?tt>n i^ssfm "ips

ontt'^ no'ja in"? rnt>'?tt>a nbiv n'?ip nnn njs d^t nj» nipe pj'rx

NruD ma pp baya^i^^ bjyii khdn-o faam onx b^yj ixriD'jK

'pni e pn^j^s np'jD m^t ^ihk ]y -ha) KJ"ip3 n^in '^antya ops

^bp t:?'?^ nip NjnKni one dd^d ij?i |V nttba ]X kS^n on^'?:?

-i^'nni HDi D-is ['70 bi6n) ji^ I'^ia r^r'^Ki D''"ttt>3 r\)ibn nbj:?'?^ ^j?i

iinai ^X3?»tt>^i DHK K»n ':inji ^in jx bap frat baya^i?-') una 'S>

naA^ d"?! '^xity n '^tu'^ki k;?^»5 "rK^roty^i onx ^^37 iin'^x ]n bap

i'pxi xi-121 Kos '^^x'jK ''j;? t:?'7N nnpn xmnx narbn nns J ^Sj^

"rx ip5 [nai bxnty'' '7^113 nxns'^xi n'-ijn n«'?D ^"^r iiii'^'x ^;?Ji n:a

7]bt)!2 XDJXB n^xis'^xs D-iun nttba '?/ia |xi e inin t^Bj dti'? pn
ie>jn 'ips -itrjs istjnsttj '^fia xds D^nBa'rx 'ats'?x n'^xa^xs

nn :?iaiDa ftinxib a-^bsi (nnxt: T-xa einB -iin'^x xdxb cbinin

XB''pm "ijnD''xi nb^m xn^B b^poba onx ni (""^fia^' iiS" r|^5B

D^xnas I'jxaD ibx jrsia'^x xin "ib ^/iai jx iM^ pj^a iSxi (" [riTn^]

p^Viiba T'xio'^x in '•i'tx pjBtt>a b::ba ut^a '•n ^n'^x I'^x bfym

nh^^an |X5 |xb -jina omx nna^i •]'7xaa jbx •'b bap njx xs-ix n"''?j?i

Di'?xi Xj5an ^x^atr''! onx noVn nrB xnrxbm 'I'^xaabx f-ynn

Is. n<B'B<).
1'
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nro ah i)Si:ir\ nxi bap Pi^se v anrn nb^tsp ^i ly mr\ nm hap

riK^n b^wn n*?! t^N ysh) jtrj? -luni a'-y'^N ^'iNn ys^ ob hjn dj^

Kn'?2 ^^iKpK^K rrini b^ao n'jlii^ d'^i ']b^ ^s Tinn hjk pfi^e ts>ai!>n

c-OK DniK aty^i -iriNfi b:?Ji hjn dj^ ksntji (^"^^smn t: p anhap

kS^n Kim anjB'?'? ciiN -[nnn nb^iND "j^Jii t'^j?'?'? max n-ie

ba DTian rr'^nn "hy na nap ix Kjni< ]'?'i poi '^'stnn "I'^js rh)p

p^"? ftn^ns^K ftDbr'^x nin p d'?d np jxab pjkd n^jo "^^iNribK

' inK "^s «niB n^nn iin'^a \t m'rj'?K

in. Aus Jefet b. 'Alls Komm. zu I. Sam. 14, 32—35.

Ms. Brit. Mus. or. 2547 (Cat. I 278) fol. 96 b; or. 2499" (Cat. I 276)

fol. 47 a 3).

N» ''B XmnK 'ti^^K ftf\bf\ ""B DX'7Df?N HTbv ^pl ipi

"hv pins nfiTi nar»y "^n •'jxji'rxi bv: ik trip nsr inA mnil

innx ' Din "rp [o^n '?3X''i "'j:?^ in ko] tbafb^'i nb trn nsla'jK

b;^ D^"?! 'j^'^bKi ns^ njK Naninx pnni p trip (* i^j njx Dip

^jKj^bKi -iits'D'jN u:? nni^ njKi KipB HDB^N i-ij b-hbn^ m'v -^^

n'?ip5 nS*?*} 131 mB pSiD [?^3p«] psia n^j 'B i^^ip'rx 5iNi njj<

nsi'7K Libl"?! e^nDiai 7'?x kisxi ^Dts> ns i^3Ti< itrx Dipon b^i

]D JK1 nsia ^"tn iann^ bm iirn |n ^"7:? b^isha xln Kibj?ji D^'?n

k"? nbip |Ni Din '?:? Sdik in nil» i^j p -Kinst'rK n5i ^b:/ nil

nurn ^JB ('b:j nal^x"? njx ^j;7s ni^DBn xin am bv toxn

Dip'jK |x im lix '^tt> j'^ti>'7X r"^^ '^J' '"'^^ *'^^''^
l''^''^^

^^***^

xarsi e nj'T^N tt>»3aa o-'ntr'^Bn xinn ora ni nbips n» ^xaiD ijn3

n^^jK 35^ D-h njNi D^a'^ir ns? njx Dip "^xpi ' tfip "^sx^ ab tt>Bj

7K TIJ^ nJK -['711 Dip'^K ^B '^tt^P ^d'jK D^D'^tt'b'? 3J^ Xtt lOntr^K p

») ib. 11.

2) Ms. "j'sin.

3) Ms. 2547 ist geschrieben durchweg mit aiab. Lettem, Ms. 2499 begumt erst

etwas weiter.

') Dieses Wort steht am Rande.

') Ex. 20, 24.

«) ffier beginnt Ms. 2499.

') I. Sam. 14, 31 (Ms. rui^s).

17Kohler-Volume. ^'
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^B rabbit n«n5K ip pS' Jk nra SKits>^ f*^ p j?Sfia '72 ^b nsii

nn 'S ^r jnK p^ d*? ('|«e '71^:? ^n ^a njs^ ^I'^x nslttbx 'jjia

^Bi n:?3j'7i« iiyp ^ei ti>»tt> n^s ^e ins'^x !i-isns nii^ ^i'^ki '?3^:?

Dnr» ^r |nx|K5 np |« nsi npi dhn isij? n^np jnx^x 'ran npi

|N Ti^ n"? kd:ki e'^Nitr^ 'JSi xinn nrs D\i'7sn jnx mn ^5 n^p5

nb^p^ Km^j j^jan in;? nbip ]» bin |a Dip'^N ^s n^a'^u^'^K nil^

Kin -jbisi (' -^p^n IV rih-'br: b^ naran b^ mpia *?;? n^iyn K^n

nnran bym npnr ^"jn «s^k iNnnn ab) jsna nnln ti'^n D''a'7ty'?K

^s «s^s D-'mntD un^Q |«3 nps o^satD nDDj?'?^ ""B ^ns jxi njNi

nsmsa dn'ts in xlna tex"" a'^s c^xais'^Ki I'jis ''I'^n Dninss'jx

ipB nti>'7Ni on^N ^B '^ip'jK Na«B 'tTTD nsT IK 'nn nsT jks "rn n^B

d'71 ^' D-'as usBtrn f^iKn "jj? a^'^n'^x dt ''b "jKp ip njx Kja"?;?

pa^:! nnla ^'77 '^in nsr njK Kj'^p |kb k'tsn nantri "^a;? Ka iDl''

jKi nslaSK ^'jj? pin"" nan^^i j>"in'7k '•by "iiBoa nai ps^B n:?Knm

^ip'jK NaKi ' nsla'^K ^'?j? naniri nan pD'' |k ti5^b aiabtr n«>2 |K5

B DKbs njK ""iin ftitp^K nin |kb Din bv nyrt b^i^-'t TDsn ""B

pjKm'rx (' ni-iDl TDsn bj topo^ "j'^l njj7i mti>n ""jb by nn'ia'?K

in inK n&:bn ^b niinn i^dkbd i n^B -"pii uirt bv I'^SKn ab ''B

iKia'^K |Ki mn bv "jsik m naia tj p |K3ri -ipa nni |a njK

("'niaip I'rsK '7j^a ']n1i mn '^^njyn '72x^1 ^j;?k pAsinsa in O'h

iibip D-^b |Ki (' I'jni ibi mja "jj^ai pba nnsa iNia'^K d"''? ^'i'?K

I'^SKn k"? n'^Kp nnin'jK jki t\':s-<h iionty''i -i^j onn ^73? nyn b^m
nu>37a'7X "-B "I'^'i mb "idIb n''B nxia'^K •ksk'^k pi"ij71 c mn "^j:

'7;? nnla'jK ^5k jj? n'^'rx •'nj njiN ibxi nja nT-OBn '''?;? KJBpiB

Y^^bit '•[b'^ Dn*? i'75«n ab mn bj? i'^snd n'? n'ripi mts>n ""jb

7? n'rip pa^i ("\s>^ ui Kinn tyN*? atw'' di nnsNl n^B '^ipa'^K

1) Ms. 2647: *Jls.

") ib. 18.

') Lev. 6, 2.

») Deut. 12, 24.

^) Ms. 2647: ;,jy-j.

8) Dan. 6, 26 (Ms. \h2w).

') Ezra 4, 13.

«) Lev. 19, 26.

») ib. 17, 4.
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p)2B win hv "h^an nh hapti rQK'i'?« osn "isi ndjsi mslebH

nnn "b^tnti m'?3Ni mtrn 'jb h)} mnii mp'7« •'xbiNm n'^ax j:?

mn by ibsxn cn*? ^nj nnnr mtrn ^iB '^y mil kd"? '^np'rx Din

]N nha bir k"? nox D^'rn'?x (^ isr.tr'^Ki ins* njN i'?si m'?ix Ik

3-iS kd'jb D^'^n h^a uin '?ko nInb '^xd^ enhhix niria ]xi

bj? onb h»p Nm'^iK"' mmn 3ts>r ran psxnp'jK nbtssi Dip"?**

' ei'73Kn mn
1) Fehlt in 2499.

2) Ms. 2499: antf.

') Ezech. 33, 25.

17*



Midrash Fragment.

By

Prof. Solomon Schechter, Litt. D., New York.

Introduction.

I am in possession of several Midrashic pieces, a certain number of

which seem to me to come from lost Midrashim. The following piece,

consisting of 1 leaf in prachment, represents the contents of such an

unknown Midrash. It measures 12% X 10% in. It is written in a fairly

ancient Oriental hand, and numbers 37 lines to a page. It is torn in some

places, whilst, as a consequence of long exposure, it shows also several

obliterated lines or words. The lost Midrash, of which I can think in

connection with this piece, may possibly be the Y e 1 a m d e n u.

The Yelamdenu problem has been often discussed by various scholars,

but the results arrived at are still under discussion ^). What is certain

is that such a Midrash existed and was made use of by several of the

mediaeval authorities. It is further fairly certain that large portions of it

were embedded either by the compilers or by the copyists, in other

Midrashim. But it would seem that these copyists have altered certain

expressions and phrases pecuhar to the Yelamdenu, in order to make
the contents of their extracts uniform with the style and diction of the

particular book occupying their attention ^). This circumstance makes
it very difficult, almost impossible, to ascertain the features characte-

ristic of the real Yelamdenu. However, some of these features were

retained in stray quotations, and where they are found, may be fairly

taken as testifying to the origin of the passage in question as coming

from the real Yelamdenu. And these are to be found also in our

fragment.

») See literature in Greenhut's unoS'm KDinan vna and his n<Bip'?n IBO II

:

16—28.

') See Epstein nnwn m'iwnpD pp. 63 & 64.

=) See also A g a d d a t h S h i r H a s h i r i m ed. Schechter, p. 104.
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One of these features is a completeness bordering almost on diffu-

siveness, rarely to be found in other Midrashim. This can easily be seen

by a comparsion with extracts given from the Y e 1 a m d e n u by various

ancient authorities who still possessed this Midrash, with the parallel

passages in the existmg Midrashun. And this feature comes out very

strikingly in our present Fragment which gives a long Derasha inter-

preting certain verses in Job to refer to the Generation of the Deluge. But
this Derasha occurs in a very condensed form, also m the old Tanchuma
m, § 17, and in Tanchuma Buber, I: p. 27 b. Interesting is that the

latter finishes the paragraph with the words: '13 nbvi nain o'laim

DS'^DD Pfion'? nSsj'. The same feature of the completeness is promised

through aU the contents of our fragment, which could easily be compared

with the parallel passages in the known Midrashim by means of the notes.

Anohter Yelamdenu feature is the expression dmSk, which our

MS. gives except in one place with w^sn iastead of the n"3pn used by
the Tanchuma ^). What I wish particularly to call attention to is to a

certain correspondence between our text and the Agadath Bereshith,

appearing in the latter in a very mutilated and corrupt text. One is

lamost inclined to believe that the Midrash from which our text comes,

served as a basis for the Agadath Bereshith. However, I may come

back to this subject on some other occasion.

This short preface will suffice for the present. I shall only in con-

clusion convey my congratulations to the Rev. Dr. Kaufman Kohler,

President of the Hebrew Union College, in honour of whose Seventieth

birthday this volume is pubHshed. He was always a great student of the

Agadah, and I hope that this contribution will prove acceptable.

Recto

'SK rhy "nann nanan 'jyi sjivn hy o^am h n'm nmnn iiBu^e'

oma d-'n'jb' "iB'iaa «n"' nvnsn by oma Kintt> ia "js
|

"1 [3 — n

NXB mi w nmnn hk ^a^^ pai ^-pnm lami |

D'am -[h ]m pa vhy

•\viirh fnn f3i 'Ji yt^trh en fn n-'i'j '3 'i^
\
mw sSs fn fw ••'' --rva |n

pnjf Hiw vby 3Ti3ni laj; .Tni£> 'a
|
'j3bi d'-mh laSa -p h'yify\ *jn mh

^) See Epstein, nvjimpo, ibid and HagadathShir Hashirim, ibid.

') Isa. 5 : 7.

') Deut. 13 : 18. For a partial parallel, see S i f r i , ed. Friedmann, p. 93 b,

text and notes. The dots at the beginning of the Derasha indicate 3 or 4 words

which are so obliterated as to make them entirely illegible. The first word shows

traces of something like min'. See T o s e f t a ed. Zuckermandel, p. 366.

*) Prov. 1 : 9 and 4 : 9. See S i f r a , p. 12 d on iJin'l and Num. Rab. XI : 6.
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naa pja p'^iv sintf vhy ynsm
|
mh D'"Kn d^-'e^ cvvf^ im ma "73 vntt>

fHT p-'ix
>" ainsn 'astj' «in

|
ni '^y\ ru nn^lD nf?K i8ipK> p^ys w^jJtJ'

pns iN2:ai D"«n ipn3B>
|
m nr \ny pns '-'•'

'ji ^D^no cyrn '75? isja^ 'Ji

p'jru fbi3 rnti> ^bwan
|
in nr ^oan smsi yt^n n\T o'-an pns ti^tt ':»

'ji liD"? N3 -lira
I

bs Yp Hi'' D"*' 10'*''' '^''^ "^ann nnw pDim nr m nr

ninnn ja nj>a''p
|
nya'p Sai: nMi n'7:::i< ma* Ti3n'? n\m mB> fna inKb n\T

l^in n3n
|
nMi |«a mx"? .Tn f3i 'ji ^iriy mbnj ot£> nnw bau nMtf iv

DW ^^^
|

|3i ^lyci i^rj my 'jk' nyn bs dn Saw nMif iv ^^K inx npi"?!

DiBW
I

man '3K> ^3a^^ i:mji n3 inx n'n ibnja n'na'a inn n^tf h np-h ''iv

nu^yj
1
nMK'ai inSijai in« hiv rh nnpi"? naa'jN nE'K nnM f3i 'ji ^unr

pib
I

tysh «3 ''3V 13 'njabx nw I'jsn^ '3b> wbm iSain ihk k3 nM iw

I

mnyn (a pin ptt'iy vn iStt "73 ^pia d''3V3n la^ -Jtr irn nx paa rm

I

jiaa }K3 0133'? D''2t"i oriK Dan ins aSiysK' cya^in D'"Kn fn"? 'ax (na n'nB>

mpM "js nx na''! 'jb* obiyn fa n3sa w« bwn fa \WT'yv fiaa S3i^ D3''''n

|«'^? DipM Ss nsi mp3 w Dii'3 fiaan nr Dip\T ma nanxn •'jb "jy
|
iifK

D-'-sn fniK n3''«i ^^Di'^jin nx Taya swu' mp-' fiaan Nipj nabi
|

i°[nn]''7J'i3

^1 D''nB D'ya^T by laa'' iircj nwtt^ can nnwi yiPii ''in
|

fcjiaja rm

"f3ina m S''an f^Sru vnty ojiaa ns-si D'"Kn pi3''Ni£> fV3
|

['3i pnxnj "jy DS'jn

nSi '73n "n3N[a> nn]3 n: kSi ina oi yifn naa"? op oann
|

i^.
. . . . . n''':y

fnj nn'nn nbx ^^p^ia: wirai
|
...... 3 n^^

kSn n3 "i^nnn D'"«n nx 13"'d'7
|

n3 m'h'\r\ rhn n[nK ijan

n« lay 'j^a''a n'm n3 hv yr^ Dan
|

^^ nil ns D-'sn i3''KtJ> fV3

Of. Lev. R. II : 10 and Seder Eliyahu R. ed. Friedmaim, p. 35. The proof there, how-

ever, is not from Prov. but from Gen. 8 : 20.

1) Ps. 11 : 6.

2) Ps. ibid. 5.

3) See Gen. Babb. XXXII : 3.

*) Job 24 : 2.

=) Job ibid.

6) Job ibid. 3.

') Job ibid.

8) Job ibid. 4.

') The Ms. has here a mark pointing to the margin where the word ante is

supplied. Probably it should be odhk.

") Deut. 11 : 6.

") See Sanhedrin 110 a.

12) Almost the whole of the Derasha on the verses from Job are to be found

in Tanchuma m and Tanchuam Ruber, I : 27 b, but in a very condensed form.

") Supply [now ainsa n]n''?3?.

'*) See Gen. Rab. XXXI : 1 and parallels given in the commentaries of theD e -

rashothto Exek. 7 : 11. These would suggest to fill the gaps in the following way:

[ip'ia» nj »h» Dna] n'n «Si ^3n nasB- [•^lihh 'x\ ona] tm «^i.

1°) Supply Snan.
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?)« w S'Bai n^3 DDin 'n^^^ m ^ns p^ij: |

i. ..... m I'jnnn ^n^Kn
•j'Do nrnf? Triy 'js xiaS rnvS «D''p''is dSo

| -javi 'yi2f I ..... ly anx
ns nxnn ijm innb^ ni riN d'-n -sr^i —

|

* *D33in3 ^nsSnnm ...... a
" i^'i'pn nx nxTin irnm litr

|
id iiab 3"n sin no

f3j?3
r,2>pn

nx '........... njiyan ja i-in ^n^Dn i3ij
|
yn -pa w'k •'' nnx -jnD

na>y»3 c-xn nB'3?a ps nsii ki3 'jt pjia
|
ntt>pn ,-ln^^l -Ji |3j?3 W3 'mp

jsi ''«ia -in'' "i33na sim amx iS 2>^ mi itys
| •]'ja a'jivaB' Jmis mi ^m

D'"Nn S3« n3nKn n'?ts3 r\m |m sSk ^nE^y »h
\
maiy n3n»n "n Nine> |b?

IWK D,Ti3N ,Tn ^ay-!:: 3mK ""'
'i£>

|
nyt^n m kvt smx sSs [3 u''K

aha ^°mv nS i33na w'nn 'n xinu'
| p S3i i^iamK d,ti3k yit 'w i3niN

nnx Mil '3tj> nansn ns (Verso)
|l
b'mnS pnr bxx i'? k3i d^'kh fop Dm3t? na

133 3pv '?2:n i"? k3 : pns' na -p insi ^^'Ji iJ3 puT m d"'** iis'i cmsN ma
nnx jiaWn 'JoS

|
fib p33J d-jk* oSiystJ* ;ni33 nv 1^3?^ bs n"s x-fi 'i\i>

pTK>a N^K
I

i^Mi "jvn p -i-n'' n^'jo -I'tyj? mt6 b^M ntny ma T'K'y inxi "iy

"j*? ynn vjdS
|

pia' n^japm D''Snjn sSs p irx D'"Kn 'j3k •l^t^'3?'7 vawi 'jyS

l^iTO HK'a
I
miifn ^^fpv "3 ''ly'? n'jen D'"Nn u"k n^ab iib^on 3in3 na ns-i

'•jb'? "35? nay i ck nSiy3ii> jm33 -inx -i3T ^^« "35)'? D''s''33n S3 Styi 'e^" ^3 W
D'a" "if^ pra

|
ix -ns av ]m ih [n" nB3 "h fn-i npis n''3 e'p3a n"3n Sys

n''3ia2> IK D''y3B' n"n dis d'-'kh S3k D'-nu'S is n3B'n '73'? ik nstyn h:h in

lay ti"i ns-aDS
|
nSiy m« nns 13t tma

f?
D'-'xn vn "a" '331 in" in mt>

1) Perhaps we should supply na.

^) Supply n'pns dd'jid nnsnpjE'.

4 Isa. 60 : 21.

*) Probably we had here ni333 "j'aa. The known Midrashim oHer no real

parallel. Only the Midrash Agada, ed. Buber, has the expression DBin n'Opn

etc. Of. Sifra, ed. Weiss, p. 111b, the Derasha on D33in3 'ns'jnnni (Lev. 26 : 12).

^) Supply Tisa 'hd -psh 3"n.

'') See Berachoth, 59 a.

') See Tanchuma na § 6 and Tanchuma Buber, I : 16 b, according to which

we have to supply here noKSB' j'aa minn IB.

*) Meaning of these two words is not clear to me. Perhaps it means, "he did

not wait" or "tarry".

») Ps. 146 : 8.

i») See Note 8.

") Isa. 41 :.8.

12) Gen. 26 : 11.

") Gen. 35 : 9.

") Reading doubtful. Perhaps it is ^ni. The succeeding vha is as it seems a

peculiarity of the style of this Midrash. See the first four or five lines of the

following page where these words occur without any particular necessity for it.

«) Ps. 90 : 1 and 102 : 1.

i«) This Derasha is omitted in both Tanchumas, but some remainders of it can

be found in the Agadath Bereshith, Ch. 6.
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n« ps-'Wa Y^yf \

|n no d''3 myo nn moj? dk D'"iiani d"'Did who: nana

bj? D^am ^b «j"3
|
xSh p wk d^'kh ^k m« ''33 m pE"''7aai n-b nanan

-iVB'ya S3 by
\
rarm -la^x Kin ^3tJ' nansn Sy n^am ^h nf^ 13 m« "33

rn' p'zn D'an d'jis;'? |
kSk d"333 nSipt? ns'-K nan3 iS ly dik -inN n3T

T'BKn': D"'Kn tt'p3''B>3 «b«
I "iS vin V3ob mr «b« |3 13"k o'-sn bx nansn fa

niKn n« nnax "'"
|
"laxM '32> n8n3n vr; mK "33 bptt> nbiyn ^3 nx

p"i3:n mb isrnSi
!
laSiyS mitinS n"'«n s3B' p"3 n'jn na^j? nS "n«i3 na^x

i3»"i 2fn3 riK n"'« "i3t"i p3"y3 ynyiif naa pa lay nan3'ji n'nS ?!« isn

Si3a,i nn iD"j?3n8' nyB'3 |
^"n«i" •jvae' "nyaif "'" 3in3n i8«K' ni,t nr d"'k

ie>K D"-n33n n8[n '3tt>J |
D"-n33 "juan in "K'3k v.t biaan "o3 pyn) D"'Kn

'73 ,T,T oms 5
I

mnn rhv^v D"'Kmrji5> nSk pifiy vn nai ^nijiva

vnK' own fni3"yB] |
ti3D"i '3u> v'?v nSy" tnhiif mnnn Sy iy3i3 fna nnw nnn

c,T D"'Kn 6..._.|ni3nt< ]n'hy nns D"'K,n fnb nK>v na "sia in" D"n33

nSivn |a n3« ^
|
m3"3?a hs ij?p33 'sb* "nn3J3 "n"K'y "3« f|« D"n33

Disn ns nnax ^
|
nsS ?]« i"3»n'j j£'p"3 Dbiy,i |o . . . . u' p"3

im« '733 panp ^
|

«?« "7^33 nnaj? n"n m f\m n3i fD"n"]K'y "3 '3i

rjTO "w nj riK n"'« !".....
|
ibS"bi no'? |n ssoi nsS D"'Kn 13M ayon

i^natr ns" "in ns nx d"'n ^2i3n
|
-["lam "'" ^"Bm 13; rn 'bk "ism oni

D"3?tt>iS p"? "« i^'jK "iin3
I
"[npis m 'as nansn '?3 nxi n"nn ^3 nxi

1) Ps. 146 : 9. This Derasha we have in a shortened form in both Tanchumas

but the preceding one is omitted ia the old Tanchuma.

*) See Tanchuma Buber where the end ot the Derasha is to be found following

the contents of the preceding W"t.

») Hab. 3 : 1.

*) Gen. 6 : 4.

*) Supply ci'S'i.

") Supply lOK Din»n nuns.

') Supply rat nnn. See for a remainder of this Derasha, Tanchuma n: § 7.

See also Gen. Rab. XXXI : 12, and other parallels given there in the commentaries.

*) Supply 1CN51S' jnav-

') Perhaps we should supply VDm.
1") Perhaps we should supply i3V\ vnn'^in nista. A similar Derasha we have

about Adam in Gen. Rab. XXII : 1.

") Hab. 3 : 1. Some reminiscence of this Derasha is to be found in the Agadath

Bereshith, Ch. 5, about the end.

12) Ps. 25 : 6.

1^) The meaning of these three words is not clear to me. Perhaps noB" is a

corruption of ntfm. See Pesikta Rab., p. 28 b, ns> 'in. Parallels as to the unworthi-
T T :

ness of Noah are to be found in Gen. Rab. XXIX : 1 and Sanhedrin, 108 a.

Cf. commentaries for other passages.

1*) Ps. 36 : 7. The real Derasha is on the second clause of the verse nonai m»
yann. Cf. Gen. Rab. XXXIII : 1 about the end, Pesikta Buber, p. 73 b, and

Tanchuma Buber, I : 18 a, and parallels given there by the commentators.
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jnav nsN biaan in nastt^s
|
j.rpnn ''iis>«i D-'jsnxn fn''itt>K i.T'pnn^ [nb "k

;iiyn iNBH mx ''33 dn
j
B>ann iiya Ss vuM 'JB* nanan Sai nm "73

nxnnjK'Di pa ppimn [nS | -si o-'yiy-iS (n"? ^n kSk iKi:n na n''nm nanam
nai ni n« D\n'5s lapi lay

]
nanaSi n^nS F|t« nan mS fiarji] la'jiy'j D""«n

naba* -ax {.Tpian d.T'-ib'xi
j uyi^tn \rr'-\)i>n k'jk lar na nenam rrnn nar m

Sir fnnn i"?
vin pir-j w«

|

pna:'? paniu^ •'a SaK' 'jt ^Dan" D'aan n« "jbin

naSi 2i32> s": p.T'Saim '3b>
|
K-sn (traa ]in'7 m-a'a loitfi kS VT'am n'Mn

nr D^pni*? fpiai rnB> by
|

ptpiaSn na 'if'''? a-'sn 'bk o-p^JtS ppm vntr

I

^dSiv hv ip-iisS ppm onNB' Dn« ipvj t^Si «'«':

* » *

1) Prov. 13 : 20.

2) Dan. 3 : 27.

') The nearest parallel (except in the beginning) is Yalkut Shimoni to Prov. § 950.

Cf. also the same YaHmt to Torah, § 824, and Jeremiah, § 292. See also Tanchuma

Buber, I : 8 a, seq., and Grunhut L e k u t i m , VI : 14 b.



Bibliography of Rev. Kaufmann Kohler, Ph. D.

1867—1913.

By

Adolph S. Oko, Librarian, Cincinnati.

The following list contains a collection of titles of the writings of

Dr. Kohler. The Kst is pretty nearly complete, but does not lay claim

to absolute exhaustiveness. Some titles have doubtless escaped the

eye of the compiler. It is a difficult task to make a complete bibliography

of the writings of a scholar of such varied learning and as prolific a writer

as Dr. Kohler. Most of the material has been obtained in the Library of

the Hebrew Union College, of which the compiler is librarian. The arran-

gement is a chronological one and the titles of each year are enumerated

in alphabetical order, irrespective as to whether they are independent

works, contributions to the works of others or articles in periodicals.

Exception was made in the list of the series of Sunday lectures, published

1887—1888, where each title is given in order of its appearance. The

articles contributed to the Jewish Encyclopedia, 1901—1906, are given

separately in Appendix A; and Editorial Work, in Appendix B. Some-

times no exact data could be given. Neither was it possible to retain

uniformity throughout the list in giving v., no., or p. ; one or the other

had to be omitted when the respective work or journal was not accessible

to the compiler. Remarks by the compiler pertaining to the subject

are placed within square brackets
[ ], except when given below the

title in the form of a note. The abbreviations used are those which

are employed more or less generally.

This survey of the writings of Dr. Kohler wiU indicate his manifold

intellectual interests, the various fields his studies have covered, and

show how active his pen was ever since his student days. I submit this

contribution to a Memorial Volume, fiirst and foremost, as a testimonial

of a personal affection for the man with the warm and valiant heart,

and with the sincere hope that his years of fruitful work and untiring

energy may be many and happy.
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1867.

1. Der Segen Jacob's; mit besonderer Beriicksichtigung der alten Ver-

sionen und des Midrasch, kritisch-historisch untersucht und er-

Mart. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte des hebraischen Altertums wie

zur Geschichte der Exegese. Berlin: J. Benzian, 1867. VII, 89 p. 8".

1868.

2. Aus Briefen. [Pertainiag to the word rh^ in Job; to an article

entitled „Die Semitentafel", and to an article entitled "Zur Ge-

schichte d. Massorah". (In: Geiger, Jiid. Zeitschr. Jhrg. 6, p. 70—73.)

3. Aus Briefen. [Kegarding J. Fiirst's "Geschichte d. bibl. Litteratur".
]

(In: Geiger, Jud. Zeitschr. Jhrg. 6, p. 232—233.)

4. Aus Briefen. [Relating to a review of H. Graetz's "Frank und die

FranMsten".] (In: Geiger, Jiid. Zeitschr. Jhrg. 6, p. 291—292.)

5. Beitrage zur Grammatik der hebraischen Sprache. 1. i^ (In:

Geiger, Jud. Zeitschr. Jhrg. 6, p. 21—23.)

6. — [2.] Zum Worte ipx. (In Geiger, Jiid. Zeitschr. Jhrg. 6, p. 136

-141.)

7. Die Bibel und die Todesstrafe. Eine Zeitfrage vom kritisch-histori-

schen Standpunkte aus betrachtet. Leipzig: F. W. Pardubitz, [1868].

VII, (1) 10-47 (1) p. 12«

1869.

8. Alte Weine in neuen Flaschen. Ein Midrasch zum 92. Psahn. (In:

Jewish Times, v. 1, no. 37.)

9. Die Eigenschaften eines gottgerufenen Fiihrers der Gemeinde Israels.

Antrittsrede, gehalten vor der Gemeinde Beth-El in Detroit. (In:

Jewish Times, v. 1, no. 28—31.)

10. Das Judenthum und seine Reformfahigkeit. Ein modemer Fest-

strauB zur Gesetzgebungsfeier. (In: Jewish Times, v. 1, no. 16—17,

19-20.)

11. Unsere jetzigen Reformbestrebungen. Zur jtidischen Synode in

Leipzig. (In: Jewish Times, v. 1, no. 17—18.)

12. Zur semitischen Lexicographic Bemerkungen zum chaldaischen

Worterbuche von J. Levy. (In: Z. D. M. G. Bd. 23, p. 676-695.)

1870.

13. Aus Briefen. [Relating to a note by D. Chwolson on the Greek and

Syriac versions of Chronicles.] (In: Geiger, Jud. Zeitschr. Jhrg. 8,

p. 311-315.)
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14. Das Dahinscheiden des Minhag America und die Clevelander Todten-

schau. Ein offenes Schreiben an I. M. Wise. (In: Jewish Times,

V. 2, no. 22-23.)

15. Die Keligion Israels — ein Bund der Volker, em Licht der Nationen.

Predigt. (In: Jewish Times, v. 2, no. 16.)

16. Die Stellung Israels in der Weltgeschichte. Eine Reihe religions-

geschichtlicher Betrachtungen. (In: Jewish Times, v. 1, no. 52;

V. 2, no. 1-2, 7-9, 11.)

17. Das Studium der hebraischen Sprache. (In: Jewish Times, v. 1,

no. 51.)

18. Das Targum zur Chronik. Eine kritische Abhandlung von M. Rosen-

berg, als Beitrag zur Geschichte der Exegese neu bearbeitet und mit

einer geschichtlichen Einleitung versehen . (In: Geiger, Jttd. Zeitschr.

Jhrg. 8, p. 72-80, 135-163, 263-278.)

19. Der Vogel Phonix und Greif oder Cherub. Ein Anhang zur Paradieses-

sage. (In: Jewish Times, v. 2, no. 3.)

1871.

20. Antrittsrede, gehalten in der Sinai-Gemeinde zu Chicago, am 11. No-

vember. (In: Jewish Times, v. 3, no. 40—41.)

21. Der Communismus und seine Irrlehren, im Lichte der Religion und

der Zeitgeschichte betrachtet. Predigt. (In: Jewish Times, v. 3,

no. 17.)

22. Das eherne SchlangenbUd. Predigt. (In: Jewish Times, v. 3, no. 5.)

23. Die fortschreitende Kultur und die Religion. Vortrag. (In: Jewish

Times, v. 3, no. 42-43.)

24. Das Frauenherz oder das Miriambriinnlein im Lager Israels. Predigt.

(In: Jewish Times, v. 2, no. 51.)

25. Fiir oder wider den personlichen Gott? Zum Schutz und Trutz.

(In: Jewish Times, v. 3, no. 25—26.)

26. For or against the personal God? To defend and defy. [Translation.]

(In: Jewish Times, v. 3, no. 27—28.)

27. Die vier Erlosungskelche. Predigt. (In: Jewish Times, v. 3, no. 6.)

1872.

28. Die bibUschen Speisegesetze. (In: Jewish Times, v. 4, no. 25—32.)

29. The Messianic idea and its history. Developed in three lectures.

(In: Jewish Times, v. 4, no. 10—14, 20—21.)

30. Die Predigt des neunten Ab. (In: Jewish Times, v. 4, no. 27.)
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31. Der Sabbath und die Schopfungslehre. Predigt. (In: Jewish Times
Jhrg. 4, no. 12.)

32. Wesen und Wirkung des Gebets. (In: Jewish Times, v. 4, no. 25 [ ?].)

1873.

33. Beitrag zur Prage: Ob Gott die Seelen der Todten belebt? (In-
Jewish Times, Jhrg. 4, no. 46.)

34. David Strauss' Alter und neuer Glaube. (In: Jewish Times v 4
no. 52; v. 5, no. 1.)

' ' '

35. Die drei Worte HiUel's. Predigt. (In: Jewish Times, v. 5. no. 35.)
36. Glaube ist Licht und Zuversicht, nicht Furcht. Predigt. (In: Jewish

Times, v. 5, no. 37.)

37. Nein, nicht die Seele des Todten, der ewig lebende Geist lobe Gott!
(In: Jewish Times, Jhrg. 4, no. 50.)

38. Das Wahre, das Schone und das Gute - das Dreiblatt der gott-
lichen Adelskrone des Menschen. Predigt. (In: Jewish Times v 5
no. 38.)

' '

1874.

39. Dr. Abraham Geiger. Gedachtnisrede. (In: Jewish Times, v 6
no. 40.)

40. Aufruf zur Griindung einer Geigerstiftung zum Behufe einer all-

gemeinen Verbreitung der sammtlichen Geiger'schen Schriften. (In:

Jewish Times, v. 6, no. 40.)

41. Dreiklang des Posaunenschalles: Gott ist Konig, Schicksalslenker und
Richter. Predigt. (In: Jewish Times, v. 6, no. 31.)

42. E. V. Hartmann's „Selbstzersetzung des Christenthums und die

Eeligion der Zukunft". (In: Jewish Times, v. 6, no. 43—45.)

Originally published in „Der Westen"; [supplement] Illinois

Staatszeitung.

43. J^st, J. : Pracht-Bibel fiir Israeliten. Leipzig, 1874. [The trans-

lation and notes of the first few "Hefte" is the work of Kohler,

done in 1868—69.]

44. „Heilig werdet, denn heilig bin ich, der Ewige, euer Gott!" Predigt.

(In: Jewish Times, v. 6, no. 33.)

45. HiUel, the originator of the Golden Rule. Sermon. (In: Jewish Times,

V. 6, no. 42.)

46. Das Himmelsfeuer. Predigt. (In: Jewish Times, v. 6, no. 12.)

47. Israel's Losungswort. Predigt. (In: Jewish Times, v. 6, no. 32.)

48. Ist unser Sonntags-Gottesdienst ein RiB im Judenthume? Predigt.

(In: Jewish Times, v. 6, no. 9.)
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49. The mission of the Jewish people. Sermon. (In: Jewish Times, v. 6,

no. 10.)

50. Myths and miracles. Paper read before the Chicago Literary Society.

(In: Jewish Times, v. 6, no. 36.)

51. Das neue Wissen und der alte Glaube. Vortrag zum ersten Sonntags-

gottesdienste am 18. Jan., gehalten vor der Sinai-Gemeinde. Chicago:

[The Congregation at] C. Rubovits, 1874. 16 p. 8".

Originally published in Jewish Times, v. 5, no. 50.

52. Nothige Entgegnung auf eine unnothige Einsendung des Herm

Rabbiner Machol. (In: Jewish Times, v. 5, no. 47.)

53. The Old Testament and the 109th Psalm. Sermon. (In: Jewish

Times, v. 6, no. 18.)

54. Science and religion. Sermon. (In: Jewish Times, v. 5, no. 52.)

55. Universality of the Holy Spirit. (In: Jewish Times, v. 6,

no. 30.)

56. Wissenschaftliehe Notiz uber Feuerbestattung. (In: Jewish Times,

V. 6, no. 12.)

1875.

57. American Judaism and its wants. Discourse. (In: Jewish Times,

V. 7, no. 11.)

58. Assyrian discoveries. Lecture. (In: Jewish Times, v. 7, no. 5.)

59. Auf der Hohe — da wird Gott geschaut. Predigt. (In: Jewish Times,

V. 7, no. 36.)

60. Der Beruf des Weibes. Vortrag. (In: Jewish Times, v. 7,

no. 12.)

61. The Bible. Should it be read in the public schools? Lecture. (In:

Jewish Times, v. 7, no. 39.)

62. Das Christenthum, seine Entstehung und Ausbreitung, setue Bltite

und sein Verfall. (In: Jewish Times, v. 6, no. 51.)

63. Isaac und seine beiden Kinder — ein Bild unserer Zeitverhaltnisse.

Predigt. (In: Jewish Times, v. 7, no. 38.)

64. Jesus of Nazareth. Sermon. (In: Jewish Times, v. 6, no. 48.)

65. Law of responsibility. Its application to American Judaism. Lecture.

(In: Jewish Times, v. 7, no. 13.)

66. Des Purimiestes und der PurimroUe wahrer Character. Vortrag.

(In: Jewish Times, v. 7, no. 5.)

67. Weihfest- oder Weihnachtsbescheerungen. (In: Jewish Times, v. 7,

no. 41.)

Originally published in Illinois Staatszeitung.
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1876.

68. Ehriurcht vor dem Heiligen. Predigt. (In: Jewish Times, v. 8,

p. 539-542.)

69. Die Himmelsleiter. Predigt; aus dem Englischen [by the author, entit-

led "Jacob's ladder"] libers. (In: Jewish Times, v. 8, p. 155—158.)

70. The Lord's champion. Sermon. (In: Jewish Times, v. 8, p.

163-164.)

71. Neues Licht liber die altisraehtische Kalenderordnung. (In: Jewish

Times, v. 7, no. 50, 52; v. 8, no. 1 [ ?].)

72. Trauerbrauche und ihre Bedeutung. Eine kulturgeschichtUche

Studie. (In: Jewish Times, v. 8, p. 379-381, 395-396, 411—413,

427—430.)

Originally published in „Der Westen"; [supplement] Illinois

Staatszeitung; also in Jiid. Freien Presse.

1877.

^3. Baruch Spinoza. Sketch of the life and labours of the great philosopher.

(In: Jewish Times, v. 9, no. 3.)

74. Der Betrieb des Ackerbaus, des Handwerks und des Handels bei den

Juden. Vortrag. (In: Jewish Times, v. 9, no. 8—9.)

Originally pubUshed in Illinois Staatszeitung.

75. Das Buch Hiob. Eine Studie. (In: Jewish Times, v. 8, p. 699—701,

715-717, 731-733, 748-749.)

76. Jewish reader for Sabbath schools. Chicago, 1876 (?)-1877. 8''.

Only 4 or 5 parts were published. This material was after-

wards utilised by the author for the Sabbath Visitor.

1878.

77. About Sarganos. (In: Jewish Messenger, v. 44, no. 17.)

78. Das Buch Jonah in seiner ursprunghchen Form. Eine Studie. (In:

Jewish Advance. 1878[?].)

79. The original form of the Book of Jonah. [Translation of above

essay.] (In: Theological Keview, v. 16, p. 139).

80. Hebrew miscellanies. I. About the minuscules or niriOp nvniN in

the Massoretic Bible text. 11. The word nn. (In: Jewish Messenger,

V. 44, no. 20.)

81. Lessing'sFabelvondendreiKingen. (In: Jewish Advance. 1878 [?].)

82. Das Hohe Lied ubersetzt und kritisch neubearbeitet. New York:

B. Westermann&Co., 1878. 27p. 8«.

83. I am a Jew. Sermon. (In: Jewish Messenger, v. 44, no. 17.)
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84. Dr. Kohler and Prof. Adler. [Letters by Dr. Kohler regarding an

invitation extended to F. Adler to lecture before the Sinai Literary

Association. J
(Li: Eeformer and Jewish Times, v. 10, no. 5.)

Reprinted from the Chicago Daily Tribune.

85. Dr. Kohler's Entgegnung [to F. Adler's Lecture entitled "The new

religion; or, The advance of liberalism in the United States".] (In:

Reformer and Jewish Times, v. 10, no. 6.)

86. Manasse und Ephraim; oder. Die beiden Culturstromungen der

modernen Zeit. Eine Gast-Predigt gehalten am 22. Juni im Beth-El

Temple zu New York. (In: Jewish Advance.)

87. Mchts dazu und Mchts davon; oder. Die drei Grundpfeiler der

Religion. Gast-Predigt gehalten am 29ten Juni 1878, vor der Temple

Emanu-El Gemeinde in New York. (In: Jewish Advance.)

88. The Old Testament; or, The sacred books of the Jews. An essay.

(In: Unity, v. 2, no. 6.)

89. The part taken by Jews in early Spanish literature. (In: Jewish

vance.)

90. "Rejoice in the Law." Sermon. (In: Reformer and Jewish Times,

V. 10, no. 37.)

91. Religion und Race. Eine abgedrungene Erklarung von Dr. Kohler.

[Pertaining to his controversy with B. Felsenthal.] (In: Illinois

Staatszeitung, September.)

Reprinted: Jewish Advance.

92. Shylock, the Jew. Shakespeare's anomalous character criticised.

(In: Reformer and Jewish Times, v. 10, no. 42—44.)

Reprinted: Jewish Advance, v. 2, no. 27.

93. Shylock der Jude. Vortrag. [Translation.] (In: Jewish Advance.

[?] V. 3 [?], no.l[?].)

94. The three pillars of religion. Extract from a sermon. (In: Reformer

and Jewish Times, v. 10, no. 19.)

95. The Wandering Jew; or. The path of Israel through history. Lecture.

New York: Beth-El Congregation, 1878. 16 p. 8'>.

1879.

96. The Biblical Mukams; or, nimpD- A study. (In: Hebraica; sup-

plement: Jewish Messenger, v. 1, no. 5.)

97. Children of the living God. Sermon. (In: Reformer and Jewish

Times, v. 11, no. 32.)

98 The concluding verses of the Pentateuch, Malachi and Ecclesiastes.

(In: Hebraica; supplement: Jewish Messenger, v. 1, no. 7—8.)
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99. The construction of the Hebrew dual. (In: Hebraica; supplement:

Jewish Messenger, v. 1, no. 12.)

100. Die Familie — der Grundstein religioser Erziehung. Eine Gast-

Predigt gehalten in Louisville, Ky. (In: Reformer and Jewish

Times, v. 11, no. 7—8.)

101. Hebrew miscellanies. I. The mob cry hep! hep! II. A curious

passage in the Book of Tobit. (In: Hebraica; supplement: Jewish

Messenger, v. 1, no. 2.)

102. Der Hep-Hep Euf. [Translation.
J (In: Jewish Advance [?].)

103. The Moors and the Jews in Spain. Lecture. (In: Jewish Advance,

V. 2, no. 36.)

104. Moses Mendelssohn and modem Judaism. A lecture deUvered

before the Y. M. H. A. LouisviUe, 1879. 21 p. 8".

105. On forty less one stripes. (In: Hebraica, supplement: Jewish

Messenger, Fiebruary.)

106. Sabbath observance and Sunday lectures. Sermon delivered in

Temple Beth-El. New York, 1879.

An extract from this sermon was printed in American Hebrew, v.

8, p. 135.

107. Simrock, K.: Remecke Fuchs, Frankf. a. M., 1877. 2. Aufl. —
Simrock, K: Faust. Frankf. a. M., 1877. 2. Aufl. [Review of.]

(In: „DerWesten;" [?] [supplement]: Illinois Staatszeitung. March,

1879 [?].)

108. Two ancient Hebrew songs: I. David's Eulogy of Saul and Jonathan.

II. Psalm VIII. (In: Hebraica; supplement: Jewish Messenger,

V. 1, no. 4.)

109. Value of the Bible. (In: Reformer and Jewish Times, v. 11, no. 13

-14.)

1880.

110. Adolph Cremieux, der judische Freiheitskampfer. Ein Sonntags-

vortrag. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 1, p. 142—144.)

111. Ausgewahlte Predigten und Reden von David Einhorn. Heraus-

gegeben von K. Kohler. New York: E. Steiger & Co., 1880. VIII,

1, 1., 399 p. 8".

112. Bileam; oder, Licht ohne Wahrheit, Wahrheitsdrang ohne Reli-

giositat. Vortrag. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 1, p. 206-207.)

113. Der dreitache PosaunenschaU des Neujahrs-Festes. Predigt. (In:

'

Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 1, p. 285, 288-289.)

114. Der Friedensbund. Aus einer Predigt. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 1, p. 320.)

1fiKohler-Volume.
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115. Geiger, Holdheim und Einhorn, die drei Pioniere des Reform-

Judenthums. Vortrag. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 1, p. 173-175, 190

—191.)

116. Grab- und Gedenkrede fur Rabbiner Dr. David Einhorn. (In:

Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 1, p. 9, 12—13.)

117. Jeremias; oder, Die Wiederauferstehung einer Nation. Vortrag.

(In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 1, p. 74-76.)

118. The Jewish nationality . Sermon. (In: American Hebrew, v. 2,

p. 147-148.)

119. Maimonides; or. The Jews as men of science. Lecture. (In: American

Hebrew, v. 2, p. 52—53.)

120. Moses; oder, Die Offenbarung. Vortrag. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 1,

p. 26-27.)

121. Moses Mendelssohn; or, The dawn of the new era. Lecture. (In:

American Hebrew, v. 2, p. 100—101.)

122. Der Nasiraer oder Gottgeweihte. Vortrag. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 1,

p. 122-123.)

123. Naturliche Rehgion. Predigt. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 1, p. 398-399.)

124. Noah; oder. Die Verschiedenheit und Einheit des Menschenge-

schlechts. Sonntagsvortrag. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 1, p. 42—43.)

125. Noah; or. The diversity and unity of the human race. [Trans-

lation.] (In: Jewish Messenger.)

126. Philo; oder, Judenthum und griechische Philosophie. Vortrag. (In:

Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 1, p. 90-92.)

127. Der Priestersegen. Vortrag. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 1, p. 239—241.)

128. Die Prinzipien und Ziele des Reform-Judenthums. Antrittsrede,

gehalten am 6. September 1879 vor der Beth-El-Gemeinde in New
York. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 1, p. 58-60.)

129. Rab und Samuel in Babylon; oder, Der Jude und der Biirger.

Vortrag. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 1, p. 106-110.)

130. Rede bei der Enthiillung des Grabdenkmals David Einhorns. (In:

Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 1, p. 378-379.)

131. Religion's place in modern civilisation. The first in the series of

Sunday lectures of the winter season, 1880—1881. Delivered Oc-

tober the 31st, at the Temple Beth-El. New York, 1880. 16 p. 120.

132. Die Siinde Moses'; eine Lehre fiir Erzieher und Volkslehrer. Vor-

trag. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 1, p. 160-161.)

133. The surgeon's knife [Letter to editor of Jewish Advance, in reply

to an article under same title]. (In: Jewish Advance.)

134. Uber Mischehen. Ein Gutachten. (In: Die Deborah, Bd. 34, no. 22.)
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135. Zur Frage der Eref Raf. [Relating to the inter-marriage question.]

An die Redaction des Westen. (In: Der Westen; [supplement]:

Illinois Staatszeitung, September.)

1881.

136. Arise and light; or, Judaism and the Jewish pulpit. Sermon. (In:

American (The) Jewish pulpit. Cincinnati, 1881. 8". p. (1)—10.)

137. Atheismus und Pessimismus, die Modekrankheiten unserer Zeit.

Vortrag. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 2, p. 46—48.)

138. Chronological table of Jewish history. New York, 1881. 16 p. 8".

139. Deutschland und die Juden. Der judische Cosmopolitismus. Zwei

Abhandlungen. Milwaukee, Wis., 1881. 15 (1) p. 8".

Reprinted: Zeitgeist, v. 2.

143. Die Dunkebnanner und die Zukunft des Judenthums. Vortrag. (In

:

Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 2, p. 132-133.)

141. Freundschaft und Genossenschaft unter Menschen und unter den

Religionen. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 2, p. 418—419.)

142. Geschichtlicher Rehgionsunterricht. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 2, p. 144

-145.)

143. LnmortaJity. Lecture. (In: American Hebrew, v. 6, p. 124.)

144. Kunst, besonders Musik, und Religion. Sonntagsvortrag. (In:

Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 2, p. 179-181.)

145. Ein lebendiger Glaube muB die alte und neue Zeit vereinen. (In:

Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 1, p. 274-275.)

146. Die Messiasmission des Judenthums. Predigt. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 2,

p. 388-389.)

147. Modern Judaism. (In: Jewish Advance, v. 6, no. 143.)

148. Offenbarung. Sonntagsvortrag. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 2, p. 80—82.)

149. Old and modern Judaism. (In: Hebrew Review, v. 1, p. 97—116.)

150. — A word to my critics. [In reply to a criticism on his essay "Old

and modern Judaism".] (In: Jewish Messenger, v. 49, no. 8.)

151. Progressive and loyal Judaism. Abstract of a sermon as reported

in the New York Herald. (In: American Hebrew, v. 8, p. 134.)

152. Die Religion des Lebens. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 2, p. 162-163.)

153. Der Sozialismus. Vortrag. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 2, p. 7-9.)

154. Unser wechselnder Platz in der Menschenwelt. Rede. (In: Zeit-

geist, Jhrg. 2, p. 211-212.)

1882.

155. Das Alter. Rede. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 3, p. 362-363.)

18*
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156. Auch ein Wort iiber das Wortchen n:. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 3,

p. 29.)

157. Die Bliiten im Lebensgarten der Menschheit. (In: Zeitgeist,

Jlirg. 3, p. 42-43.)

158. Buddhism; or, A religion without God. (In: Jewish Advance [ ?];

or: Jewish Tribune [ ?] Feb. [ ?].)

159. Covered heads. [Symposium.] (In: Jewish Messenger, p. 75—76.)

160. Darwin und das Judentum. Kede. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 3, p. 154

bis 156.)

161. Gott im brennenden Dombusch. Kede. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 3,

p. 219-220.)

162. Gratz, H.: Die Psalmen. [Keview of.] (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 3,

1882, p. 27-28, 43-44, 59-60, 75-76, 92.)

163. Israel — Gottes Weinberg. Kede. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 3, p. 394

-395.)

164. Israel's Charakterzuge. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 3, p. 12—13, 26.)

165. Joseph's bewahrte Treue. Ein BUd des modemen, des americani-

schen Judentums. Gast-Predigt im Tempel Emanu-El, Juni. (In

:

Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 3, p. 330—331.)

166. Die jiidische Wissenschaft imd das jiidische Leben. Ein Schreiben

an einen jungen Theologen in Deutschland. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 3,

p. 10-12.)

167. Lebensfrische, nicht Saure! Nicht Sauerteig, sondem Salz. Rede.

(In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 3, p. 316—317.)

168. Der Lebenstraum und der Gottesgeist. Rede. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 3,

p. 378-379.)

169. Moses und Ahron; oder, Der Gottesmann und der Mann des Volkes.

Kede. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 3, p. 188—189.)

170. Moses' strahlendes Antlitz. Rede. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 3, p. 204

bis 205.)

171. Die Nach- Mendelssohn'sche Zeit. [Vortrag.] (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 3,

p. 58-59, 74-75.)

172. Die Sage von Sodom und Gomorrah. Rede. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 3,

p. 346-347.)

173. Sei aufrecht! Rede. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 3, p. 235—236.)

174. Uber Erziehung und Religion. (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 3, p. 89, 105,

121.)

175. Was tut uns not? (In: Zeitgeist, Jhrg. 3, p. 24.)
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1883.

176. Judaism and its living fountain of knowledge. Sermon. (In:
American Israelite, v. 30, no. 2.)

177. Moses Montefiore. Lecture. (In: American Hebrew, v. 16, p. 149
-150.)

^

178. Die Semitenfrage. Vortrag. (In: Popular-wissenschaitlicheMonats-
blatter, Jhrg. 3, p. 97-103.)

179. Something about the proselyte question - II. Something about
the proselyte and inter-marriage question. [Pertaining to B. Felsen-
thal's „Zur Proselytenfrage im Judenthum". Chicago, 1878.] (In
Jewish Advance [?].)

1884.

180. Biblical literature. Lecture. (In: Sabbath Visitor, v. 13, p. 160.)
181. Chapters on folk-lore and popular customs. (In: Sabbath Visitor,

V. 13; 1884, p. 81-82, 97-98, 112-113, 129, 147, 150, 176, 193
-194, 209-210, 257-258, 305-306.) [See also no. 198a.]

182. Chronology of events of interest to Jews. (In: American Jews'
Annual, v. 1, p. 56—63.)

183. Contributions to Hebrew and Assyrian philology. (In: Hebraica,

V. ], p. 31-33.)

184. Historical lessons for the senior class. (In: Sabbath Visitor, v. 13,

p. 114-115, 130-131, 162-164, 211-212, 273-275, - ?)

185. Honour thy father and thy mother. (In: Sabbath Visitor, v. 13,

p. 138-139.)

186. The Jew's mission. Sermon delivered, January. (In: Jewish

Record. — [Philadelphia.])

187. Lasker. Sermon delivered, January. (In: Jewish Messenger, v. 55,

no. 4.)

188. Lessons in Bibhcal history. (In: Sabbath Visitor, v. 13, p 82—83,

98-99, 115-116, 131-132, 146, 161-162, 194-195, 227-228,

241—242, 258-259, 272-273, 307-308.) [See also no. 199a.]

189. Memory and hope. (In: Sabbath Visitor, v. 13, p. 96.)

190. Montefiore, Cremieux and Riesser. Lecture. (In: Sabbath Visitor,

V. 13, p. 268-269, 282, 304- ?)

191. Moses Montefiore; [address, in German, dehvered at the celebra-

tion of the Montefiore centenary.] (In: American Hebrew, v. 20,

p. 181-182.)

192. New Year's thoughts. (In: Sabbath Visitor, v. 13, p. 80.)

193. Oration [delivered at the dedication of the New York Hebrew
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Orphan Asylumn, Oct. 24, 1884.] (In: American Hebrew, v. 20,

p. 166-167.)

Eeprinted: Sabbath Visitor, v. 13.

194. Our programme. (In: Sabbath Visitor, v. 13, p. 73—74.)

195. Sabbath-school lessons. (In: Sabbath Visitor, v. 13, p. 82, 98,

116-117, 132, 146-147, 175, 210-211, 242-243, 259-260, 323

—324.) [See also no. 206a.]

196. "To-morrow and the Lord will show who is his." Sermon. (In:

Sabbath Visitor, v. 13, p. 144-145.)

197. A wreath of flowers on the grave of Dr. Adolph Huebsch. (In:

Sabbath Visitor, v. 13, p. 217—218.)

1885.

198. Backward or forward. A series of discourses on Keform Judaism.

New York, 1885. 40 p. 8".

Contents: 1. Backwards or forwards? 2. Form or spirit? 3.

Piety or a Kving religion? 4. Is reform destructive or construc-

tive? 5. Palestinian or American Judaism? — No. 1 and 3 first

printed in American Hebrew, v. 23.

198a. Chapters on folk-lore and popular customs. [Continued.] (In:

Sabbath Visitor, v. 14, p. 53-54, 77-78, 91-92, 103-104, 113

-114, 127-128.)

199. Emendations of the Hebrew text of Isaiah. (In: Hebraica, v. 2,

p. 39-48.)

Eeads: ("To be continued"); but no more pubhshed.

199a. Lessons in Biblical history. [Continued.] (In: Sabbath Visitor,

V. 14, p. 7-9, 21-23, 22-24, 56-57, 68-70, 80-82, 94-95,

105-106, 117-118, 128-129, 151-152, 162-163, 185-186, 200

bis 201, 212-213, 221-222, 234-235, 247-248.)

200. Lessons in Jewish ethics. (In: Sabbath Visitor, v. 14, p. 31—32,

43, 78-79, 115, 162-163.)

201. Mrs. Louis and her work. (In: Sabbath Visitor, v. 14, p. 3.)

202. Post-Bibhcal history in biographies. (In: Sabbath Visitor, v. 14,

p. 20-21, 32, 54—56, 67-68, 79-80, 93-94, 104-105, 115-117,

129-130, 163-164, 175-176, 186-187, 199—200, 211-212, 233

-234, 246-247.)

203. Progression or retrogression. (In: American Hebrew, v. 23,

p. 84.)

204. Proposition and plan for concerted action in Sabbath-school reform.

(In: Sabbath Visitor, v. 14, p. 17-18, 29—30, 41-43.)
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205. Purim lecture. (In: Sabbath Visitor, v. 14, p. 125—127.)
206. Questions in Biblical history. — For review. (In: Sabbath Visitor,

V. 14, p. 34-35, 46, 176, 187- ?)

206a. Sabbath-school lessons. [Continued.] (In: Sabbath Visitor, v. 14,

p. 9-10, 152-153, 249.)

207. A Sabbath-school library. (In: Sabbath Visitor, v. 14, p. 16—17.)
Young Israel. A special field for labor for Jewish young men and
women. Essay. (In: Sabbath Visitor, v. 14, p. 205—209.)

1886.

208. Address at the 25th anniversary of Chicago Sinai Congregation.

(In: Jewish Keformer, v. 1, no. 21.)

209. Alte und modeme Wohlthatigkeit. Predigt. (In: Jewish Keformer,

V. 1, no. 1.)

210. Die Arbeiterfrage. (In: Jewish Reformer, v. 1, no. 8.)

211. Authentic report of the proceedings of the Rabbinical Conference,

held at Pittsburg, November 16—18, 1885. (In: Jewish Reformer,

V. 1, no. 1—6.)

212. Der EinfluB des Weibes. Rede. (In: Jewish Reformer, v. 1, no. 14.)

213. Der Eliasbecher; oder, Der Religionskampf fiihrt zum hoheren

Frieden. (In: Jewish Reformer, v. 1, no. 17.)

214. Die Frau im Bild der Volkssitte und des Eherechtes. (In: Jewish

Reformer, v. 1, no. 10, 12.)

215. Zur Geschichte des Schlemiels. (In: Jewish Reformer, v. 1, no. 1.)

216. Gladstone's romanticism and Huxley's scientific ideahsm. (In:

Jewish Reformer, v. 1, no. 4.)

217. Hochzeitsbrauche. (In: Jewish Reformer, v. 1, no. 15.)

218. Is the Golden Rule of Christian or Jewish origin? (In: Jewish Re-

former, V. 1, no. 12.)

219. Is the Talmud the life-regulator of American orthodoxy? (In:

Jewish Reformer, v. 1, no. 6.)

220. Israel's festival of liberty. (In: Jewish Reformer, no. 16.)

221. Jesus and Christianity. (In: Jewish Reformer, v. 1, no. 18.)

222. The Jew's share in Occidental civilization. (In: Jewish Reformer,

V. 1, no. 15.)

223. The Jews and the silk industry. (In: Jewish Reformer, v. 1, no. 4.)

224. Die Juden und das Schachspiel. (In: Jewish Reformer, v. 1,

no. 3.)

225. Die jiidische Presse Deutschlands und die Pittsburger Rabbiner-

Conferenz. (In: Jewish Reformer, v. 1, no. 5.)
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226. Kaddisch-Gebet, Jahrzeit und Seelen-Gedachtnififeier. (In: Jewish

Reformer, v. 1, no. 11.)

227. Kohut, A.: Moses Mendelssohn und seine Familie. Eine Festschrift

zum lOOjahrigen Todestage M. Mendelssohns. [Review of.] (In:

Jewish Reformer, v. 1, no. 4.)

228. Leopold Zunz. Gedenkrede. (In: Jewish Reformer, v. 1, no. 13.)

229. Leopold Zunz. [Editorial; in English.] (In: Jewish Reformer,

V. 1, no. 13.)

230. Biographical sketch of Leopold Zunz. (In: Jewish Reformer, v. 1,

no. 13.)

231. The mistakes of the prohibitionists. (In: Jewish Reformer, v. 1,

no. 9.)

232. Moses Mendelssohn. Rede. (In: Jewish Reformer, v. 1, no. 3.)

233. „0 Herr, offne ihre Augen, da6 sie sehen." (In: Jewish Reformer,

V. 1, no. 18.)

234. Pasteur and the Tabnud. (In: Jewish Reformer, v. 1, no. 1.)

235. Ragozin, Z. A.: The story of Chaldea. New York, 1886. [Review

of.] (In: Jewish Reformer, v. 1, no. 13.)

236. Das Reform-Judentum und die Wiirdigung des Weibes. (In:

Jewish Reformer, v. 1, no. 6.)

237. Religion's infancy and stage of maturity. (In: Jewish Reformer,

V. 1, no. 18.)

238. Religious instruction in the public schools. A symposium. (In:

Jewish Reformer, v. 1, no. 9.)

239. Report on the Sabbath School Union. [Submitted to the Jewish

Minister's Association.] (In: Jewish Reformer, v. 1, no. 19.)

240. The Sabbath of the Decalogue. (In: Jewish Reformer, v. 1,

no. 5.)

241. The Saturday half-holiday. (In: Jewish Reformer, v. 1, no. 10.)

242. Schindler, S. : Messianic expectations and modern Judaism. Boston,

1886. [Review of.] (In: Jewish Reformer, v. 1, no. 16.)

243. The sign of the covenant. (In: Jewish Reformer, v. 1, no. 2.)

244. Strauss, 0. S. : The origin of republicam forn of government in the

United States of America. [Review of.] (In: Jewish Reformer,

V. 1, no, 4.)

245. Symbol Oder Wesen ? Buchstabe oder Geist ? Predigt. (In: Jewish

Reformer, v. 1, no. 7.)

246. Teach your son a trade. (In: Jewish Reformer, v. 1, no. 3.)

247. The three sentinels of liberty. [Sermon.] (In: Jewish Reformer,

V. 1, no. 17.)
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248. The training of our ministers. (In: Jewish Eeformer, v. 1, no. 22.)
249. Trumbull, C: The blood covenant. [Keview of.] (In: Jewish

Reformer, v. 1, no. 7—8.)
250. TJnitarianism and Eeform Judaism. (In: American Hebrew, v. 27,

p. 131-133.)

251. Vorbedingungen und MiBgriffe in der haushchen Erziehung. (In:

Jewish Eeformer, v. 1, no. 16.)

252. Wandernde Anekdoten, Sagen und Sitten. (In: Jewish Reformer,
V. 1, no. 2, 7.)

253. "What constitues Judaism? (In: Jewish Eeformer, v. 1, no. 14.)

254. Wu- brauchen Verinnerlichung und Vertiefung der Eehgion. (In:

Jewish Reformer, v. 1, no. 9.)

255. Wissenschaft und Judenthum. (In: Jewish Reformer, v. 1, no. 19.)

256. "With our banner unfurled." (In: Jewish Reformer, v. 1, no. 1.)

1887.

257. The ethical basis of Judaism. New York, 1887. 18 p. 8".

Reprinted: American Hebrew, v. 29.

258. Is the Moabite stone a forgery? (In: American Hebrew, v. 30,

p. 195-196.)

259. The Jews and commerce. (In: Menorah, v. 3, no. 4—6.)

The several articles, originally published in Jewish Times and

elsewhere, were thoroughly revised and enlarged.

260. Judaism defended against some of its friends. From a discourse.

(In: American Hebrew, March 25.)

261. "Loyal and free." Addresses and lectures by M. Lazarus. [Review

of: Treu und frei.] (In: American Hebrew, v. 32, p. 84—85.)

262. Manual of rehgious instruction. New York, 1887. 35 p. 8».

263. Under which flag? [Pertaining to an article by Dr. Solis Cohen

entitled "A logical basis for reform".] (In: American Hebrew.

Aug. 19 and 26.)

264. "The Yoke of the Thora". [A novel by S. Luska.] (In: Menorah.

V. 3, p. 140-148.)

Series of Sunday lectures published by the Temple

Beth-El, New York. 1887-1888:

265. The propelling power of humanity. Lecture dehvered Oct. 16.

New York, 1887. 8 p. 8<». (Series no. 1.)

266. What is Judaism? Lecture delivered Oct. 23. New York, 1887.

8p. 8». (Series no. 2.)

Reprinted: Menorah, v. 3.
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267. Commerce and civilisation. Lecture delivered Oct. 30. New York,

1887. 8p. 8«. (Series no. 3.)

268. Crime and its Punishment. Lecture delivered Nov. 6. New York,

1887. 8 p. 8". (Series no. 4.)

269. The Bible in the light of modern research. Lecture delivered Nov. 13.

New York, 1887. 8 p. 8". (Series no. 5.)

270. Prejudice. Lecture delivered Nov. 20. New York, 1887. 8 p. 8".

(Series no. 6.)

271. Prohibition or self-control ? Lecture delivered Nov. 27. New York,

1887. 8 p. 8". (Series no. 7.)

272. Evolution and morality. Lecture delivered Dec. 4. New York,

8 p. 8". (Series no. 8.)

273. The elements of heroism. Lecture delivered Dec. 18. New York,

1887. 8 p. 8«. (Series no. 9.)

274. Charity religious, not sectarian. Lecture delivered Dec. 25. New

York, 1887. 8 p. 8«. (Series no. 10.)

275. The old and the new. Lecture delivered Jan. 1. New York, 1888.

8 p. 8". (Series no. 11.)

276. Are Sunday lectures a treason to Judaism? Lecture delivered

Jan. 8 and repeated Jan. 22. New York, 1888. 12 p. (?) 8". (Series

no. 12.)

277. Facts and fallacies of agnosticism. [Title changed to: "The bright

and dark side of Ufe."] Lecture delivered Feb. 5. New York, 1888.

8 p. 80. (Series no. 13.)

278. The fallacies of agnosticism. Lecture delivered Feb. 12. New York,

1888. 8p. 8«. (Series no. 14.)

279. Priest, prophet and preacher. Lecture delivered Feb. 19. New
York, 1888. 8p. 8«. (Series no. 15.)

280. Esther; or. The Jewish woman. Lecture delivered Feb. 26. New

York, 1888. 8 p. 8". (Series no. 16.)

281. Jewish commerce and industry. Lecture delivered March 4. New
York, 1888. 8 p. 8". (Series no. 17.)

282. The Jews in literature, commerce and art. Lecture delivered March

IL New York, 1888. 8 p. 8". (Series no. 18.)

283. Jewish wit and humor. Lecture delivered March 18. New York,

1888. 8 p. 80. (Series no. 19.)

284. Immortality. Lecture delivered March 25. New York, 1888. 8 p. S".

(Series no. 20.)

285. The Wandering Jew. Lecture delivered April 1. New York, 1888.

8p. 8«. (Series no. 2L)
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286. Jewish superstition. Lecture delivered Apr. 8. New York, 1888.

8 p. 8". (Series no. 22.)

287. Jew and Gentile. Lecture delivered Apr. 15. New York, 1888.

8 p. 8». (Series no. 23.)

288. Principles of ethics. Lecture dehvered Apr. 22. New York, 1888.

8 p. 8". (Series no. 24.)

289. Our American needs and opportunities. Lecture dehvered Apr. 29.

New York, 1888. 8 p. 8". (Series no. 25.)

290. The need of a hving force. Lecture dehvered Oct. 14. New York,
1888. 8 p. 8». (Series no. 26.)

291. Robert Elsmere: [a novel by Mrs. Humphrey Ward] or, A setting

and a rising faith. LecturA delivered Dec. 16. New York, 1888.

8 p. 8«. (Series no. 27.)

Reprinted: Menorah, v. 6.

1888.

292. An American-Jewish Pubhcation Society. (In: Menorah, v. 5,

p. 56-62.)

293. The basis of Jewish ethics. (In: Menorah, v. 5, p. 331—334.)

294. The gates of faith and of hope. Lecture. (In: American Hebrew,

V. 33, p. 180-181.)

295. Jastrow, M.: Talmudic dictionary. London, 1886—1888. [Review

of.] (In: Hebraica, v. 5, p. 1—6.)

296. Some plain and teUing words regarding Rabbi J. Krauskopf. [Per-

taining to his article entitled "Half a century of Judaism", published

in American Jew's Annual for 5648.] (In: American Hebrew, v. 33,

p. 131-132, 147-148, 184-185.)

297. The three elements of American Judaism. (In: Menorah, v. 5,

p. 314-322.)

1889.

298. The American Jewish Publication Society and Lady Magnus' "Out-

hnes of Jewish History". (In: American Hebrew, v. 40, p. 168—169.)

299. Die chaldaischen Namen Daniel's und seiner drei Freunde. (In:

Zeitschr. f. Assyriologie, Bd. 1, p. 46.)

300. Chanuka, a festival of light. [Sermon.] (In: American Hebrew,

V. 41, p. 183-184.)

301. How Jewish history ought, and how it ought not to be written.

A rejoinder. (In: American Hebrew, v. 41, p. 71.)
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302. The messianic mission of the Jew. (In: American Hebrew, v. 37,

p. 211-212.)

303. Sage und Sang im Spiegel jiidischen Lebens. (In: Zeitschrift fur

die Geschichte der Juden in Deutschland, Bd. 3, p. 234-242.)

304. Zur Erinnerung an Samuel Hirsch. Gedachtnisrede. (In: Popular-

wissenschaftliche Monatsblatter, Jhrg. 9, p. 265—268.)

1890.

305. The Abrahamic rite and the mistakes of modern orthodoxy. [Per-

taining to the question of "Milath Guerim", raised by H. Berkowitz

in an open letter to the C. C. A. R.] (In: American Hebrew, v. 41,

p. 163.)
*

Reprinted: C. C. A. R. - Year Book. [v. 2.] p. 115-117.

306. Baron de Hirsch and our Russian brethren. A lecture delivered at

the Temple Beth-El, New York. New York: Stettiner, Lambert &
Co., 1890. 16p. nar. 12«.

Reprinted: Jewish Messenger, v. 67.

307. Chanuka and Christmas. (In: Menorah, v. 9, p. 305—314.)

308. Christianity vs. Judaism. A rejoinder to the Rev. Dr. R. Heber

Newton. Lecture. New York: Stettiner, Lambert & Co., [1890].

8 p. 8".

309. Spiegler, J. S.: Geschichte der Philosophic des Judenthums. Leipzig,

1890. [Review of.] (In: Jewish Messenger, Sept. 12.)

310. What is the future of Judaism? Of Christianity? What is the-

use of conversion? [Symposium.] (In: Peculiar people, April.)

1891.

311. Der Antheil der Araber, Juden und Deutschen an der Entdeckung

und cultureUen Entwickelung Amerikas. Vortrag, gehalten vor der

Deutschen HLstorischen GeseUschaft von New York. (In: Neu-

zeit, Jhrg. 31, p. 245, 277-278, 284-285, 293.)

312. The share of the Moors, Jews and Germans in the discovery and

civilising development of America. From a lecture delivered before

the German Historical Society of New York. [Translation.] (In:

Menorah, v. 2, p. 16-29.)

313. Ein Blatt zum Ehrenkranze fur Dr. JeUineks siebenzigjahrigen Ge-

burtstag. (In: Neuzeit, Jhrg. 31, p. 235—236.)

314. The religious status of the Jews. [Reply to an article by H. L. Strack,

reprinted in "The Independent" from "Nathaniel" entitled "The
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diaspora and the religious status of the Jews".] (In: The Inde-
pendent [KY.], July 16.)

315. The Sabbath day of the Jew. (In: Menorah, v. 2, p. 151
-160.)

316. — "Rosks Ahead!" A rejoinder [to criticisms made by E. Cohn
upon Dr. Kohler's article entitled "The Sabbath Day of the Jew".]
(In: Menorah, v. 2, p. 284—293.)

Eeprinted: Reform Advocate, v. 2.

317. Sermon delivered at the dedication of [the new building of the]

Temple Beth-El, New York, September 18. (In: American Hebrew,

V. 48, p. 126-128.)

318. Toy, C. H.: Judaism and Christianity. Boston. [Review of.] (In:

Jewish Messenger, v. 69, no. 7, 10—11.)

319. Das Volk, und Die Religion der Treue, Predigten; und „Gott zieht

mit uns", Predigt zum Abschied vom alten Gotteshause. New York:

Stettiner, Lambert & Co., 1891. 24 p. 80.

Contents: 1. Sulamit; oder, „Das Volk der Treue", 2. Gott an-

getraut fiir immer! 3. „Gott zieht mit uns". — First sermon ori-

ginally published in Neuzeit, Jhrg. 31.

320. "God walks with us" (Tr. from the German [being no. 3 of

the above].) (In: American Hebrew, v. 2, p. 187—188.)

321. Wie alt ist die Pesach-Hagada ? Eine Studie zum "Buch der Weis-

heit". (In: Allg. Zeit. d. Judenth., Jhrg. 55, p. 321-322.)

1892.

322. The cradle of Christianity. Chapters from a forthcoming work.

(In: Menorah (The), v. 12, p. (265)-281, 363-375; v. 13, p. 17-31.)

Contents: I. The historical relations of the early Christians to the

Essenes. II. Christian and Essene institutions. III. The Jewish

and the Christian Liturgy and their commoh Essene origin. The

plan was not carried through.

323. The discovery of America: its influence upon the world's progress,

and its especial significance for the Jews. (In: Menorah, v. 13,

p. 234-242.)

324. Ernest Renan. [Lecture.] (In: Jewish Messenger, v. 72, no. 20.)

325. Haben wir nicht alle Einen Vater ? Zwei Zeitpredigten. New York:

P. Cowen, 1892. 15 p. 8«.

Contents: 1. „Lebt mein Vater noch?" 2. Der Umfang des judi-

schen Gebots der Menschenliebe.
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326. The Kaddish: its origin and significance. New York: P. Cowen,

1892. lip. 80.

Keprinted: American Hebrew, v. 52.

327. Moses and Jesus. Lecture. (In: Menorah, v. 12, p. 158—168.)

1893.

328. A Christian voice [Nahida Eemy] on the Jewish prayer-book. (In:

Menorah, v. 15, p. 6—17.)

329. Human brotherhood as taught by the religions based on the Bible.

(In: Barrows, J. H.: The world's Parhament of Religions. Chicago,

1893. 8", V. 1, p. 366-373.)

Reprinted : Judaism at the World's Parliament of Religions.

Cincinnati, 1894.

330. Is Reform Judaism destructive or constructive. (In: C. C. A. R.-

Year book. [v. 3.] p. 101-114.)

331. Oration delivered at the memorial services for Rev. Dr. Henry

S. Jacobs. (In: American Hebrew, v. 55 [?], p. 45—46.)

332. The pre-Talmudic Haggada. [Article I.] (In: Jewish Quarterly

Review, v. 5, p. 399—419.) [See also no. 356 a.]

333. Synagogue and church in their mutual relations, particularly in

reference to the ethical teachings. Chicago: Bloch & Newman,

[1893]. 23 p. nar. 12".

Reprinted: Reform Advocate, v. 6; also in: Judaism at the

World's Parliament of Religions. Cincinnati, 1894.

334. tJber die Urspriinge und Grundformen der synagogalen Liturgie.

Eine Studie. (In: Monatsschrift fiir Geschichte und Wissenschaft

des Judenthums, Jhrg. 37, p. 441-451, 489-497.)

335. The Union Prayer Book. (In: Jewish Messenger, v. 73, no. 24.)

336. — Another word concerning the Union Prayer book. (In: Reform

advocate, v. 5, p. 123.)

337. Words of sorrow and consolation. Spoken at the obsequies of Jerome

N., son of Nathan Straus. (In: American Hebrew, v. 52, p. 584—585.)

1894.

338. Dr. Alexander Kohut. Address. (In: Menorah, v. 17, p. 14

bis 18.)

339. Berthold Auerbach's and Lasker's Judaism. (In: American Hebrew,

V. 55, p. 676-677.)

340. Did the Napoleonic Sanhedrin allow intermarriage? A correction

of an oft-repeated error. (In: American Hebrew, v. 54, p. 683—684.)
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341. The Essene brotherhood. A study. (In: Eeform Advocate, v. 7,

p. 15-19.)

342. The ethics of the Talmud. With special reference to anti-Semitic

accusations. (In: American Hebrew, v. 54, p. 136, 159—162, 342
bis 344, 263-264, 314-317, 459-461, 487-488, 523-525, 551

bis 553, 619-621, 647-649, 759-761.)

343. Der Gott Israels. (In: Jeschurun. [Ed. A. Levin.] Jhrg. 3, p. 401

-403.)

344. The inadequacy of Christian ethics. (In: Reform Advocate, v. 7,

p. 69-71.)

345. The Jewish question; or, Neo-Mosaism, Unitarianism and Judaism.

Lecture. (In: American Hebrew, v. 54, p. 719—721.)

346. Professor Moritz Lazarus. (In: Menorah, v. 17, p. (193)—205.)

Reprinted: American Hebrew, v. 55, p. 612—616.

347. Im Spiegel der Vergangenheit. Religiose Rede. (In: Jeschurun.

[Ed. A. Levin.] Jhrg. 3, p. 257-259.)

348. The spiritual forces of Judaism. (In: Menorah, v. 17, p. 73—88.)

Reprinted: American Hebrew, v. 55 ; C. C. A. R.-Year Book. [v. 4.

]

349. The threefold atonement. Sermon. (In: American Hebrew, v. 55,

p. 705-707.)

350. Tiber die Bedeutung des Reform-Judenthums. (In: Popular-

wissenschaftliche Monatsblatter, Jhrg. 14, p. 103—108.)

351. Was Paul a great religious genius? (In: American Hebrew, v. 55,

p. 77-79.)

1895.

352. [Address delivered at the funeral of Jacob Ottenheimer.] (In:

American Hebrew, v. 58, p. 16—17.)

353. Judaism and reform. A reply to Leo N. Levi. (In: Menorah, v. 18,

p. (36)-48.)

Reprinted: American Hebrew, v. 56.

354. — What is historical Judaism? [A reply to H. P. Mendes' criticism

of the article "Judaism and Reform".] (In: American Hebrew,

V. 56, p. 327.)

355. Lazarus, J.: The spirit of Judaism. New York. [Review of.] (In:

Menorah. v. 18, 1895, p. 321-332.)

Reprinted: American Hebrew, v. 58; Reform Advocate.

356. Leroy-Beaulieu, A.: Israel among the nations. Tr. by F. Helbnann.

New York, 1895. [Review of.] (In: American Hebrew, v. 58,

p. 129-132.)
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356a. The pre-Talmudic Haggadah. [Article II.] (In: Jewish Quar-

terly Review, v. 7, p. 581-606.)

357. Schlange Oder Seraph. Predigt. (In: Der Jude. [New York. ] Jhrg. 1.

no. 5.)

358. Wiener, A. : Die judischen Speisegesetze. Breslau, 1895. [Review

of.] (In: Allg. Zeit. d. Judent., Jhrg. 59, p. 245-247, 257-259,

267-269.)

1896.

859. Abrahams, I.: Jewish life in the Middle Ages. [Review of.] (In:

American Hebrew, v. 59, p. 168-169, 313-315.)

Reprinted: Reform Advocate.

360. [Address delivered at a banquet given to Dr. Emil G. Hirsch by

the I. 0. B. B. Jan. 22., 1896, at Carnegie Hall, New York.] (In:

Menorah, v. 20, p. 94—96.)

361. The glory of reUgion. (In: C. C. A. R. — Sermons by American

Rabbis. Chicago, 1896. 8". p. 47-54.)

Reprinted: American Hebrew, v. 57.

362. Greenburg: The Hagadah according to the rite of Yemen. London,

1896. [Review of.] (In: Jewish Messenger [ ?].)

363. The Jews and Charles II. of England. (In: American Hebrew,

V. 58, p. 689-690.)

364. The miracles of the Bible. Lecture. (In: Reform Advocate, v. 11,

p. 9-12.)

365. MorfiU, W. R.: The book of the secrets of Enoch. Oxford, 1896.

[Review of.] (In: Independent. [N. Y.] v. 48, p. 354— ?)

366. The new Talmud translation by Rodkinson and Wise. (In: Reform

Advocate, v. 11, p. 464-465.)

367. — A brief rejoinder to Rodkinson and Wise. (In: Reform Advocate,

V. 12, p. 41.)

368. Pleasure and the Sabbath day. (In: American Hebrew, v. 58,

p. 665-666.)

369. [Sermon dehvered at the installation of Rudolph Grossman as

minister of the Temple Rodeph Sholpm, N. Y.] (In: American

Hebrew, v. 60, p. 512-513.)

370. What do the Old Testament and Judaism stand for. [Lecture.]

(In: Jewish Exponent, v. 22, no. 12.)

1897.

371. The dove with the oUve branch of peace. (In: American Hebrew,

V. 61, p. 709-711.)
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372. Folly of the Zionist movement. (In: American Hebrew, v. 61,

p. 38-39.)

373. Hillel, tlie Babylonian. (In: American Hebrew, v. 60, p. 328—330.)
374. Israel and his foe. Sermon. [No place, no date; New York, 1897 ( ?) 1

(3)-10p.8<'.

Reprinted (?)

375. Jewish ethics and methods of instruction. (In: American Hebrew,
V. 61, p. 380-381. 409-410.)

376. The Jewish New Year's day in the Ught of history. (In: Menorah,
V. 23, p. (193)-200.)

Reprinted: American Hebrew, v. 61.

377. The need of a hving creed. [Lecture.] (In: American Hebrew,
V. 57, p. 623-624.)

378. The Ninth of Ab. [Sermon.] (In: American Hebrew, v. 61, p. 463

-464.)

379. The Psahns and their place in the liturgy. Philadelphia, 1897.

1 p. 1, 38 p. 8".

Reprinted: Gratz CoUege PubUcations, no. 1.

380. [Sabato Morals. Tribute to his memory.] (In: American Hebrew,

V. 62, p. 67.)

381. The sayings of Jesus. (In: American Hebrew, v. 62, p. 169—170,

225-226.)

382. Stranger or sojourner; or. Where is our home as men? as Jews?

Sermon. (In: American Hebrew, v. 61, p. 648—649.)

383. The Testament of Job. An Essene Midrash on the Book of Job;

reedited and translated with introductory and exegetical notes.

(In: Semitic studies in memory of A. Kohut. Berlin, 1897. 8".

p. 264-338.)

384. Trumbull, H. C: The threshold covenant. New York, 1896. [Re-

view of.] (In: American Journal of Theology, v. 1, p. 798—803.)

1898.

385. Anti-Semitism in the United States. Does it exist? Its causes

and nature. What shall be the attitude of the American Jew to-

ward it? [Symposium.] (In: Reform Advocate, v. 15, p. 12.)

386. Bonwetsch, G. N.: Die Apocalypse Abrahams und die vierzig Mar-

tyrer. Leipzig, 1892. [Review of.] (In: American Journal of Theo-

logy, V. 2, p. 417-420.)

387. The door of hope. A manual of prayers and devotional readings

upon visiting the cemetery. Prepared by the New York Board of

Kohler-Volume. 1"
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Jewish Ministers. [The most part done by Kohler.] New York:

P. Cowen, 1898. 1 p. L., VI, 2 L., (ll)-98p., 2 L. 24'>.

388. [Eulogy on Lazarus Straus]. (In: American Hebrew, v. 62, p. 364.)

389. God's song in the night. [Sermon.] (In: American Hebrew, v. 63,

p. 679-681.)

390. God's ultimatum to Spain. (In: American Hebrew, v. 62, p. 770—

771.)

391. The Jewish era. (In: American Hebrew, v. 63, p. 665—566.)

392. The Jewish scholar. [Address.] (In: American Hebrew, v. 63,

p. 88-89.)

393. A Jewish synod. (In: Jewish Exponent, v. 28, no. 11.)

394. The larger life and the larger vision. Sermon. (In: American

Hebrew, v. 63, p. 607-608.)

395. Lazarus M.: Die Ethik des Judenthums. Leipzig. [Keview of.]

(In: American Hebrew, v. 63, p. 782.)

396. The New Testament in the light of Judaism. Lecture. (In: Jewish

Exponent, v. 28, no. 9.)

Reprinted: Homiletic Review. [N. Y.] v. 37.

397. Dr. Singer's Encyclopedia. [An opinion on the project.] (In:

American Hebrew, v. 63, p. 451—452.)

398. Work and rest. Sermon. (In: American Hebrew, v. 64, p. 117

-119.)

399. Zangwill at the Judaeans. (In: American Hebrew, v. 63, p. 778—779.)

1899.

400. Address delivered at the installation of Samuel Schulman as [as-

sociate] Rabbi of Temple Beth-El. (In: American Hebrew, v. 64,

p. 380-381.)

401. Bamberger and Steinthal. (In: Menorah, v. 26, p. 226—228.)

Reprinted: American Hebrew, v. 64.

402. Geiger, L. : Die Juden und die deutsche Literatur. (Nachtrage und
Berichtigungen.) [From a letter by K. relating to Shylock and

The Wandering Jew.] (In: Zeitschr. f. d. Geschichte d. Juden in

Deutschland, v. 3, p. 297—298.)

403. Guide for instruction in Judaism. A manual for schools and homes.

Especially adapted for teachers, advanced pupils and for private

study. New York: P. Cowen; 1899. VIII, 9—138 p. le".

Reprinted: American Hebrew, v. 62—63. — 7. reprint, 1907.

404. Liberty and loyalty. Sermon. (In: American Hebrew, v. 64, p. 745

-747.)
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405. Montefiore's Bible for home reading. [Review of.] (In: American
Hebrew, v. 65, p. 517-519.)

406. The relation between Jew and non-Jew. 'Discourse. (In: Menorah,

V. 26, p. (349)-355.)

407. Sage und Sang im Spiegel judischen Lebens. (In: Zeitschr. f. d.

Geschichte d. Juden in Deutschland, Bd. 3, p. 234—242.)

408. [Sermon delivered at the twenty-fifth anniversary of the introduc-

tion of Sunday services at Temple Sinai, Chicago, January 15.]

(In: Eeform Advocate, v. 16, p. 357—359.)

409. Thoughts on Baroness de Hirsch. (In: American Hebrew, v. 64,

p. 805—806.)

410. A united Israel. [Conference sermon at the Atlantic City Rabbinical

Conference, July 8.] (In: American Hebrew, v. 63, p. 310—313.)

411. Dr. I. M. Wise and American Judaism. (In: Menorah, v. 26, p. 240

-244.)

1900.

412. Esther; or. Woman in the synagogue. [Sermon.] (In: American

Hebrew, v. 66, p. 605-607.)

413. Israel's mission of light; or. The task of the Jew. (In: Menorah,

v. 27, p. (l)-6.)

414. Licht und Schattenseiten. Vortrag. (In:Menorah, v. 27, p. 95—103.)

415. Spring blossoms upon a fresh grave. [Sermon in memory of Isaac

M. Wise.] (In: American Hebrew, v. 66, p. 679—680.)

416. What to do? What to beheve? [Sermon.] (In: American Hebrew,

V. 67, p. 515-516.)

417. Woman's influence on Judaism. [Address.] (In: American Hebrew,

V. 66, p. 303-304.)

Reprinted: Jewish Comment, v. 10; Menorah, v. 29.

1901.

418. Abba, father; title of spiritual leader and saint. (In: Jewish Quar-

terly Review, v. 13, p. 567-580.)

419. At the parting of the centuries. (In: Menorah, v. 30, p. 65—72.)

420. Baron and Baroness de Hirsch. [Eulogy.] (In: American Hebrew,

V. 68, p. 742-743.)

421. The mission of the Jewish Encyclopaedia. [Address at the banquet

given by the Judaeans to the editors of the J. E.] (In: American

Hebrew, v. 69, p. 43-44.)

Reprinted: "A historic Jewish banquet in the City of New York."

p. 13-16.
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422. Queen Victoria, the great woman, the friend of the Jews. [Sermon. ]

(In: American Hebrew, v. 68, p. 341-^343.)

423. Shall funeral services be held in the home or synagogue? [Sym-

posium.] (In: American Hebrew, v. 69, p. 106—107.)

424. "Thou art the man!" Anarchy and who is responsible for it. Sermon.

(In: American Hebrew, v. 69, p. 481—484.)

425. Zachariah Frankel. (In: Menorah, v. 31, p. 364-366.)

426. Zionist nationalism or prophetic cosmopolitanism? [Keply to an

article by H. Szold entitled: "The internal Jewish question: national

dissolution or continued existence?" (Maccabaean, v. 1, no. 2.)]

(In: American Hebrew, v. 70, p. 69—71.)

1902.

427. The attitude of Christian scholars toward Jewish literature. (In

Menorah, v. 33, p. 91-101.)

428. Bar Mitzwah in the Encyclopedia. [Illustration of article was criti-

cised, and Kohler corrects opinion of the critics.] (In: American

Hebrew, v. 71, p. 349—350.)

429. Orthodoxy or hyper-orthodoxy. (In: Jewish Exponent, April 18.)

430. Three discourses on Jewish ethics. With special reference to the

Decalogue. (In: Papers presented at the fifth annual session of

the summer assembly of the Jewish Chautauqua Society. Philadel-

phia, 1902. p. 71-91.)

431. Worte der Trauer und des Trostes. Gesprochen an der Bahre des

Kev. L. Naumburg. (In: Naumburg, L. — In memoriam. [New

York, 1902.] p. 3-15.)

432. Zur Beleuchtung jiidischer Sagen und Brauche. (In: Mitteil. d.

Gesellschaft f. jiid. Volkskunde, Jhrg. 1902, no. 1.)

1903.

433. Address [at the banquet tendered to Kohler by the Judaeans.]

(In: American Hebrew, v. 72, p. 653—654.)

434. [Address in response to the speechesmade at the farewell exercises,

of the Temple Beth-El, N. Y., May 15.] (In: American Hebrew,

V. 72, p. 864-865.)

435. Assyriology and the Bible. Paper read before the Kabbinical Con-

ference at Detroit, July 1903. Chicago: Bloch & Newman, 1903.

19 p. 16".

Eeprinted: Keform Advocate; C. C. A. K.-Year Book, v. 13.

436. ^'?nn The Book of Psalms. [Tr. by K. Kohler.] Philadelphia:
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The Jewish Publication Society of America, 1903. 311 p. 32".

(D''DinDl D\X"i23 min The twenty-four books of the Holy Scrip-

ture. Tr. from the Massoretic text for the J. P. S. A.)

437. The [Hebrew Union] College and [The Jewish Theological] Semi-

nary. [Address dehvered at the dedication of the new building of

the Jewish Theological Seminary of America.] (In: American

Hebrew, v. 72, p. 795—796.)

438. The historical development of Jewish charity. Paper read before

the Chautauqua session July 26, 1903. Chicago: Bloch & Newman,
[1903]. 24p.l6«.

Reprinted: Reform Advocate.

439. Is Reform Judaism on the decline ? Discourse. Philadelphia, 1903.

6 p. 8". (Sunday lectures before the Congregation Keneseth Israel.

Ser. 16, no; 22.)

440. Policy of the Hebrew Union College. Address. (In: Jewish Com-

ment, V. 17, no. 4.)

441. The priestly blessing. Farewell sermon at Temple Beth-El [N. Y.].

(In: American Hebrew, v. 73, p. 113—115.)

Reprinted: Menorah, v. 35.

442. What a Jewish institution of learning should be. Inaugural address

[at his installation as President of the H. U. C] (In: American

Hebrew, v. 73, p. 734-736, 760-763.)

Reprinted: Reform Advocate, v. 26; Menorah, v. 35.

443. Zum Kapitel der jiidischen Wohlthatigkeitspflege. Berlin: H. Itz-

kowski, 1903. 9 p.
8o.

Reprinted: Festschrift z. 70. Geburtstage A. Berliner's.

1904.

444. [Address delivered at the graduation exercises of the Hebrew Union

College, June 11.] (In: American Hebrew, v. 75, p. 131—133.)

445. Address at the opening of the Hebrew Union College (1904—1905).

(In: Reform Advocate, v. 28, p. 176-178.)

446. Ahad ha-Am-ism an anachronism. (In: American Hebrew, v. 74,

p. 767-768.)

447. The four ells of the Halakah, and the requirements of a modem

Jewish theological school. (In: Hebrew Union College Annual,

[v. 1.] p. 8-25.)

448. A leaf upon the fresh grave of Dr. Herman Baar. (In: American

Hebrew, v. 75, p. 463-464.)

Reprinted: Reform Advocate, v. 28; Menorah, v. 37.
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449. Mendes, H. P.: Can reform Jews now support the Hebrew Union

College on its new platform? [A reply.] (In: American Hebrew,

V. 75, p. 661-662.)

450. [Modem Judaism and] the Hebrew Union College. Sermon. (In:

American Hebrew, v. 75, p. 629—630.)

451. Outlook of Judaism. Address. (In: American Israelite, v. 51,

no. 5.)

452. Rede zur Trauungsfeier des Kgl. Amtsrichters A. Kohler mit Gisela

Mandelbaum gehalten in der Synagoge zu Niimberg am 24. Juli

1904. Niimberg [1904]. Sp.S".

453. "Self-govemment is bound to end in failure." [Symposium on:

"Why not take advantage of England's offer?" (to form an East

African company for the purpose of exploiting Uganda in the interest

of the Jews.)] (In: Jewish Comment, v. 20, no. 11.)

454. What about "moral Zionism"? (In: Eeform Advocate, v. 27,

p. 248-249.

1905.

455. Address [delivered at the twenty-fifth anniversary celebration of

the installation of Emil G. Hirsch as Eabbi of the Chicago Sinai

Congregation.] (In: Eeform Advocate, v. 3, p. 236—238.)

456. Judaism wants men of the spirit. Address to the graduates [of the

Hebrew Union College, June 17.] (In: Eeform Advocate, v. 29,

p. 604-605.)

457. Maimonides and Eashi. Lecture. (In: Eeform Advocate, v. 30,

p. 38-41.)

Eeprinted: Menorah, v. 39.

458. The Pharisees, the Nazarenes, and demons. A reply [to Dr. Dem-

bitz's criticisms of some of Kohler's articles in the J. E.] (In:

American Hebrew, v. 76, p. 639—640.)

459. Religion is peace. Sermon. (In: American Hebrew, v. 77, 1905,

p. 379-380.)

Eeprinted: Menorah, v. 39.

460. Eeport of the Committee on the Theological Aspect of Eeformed

Judaism, and on a motion to have a creed of Eeformed Judaism

prepared for final adoption by a synod. (Submitted to the Con-

ference of American Rabbis.) By K. Kohler, chairman. (In: Reform

Advocate, v. 29, p. 694-697, 721-723, 748-750, 773-774.)

461. Room for all. Address. (In: Two (The) hundred and fiftieth anni-

versary of the settlement of the Jews in the United States. Addi'esses.

[New York], 1905. 80. p 131-141.)
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1906.

462. [Address (Introductory words) at the consecration services for the

graduates of the Hebrew Union College, June.] (In: Keform Ad-
vocate, V. 31, p. 601—602.)

463. Be strong and of good courage! [Address delivered at the ordination

exercises of the graduates of the Hebrew Union CoUege, June.]

(In: Eeform Advocate, v. 31, p. 602—605.)

Keprinted: American Hebrew, v. 79.

464. Die dreizehn Artikel des Maimonides und das Glaubensystem des

modernen Judenthums. (In: AUg. Zeit. d. Judenth.^ Jhrg. 70,

p. 416-417, 428-429, 437-439, 450-451, 464-466, 478-479,

487-488.)

1907.

465. Address delivered before conferring the degree of Kabbi at the gra-

duation exercises of the Hebrew Union CoUege. (In: Reform Ad-

vocate, V. 33, p. 501—502.)

466. The claim of academic freedom for Zionism at the Hebrew Union

College. (In: Jewish Exponent, v. 44, no. 25.)

467. The dangers, the fallacies and the falsehoods of Zionism. (In:

Reform Advocate, v. 33, p. 258-259, 283-285, 349-350.)

468. Is American Judaism decUning? [Symposium.] (In: The Chronicler,

V. 1, no. 42.)

469. The origin and function of ceremonies in Judaism. (In: C. C. A. R.-

Year book, v. 17, p. 205-229.)

470. Reform theology and Zionism. (In: Reform Advocate, v. 33, p. 199

-200.)

Reprinted: American Hebrew, v. 80.

471. Zionism or Judaism — which? A counter statement [to S. Schech-

ter's article in The American Hebrew, Dec. 25, 1906]. (In: American

IsraeUte, v. 53, no. 29.)

Reprinted: Menorah, v. 42, p. (40)-43.

1908.

472. Address at the conferring of the degree of Rabbi at the commen-

cement exercises of the Hebrew Union College, [in June]. (In:

Reform Advocate, v. 35, p. 618—619.)

Reprinted: Twenty-fifth anniversary of the first graduation from

the H. U. C. p. 21-25.)

473. [Address delivered at the opening exercises of the thirty-fourth
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scholastic year of the Hebrew Union College, October.] (In: Ameri-

can Israelite, v. 55, no. 16.)

474. In memoriam — Moritz EUinger. (In: Eeform Advocate, v. 35,

p. (69)-70.)

475. Wer waren die Zeloten oder Kannaim? Eine Studie. (In: Harkavy,

A.: Festschrift, St. Petersburg, 1908, p. 6—18.)

476. What wiU become of Keform Judaism ? [Symposium.] (In: Ameri-

can Hebrew, v. 84, p. 63.)

1909.

477. Address at the opening of the Hebrew Union College, October. (In:

Jewish Comment, v. 30, no. 1.)

Reprinted: Jewish Criterion, v. 28; Reform Advocate, v. 38;

The Temple [LouisviUe], v. 1.

478. Bergmann, J.: Judische Apologetik im neutestamentlichen Zeit-

alter. Berlin, 1908. [Review of.] (In: American Journal of Theo-

logy, V. 13, p. 444-446.)

479. The conflict between realism and idealism. (In: Modem sermons

by world scholars. New York, [1909]. le". v. 5, p. 137—148.)

480. David Einhorn, the uncompromising champion of Reform Judaism,

A biographical essay. Written for the one hundredth anniversary

of his birth. (In: C. C. A. R.-Year book, v. 19, p. 215-270.)

Abstract of this paper in: American Hebrew, v. 86, p. 34.

481. David Einhorn. Zu seinem hundertjahrigen Geburtstag. (In:

Liberales Judentum, Jhrg. 1, p. 375—380.)

482. Einhorn on race Judaism. (In: American Israelite, v. 56,

no. 23.)

483. [Isaac M. Wise. Address delivered at the unveiling ceremonies of

the Isaac M. Wise Memorial Window in Temple Keneseth Israel,

Philadelphia, January 21.] (In: American Israelite, v. 55, no. 31.)

484. Oesterley, W. 0. E., and Box, G. W.: The religion and worship of

the synagogue. New York, 1907. [Review of.] (In: American

Journal of Theology, v. 13, p. 439—443.)

485. Eine Prophetenstimme aus dem Grabe. [Review of M. Lazarus'

Die Emeuerung des Judentums.] (In: Liberales Judentum, Jhrg. 1,

p. 233-236.)

486. Das Reformjudentum und die deutsche Judenheit. (In: Liberales

Judentum, Jhrg. 1, p. (193)—197.)

487. Remarks on the Bible. Letter to the Am. Heb. [regarding the

pronunciamento against the C. C. A. R. by the Union of Orthodox
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Jewish Congregations; explaining his attitude towards the Bible

and revelation.] (In: American Hebrew, v. 86, p. 156.)

Eeprinted: American Israelite, v. 56.

488. Die weltgeschichtliche Bedeutung des judischen Handels. Vortrag.

(In: Jahrbuch fiir jiidische Geschichte und Literatur, Bd. 12, p. 90

-109.)

489. Worte der Trauer und desTrostes, gesprochen an der Bahre der

Frau Julie Henriette Einhom, geb. Ochs, geboren am lOten Nov.

1817, gestorben am 16 ten Mai 1909. [New York, 1909.] 6p. 8».

1910.

490. Abraham Geiger, the master buUder of modern Judaism. [Oration

delivered on the Geiger centenial celebration. May 28.] (In: Ameri-

can Israelite, v. 56, no. 50.)

491. Abraham Geiger, der Baumeister des modernen Judentums. [Trans-

lation.] (In: Allg. Zeit. d. Judenth., Jhrg. 44, p. 402—403, 412-414.)

492. American Judaism as represented by the Union of American Hebrew

Congregations and the Hebrew Union College. (In: American

Israelite, v. 57, no. 31.)

493. Die Bedeutung des Weins und des Biers bei Festgelagen. Essay.

(In: „Westliche Blatter"; [supplement] Cincinnatier Volksblatt,

Dec. 25.)

494. Der EinfluB des Deutschthums auf Amerika. Festrede [at the

celebration of Washington's birthday by the "Deutsche Pioniere"].

(In: Cincinnatier Volksblatt, Febr. 23.)

495. GrundriB einer systematischen Theologie des Judentums auf ge-

schichtlicher Grundlage. Leipzig: G. Fock, 1910. 4 p. 1., 383 (1) p.

8». (Gesellschaft zur Forderung der Wissenschaft des Judentums

in Berlin. Schriften.)

Forming part of series: GrundriB der Gesamtwissenschaft des

Judentums.

496. Gustav Karpeles. (In: American Jewish Historical Society. —

Publications, no. 19, p. 184—189.)

497. Dr. Kohler defends Keform Judaism. [An answer to a sermon by

J. L. Magnes.] (In: American Israelite, v. 59, no. 47.)

Eeprinted: American Hebrew, v. 87.

498. Oesterley, W. 0.: The Psalms in the Jewish church. London.

[Eeviewof.] (In: Jewish Quarterly Eeview. N. S.,v. l,p. 539-545.)

499. Seltsame Vorstellungen und Brauche in der bibhschen uHd rabbini-
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schen Literatur. Ein Beitrag zur vergleichenden Sagenkunde. (In:

Archiv fiir Religionswissenschaft, Bd. 13, p. 75—84.)

— Verbot des Knochenzerbrechens (Nachtrag zu oben p. 84. (p. 153

-154.).

500. Words of both, words of living God. [Symposium: Is a reconcili-

ation between Reform and Orthodoxy possible?] (In: Yiddischer

Tageblatt, v. 26, no. 67. [Jubilee Number.])

501. "The world is the field of the Jew!" Leopold Stein's centenial.

(In: American Israelite, v. 57, no. 20.)

1911,

502. A chapter on ethics. Paper. (In: Reform Advocate, v. 41, p. 469

-473.)

503. Einhorn, D.: Memorial volume. Selected sermons and addresses

[in German]. Edited [with a preface and] a biographical essay by

K. Kohler. New York: Block Pub. Co., 1911, VI, VIII, 482 p.,

4 port. 8°.

The sermons and addresses are a reprint of the ed. 1880. The

essay by Kohler is reprinted from the C. C. A. R.-Year Book, v. 19.

504. A day of precious memories and bright hopes. Address at the laying

of the comer-stone of the Hebrew Union College buildings at Cin-

cinnati, April 23. (In: American Israelite, v. 57, no. 43.)

Reprinted: American Hebrew, v. 89, p. 13. (Abstract)

505. Ein Tag kosthcher Erinnerungen und glanzender Hoffnungen.

[Translation.] (In: Allg. Zeit. d. Judenth., Jhrg. 75, p. 354—355.)

506. Dositheus, the Samaritan heresiarch, and his relations to Jewish

and Christian doctrines and sects. [A study of S. Schechter's Docu-

ments of Jewish Sectaries.] (In: Amerian Journal of Theology,

V. 15, p. 404-435.)

507. The Hebrew Union CoUege. [Address.] (In: U. A. H. C—22 council.

[Souvenir.] New York, 1911. 8«, p. 21-31.)

Judaism— Commerce. (In: Encyclopaedia Americana [New ed. of

1911 (?)].)

1912.

508. "From strength to strength." Address at the opening of the H. U. C.

in the new building on Sept. 23rd 1912. (In: Reform Advocate,

V. 44, p. 231-233.)

509. Die NachstenUebe im Judentum. Eine historische Studie. (In:

Cohen, H.: Festschrift. Leipzig. 1912. p. 470-480.)
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1913.

510. Dr. [Joseph] Krauskopf and the Hebrew Union College. [Address.]

(In: Jewish Exponent, v. 56, no. 15.)

511. The purpose and mission of the Hebrew Union College. [Address

at the dedication of the new H. U. C. buildings.] (In: American

Israelite, v. 59, no. 30.)

512. Eevelation and prophecy. A discourse delivered before a Christian

Sabbath School Society. (In: Kefonn Advocate, v. 44, no. 21.)

Appendix A.

Articles in the Jewish Encyclopedia. (1901—1906).

513—801. Aaron. — In Apocryphal and Biblical Uterature; Aaronben

Elijah, the younger, of Mcomedia; Aaron ben Hayyim ha-Kohen (called

the Saint); Aaron ben Jacob ben David ha-Kohen; Aaron of Jerusalem,

Karaite; Aaronben Joseph, the Karaite (called the Elder); Ab [month of]

;

Ab, ninth day of; Ab, fifteenth day of; Abba. — In theology; Abba Mari

ben Moses ben Joseph Don Astruc of Lunel; Ab Bet Dm; Abd-al-Daim;

Abel-Beth-Maachah; Abele Zion; Aberle (Abril), Solomon b. Abraham;

Aberles, Isaac b. Abraham Cohen Zedek of Cracow; Abibas; Abin or

Abun; Abinu Malkenu; Ablution. — Historical presentation; Abner;

'Abodah; Abracadabra; Abraham. — In Aporcyphal and Rabbinical

literature; Abraham's bosom; Abraham, Tower of; Abraham ben Samuel

Cohen of Lask, "the Hasid of Amsterdam"; Abraham ben Simeon ben

Judah ben Simeon of Worms; Absalom. — In Rabbinical literature;

Abstinence; Abudarham (or Abudrahim), David ben Joseph ben David;

Abyss; Acacia. — In Rabbinical literature; Achan; Acheron, or Acheru-

sian Lake; Adam. — In Apocryphal and Rabbinical Uterature; Adar,

[month of| ; Adar, The seventh of; Adar Sheni (Weadar); Adonai; Adon

'01am, [supplement]; Adoption; Adventists; Afendopolo, Caleb b. Elijah b.

Judah; Afikomen; Agabus; Agape; Agriculture. — Historical aspects;

Ahab. — In Rabbinical hterature; Ahab, Son of Kolaiah. — In Rabbinical

literature; Ahabah Rabbah and Ahabat '01am; Ahaz, King of Judah.

— In Rabbinical literature; Ahijah (The Prophet). — In Rabbinical

literature; Ahithopel. — In Rabbinical literature; Ahriman. — In Rab-

binical literature; Akiba ben Joseph, Alphabet of; 'Akkum; Albo, Joseph,

[supplement]; Aldabi, Meir Ibn, [supplement]; 'Alenu; Aleph; Alexander

the Great, [supplement]; 'Aliyah; Almemar or Almemor, [supplement];

Alms; Alpha; Alpha and Omega; Altar. - In Rabbinical Uterature;

Amalek, Amalekites. — In Rabbinical literature; Am Ha-Arez; Amarkol;

Amiltai; Ammon, Ammonites. — In Rabbinical literature; Amon; Amon,

King of Judah. — In Rabbinical Uterature; Amorites. — In Rabbinical
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and Apocryphal literature; Amos. — In Rabbinical literature; Amram,

father of Moses. — In Rabbinical literature; Amram of Mayence; Am-
raphel. — In Rabbinical and Hellenistic literature; Anathema, [supple-

ment]; Ancient of days. — In Rabbinical literature; Angeology. —
General historical development; Anger. — In Rabbinical literature;

Anna; Anointing. — In Rabbinical literature; Antinomianism, [supple-

ment]; Apion; Apollos; Apostasy and Apostates from Judaism; Apostle

and Apostleship; Apostomus, [supplement]; Apple. — In Biblical and

Rabbinical literature; Apple of Sodom; Archipherecites; Army. — An-

cient and Medieval; Art, Attitude of Judaism toward; Articles of faith,

[supplement]: The Articles; 'Aruk; Arzareth; Asa. — In Rabbinical

literature; Ascetics; Asenath. — In Rabbinical literature; Asher, Anshel

ben Isaac; Astrology. — In medieval times; Asusa, Asuta; Athronges;

Atonement; Authority, Rabbinical; Azazel. — In BibUcal, Apocryphal,

and Rabbinical literature; 'Azzut Panim; Ba'al, [supplement]; Baba,

(the Great); Balaam. — In Hellenistic and Haggadic literature; Balsam.

— In Hellenistic and Rabbinical Kterature; Ban; Banishment; Banquets;

Bar Jesus; Bar Mizwah; Barches; Barefoot. — In Rabbinical literature;

Barnabas, Joses; Bartholomew; Batlanim; Bauer, Bruno; Beelzebub or

Beelzebul; Beer, Alexander; BeUal. — In Rabbinical and Aprocryphal

literature; Benedictions; Benjamin. — Biblical Data, [and] Critical view;

Benschen; Beschreien; Bet Ha-Midrash; Binding and loosing; Birds as

souls; Birth, New; Book of hfe; Bread; Bride; Brother; Brotherly Love;

Burial; Cabala. — Name and origin; Cain. — In Rabbinical literature;

Cantheras; Cemetery; Ceremonies and the Ceremonial Law; Charity and

Charitable Institutions. — Ancient and medieval times; China. — His-

tory; China. — Religious customs; Chosen People; Christ; Christian;

Christianity in its relation to Judaism; Circumcision; Cloud. — In Rab-

binical literature; Commandment; Confession of Sin. — In Hellenistic

literature and in the Liturgy; Consolation; Conversion to Christianity;

Converts to Christianity, modern; Corner-stone; Cosmogony. — In post-

Biblical literature; Covenant. — Biblical data; Creature; Cross; Crown.

— In post-Biblical times; Dead, Duty to the; Death, Angel of. — In

Arabic literature; Death, Views and Customs concerning. — In Biblical

and Apocryphal literature; Deborah. — In Rabbinical literature; Demo-
nology. — Biblical and post-Biblical data, [and] In Rabbinical literature;

Dew; Didache; Didascalia; Dietary Laws. — From the traditional point

of view, [and] Considered historically and from the critico-historical and

Reform point of view; Disinterment; Disputations; Divination; Dog;

Dukan; Dumah; Dwarf, [supplement]; East; Easter; Ebionites; Ehad
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Mi Yodea'; Einhorn, David; EHad and Medad; Eleasar ben Zita Abu
Al-Sari; Elijah. — In medieval folk-lore; Emet we-Yazzib; Eschatology;
Esdras II., [supplement]; Essenes; Ethics. — In Apocryphal and Kab-
binical literature; Exile; Faith; Habdalah, [supplement]; Hanukkah;
Hatred; Heaven; Hemerobaptists; Heresy and Heretics; Hermes, Books
of; Herodians; Hibbut ha-Keber; Holiness; Holle Kreisch; Honor;
Hosanna; Huppah; Hypocrisy; Hypsistarians; Immortality of the Soul;

Inspiration; Jabez; Jacob, Blessing of. — Biblical data; James, [name
of 3 persons prominent in N. T. history]; James, General Epistle of;

Jannes and Jambres; Januarius; Jeremiah, Epistles of; Jesus. —
In theology; Job, Testament of; John the Baptist; Joseph of Arima-
thaea; Joy; Jubilees, Book of; Judaism; Judas the Essene; Judas
Iscariot; Judgement, Divine; Kaddish; Kainan; Kapparah; Karaism;

Kiddush ha-Shem and HiUul ha-Shem; Kingdom of God; Korban;
Labor; Law, Reading from the; Levi. — In Apocryphal and Eab-
binical literature; Leviathan and Behemoth. — Biblical data, [and] in

Apocryphal literature; Life; Light; Lightning, Benediction on; Lord's

Prayer, The; Lord's Supper; Love; Lucifer; Luz; Lying; Man, Son of;

Mediator; Melchizedek; Memorial Service; Memra; Menahem the Essene;

Merkabah; Miracle; Moses. — In Hellenistic literature; Nasi; New Moon;

New Testament; Nomism, [supplement]; Paraclete; Pharisees; Pre-

existence; Purgatory; Repentance, [supplement]; Resurrection, [supple-

ment]; Revelation, (Book of); Revelation; Sadducees; Saul of Tharsus,

or Paul; Simon Cephas, or Peter; Simon Magus, [supplement]; Skeptic;

Taxo; Tehina, Abba; Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs; Therapeutae;

Wisdom; Wisdom of Solomon, Book of the; Yezirah, Sefer; Zealots.

Appendix B.

Editorial Work.

Sabbath Visitor. [Weekly; editor-in-chief.] 1881-1882.

Jewish Reformer. [Weekly; English and German.] 1886.

English Version of the Bible. [In preparation by the Jewish Pubhcation

Society of America, Philadelphia. Associate editor 1898—1902;

since 1908, member of the Revision Comittee.]

Jewish Encyclopedia. [Editor : Departments of Theology and Philosophy. ]

1901-1906.

Union of American Hebrew Congregations. — Department of Synagogue

and School Extensio. Publications. [Associate-editor since

1912.]





VERLAG GEORG REIMER IN BERLIN W. 35

Geschichte der judischenPhilosophie desMittelalters
nach Problemen dargestellt von Dr. DAVID NEUMARK,
Professor am Hebrew Union College in Cincinnati.

Erschienen ist:

Band I: Die Grundprinzipien I. 1. Buch: Einleitung.
2. Buch: Materie und Form. Geheftet Mark 15.—

BandlljI.Teil: Die Grundprinzipien II. 3. Buch: Attributen-
lehre. 1. Halfte: Altertum. Geheftet Mark 12.—

Obersicht der Einteilung des Werkes:

I. Band. Erstes Buch : Einleitung.

Zweites „ Materie und Form.
II. Band. Drittes „ Attributenlehre.

III. Band. Viertes „ Die vier Postulate (Beweis).

Funftes „ Die Grundprinzipien in der nach-
maimunischenPhilosophie(dieersten
vier Biicher stellen die Grundprin-
zipien in der klassischen Epoche,
Israeli- Maimuni dar).

IV. Band. Sechstes „ Psychologic und Erkenntnistheorie.

Siebentes „ Prophetologie.

V. Band. Achtes „ Ethik.

Neuntes „ Dogmatik.

Die Weisheit des Jesus Sirach.

Hebraisch und deutsch. Herausgegeben von RUDOLF SMEND.
Mit einem hebraischen Glossar. Geheftet Mark 5.—

Die Weisheit des Jesus Sirach.

Erklart von RUDOLF SMEND. Mit Unterstiitzung der konigl.

GesellschaftderWissenschaftenzuGottingen. GeheftetM. 16.—

Griechisch-Syrisch-Hebraischer Index zur Weisheit

des Jesus Sirach. von rudolf smend.

Mit Unterstiitzung der koniglichen Gesellschaft der Wissen-
schaften zu Gottingen. Geheftet Mark 8.

—

Die ErzahlUng des HexateUCh auf Ihre Quellen unter-

sucht. Von RUDOLF SMEND. Geheftet Mark 10.—
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Israelitische und jUdische Geschichte.

Von J. WELLHAUSEN.
6. Ausgabe. Geheftet Mark 10.—, gebunden Mark 12.-

Prolegomena zur Geschichte Israels.

Von J. WELLHAUSEN.
6. Ausgabe. Geheftet Mark 8.—, gebunden Mark 9.80

Abraham Geiger. Leben und Lebenswerk.

Von LUDWIG GEIGER * ISMAR ELBOGEN * GOTTLIEB
KLEIN * IMMANUEL LOW « FELIX PERLES * SAM.
POSNANSKI * MORITZ STERN * HERMANN u. HEY-
NEMANN VOGELSTEIN. Mit einem Bildnis.

Geheftet Mark 12.—

Die Geistesreligion und das jUdische Religionsgesetz.

Ein Beitrag zur Erneuerung des Judentums von IGNAZ
ZIEGLER. Mit einem Geleitwort von RUDOLF EUCKEN.

Geheftet Mark 4.—

Die Erneuerung des Judentums.
Ein Aufruf von MORITZ LAZARUS. Geheftet Mark 2.—

Die religiosen Bewegungen innerhalb des Juden-

tums im Zeitalter Jesu.

Von M. FRIEDLANDER. Geheftet Mark 7.-

Synagoge und Kirche in ihren Anfangen.

Von M. FRIEDLANDER. Preis Mark 5.

—

Griechische Philosophic im alten Testament.

Eine Einleitung in die Psalmen- und Weisheitsliteratur von
M. FRIEDLANDER. Geheftet Mark 5.40

JUdischeApologetik im neutestamentlichen Zeitalter.

Von Dr. J. BERGMANN, Rabbiner in Frankfurt a. O.

Geheftet Mark 3.50

Der alteste christliche Katechismus und die jUdische

Propaganda-Literatur.
' Von Professor Dr. G. KLEIN, Rabbiner in Stockholm.

Geheftet Mark 6.—














